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Foreword

We are happy to give our readers another volume of “Logopedia”, hoping
that it will become an inspirational reading, provoking discussions and further research. It contains studies on a wide and varied range of subjects prepared by many
distinguished authors, not only logopedists/speech therapists, but also researchers
representing related disciplines. The volume includes both empirical papers that
discuss the results of the latest research on biological, mental and environmental
determinants of speech disorders in children and adults, as well as theoretical
articles that present methodological approaches developed for the description and
interpretation of not yet sufficiently described speech-therapy phenomena. The
volume also comprises methodological studies in the field of diagnosis and speech
therapy, which may be of interest to logopedists/speech therapists constantly improving their practical skills, as well as speech-therapy cases that show how complex the process of diagnosing and rehabilitation of people with speech disorders
is. The volume ends with reviews of recently published monographs on speech
therapy, which we recommend as a reading that improves and verifies the current
state of knowledge, as well as opens up new research problems.
The range of subjects of the studies that make up the present volume enables
its division into several parts. The first is devoted to the assessment of eating and
drinking functions in children with cerebral palsy (Agata Michalska, Jolanta Panasiuk, Justyna Pogorzelska, Katarzyna Połatyńska and Janusz Wendorff – The Assessment of Eating and Drinking Functions in Infantile Cerebral Palsy for Speech
Therapy Treatment), to differentiation of the developmental norm and speech development disorders (Grażyna Jastrzębowska, Agata Jastrzębowska-Tyczkowska,
Anna Woś and Katarzyna Stanek – The Course of Speech Development in Children with SLI-PE and LB. A Comparative Analysis), and to the stimulation of
speech development using poems for children (Maria Ostasz – Poem as a Scenario for Linguistic Exercises).
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The next part of the volume discusses problems in surdologopedics: the development of the emancipatory and practical paradigm of studies on speech disorders in individuals with hearing disorders (Katarzyna Plutecka – Development
Approaches in the Polish Speech Therapy for the Deaf and Hearing Impaired),
problems in establishing criteria for audiological diagnosis of children (Zdzisław
Marek Kurkowski – Hearing Difficulties and Central Auditory Processing Disorders from the Logopedic Perspective), results of investigation of auditory functions in early school-age children (Olga Przybyla – Concern for the State of Development of Higher Auditory Functions in Children – a Proposal for Screening
Diagnoses Based on the APD Medical Platform*), the results of a pilot study in
severely hearing-impaired children after cochlear implantation on the relationship
between their motor development and dynamics of language skills acquisition
(Anna Zwierzchowska and Katarzyna Ita Bieńkowska – The Significance of the
Physical and Motor Potential for Speech Development in Children with Cochlear
Implant (CI) – Preliminary Study), and the results of research into the auditory
perception of hearing-impaired children (Marta Wysocka and Luiza Mackiewicz
– Music and Intonation in the Perception of Children Using Hearing Aids). This
part of papers is closed by the article on the principles of programming language
in deaf children (Ewa Muzyka-Furtak – The Use of the Method of Derivational
Nests in Surdologopedic Therapy).
The next part of the studies deals with methodological problems in investigating acquired speech disorders (Urszula Ciszewska-Psujek – Linguistic Disorders
in Alcohol Dependence – in Search of Methodology; Małgorzata RutkiewiczHanczewska – Apraxia of Speech; Urszula Niekra – Multilingualism in People
with Aphasia-Spectrum Disorders. An Overview; Klaudia Kluj-Kozłowska, Emilia J. Sitek, Stanisław Milewski – Qualitative Analysis of Naming Errors and of
Responsiveness to Phonemic Cueing in Differentiating Logopenic and Non-Fluent
Variants of Primary Progressive Aphasia). These studies define new perspectives
of research into speech disorders.
The last part of the articles is devoted to the description of mechanisms and
symptoms of disorders in performance skills (Ewa Humeniuk, Jolanta GóralPółrola, Zbigniew Tarkowski – Does Brain Stutter?; Tomasz Woźniak, Maja Sacewicz – Speech Dysfluency in Intellectually Disabled Persons; Mirosław Michalik,
Anna Cholewiak – The Pace of Speech in Oligophasia; Katarzyna KaczorowskaBray, Mirosław Michalik, Stanisław Milewski – Speech Therapy Aspects of Aging
in People with Intellectual Disability).
A separate part is Case Studies, which contains the papers by Ewa Niestorowicz – Tactile Perception of a Bas-relief. Audio Description as a Means to Make
Art Available to the Blind. A Case Study; by Urszula Jęczeń and Klaudia Drozd
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– Geographical Names in the Linguistic Awareness of the Intellectually Disabled
Person. A Case Study; and by Małgorzata Zaborniak-Sobczak and Lidia Perenc –
Linguistic Competence of Hearing Children of Deaf Parents. A Case Study.
The range of issues discussed in the volume will certainly interest not only
speech therapists/logopedists, but also a wide range of specialists representing
related disciplines, who, whether in scientific research or in everyday diagnostic
and therapeutic practice, encounter problems in human linguistic functioning.
Jolanta Panasiuk
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Preconditions for Speech Development
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The Assessment of Eating and Drinking Functions
in Infantile Cerebral Palsy for Speech
Therapy Treatment
SUMMARY
One of the most frequent symptoms of infantile cerebral palsy syndrome is eating and drinking
difficulties. The functions of eating and drinking are complex processes which, apart from the correct motor functioning of the orofacial area, also require synchronization with breathing, postural
stability, including controlling of the head, and a number of other motor skills. Because of cerebral
palsy, the functioning of the patient in all these areas may be disturbed, which manifests itself in
eating and drinking difficulties, influencing the nutritional status and thereby the patient’s somatic
and psychological condition. The goal of the study is to present the tool for the assessment of eating and drinking function in cerebral palsy patients, complementary to the systems serving to assess
gross motor functions (GMFCS), manual abilities (MACS) and communication (CFCS), which is
a significant element in the multi-diagnosis of disorders in the cerebral palsy syndrome, necessary
for speech therapy treatment.
Key words: feeding disorders, cerebral palsy, logopedic diagnosis

INTRODUCTION
Cerebral palsy is “non-progressive functional disorders of the developing central nervous system, in particular the central motor neuron, which occurred during
pregnancy, childbirth, or during the perinatal period” (Michałowicz 2001, 17).
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The clinical picture of disorders in cerebral palsy comprises diverse spectra of
symptoms concerning muscle tone, posture, movement, motor coordination,
speaking, as well as eating and drinking (Borkowska 1989; Łosiowski 1997; Boksa
2015). Motor disorders may be accompanied by intellectual dysfunctions, sensory
disorders, epilepsy and other conditions determining the functioning of the child
with cerebral palsy in the biological, mental and social areas (Michalik 2015).
The satisfaction of hunger is one of the basic biological needs of an individual,
at the same time it is a significant element of family life, co-creating the tradition
and culture of a community. Eating and drinking abilities are necessary to survive
and maintain one’s state of health. In physiological terms they are complex motor
processes involving many organs and senses: their course, if it proceeds correctly,
is not consciously controlled.
The activities of eating individuals without disorders in eating and drinking
function focus mainly on satisfying hunger or recognizing the esthetic or taste
qualities of a meal. Their feelings are not associated with the occurrence of unpleasant sensations, including pain.

EATING AND DRINKING DISORDERS
IN THE PICTURE OF CEREBRAL PALSY
On account of cerebral palsy, disorders in eating and drinking function may
occur caused by the irregular motor functioning of the initial sections of the alimentary system (difficulties in assuming the correct and safe sitting position when
taking food), limitations in fine motor functions (gripping and manipulating cutlery pieces, directing food to the mouth). Swallowing disorders may affect different phases of this function, from the pre-oral phase (postural disorders make
it impossible to maintain a correct position and to control the head, they cause
the incorrect position of the cervical spine, and thereby the incorrect position of
the oral cavity, pharynx and larynx; disorders of the upper limb function, i.e. the
limited range of motility and control, prevent gripping or cause the irregular holding of cutlery pieces, and disorders of eye/hand and hand/mouth coordination), to
the oral phase (deficit in the strength, selectiveness, coordination, and timing of
the work of the muscles of lips, cheeks, tongue, jaw and palate results in disturbances in forming, positioning and passing of the food lump) to the pharyngeal
phase (the limiting of the strength, selectiveness and coordination of the muscles
of the tongue, palate and larynx results in the lack of protection of the nasal cavity and the respiratory tract against the penetration of food) (Benfer et al. 2015).
In children with cerebral palsy the cause of eating and drinking difficulties is
damage to the central nervous system. The clinical picture of cerebral palsy embraces the prevalence of positive symptoms (tendon hyperreflexia, presence of
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clonuses, co-contractions, and spasticity) and negative symptoms (pareses or paralyses, increased fatigability, and coordination disorders). The consequence of
these symptoms is the development of incorrect motor patterns or the absence
of development of specific motor skills, which prevents the child from acquiring correct sensorimotor experiences (Rosenbaum et al. 2007; Kułak et al. 2011;
Manikowska et al. 2009).
In the case of lesions to the nuclei of cranial nerves IX-XII and corticonuclear tracts running to nuclei IX, X and XII, a bulbar or pseudo-bulbar syndrome
may occur: in such cases the dominant symptom is eating and drinking disorders
(Książyk et al. 2011). Disorders of muscle tone in cerebral palsy, both in the form
of hypotonia found within lip and tongue muscles, but also hypotonia and the
weakening of the motor function of the proximal and distal sections of the gastrointestinal tract, result in the absence or weakening of the sucking and swallowing
reflexes, and in difficulties in the coordination of the sucking, swallowing and
breathing functions (Filipiak, Korzeniewska-Eksterowicz 2010).
Disorders in the ingestion and chewing of food, in its passage from the oral
cavity to the pharynx, esophagus and stomach are termed dysphagia (WiskirskaWoźnica 2016). In the ICD-10 classification, dysphagia is described as a separate
diagnostic entity (coded as R13). It is diagnosed in many diseases and denotes
a difficulty in the passage of food from the oral cavity through the esophagus to
the stomach. Two types of dysphagia are distinguished in literature:
1.	Oropharyngeal (upper, pre-esophageal) dysphagia – when swallowing
difficulties are connected with the disordered passage of food to the
esophagus;
2.	Esophageal (lower) dysphagia – when swallowing difficulties pertain to
the passage of food lumps through the esophagus.
In children with cerebral palsy, the underlying cause of dysphagia can be
different pathomechanisms: the weakness of the cardiac muscle, weak lip closure, hypoesthesia in the oral cavity, the presence of persistent sucking and biting
reflexes, occurrence of pharyngeal movement, reduced protective function of
the larynx, sensory disorders within the pharynx and larynx, weakened coughing
reflex, weakened muscle tone: mainly the lower pharyngeal sphincter, disorders
of coordination between the contraction of the lower pharyngeal sphincter and the
muscular coat of the esophagus. In the case of consumption of drinks, difficulties are usually caused by the delayed initiation of swallowing, while in the case
of eating thick, lumpy solids, dysphagia causes them to remain in the pharynx
(Wiskirska-Woźnica 2016; Arvedson 2013).
The result of dysphagia is choking on food, regurgitation of food through
the nose, long-lasting or post-prandial cough, apnea, symptoms of the obturation of the airways, overproduction of secretion in the airways, severe recurrent
infections of the upper airways, the loss or lack of increase in body weight, and
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emaciation of the organism. The occurrence of dysphagia impoverishes diet because of preference for only certain kinds and textures of food, it causes prolonged
duration of meals (over half an hour) with resulting tiredness, changes in behavior
during feeding (irritation, refusal to eat meals), or loss of interest in the meal (Filipiak, Korzeniewska-Eksterowicz 2010; Wiskirska-Woźnica 2016).
The experience of pain resulting from the restriction of the motor system,
unpleasant sensations associated with choking or swallowing in the wrong way
during feeding, feeding against the child’s will (with the use of coercion) can be
a cause of reduced appetite. The food intake disorders in children with cerebral
palsy, especially in those with severe forms of the syndrome, are a great emotional
burden to their carers. Out of all childcare activities, feeding seems to the most
time consuming and stressful occupation (Ansari et al. 2016), which stems from
the low level of feeding efficiency, a long time allowed for meals, and from the
child’s unpleasant experiences associated with eating meals. If this state persists,
it can be seen by a parent as a failure to satisfy basic and well-being needs; it may
also provoke violence-related behaviors (adverse interactions, frightening of children, forced feeding, feeding in wrong positions, e.g. in the recumbent position,
which, the carers believe, increases the effectiveness of the meal).
Since there are diversified mechanisms, symptoms and effects of dysphagia,
it is essential to precisely assess the eating and drinking function, the result of
which is a condition for selecting the right strategy for therapeutic management.

TERMINOLOGICAL DEFINITIONS
The determination of food intake disorders and frequency of their occurrence
in individuals with cerebral palsy requires terminological definitions: the distinction between feeding disorders, eating disorders, and nutritional status. Underlying the feeding disorders is the refusal to eat, inability to ingest food, taking too
small portions of a meal, selective food ingestion, or the occurrence of complaints
during feeding. This condition pertains to children under four years of age, who
are fed. In contrast, eating (nutritional) disorders are of mental origin, they are
the outcome of conscious decisions to restrict one’s food intake and they affect
mainly adolescents and adult patients (Socha et al. 2004). A nutritional disorder
is defined as the state of health resulting from the usual food consumption, the
course of digestive processes, absorption and processing of nutritive components,
and the effect of pathological factors on these processes (Charzewska 2010): as
such it is a consequence of feeding and eating disorders.
In the case of individuals with cerebral palsy it seems justified to use the term
“feeding disorders” although clinical practice confirms cases of deliberate refusal
to take meals by moderately retarded patients and those with a severe form of dys-
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phagia, particularly in connection with negative experiences in meal ingestion, including painful sensations. In English-language literature, interchangeable terms
are used: “oropharyngeal dysphagia” (OPD), “feeding/deglutition disorder”, as
well as oral “motor dysfunction”. In Polish literature, swallowing difficulties resulting from anatomical-physiological conditions are usually termed “dysphagia”.

THE WORSENING OF FEEDING DISORDERS
IN CEREBRAL PALSY
The frequency of occurrence of feeding disorders in cerebral palsy is not
strictly determined. In the Polish survey on the assessment of the worsening of
feeding disorders, the personnel in seven out of ten pediatric and neurology centers and speech therapy outpatient clinics recognized cerebral palsy as the main
cause of feeding disorders (Rybak et al. 2011). Gisel (2008) found that in 57% of
the subjects with cerebral palsy, aged up to one year, there were problems with
sucking, in 38% – with swallowing, and in over 90% – there were clinically significant disorders of the motor functions in the oral area. In English surveys, 89%
of cerebral palsy patients required feeding by other persons, and 55% continually
choked while being fed (Sullivan et al. 2000).
Studies in the group of 130 children with cerebral palsy, aged up to three years
(Benfer et al. 2014) showed that in 93.8% there were disorders of the oral phase
of swallowing, in 78.5% – intensified salivation, in 70% – biting disorders, and in
65% – chewing disorders. The frequency of prevalence of feeding disorders ranges
within from 39% to 85%, depending on the source (Edvinsson, Lundqvist 2016).
Similar discrepancies are reported for the assessment of dysphagia prevalence. Recent studies reported its prevalence in 80% (Edvinsson, Lundqvist 2016) and 85%
patients with cerebral palsy, respectively (Benfer et al. 2013). Feeding disorders
and dysphagia may differ in intensity between individuals, hence they are classified
at different levels in the GMFCS and MACS classification systems, the percentage
of their prevalence rising from level I to level V, i.e. as the degree of motor function disorders increases (Edvinsson, Lundqvist 2016; Benfer et al. 2013).

DIAGNOSIS OF EATING AND DRINKING DISORDERS
IN CLINICAL PRACTICE
The assessment of eating and drinking abilities comprises the patient’s medical history, family history, analysis of current medical problems, nutrition history
and ways of feeding, physical examination, assessment of physical and psychomotor development, psychological, logopedic and dietary assessments complemented with the observation of the feeding process taking place under conditions
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as close to the home ones as possible (Rybak et al. 2011). The tools used in assessing feeding disorders in cerebral palsy are:
− Brief Assessment of Motor Function;
− Oral Motor Deglutition Scale;
− Behavioral Assessment Scale of Oral Functions in Feeding;
− Dysphagia Disorders Survey (DDS);
− Feeding Behavior Scale;
− Functional Feeding Assessment;
− Gisel Video Assessment;
− Oral Motor Assessment Scale;
− Pre-Speech Assessment Scale (PSAS);
− Schedule for Oral Motor Assessment (SOMA) (Benfer, Weir, Boyd 2012).
Of these, DDS, SOMA and PSAS are regarded as the tools with the best
psychometric properties and were recommended to be used in children with neurodevelopmental disorders (Benfer et al. 2015).

THE SYSTEM OF ASSESSMENT OF EATING AND DRINKING
ABILITY (EDACS) – DESCRIPTION OF THE TOOL
On the basis of the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and
Health – ICF), in reference to the current classification systems used in clinical
practice: Gross Motor Function Classification System – GMFCS (Palisano et al.
1997), Manual Ability Classification System – MACS (Eliasson et al. 2006) and
Communication Function Classification System – CFCS (Hidecker et al. 2011),
a tool was created to assess the eating and drinking ability of individuals with
cerebral palsy (Eating and Drinking Ability Classification System for Individuals with Cerebral Palsy – EDACS) (Sellers et al. 2014), complementary to other
tools serving to assess locomotion, fine motor function and communication. The
EDACS system is recognized as an accurate and reliable diagnostic tool (Benfer
et al. 2017), which can be applied by clinicians, including speech therapists, both
in clinical practice and in research, as well as by parents of children with cerebral
palsy. The system can be applied to children aged three or more.
The crucial features differentiating individual levels of difficulty in the
EDACS system are efficiency and safety. Apart from them, what is assessed is the
ability to bite and chew, the texture of the foods eaten, and modifications used (see
Table 1). Efficiency is determined by the time and effort needed to eat and drink
and the ability to retain food in the mouth. Safety relates to the risk of choking
and aspiration of food and drink. On the basis of these features, the classification
algorithm was developed (Fig. 1), according to which children with cerebral palsy
are classified at one of the five levels:
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Fig. 1. Algorithm: the assessment of eating and drinking ability according to the EDACS scale
(after: Sellers et al. 2014).

I. Eats and drinks safely and efficiently;
II. Eats and drinks safely but with some limitations to efficiency;
III. Eats and drinks with some limitations to safety; there may be limitations
to efficiency;
IV. Eats and drinks with significant limitations to safety;
V. Unable to eat and drink safely ‒ tube feeding should be considered to
provide an adequate degree of nutrition.
The algorithm is complemented with a detailed description of the terms used,
characteristics of individual levels, and the way of their differentiation. The assumption was that the language of EDACS description would be simple and intelligible also to parents or to individuals with cerebral palsy (Sellers et al. 2014).
Like in the GMFCS, MACS and CFCS systems, the degrees of disorder intensity for each level were distinguished (from I to V). What distinguishes the
EDACS from other systems is, however, the introduction of a separate assessment
of the level of the subject’s independence in food intake (independent, assistance
required, totally dependent). The term “independent” (IND) means that an individual is able to put food in his/her mouth by him/herself, without the help of
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a third party. It does not mean, however, that s/he is able to process food to produce the required and safe food texture, or to eat and drink efficiently. The term
“assistance required” (AR) means that an individual needs assistance in delivering
food to the mouth, provided by a third party or by using appropriate equipment.
Help may be required with putting food on the spoon, putting food into the hand,
or guiding the hand to the mouth, or holding a cup firmly; it can be also administered as supervision or oral advice. The term “totally dependent” (TD) means
that an individual is totally dependent on other people for the delivery of food and
drink to the mouth. That is why an EDACS classification notation should consist
of a digit (levels ranging from I to V) and letters (abbreviations IND, AR, or TD).
The EDACS classification system enables the assessment of eating and drinking ability, made from the perspective of the patient’s general activity. It does
not replace the detailed assessment of feeding disorders but complements it with
a functional approach. The system can be used to create a common ground for perceiving disorders in eating and drinking function by specialists in different fields,
parents, and by patients. It serves to identify the patient’s problems and needs, and
reduce the risk of prevalence of nutritional status disorders.

CONCLUSIONS
Studying the eating and drinking functions in children with cerebral palsy
is an important element of both the clinical and logopedic assessment of a cerebral palsy child. In speech therapy literature the problem of dysphagia in cerebral palsy has not yet been adequately described. The presented tool, EDACS,
which enables determination of the range and severity of feeding disorders, may
be a useful scale in assessing the primary functions within the orofacial area in
children with cerebral palsy aged over three years. The results of this assessment
have an impact on the child’s somatic condition, the risk of feeding complications,
and on the ability of verbal communication, thereby determining the forms of
multi-specialist treatment of the child, the ways of daily care of him/her, as well
as therapeutic goals and techniques.

Holds most solids
and liquids in the
mouth.
Has problems
with foods
that need to be
strongly bitten
and chewed.

Holding food
in the mouth

Eats a wide range
of foods with a
different texture
appropriate for
his/her age.
In the same time
as peers.

Not required.

Duration of a
meal

Adjustments

Food texture

Ability to bite
and chew

The individual
chokes when
eating food with
hard texture.

Choking

Level I

Takes more time to
have a meal than
peers do.
Slight modifications
concerning mainly
food consistency.

Eats products with
a different texture
appropriate for his/
her age.

Small amounts of
food fall from the
mouth while eating.
Has problems biting
hard and chewing
intensely. Slowly
moves food in the
oral cavity.

Coughs and chokes
when eating new
foods and foods
with a hard consistency or when tired.

Level II

Table 1. A brief description of EDACS levels

Requires special
food consistency and
positioning it in the
proper place in the
oral cavity.

Prolonged duration.

Bites and chews food
of soft consistency.
Has problems moving and holding food
in the oral cavity,
and safely biting and
chewing.
Eats puree and
mashed foods.

Coughs and chokes
when drinking a
quickly-flowing liquid or when takes too
much liquid into the
mouth at once.
Falling of food from
the mouth is frequent.

Level III

Level V

Requires adjustment of food consistency
and thickness of liquids, and the use of
proper feeding techniques, qualified care,
appropriate body position, and adjustment of the environment.

Prolonged duration.

Eats puree
and well-mashed foods.

Finds it difficult to move food in the
oral cavity, to open and close the mouth,
swallow, bite and chew.

Alternative ways of
feeding should be
considered, such as
tube feeding.

–

May take small
amounts of food to
obtain gustatory and
olfactory sensations.

–

May choke on larger lumps of food.
High likelihood.
May have problems with coordination of Unable to swallow
swallowing and breathing.
food because of limitations to coordination
of swallowing and
breathing.
Falling of large amounts of food from
–
the mouth.

Level IV
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The Course of Speech Development in Children with
SLI-PE and LB. A Comparative Analysis
SUMMARY
This article presents the section of widespread research devoted to children with a severe delay
in speech development; the delay which cannot be linked to any reachable etiological factors – as in
case of late bloomers (LB) or children with specific language impairment (SLI). Making an accurate
diagnosis, namely distinguishing late bloomers from late talkers before reaching the age of three is
currently impossible because of the lack of research reports on LB. Late blooming is the borderline
phenomenon of developmental norm, thus it is not in the subject of clinicians’ interest. However,
after careful familiarising with the history of research on SLI and numerous reservations about its
methodology – our attention was concentrated on late bloomers as a group that is much closer, in
terms of development profile (not only linguistic), to SLI-PE (expressive form of this disorder) than
younger, properly developing children, who constitute the main comparative group at most research
carried out in the world. The study of detailed developmental profile of late bloomers and children
with SLI may contribute to the refinement of methods and research tools which are at our disposal
and to earlier diagnosis of SLI in the future.
Key words: SLI, LB, delay in speech development, language expression

INTRODUCTION
In case of the children with a severe delay of speech development with etiology that is difficult to determine by accessible tools, the recognition of the phenomenon character, if it is pathological or developmental, is possible only after
reaching the age of three. In the instance of LB, at the end of their third year of life,
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the rapid acceleration of development occurs (numbers of progressive changes
within language area). That is atypical for most children of the same age and leads
to fast equalisation of language skills in comparison to their peers. Late blooming phenomenon, which in Polish literature corresponds to fragmentary delay in
speech development, that was already described by B. Sawa (1990), proves that
severe deviations from the developmental norm may not always have a clinically
relevant origin. This research is expected to capture the alterities (differences) in
the process of speech development, and to develop the criteria that will make the
distinction between these two groups of phenomena, what could contribute to
earlier diagnosis and earlier therapeutic intervention in the case of these children
in the future.
SLI is classified as developmental language disorders (DLD), which accompany the developmental process from the very beginning. On the other hand,
late blooming is the phenomenon qualified as disruptions of development, what
means that in the case of these children speech development proceeds differently
than in their peers, though, occurring abnormalities cannot be associated with any
reachable pathogenetic factor. Taking into account the current knowledge, this
phenomenon may be only attributed to slower maturation of a nervous system. In
ICD-10 classification, “delayed speech initiation”, here interchangeably called
“late blooming” (LB), is classified as “normal variants of development”, i.e. marginal variants of proper development (in Polish translation of ICD-10 classification by J. Pużyński and S. Wciórka, qualified to “normal variants of development”). However, this name was not accepted in Polish logopaedic literature and
it was replaced by ‘marginal variants of proper development’ while SLI is qualified to the category of the specific speech disorders and language development
(marked in ICB-10 with symbol F.80).
“Disruptions” as distinct from “disorders” are not of big clinical significance,
as in pre-school period child achieves the proper level of language skills and earlier delay resolves spontaneously without much consequences for further development (Międzynarodowa Statystyczna..., Pużyński, Wciórka 1997).
The common feature of the children with SLI and LB is statistically meaningful delay of linguistic development (commonly called delay in speech development) and disorders in development dynamics, which are not found among
younger, properly developing children. Delayed speech initiation (sustained lack
of progressive changes) and disharmony of development are the one of the most
important and the earliest observed symptoms of abnormalities in course of psychomotor development of these children.
G. Jastrzębowska (2003) distinguishes the three groups of children with delay
in speech and language development:
(I) children with disruptions in the speech development (LB). The delay applies only to linguistic expression, while the development of understanding pro-
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ceeds without any disruptions. The poor dictionary is characteristic for this form
of delay, in the second year of life these children use only 50 words or have a richer range of active vocabulary but are not able to create two-word phrases. In the
third year of life, the rapid acceleration of language development is observed and
in the end of this period, the children achieve the level of speech development
appropriate to their age group;
(II) children with speech development disorder which is ectypal, as it is the
consequence of other developmental deficits;
(III) the third group – speech development disorders falling into DLD category; these are so-called “late talkers”. This group embraces children with specific language impairment – SLI. The level of sensory abilities and the quotient
of wordless intelligence in case of these children are within expected norms but
despite apparently typical development in other areas, they demonstrate a visible delay in language acquisition. At the age of 2, they have a poor range of
vocabulary, less than 50 words and, despite the fact that over the time their lexical resources increases and achieves normal level, the delays are still visible at
other levels of language use, for example: phonology, syntax or narrative abilities.
Unlike children from group I, before reaching school age most of these children
achieve much worse results in terms of language development than their peers.
Children from group III constitute the specific subject of research of scholars
as, because of the dynamic character of this disorder, it is a non-homogeneous,
difficult to categorise, group. The diversity of language development disorder
symptoms, the level of disorder that changes within the time of life (the influence
of the environment and progressive changes that happen as the nervous system
matures are very significant) are the reasons that make it one of the most interesting developmental disorders. The difficulties with indicating the phenotype
and multitude of forms but also the fluent transferring from one SLI subgroup to
another (connected with the age) make researchers continue searching and explaining the core of this phenomenon. In terms of dynamics, the profile of speech
development of LB resembles the speech development of the children with SLI,
and thus these phenomena (especially the expressive form of SLI, that is SLI-PE
and LB) are so difficult to diagnose until the child gets 2.6 and even 3rd year of life
(Jastrzębowska, in print).
In order to differentiate the marginal variants of proper language development from clinically significant disorders – including SLI, in ICD-10 classifications the four diagnostic criteria, similar to those assumed by L.B. Leonard
(2000), are offered. The first criterion is the depth – those delays in language
acquirement which exceed two standard deviations are considered to be abnormal.
The second criterion is the process of delay – in most cases of language development disorders with the high degree of intensity there occur also other associated
problems. The depth of language deficit is of lower diagnostic significance as far
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as older children are concerned, because they have a natural tendency to improve
it. If, during the examination, a light level of language disorder was stated and
the data about more serious disorders in the past exists, it is highly possible that
these disorders are clinically meaningful and this is not the marginal variant of
the appropriate development. Next, the third criterion, are speech patterns and
language functioning. If the speech pattern of the child is incorrect or the speech
and language of the child contain qualitatively incorrect features, then it is highly probable that there are clinically meaningful disorders. The last criterion are
accompanying problems, namely if the delay in development of some language
areas is accompanied by difficulties in learning, for instance: specific difficulties
in reading and sound-letter analysis, disorders in interpersonal relations, emotional and behavioural disorders, then, there is low probability that the delay in
language acquisition is the variation of the norm (Jastrzębowska 2005, 392).
In 1988, I. Rapin and D.A. Allen (as cited in: Rapin 1996) distinguished three
clinical categories of developmental language disorders (DLD), including SLI:
1. mixed receptive-expressive disorders (groups);
2. expressive disorders;
3. higher order processing disorders.
Above disorders may evince abnormalities on one or more levels of language.
They may concern phonology, syntax, semantics as well as pragmatics. In each
of classified categories Rapin and Allen (as cited in: Rapin 1996) distinguish two
subtypes of DLD. In the first one, there are verbal-auditory agnosia and phonologic-syntactic deficit. In the second – verbal dyspraxia and speech programming
deficit. And in the third, there are lexical deficit and semantics-pragmatics deficit.
Children with SLI are most frequently touched by phonologic-syntactic deficit,
verbal dyspraxia and speech programming deficit (see Jastrzębowska 2000).
SLI is characterized by diversity and big variation of symptoms of language
development. Some children display only disorders in speech, others in both
speaking and understanding utterances of other people. Western clinicians, including D.V.M. Bishop, I. Rapin (as cited in: Jastrzębowska 2000) propose to
distinguish six subtypes of SLI, which may be classified to one of three groups of
DLD described above, that is: 1) expressive, 2) mixed, receptive-expressive and
3) higher order processing disorders. Detailed classification was performed on the
basis of evaluation of spontaneous and direct utterances, taking into account the
results of language analysis: phonological, morphosyntactic, semantic-lexical and
pragmatic.
According to above arrangement, the subtypes of SLI include:
•	speech programming deficit – understanding is correct. The child speaks
fluently, using quite long sentences, but it is difficult to understand its utterances;
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•	verbal dyspraxia – understanding is correct, but speech is limited, with disorders in production of speech sounds and short utterances. The beginning
of speech is much delayed;
•	phonologic-syntactic deficit. Utterances are short and grammatically incorrect. Problems with searching for words are frequent. Difficulties in
understanding of complex utterances and abstract concepts may appear.
The beginning of speech is very delayed;
•	verbal-auditory agnosia. Complete lack of understanding or quite dysfunctional understanding of other people’s utterances;
•	lexical-semantic deficit. Children have problems with searching for words
and difficulties in producing utterances. Understanding of complex sentences is limited. In general, the beginning of speech is delayed;
•	semantic-pragmatic deficit. From formal perspective, the child speaks fluently and correctly, however, the contents of utterances may be strange, unclear. The child does not maintain the topic of conversation (Jastrzębowska
2000).
Considering such numerous symptoms of language development disorders
– in practice SLI is confused not only with late blooming but also with language
disorders connected with such developmental deficits as: intellectual disability,
autism or hypoacusis.
Amongst mentioned forms of SLI, as much as three are ranked as expressive
disorders and higher order processing disorders, i.e. phonologic programming
deficit, verbal dyspraxia and semantic-pragmatic deficit.
As it was mentioned, children with specific language impairment do not constitute a homogeneous group as far as symptoms are concerned. The background
of this disorder is not known. There are a few theories explaining the reasons for
this deficit in language acquisition. Currently, there is no doubt that SLI is the
disorder with heterogeneous etiology (Leonard 2000).
Prenatal and neonatal complication were – for a long time – considered to be
the source of specific language impairment. The role of prenatal risk was emphasised (overuse of alcohol by pregnant women, or disorders of mother’s hormonal
economy – mainly testosterone). However, this idea did not receive sufficient
empirical proofs. While searching for neurological background of delay in language development with particular reference to people with diverse forms of SLI,
D.V.M. Bishop and M.J. Snowling pointed to more frequent occurrence, than in
health children populace, of atypically large surroundings of Sylvian fissure. That,
according to many scholars, is connected with polimicrogyria. Polimicrogyria is
an anomaly in the development of cerebral cortex in which neurons from deeper
layers of encephalon achieve the level of the cortex but are incorrectly accommodated, which results in numerous, minor bends in cortex (Pąchalska et al. 2007).
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Further research showed that different incorrect cerebral formations appear
in children with specific language impairments. Using MRI exam, E. Plante discovered atopic symmetry of Sylvian fissure in eight examined children with SLI.
Other researchers found anomalies in normal, standard hemispheric asymmetry,
mainly in parietal-occipital and parietal-temporal areas. In recent years, the correlation between the existence of polimicrogyria in the area of Sylvian fissure and
the presence of language specific impairment has been demonstrated.
Research in which the brain imaging (MRI) was used, confirmed that polimicrogyria in the area of Sylvian fissure is connected with the array of symptoms
and clinical signs (including epilepsy, pseudobulbar symptoms, i.e. dysarthria
with rhinolalia), cognitive deficit and developmental language disorders (DLD),
including SLI (Pąchalska et al. 2007).
The subject area of specific language impairment has been attracting researchers’ attention for many years, which has been observed in both Polish and
global literature. According to a study conducted by I. Rapin, D.V.M. Bishop and
L. Leonard, SLI is the phenomenon that accounts for about 7% of the population
of younger children at school age.
Arguably, the same situation is in Poland, where it is not yet commonly recognized that this disorder affects children who are significantly worse off linguistically than their peers, thus results in weaker learning outcomes (Jastrzębowska
2003). Theoretical frameworks of SLI are significant, as well as the empirical
data on which they are based. The work of interpreting research results devoted to
children with SLI is, therefore, a source of valuable diagnostic guidance and information, as they help them with better language acquisition and social functioning.
Children with SLI in Poland constitute a group that is unquestionably an educational problem. Most frequently, these children go to mass schools without recognized language deficit which is very unfavourable for them, as in most cases
their special educational needs are not taken into account. Because of the low
level of language skills the children are perceived by teachers as lazy, impudent,
unskilful, and this label adheres to them throughout the whole learning period.
Apparently, these children seem to be no different from their peers. They are motorically and cognitively skilful. In kindergarten, the low level of linguistic competence did not attract the attention of pedagogues. There is no visible rationale
for postponing their school duty and, in consequence, they are directed to mass
schools without any indication for individual approach in education. Problems
with native language acquisition are the only important issue that these children
have and the teacher often does not have the information that these are children
with SLI. The widely-propagated action of KBE (Educational Research Committee) and researchers who are actively cooperating with it, will undoubtedly contribute to promote the knowledge about this developmental disorder.
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The following article is the report from pilot research whose goal was to determine if there exist any presumptions to believe that the early distinction of the
pathological phenomenon such as SLI-PE from developmental phenomenon of
late blooming is possible.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The research, whose results are presented in the article, was carried out on
a study sample of 30 children with delay in language acquisition – delay that
cannot be linked with any affliction, developmental deficit or environmental deprivation. The accompanying difficulties such as disorder of attention, memory
or behaviour, could not be serious enough to cause severe linguistic deficit. The
interview with children’s mothers was the method of obtaining information about
the speech development process of examined children.
Data on development of perception and linguistic expression was obtained
and there were made attempts to formulate language development profile of children with delay in acquisition of linguistic competence with etiology that is difficult to determine (with specific language impairment, expressive form – SLI-PE)
and late bloomers. Then both groups were compared. All discussed issues were
embedded in the positivist trend in the quantitative strategy. Statistical calculations were performed using the SPSS computer program.
In order to gather the empirical material, in the research were used: the interview questionnaire with child’s mother that was formulated by Jastrzębowska and
also the device used by French paediatricians – the records of the communicative
development IFDC (Inventaires francais du developpement communicatif) which
was translated by A. Woś for the use of this research. The French device for examining the communicative development IFDC was developed on the basis of the
communicative development inventories: MacArthur-Bates1. The results of this
research will soon be published.
The study was conducted in 4 nurseries and kindergartens located in the
Opole Voivodeship.
Out of the group of 56 children, after rejection of children having delay with
known etiology and with correct language development (speech2), 30 children
MacArthur Communicative Development Inventory is a device to examine the language
competence (in Polish version it was developed by M. Smoczyńska and entitled Speech Development and Communication Inventory) which is commonly used in the USA.
2
In the first phase, 56 children, aged from 2 years and 10 months to 3 years, were qualified to
the research. These were children who, according to teachers of nurseries and kindergartens, evinced
much lower level of language development than their peers. Incorrect language development and
correct development of remaining developmental functions was the condition for qualification to
further research. After detailed interviews with mothers (including questions about the course of
1
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were qualified to the appropriate research, including children with SLI (n=13)
and LB (n=17). At the time of proceeding to the appropriate research (interview
with mothers) all children had already reached 3 years, which allowed them to
be classified into one of two groups: SLI or LB. Among the group of 30 children
with delay in language acquisition, 30% were boys (n=9), 70% were girls (n=21).
In terms of place of living 16.7% (n=5) were residents of the village while 83.3%
(n=25) – urban dwellers.

THE RESULTS
Presented data concerns the development of language expression, that is the
time when the particular stages of development occur, the type of difficulty and
other information obtained during the interview with mothers. Firstly, it was indicated when the children of SLI-PE and LB experienced the following stages of
speech development, that is the month in which the child began to crow, say first
words, simple and complex sentences, and on the basis of this data the profile of
their language development was created.

Chart 1. Averages referring to the time when the particular stages of speech development occurred
development with particular reference to language development) children with delay in speech development with known etiology and with correct speech development were rejected. Thus, in total,
there were 30 children with SLI and LB who were examined.
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On average, late bloomers started to crow in 8th month, that is 2 months later
than is expected by developmental norm. As mothers of late bloomers have evaluated, the first words occurred at the age of about 15 months. First simple sentences
appeared at the age of 30 months, while complex sentences – in 35th month. As
mothers of children with SLI have evaluated, crowing occurred on average in 9th
month, the first words – in 18th month, simple sentences – in 36th month, while
complex sentences had not been recorded, as depicted in Chart 1.
The next stage was the analysis of data on language development dynamics
of examined children. There are a few models of language development process:
A – the child had not spoken for a long time and then started to speak correctly
immediately; B – the child had not spoken for a long time and spoke incorrectly
for quite a long time, and variant C – the child started to speak in the appropriate
time but incorrectly for a long time. As literature indicates, children with SLI are
numbered among the second group (variant B), that is “the child had not spoken
for a long time and spoke incorrectly for quite a long time”. For LB variant A is
characteristic: long-lasting lack of speech development and after that, in the second half of the 3rd year of life, follows the rapid development of speech.

Chart 2. Models of speech development in case of children with SLI and LB (0–3 years old)

Results presented in Chart 2 indicate that: variant B, which signifies that the
child had not spoken for a long time and spoke incorrectly for quite a long time,
was chosen by large majority – as much as 92.3% of mothers of children with
SLI, on the other hand, variant C, which indicated the other model of language
acquisition – atypical for the group of children with SLI – was declared by 7.7%
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of mothers. In the group of late bloomers, the most common was variant A and
was indicated by more than half, that is 58.7% of interviewed mothers, while pattern B, more frequently ascribed to children with SLI, was declared by 41.3% of
respondents.
Subsequently, it was analysed which language areas were the most problematic for examined children. In the interview with mothers there was made an attempt to determine how these children’s process of language competence acquisition proceeded.
Table 1. Language skills, the mastery of which was the main difficulty to the examined children with delay in language acquisition
SLI

LB

Formation of complex sentences

97.4%

18.8%

Linking words into simple sentences

75.4%

15.9%

Referring to features of objects

23.1%

11.8%

Articulation of phones

23.1%

23.6%

Articulation of difficult consonant groups

23.1%

47.2%

Referring to activities

15.4%

0.0%

7.7%

5.9%

Referring to objects

The percentages do not sum up to 100% as there was the possibility to choose more than one
answer.

The correct articulation of phones causes problems for as much as 23.1% of
children with SLI-PE (hereafter referred to as “children with SLI”) and 23.6% of
LB. The articulation of difficult groups of consonants causes problems for 23.1%
of children with SLI and 47.2% of LB. 7.7% of children with SLI indicate problem with referring to objects, while in case of LB it is 5.9%. When asked about
ability to refer to features of objects, 23.1% of mothers of children with SLI and
11.8% of mothers of LB reported that their children do have difficulties. The subsequent question concerned the child’s ability to refer to activities. The results
show that 15.4% of children with SLI and none of examined LB have problems
with aforementioned. Linking words into simple sentences is problematic for
75.4% of examined children with SLI and 15.9% of LB. The next asked question
was connected with the ability to construct complex sentences. As it was predicted, as much as 97.4% of children with SLI in the age of 3 years cannot construct
elaborated utterances, whilst it is 18.8% in the group of LB.
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The next analysis concerns using nonverbal means of communication (for
example, gestures, facial expression) as the primary method of child’s communication with the environment (for example, in order to express its needs, the child
pointed at something with the finger or head without saying anything).

Chart 3. The month, to which the child had communicated by the use nonverbal means of communication and used the so-called “own language”

As can be seen from Chart 3, nonverbal means of communication (gestures,
facial expression) were the primary method of communication until 17 months
of age in case of children with SLI, and 12 months in case of LB. On the basis of
authors’ own studies, it was also found that the “own language” was used as the
primary means of communication till 21 months of age in case of children with
SLI, and 16 months in case of late bloomers.
The outcomes presented in Table 2 indicate that, at the age of 3, the various
intensity of the language behaviour, characteristic for children speech, is much
more frequent for children with SLI than in case of LB. The most frequently indicated are: problems with eliding (elisions) of phones (53.9% of children with
SLI and 11.6% of LB), substituting, that is replacing one phone with other sounds,
appeared in speech of 38.5% of children with SLI and 64.7% of LB. As much as
30.8% of children with SLI and only 11.6% of LB demonstrated the tendency to
distort phones. The next phenomenon is changing the place of phones or syllables
in a word (portmanteau word) which was observed in 23.1% of children with
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Table 2. Characteristic speech features of children with SLI-PE and LB
SLI

LB

Elides phones

53.9%

11.6%

Simplifies difficult groups of consonants

46.2%

17.5%

Substitutes one phone with others

38.5%

64.7%

Distorts phones

30.8%

11.6%

Transposes phones or syllables in words

23.1%

23.4%

Does not speak fluently

15.4%

5.8%

Uses words created by him/herself

0.0%

17.5%

The percentages do not sum up to 100% as there was the possibility to choose more than
one answer.

SLI and 23.4% of LB. The subsequent, mentioned in the questionnaire, difficulty
is simplifying difficult groups of consonants (SLI – 46.2%; LB – 17.5%), or not
fluent speaking (15.4% – SLI and 5.8% – LB). The analysis of results concerning
making up peculiar words (neologisms) by children proved that they are created
only by late bloomers.

DISCUSSION
For over 30 years, researchers have been trying to define the phenotype of
SLI and determine if the model of language acquisition by these children should
be subsumed within category of “delay” or “deviation”. Detailed information on
this subject may be found in works by L.B. Leonard (2006), or G. Jastrzębowska
(2005, 2013). The problem is that the concepts of delay or deviation do not show
how the children with SLI may differ from younger, correctly developing children
and from LB. Following Leonard (2000), at the age of 2, both children with SLI
and LB cannot pronounce more than 50 words or create two-word expressions.
Then, their common feature is: slower – than in case of their peers – pace of
acquiring language competence, and, in consequence, the delay in speech development. In the flagship work, devoted to research on SLI, the author proves that
despite the similarities of language acquisition models in children with delayed
speech initiation, late bloomers, and late talkers, such as late initiation and prolonged process of speech development, it is hard to assume that the speech development in children with SLI will be only delayed because, unlike LB, these
children never achieve the proficient command of language. The level of language
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skills of children with SLI who will be qualified to mass school will always be
low, unlike in the case of late bloomers.
As it is pointed by Leonard (2000), in research reports, the authors seldom
remark that in speech of children with SLI there appear language phenomena
which are not observed in younger, properly developing children. However, it is
reported that, in terms of quantity and quality of “errors”, these children’s speech
is much more different than their peers’ speech, which enforces treating SLI in
terms of latency. On the other hand, in normally developing children, at any stage
of their development, the intensity of these phenomena is not as big as in the case
of children with SLI, which reinforces the reasoning in favour of recognising this
model of language acquisition as a deviation (Leonard 2000). The language development profiles of children with SLI and LB up to 2.6 year of life do not vary
significantly. Initially, the lack of linguistic expression is observed (the child uses
only onomatopoeia supported by gestures). Later, these children crow and use
simple words for a long time. Statements, usually in the form of simple sentence
constructions or sentence equivalents, are constructed by them only at the end of
3rd year of life. Above this age limit, the language proficiency profiles start to contrast widely, as shown in Chart 4. Authors’ own study, pursuant to research carried
out by other researchers, shows that children with SLI are more likely to acquire
some language skills and less as far as other skills are concerned. As a result,
it means that the control of particular areas of the language is disproportionate
(Jastrzębowska, in print).
In Chart 4 the differences in language development profiles between children
with SLI, late bloomers and properly developing children are presented. In case
of children with SLI, the speech initiation occurs later (similarly to LB) but the
process of intense development lasts definitely longer and, before some areas of
language are be mastered, the development turns into the so-called plateau stage
(stoppage), which means that the child has achieved the upper limit of its capabilities and will never achieve even average level of language skills. The stoppage of
development is a characteristic feature of this development deficit, and it differentiates it from the inhibition, regress, progressive decrementing of level (observed
in children with various cognitive deficits and complete disorders).
Despite the fact that delay in speech development is the feature of all developmental disorders, the models of language acquisition by children with SLI
and other disorders from DLD category differ in terms of such parameters as: the
process of speech development within the time, the process of language acquisition, differences of language development profiles, more frequent occurrence of
linguistic mistakes and differences of qualities of these mistakes, which is accordant with results of other authors’ research (Leonard 2000; Międzynarodowa...;
Jastrzębowska 2003).
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Chart 4. Language development profiles/models of children with SLI-PE and late bloomers
with regard to developmental norm
Source: Authors’ own study based on Leonard (2000) and own research.

The research results carried out by Jastrzębowska from 2002 and 2010 (together with the team) make it possible to compare and complete some crucial
information on the process of language development of late-speaking children
(depending on the degree of disorder).
The analysis of the process of language development in children with SLI
proves that in the case of these children it should be described as both deviation
and delay in development, as the considerable part of children with severe disorders in language development, even at the age of 10, demonstrate the level of language development which is different, in quantitative and qualitative terms, from
normally developing children at the age of 3 (Jastrzębowska 2002).
The research carried out in 2002, embracing children with severe degree of
SLI (mixed form, receptive-expressive – SLI-PR-E) in comparison to children
with light degree (expressive form – SLI-PE), indicates that these children:
1.	Started saying first words with a great delay – between the ages of 2 and
3 years, and sometimes even later. (Contrary to this information, children
with SLI-PE proved to be much better because children examined by the
authors spoke their first, simple words at the age of 18 months).
	The degree of speech delay was significant; the dynamics of speech development remained much dysfunctional. 34.6% of examined children at
the age of 4–9 indicated the level of speech development characteristic for
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the 1st quarter of 2 years of age, 26.9% – for the 2nd quarter of 2 years of
age, and 19.2% for the 4th quarter of 2 years of age. The level of speech
development of children at the age of 2–3 was evaluated as corresponding
to the level of 1-year-old child, while at the age of 6–9, it was adequate to
the level of 2–3-year-old children. This data evidences that from the moment when the first words had occurred, the process of language competence acquisition proceeded very slowly and, on average, over the course
of 5 years progressed at a rate that a healthy child overcomes within
0.4 to 1 year.
2.	At the age of 6–10 – children with SLI-PR-E still too often used the socalled own peculiar language, understandable mainly for themselves.
Thus, the main symptom of delay in speech development of examined
children were long lasting expressions stemming from childhood language and the method of speaking that is specific for earlier developmental
stages, such as numerous onomatopoeic terms and language behaviours
typical for these phases such as: elisions, metathesis, substitutions and
assimilations. (By comparison, in lighter forms of SLI-PE this method of
communication, according to research from 2010 year, dominated within
first 21 months of a child’s life).
3.	The range of vocabulary (within Polish language system) was very poor
– it was constituted in particular by onomatopoeic words and words with
simple phonetic construction. The most frequently, examined children did
not construct sentences. However, if they occurred, they were simple sentences or nominal ones. (In case of children with SLI-PE it occurs in 36th
month of life).
4.	Understanding of speech was good or impaired. Most likely, good understanding concerned children with expressive disorders. On the other hand,
disability of understanding (characteristic for mixed receptive-expressive
groups) related to complex instructions but also (in some instances) to
simple utterances.
5.	Non-verbal factors were crucial in the communication process of these
children. In numerous instances, SLI was accompanied by difficulties in
reading and writing.
6.	The next indication of language expression disorder was dysfunction of
speech pace and rhythm (Jastrzębowska 2002, 183).
The analysis of research results, carried out after examined children’s therapy, indicated that despite intense speech therapy, pedagogical and psychological
impact, the speech development of children was still delayed to disparate, often
severe, degree. The main deviations were observed in the development of lexical
range and grammar, while the minor – in the phonetic-phonological and semantic
areas. The utterances of the majority of children were restricted to single words,
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onomatopoeic words, and sometimes to simple sentences. The children who were
able to construct longer utterances had serious problems with the use of correct
grammatical forms (Jastrzębowska 2002, 183).
As already mentioned, the pilot research from 2010, whose results on language expression are presented in this paper, was carried out in the group of latespeaking children (SLI-PE) and late blooming children (LB). The control group
consisted of children with proper speech development. The obtained data allowed
the authors to perform a comparative analysis and provided additional knowledge
on language development of not only children with SLI but also LB. On its basis,
an empirically confirmed model of these children’s speech development was formulated and the language development profiles of children with SLI-PE and LB
were compared. As a result of carried out research it was determined that:
•	The characteristic feature of the phenomenon designated as late blooming is the proper development of understanding, which differentiates it
from children with specific language impairment (SLI), as, even in its
expressive forms, is always even slightly delayed. According to studies
conducted by Leonard (2000) and reports of Polish researchers (Kordyl
1968; Bogdanowicz 1997; Pąchalska 1999; Pąchalska et al. 2007), these
children have selective, often minor deficits in some perceptual functions
(decoding, processing information and also updating of auditory traces
and auditory memory) or concentrating attention. Each of them is particularly significant for the process of language acquisition and applying of
this knowledge. The research on the influence of these factors on the formation of SLI, which poses a significant language deficit, is in progress.
•	Children whose speech development was very delayed, often over 12th
month of life communicate with the environment with non-verbal factors
such as facial expression, gestures or body movements. Authors’ research
results on this method of communication within the children with SLI
(Chart 3) is consistent with other authors’ reports (Leonard, Kordyl) who
found that non-verbal communication, characteristic for early stage of
speech development continues much longer in children with SLI than in
properly developing children. A crucial element enriching the knowledge
of speech development in children with a major delay in language acquisition is to determine that in this respect late bloomers are barely different
from children with SLI-PE. Studies show that, on average, LBs consider
gestures in the first 12 months of their life as the dominant method of
communicating their needs, later, however, they try to say the first words,
which is consensual with the developmental norm. In case of children
with SLI-PE this is the period of first 18 months, thus, 6 months longer.
•	The process of speech development in children with SLI-PE was evaluated on the basis of criterion of the time when the successive stages of
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speech development occurred and the reference of obtained data to developmental norm. It was found that in children with lighter, expressive
form of SLI, the process of acquiring language competence slightly, albeit
still, differs from the language development model of late bloomers and
is radically different in comparison with their peers. As shown in Chart
1 – the next stages of speech formation in children with SLI-PE occur
a bit later than in children with LB (crowing establishes the difference of
1 month, the first words – 3 months, simple sentences – 6 months), which
means that the development pace of children with SLI is slower than in
case of those with LB. This is an argument that speaks in favour of treating SLI-PE in terms of latency. Over the time, the difference between
children with SLI and LB is also becoming more and more apparent, and
the increasing delay in acquiring further areas and language subsystems
is the indicative of this distinction. On the other hand, it stems from Chart
4 (developed on the basis of own literature and studies) that in terms of
quantity (the number of used words, sentences – much below the results
of properly developing children) and the dynamics of development, children with SLI and LB are far different from a control group. In the light of
obtained data, till 24th month of life, children from both groups (with developmental disruptions and disabilities) cannot be distinguished because
they use only a few simple words or nominal sentences.
•	In the third year of life, when the acceleration of development finally
begins, the number and quality of “mistakes” speak in favour of “deviation” from developmental norm (see Table 2) since these children’s
speech (with SLI and LB) differs in this regard from younger, properly
developing children’s speech. Not only quantitative but also qualitative
aspects determine the evaluation of dynamics and the level of linguistic
development. As it was established, the occurrence of various types of
delay in active speech development, characteristic for younger, properly
developing children is often. Thus, for instance, 38.5% of children with
SLI and as much as 64.7% of LB substitute one sound with others. Substitutions are the most common phenomenon in children during the course
of the first 3 years of life, so the level of this indicator is not surprising.
It is interesting, however, that it is the most frequent kind of “mistakes”
in the case of LB. The situation is different in case of elision because as
much as 53.9% of children with SLI and only 11.6% of LB elide phones.
These results should become a trigger to further linguistic analysis. Why
are elisions the more commonly chosen method of dealing with restrictions of articulation organs’ motor skills by late bloomers, and substitutions – by children with SLI-PE?
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	30.8% of children with SLI and 11.6% of LB deform phones (randomly,
on ad hoc basis without any tendency to consolidate such articulation),
create phones similar to given speech sound, such as ‘r’ characteristic for
French articulation, or ‘s’, ‘z’, ‘c’ pronounced with the tongue inserted
between teeth. At this age, looking for substitutive articulation is common, as phonemic hearing is already formed. The level of performance is,
however, too low to pronounce these, as they are the most difficult phones
in Polish language, as far as articulation is concerned. 17.5% of LB and
46.2% of children with SLI reduce tough consonant groups, 23.1% of
children with SLI and 23.4% of LB transpose phones or syllables in the
word (vocal and syllable metathesis) and, what is interesting, only LB
create neologisms.
•	Chart 2 presents development models of children with SLI and LB. In the
majority of children with SLI-PE (92.3%), speech development proceed
according to the following pattern: the child had not spoken for a long
time and spoke incorrectly for quite a long time (variant B). This model of
development was characteristic for an approximately half of LB (41.3%
of examined people). Variant A – the child had not spoken for a long time
and then immediately started to speak correctly (58.7%) – is the pattern
of language development that is the most frequently quoted in literature.
This model was not found in case of children with SLI-PE. And surprisingly, as much as 8.3% of mothers of children with SLI indicated variant
C, not occurring in children with this speech deficit, assuming that the
child started to speak in the appropriate time but spoke incorrectly for
a long time (7.7%). Perhaps, this group of mothers misunderstood the
descriptions of how the particular variants of language development proceed. Data on development models proves that within LB nearly half of
them, that is as much as 41.3%, develop according to the same pattern as
children with SLI. That makes them similar, in terms of language development, to SLI. What sets them apart is, atypical for any other group of
children, process of speech development (namely the rapid acceleration
of language development just before attaining the age of 3). This atypical
model of language acquisition by late blooming children has been confirmed in the process of authors’ own research.
The foregoing research results should contribute to the development of detailed diagnostic criteria for LB and SLI-PE and, thus, for the creation of more and
more excellent tools of neurodevelopmental disorders diagnosis.
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Poem as a Scenario for Linguistic Exercises

SUMMARY
The article presents the theory of paedeia as a method of the axiology of poems having a distinctly playful character as well as an educational competence. The analysis have led to the conclusion that the majority of paideial speech therapy poems constitute the counting out model, because
after a multiple of repetitious trials of a given phenomenon, a permanent retention can take place.
We are under the impression that most of such texts constitute sylabotonics (trochaic, iambic, or
amphibrach) with a constant pause, feminine paideial rhymes, which take on mnemotechnical properties. Frequent themes presented in such poems are the rules concerning the alphabet, grammar and
orthography. They support to memorize abstract knowledge or serve, for example, to practice learning the alphabet, and so they are the easiest to repeat and remember – being “catch words” – and
the figures of sound are mostly their essential poetic means. Part of the selected poems by Tuwim,
Strzałkowska, Dębski, or Edyk-Psut, have not begun with a thought of practicing the systems of
speech but were formed as a linguistic play (grammatical-lexical), in which they serve such exercise spontaneously and not necessarily intentionally. Some of them, however, have a meta-textual
or speech therapeutic element because they introduce the notion of exercise, e.g. of the phoneticphonological or grammatical systems, and ways of their realization.
Key words: speech therapy paideial poem, applied linguistics, linguistic competence, cultural
competence

INTRODUCTION
A number of poems, as ready-made functional scenarios, is included in the
Polish primary school reading list. The logopaedic paideial poem is a link between
two speech therapy procedures – developing three types of competences, the linguistic, communicative and cultural one, and improving speech (Grabias 2001,
31–40; Grabias 2012, 60). The poem is dedicated to the speech therapy methods,
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especially the design and implementation of speech therapy. Viewed from the perspective of the research theory, this approach serves some specific practical aims,
namely learning about the outside world and improving the self (Grucza 1998,
42–43; Michalik 2015, 24).
Secondly, the logopaedic paideial poem becomes an interdisciplinary ontological and epistemological research category. Its interdisciplinary perception allows it to assume the status of a common denominator for linguistics (specifically
applied linguistics) and literary studies (specifically the theory of paideial poem.)
This way the poem becomes a wide theoretical methodological research category,
which is both metadisciplinary and metalogopaedic. Research theory requires to
perceive such research subject in cognitive and transferential (aimed at knowledge transfer) categories (Grucza 1998, 42; Michalik 2015, 33). The presented
research subject is preliminarily defined as follows:
The logopaedic paideia poem is a piece of lyrical work, in which the created world inspires the reader to mimic the phenomena and roles (mimicry), and whose magic power of the
word (alea) makes it necessary to repeat (ilinx) and to compete (agon) in acting these roles
out. This to say, its perception has a playful ludic character of spontaneous learning, and its
applicative potential includes the diagnostic and prognostic procedures of speech therapy. In
other words, at the formal and/or content levels, the poem may support the diagnosis of cognitive processes, such as speaking, dialogue building, and social linguistic ability, speech
therapy design and implementation within the scope of developing linguistic competence,
improving the realization of different levels of the communicative system and, alternatively,
redevelopment of linguistic competence.

1. CULTURAL COMPETENCE IN SPEECH THERAPY
The definition of speech used in speech therapy, contemporarily understood
as “a set of activities which are performed with the use of language while exploring the world and transferring its interpretation to other participants in social life”
(Grabias 2012, p.15), implies the importance and applicatory strength of cultural
(cognitive) competence. Its development enables the human being to explore and
interpret the world, and as a consequence, to transfer these interpretations to others.
Speech therapy should be a result of understanding and applying three therapeutic procedures, where “procedures” are defined as “the whole of the therapeutic interventions: speech therapy diagnosis, design and implementation” (Grabias
2001, 39; Grabias 2012, 58). The first covers all the diagnostic procedures, the
second and the third are related to prognostic activities (Grabias 2012, 59–60;
Grabias 2001, 68).
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2. LANGUAGE SKILLS IN SPEECH THERAPY AND SELECTED
THERAPEUTIC STRATEGIES
The strategies aimed at the improvement of different levels of the communicative system (here: speech) structured within the second procedure of speech
therapy (Grabias 2012, 64; Grabias 2001, 66) should develop a better functioning
of the basic skills enumerated below:
(1) System skills (semantic, grammar, and performance skills (here: phonic,
graphic and other). This categorization is almost the same as the one offered by F. Grucza, who distinguished formative skills, which include
substance skills, thanks to which utterances can be realized in the form of
acoustic, optical (here the graphic, mimic and gesture codes) and tactile
signs; and grammar skills, including morphological and syntactic kills
(Grucza 1983, 422–423).
(2) Social skills, which enable us to use language in different communicative
situations and context (conversational) skills (the ability to use language
in interaction).
(3) Pragmatic skills (informative, modal and strategic competence skills) enabling the achievement of a specific communicative goal.
In order to simplify the above index, cognitive realization skills can be divided into two subgroups: the system skills, of which the highest in hierarchy are the
skills of building grammatically correct sentences, and the communicative skills,
ensuring the ability of using the language in social situations (Grabias 2001, 38).
The above taxonomy will become the basis of categorizing some speech therapy
strategies, aimed at either the improvement of particular language subsystems
(phonetic-phonological, morphological, syntactic and semantic), or the development of the social, context (conversational), and pragmatic competence. These
groups of strategies are associated with particular logopaedic paideial poems discussed below.

3. THE POETIC PAIDEIAL RULE
The 20th-century poetry for children first introduced the celebration of children’s play as such. M. Konopnicka’s work includes clear innovative paideial scenarios in which the young reader is treated as the subject. It is then that the poetic
shape of the world makes or even enslaves the child to mimic the phenomena and
roles (mimicry), and whose magic power of the word (alea) makes it necessary
to repeat (ilinx) and to compete (agon) in acting out these roles (Ostasz 2008).
The subject of the poem is presenting speech acts as charming play, and the play’s
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value is superior to other aesthetic values. The literary picture of the world presented in the poem is supposed to interest and entertain the reader.
J. Huizinga asserts that play and paideia represent the central role of the enculturation process (Huizinga 1985). The term “paidia” is related to children’s
culture, upbringing and maturing, originates from the Greek pais – the “child”. In
contemporary research, the term has been defined by R. Caillois. The researcher
understands the term as “the primeval virtue of improvisation and playfulness
(…), the spontaneous realization of the play instinct” (Caillois 1997, 67). According to U. Eco, paideia is “a set of techniques which serve the youth to be enculturated into adult life” (Eco 2003, 239). The phenomenon of paideia is irrevocably
linked with play, the basic element of the enculturation process. Paideia is a particular type of human relations and the needs of common activity and experiencing. It may be based on competition, as it possesses its own fixed norms, or ad
hoc created norms, and includes the elements of improvisation and creativity. Play
is different from everyday activities, as it aims at entertaining, causing pleasure
and bringing satisfaction. Play is a part of socialization and recreation, it has the
potential of physical and mental reinvigoration.
It comes as an easy task to observe paideia in literature for children. A number of authors, such as Konopnicka, and contemporary poets implement the phenomenon of the paideial rule in their poetry. The literary dimension of different
types of paideia, i.e. mimicry, alea, ilinx, and agon requires a wider definition
(Ostasz 2008, 35–38).
Mimicry
The mimetic character of the picture of the world is created by all the layers of a literary work. Mimicry, however, is the type which appears mainly at the
semantic layer of the poem. The presentation of the protagonists and their activities entice the young reader to imitate them. The poetic world includes a number
of attractive elements, the protagonists, the objects, the phenomena, which the
child is willing to imitate. This relation to the text is achieved not only through
the atavist mimicry mechanism in the child, but also as a result of the attractiveness of the paideial roles, projected in the text, and corresponding to the needs
of the child.
At first, the child assumes the roles strictly connected with the real world, and
as it develops, the roles become more and more abstract. Almost universally, the
roles will be rooted in the archetypal images of mimetic character, which inspire
the child to assume more and more roles, which belong to a “universal primer of
life-truths” (Bettelheim 1985, 47–52) which are always valid: the king and the
queen, the prince and the princess, the fairy and the wizard, etc.
Mimicry also manifests itself in the phonetic layer (onomatopoeia, sound instrumentation), lexical layer (style, dialect, jargon), and syntactic layer (syntactic
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parallelisms, anaphora, epiphora) of the work, and serves the imitation of a particular literary form, such as a story, dialogue, lyrical monologue or narrative
monologue. Talking about genres, mimicry manifests itself most clearly in mask
lyric and role poetry, which may appear also in narrative and situational lyric. The
genres in which imitation plays a considerable role include the fable, exemplum,
upside-down poem and paideial scenario, whose very structure implies the roles
to be played.
Alea
Alea consists in suggesting, persuading or enslaving the reader with the image of an activity presented in the text. The central role is played by the magic
(Engelking 1993, 373–377; Surowiec 1984) power of sound neologisms, onomatopoeias, babbling, assonances, consonances, as well as by the words and performative formulas, whose pronouncing or writing performs the activity, which
most frequently is the activity mentioned in the text. At the same time, alea is a realisation of a specific activity, most frequently the activity mentioned in the text:
medial (from medium) (Rosianu 1976), that is magical or spell-like, nicknaming
or persuasive, as well as magic of narrative mechanisms, such as the emotionality
of joy and fear, therapeutic, didactic or synesthesic impression.
Alea also manifests itself in the magical properties of the created world
(Ługowska 1992, 37–46) – the image of the protagonists, objects and events, the
time and space, the roles, their performers and archetypal images, unusual features of heroes such as bravery, magic, antagonistic quality, goodness, wonderfulness of places: the garden, the paradise; the unusual characteristics of events
(changes, the upside-down world), objects (the magic wand, firebird, stick-horse,
time machine, wheel – steering wheel, doll – daughter. The genre expression of
alea – interest and the magical, enslaving power – is particularly well visible in
lullabies, counting poems, magical stories, humorous stories, horror stories, etc.
Ilinx
Ilinx is a repetition, that is a multiple, never-ending use of selected realisations of mimicry at levels of the literary work mentioned above. Most clearly it is
observed at the linguistic (sound) level: repeated onomatopoeias, echolalia, assonances and consonances, neologism, phraseologies and mnemotechnical formulas. The works in which ilinx dominates include: parallelisms of motifs (events,
characters and objects) and euphoric motifs. The genres characteristic for this type
of paideia include: narrative and descriptive poetry, song, mimicry, upside-down
story, hypothetical (“what would happen if”) story, hip-hip story and J. Brzechwa’s new story. The archetypal repetition of some phenomena and roles, inspired
by archetypal images includes the topoi of princess, knight, fairy, magus, witch,
and others.
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Agon
Another type of paideia – agon, i.e. competing or rivalry – consists in creating a world of contrasts. For this reason some contrastive sound combinations
are to be found at the linguistic (sonic) level. They include: consonances and assonances, combinations of antonyms as well as anaphoric parallelism. As for the
forms of presentation, the dominant form is argumentative dialogue: stichomythia,
presentation and monologue. The motifs of competition are of critical importance
in these poems.
The archetypal expression of rivalry consists not only in the creation of the
hero and anti-hero: the knighthood and anti-knighthood, the mother and the step
mother, the fairy and the witch, protagonist and antagonist, but also in creating the
types of space: heaven and hell, the top and the bottom, the sacred and the profane.
Expression of rivalry is most visible in descriptive, situational and narrative poetry for children. The genres include upside-down poem, rhymes and fairy tales.

4. POETIC SCENARIOS FOR LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES
An excellent example of such a scenario, which has been used by generations
of Poles for spontaneous improvement of the speech apparatus, is J. Tuwim’s
Lokomotywa:
Stoi na stacji lokomotywa,
Ciężka, ogromna i pot z niej spływa –
Tłusta oliwa.
Stoi i sapie, dyszy i dmucha,
Żar z rozgrzanego jej brzucha bucha:
Buch – jak gorąco!
Uch – jak gorąco!
Puff – jak gorąco!
Uff – jak gorąco!
Już ledwo sapie, już ledwo zipie,
A jeszcze palacz węgiel w nią sypie.
Wagony do niej podoczepiali,
Wielkie i ciężkie, z żelaza, stali,
I pełno ludzi w każdym wagonie,
A w jednym krowy, a w drugim konie,
A w trzecim siedzą same grubasy,
Siedzą i jedzą tłuste kiełbasy.
A czwarty wagon pełen bananów,
A w piątym stoi sześć fortepianów,
W szóstym armata, O! jaka wielka!
Pod każdym kołem żelazna belka!
W siódmym dębowe stoły i szafy,
W ósmym słoń, niedźwiedź i dwie żyrafy,
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W dziewiątym – same tuczone świnie,
W dziesiątym – kufry, paki i skrzynie,
A tych wagonów jest ze czterdzieści,
Sam nie wiem, co się w nich jeszcze mieści.
Lecz choćby przyszło tysiąc atletów,
I każdy zjadłby tysiąc kotletów,
I każdy nie wiem jak się wytężał,
To nie udźwigną – taki to ciężar!
Nagle – gwizd!
Nagle – świst!
Para – buch!
Koła – w ruch!
Najpierw
powoli
jak żółw
ociężale.
Ruszyła
maszyna
po szynach
ospale.
Szarpnęła wagony i ciągnie z mozołem,
I kręci się, kręci się koło za kołem,
I biegu przyspiesza, i gna coraz prędzej,
I dudni, i stuka, łomoce i pędzi.
A dokąd? A dokąd? A dokąd? Na wprost!
Po torze, po torze, po torze, przez most,
Przez góry, przez tunel, przez pola, przez las,
I spieszy się, spieszy, by zdążyć na czas,
Do taktu turkoce i puka, i stuka to:
Tak to to, tak to to, tak to to, tak to to,
Gładko tak, lekko tak toczy się w dal,
Jak gdyby to była piłeczka, nie stal,
Nie ciężka maszyna zziajana, zdyszana,
Lecz fraszka, igraszka, zabawka blaszana.
A skądże to, jakże to, czemu tak gna?
A co to to, co to to, kto to tak pcha?
Że pędzi, że wali, że bucha, buch-buch?
To para gorąca wprawiła to w ruch,
To para, co z kotła rurami do tłoków,
A tłoki kołami ruszają z dwóch boków,
I gnają, i pchają, i pociąg się toczy,
Bo para te tłoki wciąż tłoczy i tłoczy,
I koła turkocą, i puka, i stuka to:
Tak to to, tak to to, tak to to, tak to to!
			

(Tuwim 1938, 3)
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This dactyl-trochaic accentual syllabic poem of indirect descriptive narrative
character based on letter instrumentation inspires to mimic play in which there is
onomatopoeic presentation of the locomotive – its work rhythm (mimicry): “Stoi
na stacji lokomotywa / Ciężka, ogromna i pot z niej spływa – Tłusta oliwa. / Stoi
i sapie, dyszy i dmucha” [it gasps and chuffs and puffs and blows]. The inspired
play persuades and enslaves the reader to play on (alea): “Żar z rozgrzanego jej
brzucha bucha: / Buch – jak gorąco! Uch – jak gorąco! […] Już ledwo sapie, już
ledwo zipie”, etc. It directs the leader to a repetitive mimicry of the rhythm and
the sounds of the train (agon): “Nagle – gwizd! / Nagle – świst! / Para – buch! /
Koła – w ruch! / Najpierw ospale / jak żółw ociężale […] Gładko, tak lekko toczy
się w dal, / Jak gdyby to była piłeczka nie stal […] I koła turkocą, i puka, i stuka
to: / Tak to to, tak to to, tak to to!”.
Experiencing the onomatopoeic image of the train is focused on repetition as
it enslaves the leader to play on through this very repetition (ilinx), and becomes
a spontaneous exercise in articulation. Repeating the poem after the speech therapist and reciting the poem is an excellent excuse (pretext) for strictly articulatory
exercises, but also the exercises of the rate of speaking. These kinds of interventions are crucial in the therapy of dysarthria, stuttering, cluttering, cortex originated speech disorders, speech disorders in mental illnesses, e.g. child schizophrenia
or depression. The poem is good for practicing the increased rate of speech, and it
can be successfully used for practicing verbal memory.
The poem can be used during: diagnosis of cognitive skills (narrative skills),
diagnosis of knowledge transfer and the realization of intentions (speaking), programming therapy (selecting the strategies for building language competence,
improving communicative competence), and, finally, in its implementation in the
above mentioned spheres.
The theme of the metalinguistic poem Kłopoty z Ą by Ł. Dębski is the nasal
vowel sound mentioned in the title.
Dość znana literka A mniej znane rodzeństwo ma.
Niesforną literką tą jest Ą
Z tym Ą wciąż kłopoty są, bo dziwną naturą swą
Ą sprawia trudności w wymowie, aż trzeba się drapać po głowie.
Jak tylko spróbujesz… Bęc! Kolejna porażka. Więc…
Mam wierszyk dla tych, co chcą być mistrzem wymowy z Ą.
Raz pająk się przeląkł i czmychnął w głąb łąki.
ujrzawszy nad łąką brzęczące dwa bąki.
A czekał na muszkę z hortensją czerwoną,
bo pragnął tę małą uczynić swą żoną.
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Jął jęczeć pajączek nad dolą pajęczą,
że męczą go, dręczą i buczą, i brzęczą.
„I co się te bąki nad łąką panoszą?!
Wszak muszkę mi moją wystraszą i spłoszą”.
Wtem „Mam!” – rzekł i skoczył jak rączy zajączek,
że rączki miał zręczne, to wspiął się na pnącze
i z miną wesołą zamachał na bączki
złoconą monetą, i dał im na pączki.
Tak bączki przez pączki nie węszą po łączce.
A muszka ma brzdące i brzęczy w obrączce.
			

(Dębski 2013, 5)

The poem takes the shape of a syllabotonic, rhyming lecture addressed to the
child about a family of letters – graphemes. A grapheme is the smallest unit of
writing, usually corresponding to a phoneme. In Polish, one phoneme may have
several corresponding graphemes, for example, [rz] and [ż], [u] and [ó]. Within
alphabets, grapheme is either a letter or a punctuation mark. Two graphemes corresponding to one phoneme are called digraphs (e.g. [sz], [cz], [ch]), and three
graphemes for one phoneme are trigraphs. Several variants of the same grapheme
are called allographs (e.g. [ż] or [ƶ]) (http://plwikipedia.org/Wiki/grafem). A personificated protagonist is the letter (grapheme) [Ą] (mimicry): “Dość znana literka
A mniej znane rodzeństwo ma / Niesforną literka tą jest Ą / Z tym Ą wciąż kłopoty
są, bo dziwną naturę swą / Ą sprawia trudności w wymowie, aż trzeba się drapać
po głowie”.
After this introduction, there is an appeal to the young reader, who is learning to pronounce sounds. “Jak tylko spróbujesz… Bęc! Kolejna porażka. Więc…/
Mam wierszyk dla tych, co chcą być mistrzem wymowy z Ą”. The metalogopaedic character of the text has been unambiguously verbalised and is the essence of
the magic of playing with sounds (nasals) – a rhyming selection of words which
make the reader practice the sound in the further part of the poem (alea). The
poem itself is a story of a rivalry between a spider and a little fly, his fiancée
(agon): “Raz pająk się przeląkł i czmychnął w głąb łąki, / ujrzawszy nad łąką
brzęczące dwa bąki. / A czekał na muszkę z hortensja czerwoną, / bo pragnął tę
małą uczynić swa żoną. / Jął jęczeć pajączek nad dolą pajęczą, / że męczą go,
dręczą i buczą, i brzęczą / »I co się te bąki nad łąką panoszą?! / Wszak muszkę mi
moja wystrasza i spłoszą«/ Wtem »Mam!« – rzekł i skoczył jak rączy zajączek,/że
rączki miał zręczne, to wspiął się na pnącze / i z miną wesołą zamachał na bączki
/ złoconą monetą, i dał im na pączki”.
The rivalry ends with a personalizing bribery, and the end of the poem has
a truly spousal dimension: “Tak bączki przez pączki nie węszą po łączce/ A musz-
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ka ma brzdące i brzęczy w obrączce”[ the little fly has kids and buzzes, wearing
her wedding ring]. Language play, consisting in multiple use of words, including
the practiced [ą] sound in various articulatory and word formation configurations,
dominates the poem. It appears 66 times, which makes the poem into a paideial
example of repetitory focus (Pp), producing, at the same time, a specific dictionary of semantic field.
The use of the poem in speech therapy prognostic procedures, its design and
implementation, requires good knowledge of phonetics and considerable care in
decision-making. Until recently, it had been claimed that the [ą] grapheme, the
“protagonist” of the poem, is a single nasal vowel [ǫ] (Karaś, Madejowa 1977).
This type of articulation, called synchronic, takes place when the articulatory
movements (of the lips, the tongue and soft palate) occur simultaneously. Recent
dialectological research, however, shows that this type of articulation does not
exist, except for the dialects of south western Little Poland, part of Lublin region,
Łuków land, the area of Siedlce and a part of Silesia (Karaś 2015).
The complexity and multidimensional nature of nasals is pointed out, by,
among others, M. Wacławek, who claims that there are only few languages in
which these sound actually exist (within the Slavic languages territory, these
are Polish and Kashubian only). Secondly, in modern pronunciation the [ę] and
[ǫ] vowels are pronounced asynchronously, with two sounds. The first sound is
[ę]/[ǫ] and the second is a consonant – different depending on the following consonant sound. Before fricatives, they are pronounced as nasal form of a non-soundforming [ṷ], and before plosives and affricates as [m], [n], [ń] and [ŋ] consonants,
depending on place of articulation of the proceeding consonant (Wacławek 2007,
57–58). Acting from a position of a moderate linguistic conservatism, and having
in mind the didactic and cultural aspect of language practice, it should be advocated to implement the following rules while teaching the poem Kłopoty z Ą by
Dębski, and similar texts:
1.	It is incorrect to pronounce [ǫ] with the omission of its nasality at the word ending as [o].
In this case the only correct pronunciation is full nasal articulation;
2. Full nasal articulation refers also to [ǫ] before fricatives;
3.	[ǫ] should be pronounced asynchronously, as [om] before the [p], [p’], and [b], [b’] sounds;
4.	[ǫ] should be pronounced as [on] before the [t], [d], [c], [ʒ], [č], [ǯ] sounds;
5.	If [ǫ] appears before labials or affricates, the second element is the [ń] sound;
6. [ǫ] before [l] and [ṷ] should be pronounced as [o];
7. [ǫ] before [k], [k’], [g], [g’] should be pronounced as [oŋ]. (Wacławek 2007, 58)

Kłopoty z Ą by Dębski can be used by speech therapists when diagnosing
knowledge transfer and speaking skills, designing therapy (here: selecting the
strategies aimed at building language competence within the spoken and writ-
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ten codes, improving levels of the communicative system, especially the system
skills), as well as when introducing the therapy in the above mentioned spheres.
The title of the poem Wacuś Stokrotka czyli Przypadki Przodka by Strzałkowska
signals the metalinguistic and metalogopedic character of the play included in the
poem. The topic of the poem is the declination of the word przodek [ancestor]:
Pewien młodzieniec, Wacuś Stokrotka,
Spędzał wakacje u swego przodka.
A był to przodek niezwykle rzadki,
odmieniał się bowiem przez przypadki.
Rankiem, gdy lekki dokuczał chłodek,
otulał Wacka kołdrą – kto? – przodek.
Potem szedł przodek nakarmić kota,
Wacek nie widział więc – kogo? – przodka.
Nie tracąc czasu, śniadanko robił,
by móc je zanieść – komu? – przodkowi.
Gdy wreszcie przodka Stokrotka spotkał,
W czółko całował cmok! – kogo? – przodka.
Wiódł Wacuś z przodkiem życie dość słodkie,
lecz coś się nagle stało – z kim? – z przodkiem.
Został po przodku kawior na spodku
I słuch zaginął – o kim? – o przodku.
Stanął więc smutny Wacuś przy płotku,
Wołając tęsknię: – O! Przodku! Przodku!
Niestety – przodek, choć fakt to rzadki,
Znikł, gdy odmieniał się przez przypadki.
			

(Strzałkowska 2004, 10)

This rhythmic syllabotonic story, with feminine rhymes, representing descriptive lyrical poetry suggests the possibility to identify with Wacuś (mimicry),
because each child has an ancestor, whom one visits during holidays. This way
the story refers to every young reader, especially because the poet used a generic
pewien młodzieniec [a young mate] in the opening of the text. The familiarity of
the text is supported with the verbs describing warm familiar emotions: otulał
[cuddle], robił śniadanko [make breakfast], w czółko całował [kiss on forehead].
The text introduces a grammar rule in a ludic way: the inflection of the noun
“ancestor”, in all the cases of the singular (ilinx), although the cases themselves
are not given explicitly. The magic of this language play (alea) is the creation of
a world which catches the reader’s attention and points to the grammar rule in
a spontaneous way: the inflectional ending of the word przodek depends on the
case: starting from the nominative until the vocative:
“Otulał Wacka kołdrą – kto? – przodek, (…) Wacek nie widział więc – kogo?
– przodka, (…) by móc je zanieść – komu? – przodkowi, (…) W czółko całował
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cmok! – kogo? – przodka, (…) lecz coś się nagle stało – z kim? – z przodkiem,
(…) I słuch zaginął – o kom? – o przodku, (…) Wołając tęsknię – O! Przodku!
Przodku!”. The story of Wacuś and his ancestor ends with a riddle (agon):
“Niestety – przodek, choć fakt to rzadki, / Zniknął, gdy odmienił się przez
przypadki”.
At the same time, the literary scenario inspires the child to repeat the play
in an attempt to check if the cases have been acquired by the child (mimicry).
The poem can easily be qualified as speech therapy procedure of developing or
rebuilding (morphological and syntactic) language competence (the former referring to children with speech disorders resulting in disintegration of the language
system). Apart from that, in the case of older children with underdeveloped grammatical competence, the poem can be used for diagnosing the speaking skills. Additionally, the content of the poem intertwined with grammatical rules acts as an
incentive to develop the narrative competence. With careful use of the examples,
the therapist can make the child aware of the essential role of grammatical (morphological) correctness in creating stories. There are many more speech therapy
contexts in which Strzałkowska’s poem can be used (Ostasz, Michalik 2016).
Ilinx characteristics can also be found in the collection of poems Wierszyki na
pogodę i niepogodę by a debutant poet A. Edyk-Psut. Undoubtedly, the cognitive
aim of the poems is to enlarge the semantic fields relating to the richness of nature,
which is one of the child’s first spaces of interest. An interesting example of an
educational play is the poem Śnieg:
Leciał z nieba proszek biały,
Pokrył płotek i dach cały.
Pokrył płotek, pola, łączkę,
Wpadł wprost do moich rączek.
Kot próbował go po troszku,
Myśląc, że to mleko w proszku.
Pies zamierzał do niedzieli
Puszkiem budę swą wyścielić.
Mała myszka wyszła z norki,
Chciała nim napełnić worki.
Puszek zniknął, wielka szkoda.
Pozostała tylko woda.
		

(Edyk-Psut 2015, 59)

The third person narrator reports a child’s observations of the first snowy day,
in an enumerating story (mimicry): “Leciał z nieba puszek biały, / Pokrył płotek
i dach cały / Pokrył lasek, pola, łączkę, / Wpadł wprost do moich rączek”.
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The next part of the poem also includes enumeration, this time refering to the
reaction of the natural world to the wonderful phenomenon (ilinx): “Kot próbował
go po troszku, / Myśląc, że to mleko w proszku. / Pies zamierzał do niedzieli
/ Puszkiem budę swa wyścielić. / Mała myszka wyszła z norki, / Chciała nim
napełnić worki”. Enumerating the different influences that snow has on the surrounding natural world can be continued endlessly, which means that the poem
belongs to the repetitive paideia type. It is the repetitive paideia which is the
magic of the story (alea). The frame of the end of the poem closes the story, in
a way resembling the young reader’s thinking: “Puszek zniknął, / wielka szkoda /
Pozostała tylko woda”. The text makes him aware that snow has its opponent – the
warmth (agon), but snowing and snow play activities is a cyclic phenomenon, so
the poem becomes a real lesson of natural science, physics and chemistry, making
the reader aware of natural processes of circulation, change, mutual dependencies
in nature (e.g. state of matter).

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Most of the paideial poems represent the enumerating-repetitive model, as
a description of a phenomenon, based on multiple enumeration, is followed by
a repetition aimed at remembering. It is apparent that most of the texts are syllabotonics (trochaic, iambic or amphibrach) with constant caesura, feminine even
rhyme and assume mnemotechnical properties. The mnemotechnical poem has
a long, dating back to antiquity, tradition in oral texts. A frequent theme presented in these poems are the grammar, spelling or alphabet rules, for example, of
Greek or Latin. Their function was to support remembering abstract knowledge
and served, among others, the abecedary practice. For this reason, they are the
easiest and fastest to remember, they are catchy, and the primary poetic means
is sound instrumentation. Some of them have not been created with the practice of the speech systems in mind, but with the purpose of language (grammar
lexical) play, which spontaneously allows such practice. Some of them, however,
are of metatextual and metalogopaedic character, as they introduce the notion of
phonetic-phonological and grammar practice and the ways of implementing it in
speech therapy.
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SUMMARY
The article focuses on theoretical coverage of the subject literature on the scientific status and
development approaches emerging in the Polish speech therapy for the deaf and hearing impaired.
The scientific discourse on the tasks of speech therapy for the deaf and hearing impaired allows to
discern the duality of this subdiscipline, as it deals with diagnosis and rehabilitation of speech in
people with hearing impairment, as well as practice, that is, setting direct actions aimed at changing this reality in a deliberate way. At present, in the Polish speech therapy for the deaf and hearing
impaired, there are two developmental approaches: emancipatory and practical, which allow to link
theoretical assumptions and practice.
Key words: speech therapy for the deaf and hearing impaired, emancipatory approach, practical approach

INTRODUCTION
The state of development of the Polish speech therapy for the deaf and hearing impaired has been a subject of profound scientific reflection for many years.
The Polish speech therapy for the deaf and hearing impaired (Polish: surdologopedia, Latin: surdus – deaf, Greek: logos – word, paideia – learning, education)
is one of the special speech therapy areas, dealing with the problem of impact
of hearing damage on the process of using language and communication in the
course of life. The etymology of the word of “surdologopedia” clearly indicates
the direction of understanding it as one of the specializations of speech therapy
including the theory and practice of speech therapy, characterized by a narrow
range of content. From the above definition it appears that speech therapy for
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the deaf and hearing impaired has its own distinctiveness, but it is not autonomous. The autonomy of a particular scientific discipline is determined by its subject matter, the subject’s progress, the means and results of study, the degree of
meta-scientific self-determination, and the organizational and informational state
(Kamiński 1992, 253). The autonomy of speech therapy for the deaf and hearing
impaired does not stem from its isolated subject matter and its own research methods or substantive and methodological correctness, but from its scientific status,
which marks the original areas of scientific exploration within the subdiscipline.
Although speech therapy for the deaf and hearing impaired has its own scientific
identity, it is not autonomous. Epistemic concepts of other areas of science and
disciplines1 influence its past achievements as a subdiscipline. Speech therapy for
the deaf and hearing impaired cannot function in isolation from other sciences
and, in fact, accepts the assumptions of medical, social, and humanistic sciences,
especially audiology, anatomy, otolaryngology, education and psychology of the
deaf and hearing impaired, linguistics, phonetics, and phonology. Its scientific criteria, therefore, have a multidisciplinary dimension. It is necessary to maintain the
balance of influences of various sciences so that the interdisciplinary cooperation
is complementary and contributes to the independence of speech therapy for the
deaf and hearing impaired.
Currently, the scientific discourse on the tasks of speech therapy for the deaf
and hearing impaired allows to discern the duality of this subdiscipline, as it deals
with diagnosis and rehabilitation of speech in people with hearing impairment,
as well as practice, that is, setting direct actions aimed at changing this reality in
a deliberate way. The idea of equivalence of theory and practice indicates the need
for cooperation of theorists and practitioners to give the right direction for the
development of this subdiscipline2. The cognitive and instrumental functions of
contemporary speech therapy for the deaf and hearing impaired demand a broader
scientific perspective, as well as isolating two developmental approaches: emancipatory and practicistic3. In the emancipatory approach, the authors undertake an
interdisciplinary discourse, which not only presents specific therapeutic methods
and techniques that promote the development of linguistic communication of people with hearing impairment, but also confirms reasonableness and effectiveness
of the presented theoretical approaches and speech therapies. The harder and more
1
According to the Regulation of the Ministry of Science and Higher Education of 8 August
2011, there has been set a list of areas of sciences and arts, as well as scientific and artistic disciplines
(Journal of Laws No. 179, item 1065).
2
G. Gunia (2006, 13) describes in detail the objectives and tasks of speech therapy for the deaf
and hearing impaired. The author emphasizes that the pedagogical dimension of speech therapy for
the deaf and hearing impaired accentuates its triple character: as a theory, practice, and art.
3
V. Lechta (1992, 200), discussing changes in the modern speech therapy, stated that since
the 1990s, in logopaedics, there have been coexisting two developmental approaches: practical and
emancipatory.
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complicated the disorder of linguistic communication of people with hearing loss,
the more it requires an interdisciplinary and/or transdisciplinary approach. As
part of the practicistic current, the authors propose specific procedures in speech
therapy to eliminate retardation or impairment of linguistic communication of
people with hearing loss. The practice of speech therapy for the deaf and hearing
impaired has been and continues to be an open area of research and gives the opportunity to apply research effects.

THE BEGINNING OF DEVELOPMENT OF SPEECH THERAPY
FOR THE DEAF AND HEARING IMPAIRED
Science and its subdisciplines are treated as historically variable categories.
Therefore, in order to actually understand the meaning of contemporary scientific
achievements in speech therapy for the deaf and hearing impaired, it is necessary
to return to the point that was the beginning of it. The history of the Polish thought
on speech therapy for the deaf and hearing impaired dates back to the beginning
of the 19th century. It was then that J. Siestrzyński (1788–1824) noticed the need
for actions aimed at improving the damaged hearing system, developing hearing
functions and speech of the deaf child. He was a keen proponent of teaching the
deaf the “voice speech”. He is recognized as the precursor of the Polish speech
therapy for the deaf and hearing impaired, having made a very important contribution to theory and practice. An important place in the history of speech therapy for
the deaf and hearing impaired is occupied by his work from 1820, Teoria Mowy
i Mechanizm Mowy z Zastosowaniem do Nauki Czytania dla Wszystkich, a do
Nauki Wymawiania dla Głuchoniemych Dzieci, z Dodaniem Uwag nad Sposobem
Nauczania Tychże [Speech Theory and Mechanism with the Use in Learning to
Read for All, and in Learning to Pronounce for Deaf Children, with the Addition
of Remarks on How to Teach Them]. The work is a pioneering contribution to
the development of speech therapy for the deaf and hearing impaired. It provides
detailed instructions on speech physiology and the basics of teaching methods
for the deaf, as well as interesting classifications of sounds. His second work,
O litografii [On Lithography], deals with teaching deaf people through school
workshops.
Siestrzyński was an advocate of language education for deaf children and
adolescents. Taking into account the functional criterion, he divided deafness by
distinguishing five degrees of hearing loss and suggested adjusting specific phonation and articulation exercises to the degree of hearing impairment. He considered that one of the most noticeable consequences of hearing impairment was
abnormal phonation reflected by a voice defect. Therefore, he undertook a deeper
theoretical analysis of this problem, tried to explain the defect mechanisms, and
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devised guidelines for their removal or correction. He recommended starting
learning to speak at the age of 4 or 5, because, as he stated, it was a critical period
for developing speaking skills. He was also the creator of a special system of
hand-and-mouth signs (reminiscent of the natural shape of speech organs’ positions) for learning the proper articulation4. Siestrzyński developed a number of
teaching aids and games for learning to speak, such as pronouncing exercises.
A particular importance in teaching deaf people to speak was attributed by him to
the phenomenon of compensation, especially the activation of the senses: touch
and vibration. According to Siestrzyński, the disorder of the multi-sensory basis
of perception of reality is adversely affecting the development of deaf children’s
personalities.
In conclusion, it should be emphasized that Siestrzyński, in his original concept of speech therapy for the deaf and hearing impaired, recognized the content
assumptions of medical, social, and humanistic sciences. Already in this initial
period of development of the Polish thought on speech therapy for the deaf and
hearing impaired, its interdisciplinary character is visible, as well as the interdependence of speech therapy and theory. The author’s pragmatic view is expressed
in the form of concrete solutions in the field of the language education of the deaf.
The scientific implications of Siestrzyński are also a confirmation of the importance of tradition for the contemporary speech therapy for the deaf and hearing
impaired over the effectiveness of therapeutic and speech therapy actions for people with different hearing loss, as well as the sense of gradual implementation of
the theory to the practice.

THE EMANCIPATORY APPROACH
Under the emancipatory approach, speech therapy for the deaf and hearing
impaired is treated as a scientific subdiscipline, which has its own rights and obligations. This law indicates its equality in interdisciplinary or transdisciplinary
cooperation, giving the opportunity to describe, clarify, understand and interpret
basic categories of speech therapy for the deaf and hearing impaired. Duties include the development of a terminological and methodological background or
continuous refinement of the position in the specialization system of speech therapy, which are of a great importance.
For years, there has been a need to define the conceptual and terminological vocabulary that is heterogeneous, ambiguous, and according to the assumed
classification criterion, it shows an interdisciplinary approach to hearing impair4
The idea of Siestrzyński was realised by the Cued Speech method developed by R. Orin
Cornett, and in Poland, disseminated by K. Krakowiak (2015b, 231).
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ment. According to the current legal status, the “deaf” and the “hard of hearing” terms are officially accepted in Poland5. The functional boundary between
the deaf and the hard of hearing children is determined by the level of technical
abilities to compensate for hearing loss. The terms accepted by the Polish educational law deepen the dissonance between theoretical findings and specific influences of speech therapy for the deaf and hearing impaired. It should be stressed
that for many years, audiophonology experts have been aiming at unifying the
terminology and basis for diagnosing hearing impairments. This is reflected in
the work of the International Bureau for Audiophonology (Bureau International d’Audiophonologie – BIAP). It is BIAP’s recommendation to use the term of
‘hearing impairment’ from mild to total6. Due to the ability to master speech and
language, the criterion of the time when the child has lost his or her hearing will
be important for the speech therapist. According to this classification, hearing loss
can be of the following types:
−	Prelingual, occurring before the time of language mastering, to the age of
about 2–3 years;
−	Interlingual (perilingual), occurring during the period when the child has
began to learn the language but not yet mastered the whole system of verbal symbols and syntactic relationships that form the grammatical structure of the language, so at the age of 3–5 years;
−	Postlingual, occurring when the child has mastered the language, after the
age of 5 years (Eckert 2006, 165).
In medical sciences, there is an additional division of prelingual hypoacusis into:
− Congenital, occurring in the prenatal period and present at birth;
−	Acquired, formed in the perinatal period or later than in the first year of
life (Skarżyński et al. 2000).
In the Polish audiological literature, hearing processing disorders can take the
form of central hearing disorders, central hearing disorders, auditory processing
disorders, central hearing impairments, or central auditory processing disorders
(Kurkowski 2015, 57). Another attempt to classify the typology of hearing impairment is the logopaedics classification of K. Krakowiak (2015a), based on the
diagnosis of the level of aphonemia or dysphonemia, i.e. the absence or limitation of the ability to distinguish and recognize phonemes in the stream of speech
5
The terms “deaf” and “hard of hearing” are used in accordance, e.g. with the Regulation of
24 July 2015 of the Polish Ministry of Education on the conditions for the organization of education, upbringing and care for children and youth with disabilities, socially maladjusted and at risk of
social maladjustment (Journal of Laws 2015, item 1113).
6
The term “hearing impairment” includes those with hearing impairment not only because of
the degree but also the type, aetiology or time of occurrence of the impairment (Szczepankowski
1999, 29).
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sounds7. The proposed classification has a high diagnostic value, because it allows
to precisely determine the results of hearing and speech development, thus, adapting the speech therapy to the needs of the child. In the context of the deliberations
on the precision and scope of the content of key concepts on the subject of speech
therapy for the deaf and hearing impaired, it seems reasonable to define the term
“deaf”. This term has its place in the medical, humanistic, and social sciences. The
“deaf person” is defined as one who, without technical devices that support the
hearing process, is unable to receive (hear and understand) loud speech at the ear.
In terms of audiological classifications, deaf people have a significant or profound
hearing loss. In past epochs, the terms “deaf” and “deaf-mute” were synonymous.
From historical sources it can be concluded that a deaf-mute person was understood to be deaf and mute or completely deaf from birth. The fact that deaf people
were treated as mute meant that their disability was not the deafness (because it
was invisible), but lack of communication skills in the language of the community (Adamiec 2003). In defence of the term of “deaf-mute”, B. Szczepankowski
(1999, 22) emphasized that this term refers to people with profound prelingual
hearing loss.
Comparisons of the above classifications demonstrate the link between speech
therapy for the deaf and hearing impaired and other scientific disciplines. The
historical evolution of the scientific language in speech therapy for the deaf and
hearing impaired is the result of changes in various fields of knowledge, and even
its dissemination, not only in fields and disciplines, but also in subdisciplines. The
problem of development of speech therapy for the deaf and hearing impaired requires going beyond the description of past history and involves a reconstruction
of its present assumptions.

PRACTICISTIC APPROACH
Under the practicistic approach, speech therapy for the deaf and hearing impaired is considered as an applied subdiscipline and it meets social needs. Therefore, it can be understood as a logotherapy guide, in which the user can find ancillary instructions to eliminate language retardations or limitations of people with
hearing impairment. This is the result of the spread and even the popularization
of innumerable publications on the methodology of speech therapy for the deaf
and hearing impaired. The penetration of specific methods for speech therapy,
devoid of a deeper reflection, into the practice of speech therapy for the deaf and
hearing impaired is a threat to the academic achievements and even contributes to
symbolophobia in humanities. Underestimating theoretical solutions may result
in lowering the quality of cognitive horizons and even locking away from empiri7

Terms “afonemia” and “dysphonemia” were introduced and defined by B. Ostapiuk (1997).
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cal scientific findings. Popularization of theoretical achievements in the field of
speech therapy for the deaf and hearing impaired is needed. It is thanks to such
means that there is an increase of knowledge, awareness and even sensitization
of non-specialists. But it can also be dangerous for science, if there are involved
pseudo-experts or pseudo-scientists aiming at a rapid market success.
The real practitioner of speech therapy for the deaf and hearing impaired
should be a specialist dealing with the diagnosis and treatment of speech disorders caused by hearing impairment, and have theoretical and practical preparation
for the profession. For this group of speech therapists, solid education and craft
should always be crucial. The craft means “an ability to do something concrete:
a capability of using a set of practical skills in a clearly defined problem area”
(Afeltowicz, Sojak 2015, 137). For the real speech therapist-craftsman, the most
important is the specific methodology, implemented in accordance with generally
accepted principles and methods of speech therapy (Gunia 2006; Muzyka-Furtak
2015). Therefore, much emphasis should be placed on methodological correctness
(compliance with adopted rituals or standards in speech therapy) and effectiveness
(i.e. levelling linguistic communication disorders of hearing impaired people). If
actions of speech therapy for the deaf and hearing impaired are effective, it may
happen that the superiority of practice over theory is recognized. In the context of
the above thesis (i.e. from the point of view of the practitioner of speech therapy
for the deaf and hearing impaired), the following questions will be relevant: How
to broaden professional competencies to implement theories in practice and to
bridge the gap between practice and theory? Are practical actions secondary to
scientific theories? And why? Is the theoretical basis of the implemented action
procedures of speech therapy for the deaf and hearing impaired justified? And
why? The above list of questions is not, of course, closed, and does not address all
the important issues associated with the constant exchange of theoretical knowledge with practical activity. A reflective attitude of the speech therapist for the
deaf and hearing impaired to the issue of responsibility for the work is very important. Justifying the need to implement the theory in practice, the speech therapist
for the deaf and hearing impaired should know the value of theory, and gradually
translate its assumptions into practice.
The task of these therapists is not only to collect information, but to learn
the meaning and significance of usefulness of quality of many epistemic concepts that may be applicable in the diagnosis and treatment of speech disorders in
people with different hearing loss. The analysis of the subject literature leads to
reflection on the essence of the current trends in language education8. Criticism
8
Krakowiak (2015b, 230) defines language education as a “set of influences that aim to educate a person with full linguistic competence and linguistic proficiency enabling a linguistic organization of knowledge about the world, effortless engagement in conversations, and participation in
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of the oralistic approach has led to the need to over-evaluate the used methods,
which focused on the development of communication and not just the development of speech. Language mastery is no longer an end in itself, but a skill shaped
during the overall stimulation of the cognitive sphere of personality. General assumptions of language education and the review of selected contemporary programs are subject to a constructive analysis in the latest works by K. Krakowiak
(2015b), Z.M. Kurkowski (2015), A. Lorenc (2015), A. Lorenc, Z.M. Kurkowski
(2015), E. Muzyka-Furtak (2015), A. Pankowska, A. Geremek-Samsonowicz,
H. Skarżyński (2015).
Practice is not science, but the area of research inquiry and application of
the effects of theoretical concepts, and, therefore, cannot aspire to be a dogmatic
knowledge. Many years ago, Krakowiak (1991, 96) emphasized the need for methodological solutions in speech therapy for the deaf and hearing impaired based on
broader scientific foundations, especially those that are “grounded in multilateral
knowledge of human communication, both linguistic and phonic in the oral form,
and using various visual techniques (especially writing), as well as non-linguistic,
iconic, and gestural-mimic”. The transposition of theory into practice is not an
easy task. Therefore, speech therapy for the deaf and hearing impaired must be
oriented to action focused on eliminating direct consequences of deafness (lack of
reception of aural stimulus) and stimulating communication and language development, so that the person with hearing impairment can achieve personal, family,
and professional aspirations and have a high level of life satisfaction. The problem
of practical importance of studies in speech therapy for the deaf and hearing impaired is also a consequence of its cooperation with medical and social sciences.
In these areas of knowledge, there are very strong therapeutic aspects referring
to studies on etiology and consequences of deafness not only in the development
of the linguistic and communicative sphere, but also in the cognitive, social, and
emotional spheres.

FINAL REFLECTIONS
The fact that, at present, in speech therapy for the deaf and hearing impaired,
there are two developmental approaches allows to look at it as a dynamic category,
taking into account the latest complementary research directions. Speech therapy
for the deaf and hearing impaired has its own specific core, but it undergoes theoretical and methodological changes in the field of diagnostics, prosthetics, and
hearing therapy. Thus, the progressive development of speech therapy for the deaf
the exchange of mental content with the involvement of language”. The author emphasizes that this
is an integrated influence that requires not only modifying, compensation, and correction, but also
therapeutic actions that require creating of an educational environment.
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and hearing impaired is the result of these changes resulting from important issues
addressed in the related sciences. As a scientific subdiscipline, it did not achieve
such scientific status as other humanistic, social, and medical sciences. According
to S. Kamiński (1992, 236), scientific planning is the most effective process when
it is “regulatory and harmonizing (and somehow indirect)”. The author emphasizes the importance of achieving aims and directions of researches, and, above
all, emphasizes planned conditions, because they should be a base for the science,
so that there is dialogue and constructive discussion.
The scientific status of speech therapy for the deaf and hearing impaired as
a subdiscipline of speech therapy depends on how its representatives will present
their achievements and what will be their level. Its potential will be reflected in
studies and theoretical researches, based on empirical analysis and knowledge
from other disciplines. An important test of the scientific character of speech therapy for the deaf and hearing impaired are the methods of practicing it, which are
closely related to the content and problem of the subject. It seems that this area
of scientific knowledge requires assessment and improvement. The basis for the
formulation of relevant conclusions are longitudinal, experimental studies, built
on “hard methodology”. There is a need to carry out strictly scientific studies that
fit into the current developmental and educational needs of deaf and hard of hearing children. The critics’ voices include statements faulting it for arbitrariness,
conservativeness of thinking and actions, which do not take into account emancipatory demands of the Deaf people9. Assumptions of linguistic education may
not be accepted by parents who are native users of sign language, because they do
not meet the needs of their Deaf children10. The speech therapists for the Deaf and
hearing impaired should be open to the deaf people’s aspirations to recognize their
language and thus, prepared for methodical solutions in the diagnosis and treatment of deaf children, who are not a homogeneous group. This is a problem that
requires a critical reflection in the near future and a redefinition of speech therapy
for the deaf and hearing impaired. In the context of this reflection, there is nothing
left but to agree with the thesis of A. Radziewicz-Winnicki (2008, 64) that “underIn terms of terminology, the word “Deaf” (capitalized) refers to cultural issues. Deaf people
perceive themselves as members of a cultural minority and they compare their situation, in the
majority of the hearing society, to the situation of other minority groups. A Deaf individual reveals
a strong identification with the Deaf community; he or she recognizes himself or herself as culturally
and linguistically different.
10
D. Podgórska-Jachnik (2013, 93) addresses the problem of the large diversity of deaf people
in terms of sign language communication. The author classifies sign language users into four groups:
(1) Native sign language users, for whom sign language is the language of their family home, known
from birth or from early childhood; (2) Near native sign language users, who are fluent in sign language and who have been in contact with it for 5 years; (3) Non-native, but proficient users of the
language; (4) Beginners to the sign language. From the above, it is clear that different and natural
social contexts must be taken into account in the communication process of deaf people.
9
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standing of a given science requires going beyond tradition, logic of development
and methodology, and accepting the fact (axiom) of conventionality (as well as
conventionality and schematicity) of all undertaken typological decisions”.
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Hearing Difficulties and Central Auditory Processing
Disorders from the Logopedic Perspective

SUMMARY
In the audiological practice and in the diagnosis and therapy of people with speech and reading
disorders, the boundary between difficulties in auditory perception and central auditory processing
disorders (CAPD) is usually not specified. The lack of Polish developmental norms in the field of auditory skills, often cursory diagnostics and questionable competence of people evaluating auditory
processing may be the reason for an unjustified diagnosis of CAPD in a child, especially in educational institutions and private offices proposing various methods of auditory therapy. The discussion
on this subject is the goal of this work.
Key words: auditory processing, hearing difficulties, central auditory processing disorders,
diagnosis of CAPD, speech disorders

Logopedics, both in diagnosis and in treatment, has to take auditory phenomena into consideration. The audiogenic conditioning of speech disorders as well as
of reading and writing difficulties is significant in some cases. The problem worth
discussing is whether hearing difficulties occurring in speech disorders or in reading and writing difficulties should be diagnosed as auditory processing disorders
(CAPD).
Auditory perception and its disorders are a very broad problem. Sound perception can be investigated at the biological, mental, and social levels. The biological level of auditory perception is the domain of medical sciences, in which
anatomical and physiological foundations of the hearing process are primarily
analyzed. The mental level is the subject of interest of psychologists, psychoacousticians, audiophonologists, as well as logopedists/speech therapists. The
influence of hearing on social behaviors is also studied by educators, teachers,
physiotherapists, etc.
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The first problem that needs to be focused on is the ambiguous and imprecise
term used to describe the phenomenon of “auditory processing”. The most frequently adopted definition of auditory processing is the one presented by ASHA
(American Speech-Language-Hearing Association), which points to the co-occurrence of nervous mechanisms and processes with auditory skills and abilities:
it thus combines biological and mental processes responsible for the perception
of sounds (ASHA 2006). There are, however, proponents of confining the term
“auditory processing” to nervous processes taking place in the central auditory
system, and those who define auditory processing as hearing skills. It is often not
clear whether “auditory processes” are defined as neurobiological processes or as
mental processes (auditory functions) (cf. Dajos-Krawczyńska et al. 2013).
In Poland, auditory processing is usually seen in terms of auditory skills
(functions) and the neurobiological aspect of this phenomenon is generally not
taken into account perhaps because the problem of auditory processing disorders
is studied first of all by psychologists, logopedists and educators/teachers.
At the same time, there is no unambiguous definition of “central auditory processing disorders” – CAPD. What is usually emphasized is disorders that manifest
themselves in the limitation of auditory abilities. The team of expert operating
within the ASHA pointed out the limitations of such auditory functions as:
• location and lateralization of sounds,
• auditory discrimination,
• recognition of characteristics of auditory patterns,
•	perception of temporal aspects of sounds (temporal resolution, masking,
integration, temporal ordering),
• ability to recognize competing acoustic signals,
• ability to receive distorted signals (particularly speech).
All those concerned agree that in the case of auditory processing disorders
there is no damage to the peripheral hearing organ should be found.
Another problem is the lack of explicit views in assessing the relationship between auditory processing disorders and other co-occurring disorders, particularly
linguistic and cognitive disorders. Most scholars believe that the occurrence of
linguistic and cognitive disorders rules out a diagnosis of CAPD. In children with
SLI (Specific Linguistic Impairment [delayed linguistic development]) or with
limited intellectual development, it is impossible to conclusively define the cause
of developmental difficulties. That is why the diagnosis of CAPD in children is
questionable because difficulties in auditory perception may stem, for example,
from language dysfunctions. Moreover, the measuring of auditory skills in most
tests requires the knowledge of the language. A survey of research on the interrelationship between language disorders and auditory processing can be found in the
study by L.B. Leonard (2006). From this standpoint, one can introduce a division
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into specific and non-specific auditory disorders (difficulties) just as in the case of
reading and writing difficulties.
There is some ambiguity here about:
• whether we diagnose the norm in auditory perception,
• whether we diagnose difficulties in auditory perception,
• whether we diagnose disorders in auditory processing.
The resolution of this problem appears to be the most important.
When diagnosing specific skills we have to determine the indices of individual auditory functions and standardize ways of measuring them. In the case of
children, it is particularly necessary to set norms for individual skills, and consequently, for the defined indices.
The ways of measuring individual abilities are diverse, first of all due to the
adoption of appropriate indices. For example, the function of distinguishing sound
frequencies or identifying sound frequency patterns can be measured by recognition of tones of different pitch. Is the choice of specific frequencies correctly
determined? The determination of developmental norms for individual indices requires appropriate research procedures. Reliable indices for Polish children have
not yet been determined. The ones used so far may be questioned (see: Lewandowska, Pluta 2015).
If we do not know norms for individual auditory functions in children we
cannot diagnose the occurrence of hearing difficulties, and much less auditory
disorders. It is assumed as a rule that we are dealing with the disorder of a skill
when the test result is below at least two standard deviations. In diagnosing auditory processing disorders, the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association
adopted a rule that the diagnosis of CAPD is confirmed when a deviation was
below two standard deviations in at least two tests or below three deviations in one
test. A diagnosis should comprise the assessment of at least three basic auditory
skills (the so-called gold standard). It is necessary to consider whether an auditory processing disorder can be diagnosed in a four- or five-year-old (this practice
has been recently observed in Poland). Does anyone know the norm for two- or
three-year olds to point out that we have obtained a result lowered by two standard
deviations?
We all remember how often reading and writing difficulties were diagnosed
as dyslexia in children in the first school years, without distinguishing difficulties
from disorders. Regrettably, this mistake is very common today in the hasty diagnosing of CAPD. In most of the diagnoses of CAPD we are dealing with the occurrence of hearing difficulties rather than central auditory processing disorders.
The occurrence of hearing difficulties in children with learning problems,
particularly with reading, writing, and speaking difficulties, is nothing new. Thirty
years ago H. Spionek (1981) found that as many as 72.1% of students with school
failures had a seriously delayed development of auditory perception (excluding
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hearing-impaired children from the tests). She pointed out that the development of
auditory functions appropriate for the age is a necessary condition for the correct
development of the child’s speech, the most noticeable manifestation of delayed
auditory perception in early-grade students being specific difficulties in reading
and writing by ear. She also demonstrated the influence of hearing difficulties on
foreign language learning. In his study on SLI, Leonard (2006) also cites the research results that point to such relationships.
When, a dozen or more years later, I assessed auditory skills in children with language communication disorders, I obtained very similar results
(Kurkowski 2013).
From the logopedic standpoint, attention should be drawn to the function of
sound discrimination, in particular to distinguishing between sound pitches because frequency is an essential distinctive feature of speech. Although in speechtherapy diagnosis the measurement of distinguishing speech sounds (testing of
phonematic hearing) is used, this form of measurement is imprecise. In a test,
words are usually spoken slowly, more clearly and more loudly. In everyday
conditions, words are spoken faster (being more compressed), less clearly, more
quietly and in the environment of other sounds. The immature hearing system cannot cope in such situations. That is why the audiological measuring by the sounds
of distorted speech, in noise and given dichotically, will enable demonstration of
difficulties in this area. Furthermore, the assessment of the ability to distinguish
nonverbal sounds (prephonological level) may provide significant information on
the level of development of auditory skills in a child.
A separate problem is the necessity of improving auditory skills in order to
achieve a higher level of musical, linguistic, and communicative competence, etc.
so as to enhance the quality of life above average. Improving of the level of auditory skills for some specific purpose is also crucially important.
What ideas come to mind after the foregoing problems have been explicated?
What positive aspects and threats – from the perspective of clinical work – can
I see in accurately diagnosing CAPD and starting appropriate therapeutic procedures in the case of diagnosed hearing difficulties or central auditory processing
disorders?
1. The CAPD diagnosis is first of all an audiological diagnosis and has to be
made according to a set algorithm, and the person authorized to make one is an audiologist. A psychologist, teacher/educator, logopedist (speech therapist) as well
as a therapist, having been trained on courses to use different methods of auditory
rehabilitation (e.g. Tomatis, Johansen, or other methods), can diagnose selected
auditory skills by using their own testing techniques but this does not authorize
them to make a CAPD diagnosis;
2. The CAPD diagnosis requires differentiation from other developmental
disorders (above all linguistic, cognitive, ADHD, and ADD). A distinction be-
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tween specific and non-specific auditory processing disorders can be introduced.
Specific disorders are CAPD in the full sense of the word: we diagnose disorders
of auditory functions while there are no peripheral auditory disorders, language
development disorders or cognitive disorders (disorders concern auditory modality only). Usually, however, combined difficulties occur – they concern several
modalities. A division into idiopathic and non-idiopathic disorders can also be
applied. From this point of view, diagnosing should be interdisciplinary with the
leading role of an audiologist.
3. One should distinguish between hearing difficulties and central disorders
of auditory skills. What is decisive in this case is the determination of developmental indices and adoption of the rule that a disorder means at least two standard
deviations. A CAPD diagnosis means finding the disorder of at least two auditory
skills or a profound disorder in one of the fundamental auditory functions.
4. In Poland, it is absolutely necessary to develop reliable norms for individual hearing tests and to establish which tests are the basis for diagnosis.
5. The development of auditory functions in children should be stimulated.
It is possible to enhance children’s involvement in singing and making music
because it is an excellent way to stimulate the development of auditory functions.
6. One must not, however, conduct the so-called disease mongering, particularly by making a false and unjustified diagnosis as well as by promising impossible treatment results. These measures are increasingly often observed as being
carried out by persons offering the commercial application of auditory therapy
methods.
7. Auditory skills concerning physical sounds (prephonological level) and
speech sounds (language level) should be assessed from the logopedic point
of view.
8. If central auditory processing disorders have been diagnosed, it is necessary to provide access to effective stimulating methods that aid the child’s development, particularly the development of speech as well as reading and writing
skills. In order to achieve this, the quality of services provided by the National
Health Fund’s pedagogical-psychological clinics, school doctor’s offices, and
speech therapy clinics should be enhanced. It is also necessary to improve the
quality of diagnosis in audiological care, and to continue auditory processing
screening tests, which began in schools (it should be remembered that screening
tests are not tantamount to diagnosis).
It appears that actions conducted by commercial entities are a type of disease
mongering: attempts to persuade basically healthy people that they are ill, and
those slightly ill – that they are seriously ill (this strategy, observable particularly
in pharmacological activity, is also called “the corporate construction of disease”
and is meant to earn money by convincing people that they are sick).
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The diagnosis of some deficit in children with learning difficulties is often
also an attempt to justify these difficulties and to evade responsibility for failure
to take appropriate pedagogical measures (at home and at school). It is no longer
in vogue to diagnose in children “dyslexia”, or “psychomotor hyperactivity”, “autistic features”, etc. It is now in vogue to diagnose “central auditory processing
disorders”.
Statistical studies report the 2–3% CAPD occurrence in school-age children.
Why then has CAPD been recently diagnosed in Poland in such a large group of
school- or even preschool-age children? Is it diagnosed by competent specialists
and in accordance with appropriate procedures?
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Concern for the State of Development of Higher
Auditory Functions in Children – a Proposal
for Screening Diagnoses Based
on the APD Medical Platform*

SUMMARY
The paper presents the results of the assessment of auditory functions in a group of fifty-nine
children aged seven to ten. The tests were conducted on the diagnostic-therapeutic APD Medical
platform, which enables carrying out the following tests: visual and auditory reaction test, adaptive
one-syllable test for speech comprehension in noise, frequency pattern test (FPT), temporal resolution and auditory perception test (Gap Detection Threshold), adaptive frequency resolution test
(DLF), and digital dichotic test (DDT). The participants were qualified for diagnosis on the basis
of audiometric tests and surveys. The obtained results were compared with the values of normative
higher auditory functions tests of the diagnostic-therapeutic APD Medical platform.
Key words: auditory processing disorders, higher auditory functions, sound discrimination
disorders, psychoacoustic tests

INTRODUCTION
In recent decades, the problems of audiology have developed dynamically
and their description covers the specificity of issues dependent both on the developmental variability of the hearing organ and dissimilarity between children and
adults in the pathology of hearing impairments. Special importance is attributed
to the assessment of differences in the activity of complex analytical-synthetic
processes within the cortical part of the hearing analyzer; however, scholars have
* The author of the NEUROFLOW program: Active Auditory Training of the APD Medical
platform is Andrzej Senderski, MD, PhD; cf. www.neuroflow.pl
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so far failed to unambiguously establish whether they pertain to neural processes
occurring in the structures of the central auditory system, or whether they relate to
auditory functions and skills (cf. Dajos-Krawczyńska et al. 2013, 9–14).
Indisputably, when anomalies occur at the cellular level, as a result of the delayed or disordered maturation of the central auditory system, or as a consequence
of long-lasting and untreated or unaided peripheral hearing impairments, the capabilities of auditory information processing fundamentally change (Spionek 1965,
160–162 and 164–165; Sharma et al. 2002). A reduction in the functional efficiency of the cortical part of the hearing analyzer prevents correct recognition (identification) of isolated sounds or sound sequences, limits the development of skills in
discriminating, ordering and integrating them into complex successions (complex
structures determined by temporal sequence, cf. Spionek 1965, 241). It has been
emphasized in recent years that these difficulties occur both within the ascending
and descending pathways; what is of significant importance is that the integration
and interpretation of auditory information also involves processes not connected
with auditory modality while the accompanying neuronal desynchronization often results from an atypical functional asymmetry of the brain hemispheres and
insufficient ability to transmit (not only auditory) information through interhemispheric connections (Wilson et al. 2004; Moore 2010, after: Dajos-Krawczyńska
et al. 2013, 9–14; Majak 2013, 162).
Anomalies in the reception of an acoustic signal and dysfunctions associated
with the inability to use it prevent full development of perception skills, whereby
the acquisition of linguistic and communication competence is made difficult or
even impossible (Grabias 1997, 9–36). Disorders in the area of auditory perception processes, sending and/or receiving sound signals, make contact with the
surrounding world difficult and communication through language impossible.
That is why scholars devote so much attention to the audiogenic determinants
of speech disorders and to the problems of complex auditory perceptions (cf. inter alia Grabias 1994; 1997; 2001; 2007; Spionek 1965; 1970; Krakowiak 2012;
Kurkowski 2002; 2013). Especially worth noting are difficulties in implementing
the so-called higher auditory functions (with the normal reception of stimuli in
the peripheral structures), among which such processes are named as: the ability
to locate the source of sound, the ability to discriminate sounds of different frequency, the ability to recognize sound patterns differing by frequency or volume,
the ability to discriminate and classify sounds of different duration and their temporal integration, the ability to identify competing acoustic signals or to receive
distorted signals (including speech) (ASHA 2006).
Dysfunctions connected with higher auditory processes have a negative impact on the child’s communicative abilities and educational success. The survey
conducted among primary and junior high school students and teachers for the
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present studies1 shows that the number of children with linguistic communication
disorders of different etiology continually increases. Prevention in this area should
cover individuals of all ages, the diagnosis of difficulties and their rehabilitation
playing a special role in the case of children and young people. The results of
studies carried out in the world in the last fifty years show that the problem affects
ca. 2–3% of children (Chermak, Musiek 1997; Chermak et al. 1998; Wilson 2003;
Katz 2007); particularly worth noting is the fact of the occurrence of auditory processing disorders among dyslectics (Heiervang et al. 2002; Wilson 2003; Rosen
2003; Dowes, Bishop 2010; Ferguson et al. 2011; Lewandowska et al. 2013),
among individuals with specific language development disorders (Rosen 2003;
Hill et al. 2005; Ferguson et al. 2011; Vandewalle et al. 2012; Rocha-Muniz et al.
2014), among children with special learning difficulties (Sharma et al. 2009) and
among people with the attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD).
The need to develop the efficiency of the hearing analyzer requires first of all
exercises focused on “absorbing” auditory sensations and perceptions, on their
analysis and synthesis. Intensified activity in this area supports the maturation of
subcortical centers, which, in turn, stimulate the development of the cortical part
of the hearing analyzer in the temporal lobe. Experiencing of sounds determines
the ability to identify and integrate them into complex structures, thereby speeding up the lateralization of the dominant hemisphere. Regarding the prophylactic
measures in preventing school difficulties and the increase in the number of children with linguistic communication disorders of different etiology, stress is laid
on the necessity of taking care of the proper acoustic environment and on the role
of direct therapeutic intervention geared towards improving higher auditory functions interrelated with attention and memory processes as part of various auditory
trainings (Skoczylas et al. 2012a; 2012b; Senderski 2014; Senderski et al. 2016).
Regrettably even today, despite the admonitions by H. Spionek, which go
back to the nineteen-seventies (Spionek 1973, 236), the diagnosis of a child still
does not include a complete and thorough assessment of the realization level of
auditory functions as a significant aspect that changes with age and acquired experience, and which embraces the assessment of the analysis and synthesis of
successive patterns of sound stimuli, taking achievements of psychoacoustics
into account.
Studies confirm that over the last several decades the number of children with auditory processing disorders has increased. Learning difficulties and worse functioning in the school environment have been identified in 10% of students. They have been diagnosed with disorders within
almost all higher auditory functions, the most frequent being disorders in the processes of frequency
discrimination and speech comprehension in noise (Skoczylas et al. 2012). Studies were also conducted under the research project implemented in the Logopedics Center as part of the 9th University of Silesia Speech Therapy Days in 2017.
1
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One of the possibilities of preventive measures is the APD Medical platform,
developed in Poland in recent years, which enables specialists, inter alia, logopedists, psychologists, teachers, and therapists, to assess the level of the advanced
development of auditory functions in children aged four years or more, and to
compare the obtained results with reference values defining the degree of their
development in order to determine further therapeutic management (Senderski
et al. 2016)2.

MATERIAL AND METHOD
The article presents the results of assessment of auditory functions in a group
of fifty-nine children living in the vicinity of Katowice. The tests were conducted
in appropriate acoustic conditions (the silence room in the University of Silesia
Logopedics Center) under the research project assessing the level of higher auditory functions among primary school pupils in the province of Silesia, implemented at the Faculty of Philology Logopedics Center, University of Silesia in
Katowice. At first, the participants were qualified for diagnosis on the basis of
results of audiometric measurements3. Children whose hearing threshold in tonal
audiometry did not exceed 20 dBHL were qualified for the APD Medical platform
tests. The child’s medical history and the course of his/her psychomotor and language development were assessed based on the questionnaire available at www.
neuroflow.pl.
The APD Medical platform works after connecting the computer to the Internet4 and enables conducting psychoacoustic APD tests: auditory reaction test and
visual reaction test, adaptive speech in noise test (ASPN) for syllable comprehension, and ASPN for sentence comprehension, the test of sequence of tones of varied pitch (Frequency Pattern Test), gap detection threshold test (GDT), difference
limen for frequency test (DLF) and dichotic digit test (DDT)5.
The goal of tests was to make a preliminary approximate diagnosis and assessment of the level of maturity of auditory functions in children aged from seven to ten years (Table 1).
2
Significantly enough, the tests available on the APD Medical platform are recommended both
in the report by J. Jerger and F. Musiek (2000), and recommended by ASHA (2006).
3
The hearing sensitivity was assessed using the Maico MA-1 screening audiometer with audiometric DD-45 earphones, additionally equipped with Amplivox Audiocups (headset enclosures
with external noise-excluding properties). Auditory tests of the APD Medical platform were conducted using DD-45 earphones with Amplivox Audiocups external noise-excluding enclosures, connected to the audio output of a PC portable computer.
4
Cf. www.neuroflow.pl
5
The description of tests together with testing procedure is discussed in the article by A. Senderski et al. (2016, 99–106).
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Table 1. The percentage of subjects in individual age groups
Group : 7-year-olds

25.00%

Group: 8-year-olds

24.00%

Group: 9-year-olds

24.00%

Group: 10-year-olds

27.00%

Source: own work

The following tests were conducted in younger children (aged seven years):
the auditory and visual reaction tests6, adaptive speech comprehension in noise
test (ASPN for syllables and ASPN for sentences)7, screening dichotic digit test
(DDT)8, screening frequency pattern test – (discrimination of frequency sequences FPT)9. In the 8- to 10-year age groups the battery of tests was broadened with
the adaptive gap detection threshold test (GDT) and adaptive difference limen for
frequency test (DLF)10.
The obtained results confirmed the difficulties found in some of the children,
concerning the efficiency of the hearing analyzer and the need for intense
therapeutic work to stimulate higher auditory functions. Some of the children
were qualified for the “Neuroflow” active auditory training. The obtained results
were compared with normative values for tests for higher auditory functions on
the diagnostic-therapeutic APD Medical platform (Cf. Senderski et al. 2016,
103–106).

The visual and auditory reaction test served to assess the duration of single responses to a specific auditory and visual stimulus, and to test the course of the reaction to a stimulus. It also enables
observation of the level of neuromuscular coordination during the execution of tasks, and enables
testing the level of the child’s reactivity to a stimulus (cf. Senderski et al. 2016, 99–106).
7
Tests for speech in noise comprehension enable the assessment of correctly recognized onesyllable words and sentences occurring in the context of the so-called multitalker babble. The result
of the test is the signal to noise ratio, (SNR) for 50% of correctly recognized words (Senderski
et al. 2016, 102 and 104–105; Funte, McPherson 2007, 71–73).
8
The goal of the dichotic digit test is to repeat all the heard digits (testing of distracted attention
exclusively) and to assess the degree of maturity of the central auditory system as well as to determine the specialization level of the cerebral hemispheres for language stimuli and to verify the ways
of information transmission between the cerebral hemispheres (Senderski et al. 2016, 101–102;
Funte, McPherson 2007, 72).
9
The screening frequency pattern test enables detection of organic damage to the central nervous system is a test used for diagnosing auditory processing disorders (Senderski et al. 2016, 102
and 104–105; Funte, McPherson 2007, 71–73).
10
The adaptive gap detection threshold test (GDT) and adaptive difference limen for frequencies test (DLF) serve to assess the ability to detect changes while an auditory stimulus lasts, and to
test the ability to detect time intervals between auditory stimuli (Senderski et al. 2016, 102 and 105;
Funte, McPherson 2007, 70–71).
6
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RESULTS

The largest group of subjects were children aged ten, the second-largest group
were seven-year-olds. The groups of eight-year-old and nine-year-old children
were equal in number (Chart 1).
Percentage of subjects in individual age groups

27%

Group: 10 year-olds

24%

Group: 9 year-olds

percentage for age groups
Group: 8 year-olds

24%

Group: 7 year-olds
0,22

25%
0,23

0,24

0,25

0,26

0,27

0,28

Chart 1. Percentage of subjects in individual age groups
Source: own work

The parents of both the youngest and the oldest children expressed the need
to assess the level of auditory processing: in the youngest group – because of the
educational start, to test the child’s auditory adaptation abilities in the new environment and assess the level of the ability to synchronize the stimuli of visualauditory-motor modality as part of the execution of complex tasks, inter alia the
acquisition of reading and writing skills. The parents of the oldest children expected diagnosis to be combined with verification of the level of school achievements
compared with the advanced level of higher cognitive processes determined by
the state of higher auditory functions.
The tests for responses to visual stimuli were carried out almost in 100% in
all age groups (Table 2). The obtained percentage of correct answers is connected
with the children’s high proficiency in learning computer games and using the
electronic media. The average time of visual reactions was 404 ms for the youngest group and was lower than the normative value defined at 550 ms. A similar
situation developed in older age groups, in which the children obtained results at
350 ms for eight-year-olds and ca. 300 ms for nine- and ten-year-olds. The results
for auditory reaction time were somewhat different. In all the age groups, the
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children scored higher reaction times as compared with the normative reference
values for individual age groups (Auditory Reaction Test value for seven- and
eight-year-olds is 550 ms, for nine-year-olds it is 500 ms, and the reference value
for ten-year-olds is 450ms). Response to a visual stimulus is usually longer than
to an auditory one. In the youngest group as many as six subjects obtained a lower
result, which accounts for 40% of the subjects. Mean results for the visual reaction test and auditory reaction test in individual age groups are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Visual reaction test results and auditory reaction test results in groups of 7- to
10-year-olds

Visual
Reaction
Test (VRT)
Auditory
Reaction
Test (ART)

7-year-olds

8-year-olds

9-year-olds

10-year-olds

P

NP

P

NP

P

NP

P

NP

12

3

13

1

13

1

16

–

79.96%

20.01%

92.82%

7.14%

92.82%

7.14%

100%

–

9

6

14

–

12

2

15

1

59.98%

40.02%

100%

–

85.72%

14.28%

93.75%

6.25%

* P – normative score; ** NP – below norm score
Source: own work.

The ability to recognize competing acoustic signals and the reception of distorted signals was associated with the assessment of auditory-spatial attention
because hearing deficits occurring in this area are manifested in problems with
speech sound perception (phoneme discrimination) when the sounds appear accompanied by noise (e.g. Cunningham et al. 2001). The results of the ASPN test,
both for words and sentences, were lower in the group of younger children (cf.
Table 3).
Table 3. Results for speech in noise comprehension test in groups of 7- to 10-year-olds

ASPN-s
ASPN-z

7-year-olds

8-year-olds

9-year-olds

10-year-olds

P

NP

P

NP

P

NP

P

NP

10

5

10

4

12

2

13

3

66.65%

33.35%

71.44%

28.56%

85.72%

14.28%

81.25%

18.75%

8

7

13

1

13

1

14

2

53.31%

46.69%

92.82%

7.14%

92.82%

7.14%

87.5%

12.5%

* P – normative score; ** NP – below norm score
ASPN-s – Adaptive Speech in Noise test (ASPN – one-syllable word test)
ASPN-z – Adaptive Speech in Noise test (ASPN – sentence test)
Source: own work.
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The results obtained from dichotic digit tests showed that on average 30%
of subjects in all age groups had difficulties in processing two different acoustic
signals reaching the left and the right ear at the same time (cf. Table 4).
Table 4. Results of the dichotic digit test in groups of 7–10-year-olds
7-year-olds

8-year-olds

9-year-olds

10-year-olds

P*

NP**

P*

NP**

P*

NP**

P*

NP**

10

5

11

3

9

5

13

3

DDT RE

66.65%

33.35%

78.58%

21.42%

64.26%

35.74%

81.25%

18.75%

10

5

11

3

10

4

15

1

DDT LE

66.65%

33.35%

78.58%

21.42%

71.44%

28.56%

93.75%

6.25%

* P – normative score; ** NP – below norm score
DDT RE – screening dichotic digit test for the right ear
DDT LE – screening dichotic digit test for the left ear
Source: own work.

In children aged 7 to 10 years, the difference between the results for the right
ear and the left ear was not statistically significant. This evidences the not yet
developed ability to discriminate and classify sounds of different duration and
their temporal integration, and the need to include exercises that stimulate the
ability to recognize competing acoustic signals. This was confirmed by results
obtained in tests enabling the investigation of the ability to discern differences
between sounds, to discriminate sound sequences and discriminate sound duration
(cf. Table 5).
The results obtained in frequency discrimination tests confirm great difficulties in correctly decoding sounds combined with a verbal response. The results
obtained in the seven-year-olds group indicate a far lower percentage of correctly
repeated sequences in the FPT as compared with children aged eight to ten years.

DISCUSSION
In view of the significance of auditory perception processes and the role of
auditory functions in the acquisition of linguistic and communicative competence,
the question of diagnosing and developing them remains extremely important.
The results obtained based on the carried-out screening tests for high auditory
functions show how many processes in auditory processing need to be improved.
The state of research is shown in Chart 2.
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Table 5. Test results: Frequency pattern test, gap detection threshold test (adaptive temporal
resolution and auditory perception) and difference limen for frequency test (adaptive frequency
resolution) in groups of seven- to ten-year-olds
7-year-olds

8-year-olds

9-year-olds

10-year-olds

P*

NP**

P*

NP**

P*

NP**

P*

NP**

9

6

10

4

9

5

14

2

59.98%

40.02%

71.44%

28.56%

64.26%

35.74%

87.5%

12.5%

–

–

14

–

11

3

14

2

GDT

–

–

100%

–

78.58%

21.42%

87.5%

12.5%

–

–

7

7

9

5

10

6

DLF

–

–

50%

50%

64.26%

35.74%

62.5%

37.5%

FPT

* P – normative score; ** NP – below norm score
FPT – the test of sequence of tones of varied pitch
GDT – adaptive gap detection threshold test
DLF – adaptive difference limen for frequency test
Source: own work
Chart 2. Comparison of correct results of assessment of higher auditory function tests of the APD Medical platform
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Chart 2. Comparison of correct results of assessment of higher auditory function tests of the
APD Medical platform
Source: own work.

Both the tests for speech comprehension in noise and the results of DDT,
FPT, adaptive GDT and adaptive DLF tests reflect the maturity level of the
auditory system and define the areas that require intensive therapeutic management. The normal functioning of the child and his/her development depend on
the development of the processes of sensory systems integration. Difficulties in
processing sensory, inter alia, auditory and visual, sensations can be the cause
of educational problems, particularly difficulties in the acquisition of reading
and writing abilities.
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The results obtained in the studied groups confirm that many pupils exhibit
both phonological deficits and disorders in the integration of auditory stimuli,
and difficulties in attention processes (cf. Skoczylas et al. 2012a, 13; Przybyla
2014/2015, 400). The state of research is shown in Chart 3.
Chart 3. Comparison of incorrect results of assessment of higher auditory functions of APD Medical platform tests
0,6

0,5

0,4

Group:
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Group:
Group:

0,3

ye7ar-olds
8 year-olds
9 year-olds
10 year-olds

0,2

0,1

0
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ASPN-s

ASPN_z

DDT UP

DDT UL

FPT

GDT

DLF

Chart 3. Comparison of incorrect results of assessment of higher auditory functions of APD
Medical platform tests
Source: own work

Thus, for example, in the seven-year-olds group, as many as ten children
were characterized by the decreased level of higher auditory functions, which
were directly associated with the inability to obtain positive results in the conducted tests. Three of the seven-year-olds obtained incorrect scores in all APD
Medical platform tests, which may be directly connected with the manifestation of
attention deficit and considerable difficulties in understanding speech in noise. In
the group of eight-year-olds, auditory attention disorders were found in one boy.
In all the age groups, the greatest difficulty was connected with disorders in identifying, discriminating, and remembering the acoustic features of speech sounds,
and complex sequences of their arrangements (difficulties characteristic of the
clinical profile related to phonological deficit) and it was manifested in the low results in ASPN, DDT, often FPT, GDT, and DLF tests. In the group of seven-yearolds, there were three such children while among the eight-year-olds the problem
concerned one girl. As many as four children (three boys and a girl) in the group
of nine-year-olds grappled with such difficulties, while among the ten-year-olds
as many as three children (two boys and a girl) had problems. Among the subjects
there were also children whose auditory perception disorders were observable first
of all in the DDT and FPT tests, and were connected with a deficit in processing
rapidly-succeeding sounds and with reduced skills in discriminating acoustically
similar sounds. Four seven-year-olds found it difficult to simultaneously integrate
information to use it effectively. Two more eight-year-olds and one nine-year-old
had to cope with the problem of delayed myelinating processes and with achieving the maturity of interhemispheric transmission.
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The conducted assessments confirm, although to a limited extent, that because of the significance of auditory processes and the role of the maturation of
the auditory system it is necessary to make screening diagnoses of higher auditory functions for different age groups among children and schoolchildren. On
the basis of the studies, it is possible to early include in the process of therapeutic
management the individuals in whom there are symptoms of abnormalities in auditory perception in order to appropriately influence their educational progress
and develop their admiration for the abundant and diverse world of sounds.
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The Significance of the Physical and Motor Potential
for Speech Development in Children
with Cochlear Implant (CI) – Preliminary Study
SUMMARY
The analysis of neurophysiological development processes of implanted children with profound hearing loss does indicate the links between the level of language skills development and motor functions within the scope of both fine and gross motor skills. The purpose of the research, that
was carried out within the two week rehabilitation period on a group of 17 children with profound
hearing loss, now cochlear implant users, was to verify whether the launch of Early Intervention
programme (in the form of global movements, focused on the vestibular system) will be effective
in improving motor skills and strongly correlate with the level of speech development. The results
did confirm the hypothesis of the effectiveness of impact-oriented motor exercises on the vestibular
system that aimed to improve the sense of direction. Moreover, it showed the significant presence of
relevant neurophysiological bonds in the scope of development of balance of language skills. The
presented results do confirm the few global reports on this subject. Likewise, in order to search for
best possible therapies for children – cochlear implant users – they point the urge to conduct a continuous survey in the field of coordination motor abilities (CMA) as well as in terms of development
of linguistic competencies.
Key words: hearing impairment, vestibular system, language level skills, cochlear implant,
therapy

INTRODUCTION
The process of multistage treatment of profound hearing loss by using cochlear implant is an interdisciplinary problem. It requires to interconnect the
knowledge from the field of medicine practice, technology, logopaedics, linguis-
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tics, deaf education, psychology, sociology, and rehabilitation (Szkiełkowska et
al. 2008; Szyfter et al. 2011). So far, significant benefits of using cochlear implants
for the process of hearing development and perception in children with severe and
profound hearing loss have been well documented (Nicholas, Geers 2006; Easwar et al. 2010; Geers et al. 2013). Acquiring linguistic competences (language
skills), communication abilities and cultural consciousness, which are essential
to use language in effective and situation-appropriate way, is conditioned by the
capableness of reception and implementation skills, biologically determined and
connected to the general psychomotor development of the child (Grabias 2003).
Speech production is indisputably a movement act, linked to the motility
of oral cavity and respiratory functions (Eskander et al. 2014; Żebrowska, Zwierzchowska 2006; Żebrowska et al. 2016). Therefore, neurophysiological analysis of developmental processes and their mutual dependencies in children – both
hearing and with hearing defects – is not insignificant. Researchers such as Horn
et al. (2006) or Willems, Hagoort (2007) indicate essential connections between
acquired language capabilities and motor functions within the scope of both fine
and gross motor skills.
Motor Development is situated in the center of biological human development, and reflects its different aspects, like perception as well as speech planning and activation. It is also the act of taking control over muscles, displayed
by balance ability (postural control), which is preliminary condition to perform
complex motor activities. Balance is the ability belonging to coordination motor
abilities (CMA), which provides the base for effective and optimally performed
motor activities. Both static and dynamic body balance is very important to carry
out complex motor activities (Raczek et al. 1998). The research point out the
significant connection between hearing loss etiology and physical development,
since the etiopathogenesis of hearing dysfunction is linked to child’s birth potential and forms the basis for its further development (Butterfield 1989; 1991;
Zwierzchowska et al. 2008; Zwierzchowska 2009). Hence, it is hard to expect that
children with hearing impairment (having sometimes also conjunctive neurological and vestibular system disorders) will perform planned movements correctly
and in accordance with the physiological pattern. In these circumstances, understanding the neurophysiological basis of body control as well as the assessment of
the motor coordination of the child with hearing impairment is the basis for proper
rehabilitation (Zwierzchowska 2013).
Simultaneously, the available data concerning the influence of cochlear implants on psychomotor functions are not straightforward (Todt et al. 2008). The
authors point to the diversification of factors contributing to the individual successes of the child after cochlear implantation (Pyman et al. 2000; Bieńkowska
2017). Many studies indicate positive effects of motor rehabilitation in children
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with hearing defects for the development of auditory skills, speech reception
and its production (Bouccara et al. 2005; Ganek et al. 2012; Yoshinaga-Itano et
al. 2010).
The considerations, mentioned above, have become the basis for the creation
of a theoretical model of connections between selected aspects of the development
of the child with hearing impairment. It may be important particularly in planning
the therapy of children with hearing disorder most often performed by surdologopedists and surdoteachers (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Theoretical model of connections between selected aspects of child development with
hearing impairment
CMA – coordination motor abilities; AM – articulation motility; LS – language skills; BC –
birth condition; RME – respiratory muscles efficiency

Previous research results, as well as the theoretical model of links between
the selected aspects of child development with hearing defects, allowed to formulate the following research questions:
1.	Is there a relationship between the level of assessed CMA and the language skills of children with deep hearing loss after cochlear implantation?
2.	How does the newborn condition, measured by the Apgar Score, affect
the level of assessed coordination skills?
3.	What is the relationship between the functional efficiency of respiratory
muscles and the level of language skills?
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MATERIAL AND METHOD
The method of direct and participant observation was applied, subjecting 17
children with deep hearing loss with a cochlear implant (single and double-sided),
aged from 4.2 to 10.1 (= 6.7 ± 1.7, median = 6.1). In July 2016, they participated,
altogether with their parents, in a rehabilitation camp, organized by the Association of Parents and Children’s Friends with Disability of Hearing in Krosno.
The study and its assumptions are described in a separate article (Zwierzchowska,
Bieńkowska 2016). All of the examined children had a hearing disability detected
in screening examinations and were cured from the first year of life (prosthesis
– hearing aids, cochlear implant) and given proper treatment (like hearing and
speech therapy performed 2 times a week in a rehabilitation center, verbal and
auditory education at home).
Physical development was assessed by performing basic body measurements
(height (BH), body mass (BM), hip circumference (H) and waist (WC) and chest
at rest (CR), maximum inspiration and maximum exhale, which allowed to estimate the efficiency of respiratory muscles (RME) (Table 1)). The following indicators were calculated: WHtR (waist-to-body ratio), BMI (body mass), which
helped to assess the physical condition of the subjects with regard to centile graph
(CZD 2012). To identify the occurrence of abdominal obesity, centile graphs were
used for waist circumference and WHtR index. According to reference values
for Polish children (Nawarycz, Ostrowska-Nawarycz 2007), it was assumed that
there is an increased risk of abdominal obesity (which may affect balance maintenance), if waist circumference was above 90th percentile for age and gender, or
WHtR was equal to or greater than 0.5.
Furthermore, data on the birth condition (BC) were collected (according to
the Apgar score). The scale aims to estimate the general health of the newborn
and to detect any abnormalities that require immediate reaction. The assessment
takes place at 1, 3, 5, 8 and 10 minutes after child’s birth to check the fluctuation
of its health. The Apgar score examines five basic life parameters: breath, heart
function, muscle tension, reactions and skin color. The rating can be given from
zero to two points, where zero means unsatisfying result, 1 is medium, and 2 is
good. The final grade is obtained by checking individual parameters and summing
up their values. A newborn can receive between 0 and 10 points in every stage of
the examination. The obtained result is interpreted as follows: 10 points indicate
a very good condition of the newborn; 9–8 points indicate a good condition, such
aneonate is usually “only” tired of childbirth and regains optimal notes in reduced
parameters in a short time; 4–7 points indicate the average condition of the newborn (the child might be bruised, irregularly breathe, or with lowered muscle tone
– depending on the parameters); 3–0 points receives a newborn baby requiring
immediate medical intervention, breathing support and cardiac work.
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The tests, performed on selected coordination motor skills (CMS), were conducted and evaluated in accordance with the instructions (Raczek et al. 1998):
RS – reaction speed (Ditrich stick test), SO – spatial orientation (test: march to the
target), MA – motor adaptation (test: forward-backward jumps), static balance –
SB (climbing on toes) and dynamic balance – DB (test: tip-top march).
In order to rate language skills (LS), due to the lack of a standardized tool
for examining children with hearing defects in Poland, the authors used a structured questionnaire “60 steps card” (60SC), which is part of the therapy program
(Bieńkowska 2012) and allows to obtain point results and make them comparable.
It is a tool created for the needs of diagnosis during hearing and speech therapy
of children with hearing impairment, constructed on the basis of identifiable (described in the literature) stages of speech development. Each step is matched by
the language skills described. “60 steps card” consists of 60 fields, which correspond to 60 steps, or 60 skills that can be achieved by the child (in the zeroone system), on four language levels. Each acquired skill is one point. A child
can reach a maximum of 60 points. The first level evaluates 13 pre-lingual skills
related to hearing and sounds attention (indicators such as the detection of ambient sounds, speech and the reaction to them – or its lack – are rated). The second
level evaluates the 12 skills achieved by the child at the initial language level by
developing preverbal communication skills at the suprasegmental level of the language. The third level, called the level of verbal communication, defines 21 skills
within the development of passive and active speech. It ranges from the stage of
understanding the first words to the act of building compound sentences. On the
last, fourth level, there are 14 skills (no. 47 to 60) of using language as a tool for
developing higher intellectual skills on the level of native speaker.
The assessment of whether the child has achieved the skills on the next level
(or not) is facilitated by auxiliary questions (Bieńkowska 2012). According to the
adopted standard, the results of the interview are orderly marked on the Evaluation Sheet (60SC) by the therapist conducting the child. Points sum up, and the
higher score is reached, the higher level of language development the child represents. For the needs of the present study, the children were separately examined
by the authors of the article, and their results were compared with the assessment
issued by the therapist conducting the therapy in the rehabilitation center.
The research was carried out during a speech therapy camp for hearingimpaired children during which there was a stimulation of auditory and speech
functions (see Bieńkowska, Zaborniak-Sobczak 2015). All of the participants and
their guardians expressed their willingness to participate in the project in which
main goal was to improve hearing and speech. They expressed their acceptance
for the assessment of selected motor skills during 14-day rehabilitation stay. The
research procedure for children with hearing loss has been approved by the Uni-
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versity Bioethics Committee for Scientific Research at the University of Physical
Education in Katowice (Resolution No. 1/2012 of 13/12/2012 and the Appendix
no. 11/03/2013).

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The results were processed in the MS Excel program and statistically analyzed in the Statistica 10.0 program, calculating the mean value, median, standard
deviation, upper and lower quartiles. The comparative analysis was performed
with the parametric test and the relationship strength was verified using the Pearson test at the significance level of p<0.05 according to the formula: r (x, y) = cov
(x, y) σx * σy: cov (x, y) = E ( x * y) - (E (x) E * (y)); where: r (x, y) – Pearson
correlation coefficient between variables x and y; cov (x, y) – covariance between
variables x and σ is the standard deviation of the population; and E is the expected value. The correlation interpretation was applied according to the J. Guilford
classification, where r = 0 – no correlation, 0.0 <| r | ≤ 0.1 – weak correlation;
0.1 < r | ≤ 0.3 – weak correlation; 0.3 <| r | ≤ 0.5 – average correlation; 0.5 < | r |
≤ 0.7 – high correlation; 0.7 < | r | ≤ 0.9 – very high correlation; 0.9 < | r | < 1.0 –
almost full correlation; | r | = 1 – full correlation.

RESULTS
Fifteen respondents were included in the analysis due to the fact that two
children were unwilling to cooperate and finally backtracked from the examination. The collected data provided information on the birth condition (BC) of the
examined children, expressed in the value of points obtained according to the
Apgar score, where the average value was (9.3 ± 0.8) min–max 8–10; median = 9.
In addition, information about the age of hearing loss detection (under 6 months
of age) was obtained. It was also performed an audiometry test in a free auditory
field, where the mean value x = 30.3 ± 6.5; min–max (20–45dB).
The analysis of individual results of the physical development status in the
examined children showed obesity risk in 28.5% of respondents in relation to the
percentile graph (CZD 2012). On the other hand, the median and WHtR ratio median, in both boys and girls, were below 0.5, which indicates that the majority of
children were not at risk of abdominal obesity.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the physical condition of the patients
Feature

BH
[cm]

BM
[kg]

BMI
kg/m]

WC
[cm]

CMA
[cm]

WHtR

RME
[cm]

± SD

119.9 ±
10.9

Min–max

104–142

18–34

12.6–19.1

59–79

0.4–0.6

55–75

2–6

Median

118

23

16.8

56

0.5

60

3

24.0 ± 4.8 16.6 ± 1.8 57.9 ± 5.3 0.5 ± 0.05 60.3 ± 5.1 3.3 ± 1.3

BH – body height; BM – body mass; BMI – body mass index; WC – waist circumference;
WHtR – waist-to-height ratio; CMS – coordination motor abilities; CR – chest at rest; RME – respiratory muscles efficiency

The level of coordination motor skills was measured, the scores of which are
presented in Table 2.
Table 2. The level of coordination motor abilities
Coordination motor abilities
Parameter
[unit]

SB [sec]

± SD

4.1 ± 2.9

4.8 ± 0.8

Min–max

1–11

Median

3.0

DB [number] SO [number]

RS [cm]

MA [cm]

76.6 ± 44.1

21.3 ± 8.1

33.7 ± 17.0

3.9–6.3

12–150

3–33

5–60

4.5

73.5

21

40

SB – static balance; DB – dynamic balance; SO – spatial orientation; RS – reaction speed;
MA – motor adaptation

The score of the card evaluating the level of language skills development
(60SC) ranges from min–max (28–54), where the median equals 44 and the
mean value was 42.9 ± 6.2. The analysis of relationship calculated by Pearson
test showed that language skills significantly correlated with one of the functional features, that is the efficiency of the respiratory muscles at a high level of
R = 0.6, indicating that the higher efficiency of respiratory muscles, the better
level of language skills is developed.
There was also observed the inversely proportional correlation, statistically
significant, between the results of CMS tests in such abilities as fast response and
the child’s age at the high level (R = -0.6), which indicates the older the child,
the shorter the response time. Similarly, a high correlation occurred in the case of
language skills (R = -0.6) and between the value of the birth condition rated with
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the Apgar score (R = -0.3), but the correlation was weak in strength. Dynamic balance was significantly correlated with the age of the respondents (R = 0.5) as well
as with the result of the LS test, but in this case, the relationship strength was very
high (R = 0.8) (Table 3).
Table 3. Coordination motor abilities in relation to age, Apgar score and level of language skills
Coordination motor abilities
Test (R)

SB

DB

SO

RS

MA

Age

0.6

0.5*

0.02

-0.6*

0.5*

BC – Apgar score

0.1

-0.1

0.6*

-0.3*

0.01

LS – 60SC

0.2

-0.8*

0.1

-0.6*

0.3

*p<0.05; SB – static balance; DB – dynamic balance; SO – spatial orientation; RS – reaction
speed; MA – motor adaptation

The research has also shown a high correlation between spatial orientation
and birth condition measured with the Apgar score (R = 0.6), while motor adaptation moderately correlated with age R = 0.5. Correlations at the level of p < 0.05
were assumed as statistically significant.

DISCUSSION
CMA, including the speed of reaction, spatial orientation and balance, are the
abilities whose development may be determined by deafness, because the perception of the environment is shaped in modified sense conditions. Simultaneously
occur conjugated neurological and vestibular disorders (Zwierzchowska et al.
2004; 2008). Myklebust (1964), and Remlein-Modzelewska (1998) believe that
the main role in shaping the visual spatial placement is played by the so-called
visual locational reflexes, which develop on the principle of combining retinal
stimuli with the motor system, which seems to be a kind of compensation. Internal
compensation, generated as a deaf-out effect, may result in better development of
control functions, location and spatial orientation, causing effective and optimal
use of it for the benefit of motor activities (Kral, Sharma 2012; Zwierzchowska et
al. 2004). It seems that we are dealing with such a compensation while analyzing
the results of our own research. Savelsbergh et al. (1991) came to a similar conclusion, examining deaf children, early implanted, indicating that sound stimulation
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manages and intensifies motor behavior in the sphere of visual orientation. These
observations were confirmed by Schlumberger et al. (2004), who pointed to the
essence of sound reception and better development of children early implanted in
neuromuscular integration, motor control and spatial orientation. Confirmation of
those thesis was accomplished by Zwierzchowska (2013), by evaluating morphofunctional dependencies in semi-longitudinal studies of children and adolescents
with profound hearing loss, demonstrating the relationship between lung capacity,
ability for both aerobic and anaerobic exercise and spatial orientation, and motor
adaptation (correlations were high and very high). Our own research corresponds
to these results, although the study group is significantly younger and, what is
even more important, early implanted (1–3 years).
It is difficult to see other logical premises explaining the relationship between
coordination abilities and respiratory muscle efficiency, the assessment of birth
condition measured with the Apgar score and the child’s age, while the latter parameter directly translates into the time of stimulation (therapy). The importance
of internal compensatory processes in the period of biological development, externally strengthened by targeted stimulation in the therapeutic and educational
process, should be also pointed out. These associations seem to be particularly
important in the group of children with hearing loss detected in screening tests,
who were earlier established and subjected to the process of early therapeutic
intervention.
It should be noted that the time factor is particularly important, especially in
the period of ontogenetic expansion, because of the characteristic feature of this
period is progressiveness (Jopkiewicz, Suliga 2000). Hence, the directly proportional high and moderate dependence between age and dynamic balance, motor
adaptation and reaction rate, demonstrated in our own studies, stands as confirmation for the physiological pattern of human development (the older the child gets,
the higher the level of coordination capacity (dynamic balance, motor adaptation)
and shorter response time is (R = -0.6)). The birth condition is the basis for development, while the time factor (the age of the child) together with environmental
modifiers (not measured in the above study) is not without significance for the
level of development of the CMA. The following research confirms the strong relationship between the level of high Apgar score and spatial orientation. The lack
of similar analyzes for groups with other disabilities is a limitation for a deeper
interpretation of these research results.
On the other hand, the results of research on coordination abilities development in non-disabled persons (Raczek 1992; Starosta 2001) correspond with
the results of own research, confirming the preserved physiological development
patterns of coordination motor skills. CMA is defined as human predispositions,
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which are closely related to its potential, and the time of their development is
shortened with the maturation of CNS and the specialization and integration of
senses (Szopa et al. 1996). One of the coordination skills, which is the first to
achieve its developmental apogee, is the ability of balance (around the age of 8)
and it constitutes the basis for further integrated processes, related to the neuromuscular control of our body. Raczek (1992, 75) argued that the ability of balance is a subject of development and can be successfully compensated by external
stimulation (proper selection of exercises, environment). There are a few articles
that report the possible damage of the balance organ as a result of inserting the
cochlear electrode during implant surgery (Jacot et al. 2003; Bouccara et al. 2005;
Enticott et al. 2006; Todt et al. 2008; Thierry et al. 2015). This thesis, however,
may be a result of contradictory research reports, sometimes even developed by
the same authors (Huygen et al. 1995). The problem of vestibular organs excitability, depending on the reported dizziness and imbalance of persons qualified for
cochlear implant, is multidimensional, because it indicates numerous factors (like
age, etiology of hearing loss, type of surgical technique, difficulties in collecting
the interview) (Niemczyk et al. 2009). In the case of the studied group, this thesis
cannot be confirmed, and the results of the following studies show a statistically
significant, very high dependence (R = -0.8) of this ability and age. Undoubtedly,
this result should be treated as an initial observation (so there is no standardization
of the used tool) and it requires further research and confirmations, with a particular emphasis on correlations between large and small motility and articulation motor. Nevertheless, the obtained results seem to be particularly important
for the therapeutic measures taken by speech therapists in children after cochlear
implantation. In the previous empirical observations, attention was paid to the
importance of movement in speech therapy for children with hearing impairment
(e.g. during rehabilitation camps – Bieńkowska, Zaborniak-Sobczak 2015). It
seems appropriate to apply a detailed differential diagnosis of the vestibular system in planning therapeutic treatment, with the use of interdisciplinary knowledge, unconventional rehabilitation procedures, considering the significance of
physical exercises in speech therapy. Knowledge development in the field of clinical neurology, brain neuroplasticity and a significant effective role of the motor
apparatus and sensory integration (Sharma et al. 2009; Flexer 2010; Gordon et al.
2013) is the basis for searching for new solutions in the scope of hearing improvement and speech rehabilitation after cochlear implant surgery. Hence, the identification of factors that may determine the individual development successes of the
child after cochlear implantation is a field worth exploring. On the one hand, we
deal with surgical intervention in the sensitive area of the auditory organ, and on
the other hand, we should notice the value of acquiring the sound perceived as
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a factor not only allowing to develop phonic speech, but also stimulating motor
behavior, which modifies the current biological condition of a deaf person. The
justification for such a thesis is the result of own presented research, showing the
relationship between the development of language skills and the efficiency of respiratory muscles, which corresponds with other studies (Żebrowska et al. 2016).

CONCLUSIONS
1. Neurophysiological relationships have been demonstrated in terms of coordination motor abilities level (dynamic balance and responsiveness), skills and
language.
2. Birth condition and age are significant factors for the development of motor coordination abilities, which indirectly affects the level of language skills. The
theoretical model of connections between selected aspects of child’s development
and hearing defects, created for the needs of the study, was confirmed.
3. Carrying out continuous research, both in the field of CMA and speech
aspect, seems essential for effective, optimal methods of therapy for people after
cochlear implantation.

IMPLICATIONS FOR SPEECH THERAPY PRACTICE
1. It is appropriate in the process of designing and implementing tasks in
the field of improving language skills, to introduce global movement tasks with
a complex structure, that can significantly support the acquisition of language
skills. In addition, breathing exercises, involving both fine and gross motor skills,
are also significant. Compulsory part of the therapy should, therefore, become
logorhythmic and/or psychomotoric classes.
2. In the program of logopedic (surdologopedic) studies, it is advisable to
broaden the knowledge block associated with the development of coordination
motor abilities, physiology and pathology of the functioning of vestibular system
with particular emphasis on the balance system.
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Music and Intonation in the Perception
of Children Using Hearing Aids

SUMMARY
The features shared by speech and music are particularly noticeable in prosody. The results of
studies on the connections between perception processes of the two phenomena, although important
from the perspective of the use of music in measures serving to shape the prosody of speech, are
described comparatively seldom in literature. There are also few reports concerning persons with
impaired hearing.
The article presents the results of the authors’ own research on the perception of musical phenomena – melody and rhythm as well as intonation in speech by prelingual hearing-impaired children with hearing aids. As compared with the control group, the results show a lower perception
skill of the subjects in respect of all these phenomena. The weakest disorders are reported in the
perception of intonation structures, while the strongest – in the perception of instrumental melodies
Key words: perception of prosody and music, impaired hearing, hearing aids

INTRODUCTION
The prosodic organization of speech resembles music in many respects. In
most publications, the phenomenon shown as being shared by prosody and music
is melody termed in speech as intonation, stress and rhythm. Studies in the evolution of linguistic and musical behaviors in human phylogeny point to very early
beginnings of relations between prosody and music (Patel 2006). Also the studies
on the connections between musical and prosodic competence in ontogeny provide ample evidence for interrelationships between the level of developed skills in
the perception of prosodic features and phenomena, and music (inter alia Saffran
et al. 1999; Palmer et al. 2001; Wysocka 2012). Interrelations are also pointed out
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between musical abilities and linguistic processes associated with phonological
awareness, and the ability to read with understanding (Anvari et al. 2002), as well
as the positive effect of musical training on the development of linguistic competence (Schön et al. 2004; Magne et al. 2006).
The studies, described in literature, on the relations between the perception of
prosody and music are usually conducted with biologically normal children and
adults or with individuals with impairments of the central nervous system. There
are few reports on the subject that concern persons with impaired hearing. There
are, admittedly, some publications on speech prosody perception by individuals
with hearing loss, mainly with cochlear implants (Luo et al. 2007; Chatterjee,
Peng 2008; Hopyan-Misakyan et al. 2009; Meister et al. 2009; Nakata et al. 2012;
Geers et al. 2013; Van Zyl, Hanekom 2013; Volkova et al. 2013; Fuller et al. 2014;
Gaudrain, Başkent 2015; Kalathottukaren et al. 2017), however, the presentation
of relationships between these processes is rare in literature (Wang et al. 2011; See
et al. 2013; Torppa et al. 2014; Gfeller 2016).
The aim of the present article is to present the results of the authors’ studies
(i.e. tests) conducted in a nine-child group aged 6–11 years, with bilateral, prelingual hearing impairments, and using hearing aids. The research is concerned
with the perception of intonation in speech and musical phenomena: instrumental melodies and rhythmic structures, and the mutual connections between
these processes.

PERCEPTION OF PROSODY
Many scholars point out the fact that what patients with hearing loss find most
difficult to perceive is phenomena based on temporal changes in basic frequency
(cf. the survey of studies in: Wysocka, Mackiewicz 2016). These include intonation, phrasal stress (in which the pitch component is very strong), tone patterns in
tonal languages, and emotional prosody. The cause of this state are difficulties in
the auditory frequency processing and the specificity of the function of auditory
prostheses, which enable good perception of volume changes and their temporal
organization, but far worse perception of frequency changes. Studies show that if
the foregoing prosodic phenomena are also accompanied by distinct changes in
duration and volume, e.g. a stressed syllable stands out from the others not only by
its pitch but also by its length and volume, these phenomena are easier to perceive
(Most 2000).
Literature does not show conclusive evidence concerning the influence of
the time of prosthesis placement and the duration of wearing auditory prostheses
on the development of prosodic skills (Chatterjee, Peng 2008; Peng et al. 2008;
Lenden, Flipsen 2007; Wang et al. 2011). According to R. See et al. (2013), pro-
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gression in acquiring them can be observed in the 0–7 years after implantations
(the patients then displayed an increased accuracy in identifying the rising intonation). After that period, no significant development of perception skills in this
field were reported, which may suggest that the distortion of features of a speech
signal by the auditory prosthesis makes it possible to acquire these skills only
to a certain degree. However, emphasis is laid on early and intensive treatment,
which largely influences the development of the perception of prosodic features
(Most, Peled 2007).
Another issue, important in the discussion on the perception of prosody by
hearing-impaired people is the influence of the kind of auditory prostheses (cochlear implant or hearing aid) on the ability to perceive prosodic structures. In
many studies, the users of hearing aids and cochlear implants are members of
the same group of subjects, and their results are compared exclusively with the
results of the normally hearing control group (e.g. Kalathottukaren et al. 2017).
There are few comparative studies on the perception by individuals with hearing
aids and cochlear implants, and these are connected with different stages of the
development of technologies of auditory prostheses. Some scholars demonstrate
that patients with cochlear implants perceive changes in basic frequency and other
suprasegmental features better than those with hearing aids (Waltzman, Hochberg
1990), whilst others show that more advanced processors hinder a full perception
of prosodic phenomena, which are better perceived by hearing aid users (Green
et al. 2004). Such studies also include those carried out by T. Most and M. Peled
(2007), who studied speech prosody perception in the groups of children with
prelingual hearing impairment and with severe and profound hearing loss, who
wore cochlear implants and hearing aids. The two scholars assessed the perception of phrasal stress, lexical stress, and intonation. The results did not show the
presupposed advantage of children with cochlear implants regarding the correctness of the performed tasks. In all groups, intonation and phrasal stress were best
perceived, the perception of lexical stress being the worst. The best results were
obtained by the children with severe hearing loss who used hearing aids, the second best – by the children with profound hearing loss – hearing aid users. The
children with cochlear implants achieved the lowest results.
Summing up the available results of studies on prosody perception by hearing-impaired children, it should be said that most problems are reported in the
perception of phenomena in which the leading role is played by changes in the
duration of basic frequency of speech signal. On the basis of the available publications it is difficult to formulate conclusive statements on the effect of the kind
of auditory prosthesis on effective prosodic perception. This question is additionally complicated by the fact that in studies on the speech prosody in children
with hearing impairment a high discrepancy between results is reported in groups
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which were intended to satisfy the condition for uniformity in terms of the time
when a hearing impairment arose, the time of prosthesis placement, the kind of
prosthesis, and the degree of the severity of hearing loss (Peng et al. 2008; Chin
et al. 2012).

PERCEPTION OF MUSIC
The perception of music by hearing aid users is influenced by many factors.
These include: characteristics of the input signal, how a hearing aid processes
sounds, the functioning of peripheral hearing and central processes of auditory
processing, and personal musical experience (Chasin, Hockley 2014).
It should be stressed that the main objective of hearing aids is to amplify
speech signal features because disordered speech perception and the consequent
communication disorders are the greatest problem faced by persons with impaired hearing and by their families (Chasin, Hockley 2014). This specification is
not, regrettably, conducive to the perception of music sounds, which differ from
speech sounds in some ways. A significant difference consists in that the spectral
structure of music sounds is characterized by far greater variability in time than
speech sounds, which is not fully transmitted by hearing aids. Another aspect of
the functioning of these devices that affects the perception of music is different input levels of sound pressure for speech and music. The most sonorous and intense
elements of speech signal – vowels – do not exceed the 85 dB SPL level, while the
most intensive musical sounds reach the 100–110 dB SPL range, and sporadically
even 118 dB SPL. The level of peak limit of the input signal, being generally set
in hearing aids at ca. 85 dB SPL and allowing the users to exactly process even the
peak speech level, nevertheless limits the perception of music and causes diverse
kinds of distortions (Chasin 2003).
To sum up, in the perception of hearing-impaired individuals with hearing
aids, musical sounds may be distorted because of the hearing defect itself but
also due to the imperfect construction of hearing aids in terms of adjustment to
the characteristics of musical sounds. It should be added, however, that in recent
years, taking the foregoing difficulties into account, hearing aid producers have
tried to develop and improve the functions of these devices in order to enhance
the perception of music.
Studies on the perception of music by hearing-impaired people show that
they relatively well perceive rhythmic structures or the phenomena that require
time processing. They cope far worse with perceiving musical phenomena based
on changes in sound pitch and tone (melody, harmonic consonance, recognition of
instruments or voices of signers) (Xu et al. 2009; Gfeller et al. 2011; Wang et al.
2011; Hsiao, Gfeller 2012; Innes-Brown et al. 2013).
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Many studies on the perception of music by hearing-impaired children focus on estimating their ability to recognize familiar melodies (e.g. Hsiao 2008;
Olszewski et al. 2005; Trehub et al. 2009). Their results show that the accuracy of
melody identification increases when the perception of melodic structures can be
assisted by musical rhythm and the text present in the material used in the tasks.
Only in very few studies on the perception of music by children with hearing
loss, short melodies, composed for the purpose, were used as stimuli (Vongpaisal
et al. 2006; See et al. 2013). The usefulness of such studies in the discussion on the
development of the processes of musical structure perception is related to the fact
that they do not require the child to be previously familiar with a specific repertory
of musical pieces. Furthermore, they make it possible to prevent characteristic,
easily recognizable rhythmic or melodic structures present in some pieces for children from influencing the study results. On the other hand, they enable testing the
ability to perceive the phenomena important for music, such as melodic contours,
and to discern and define the character of pitch changes in melodic structures.

PROSODY AND MUSIC
Despite a large number of publications devoted to the perception of speech
prosody and music perception in cases of hearing impairments, those that concern
the interconnections of these processes are rare (Wang et al. 2011; See et al. 2013;
Torppa et al. 2014; Gfeller 2016).
The results of studies closely similar to those presented in our article were
published in 2013 (See et al.). They were concerned with perception of intonation and melodies sung by children with cochlear implants, or, more precisely,
with how they recognize rising and falling melodic and intonation contours. The
authors of the 2013 study showed that children with cochlear implants find it
more difficult than their normal hearing peers to identify both intonation and melodic contours. The level of correct answers in intonation and melody perception
tasks was comparable in individual groups. In intonation and melody perception
tasks, children with cochlear implants scored 63.1 % and 61.6%, while the hearing
children – 82.1% and 84.2%. Better mean results are, therefore, characteristic of
intonation contours although the advantage is negligible. Children with cochlear
implants, however, recognized rising contours with greater accuracy in melody
than in intonation. The scholars attribute this result to the fact that greater pitch
changes in the musical material than in speech made it easier for the subjects
to recognize rising melodic contours. It was also found that greater pitch differences in intonation contours were helpful in rising intonation identification. The
authors come to conclusion that the musical material based on higher differences
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in pitch intervals than those in question may prove helpful in molding the perception of intonation structures. No significant statistical influence of variables of the
subject’s age and the duration of the cochlear implant use on the obtained results
was demonstrated, which may suggest that perception abilities in the perception
of intonation and sung melodies do not develop dynamically with the duration of
wearing the cochlear implant because of distortions of the signal features. Only
an increase in the accuracy of recognition of rising intonation was observed in the
0–7 year range after implantation.
The existence of relationships between the proficiency in perceiving prosodic
and musical phenomena in hearing-impaired persons justifies the use of musical
training in their treatment. The data in literature allow a conclusion that musical
training conducted with persons with hearing loss may increase their competence
in speech perception, particularly in prosody. Scholars succeeded in improving
phrasal stress perception, discriminating between pitch and volume in speech as
well as auditory memory, which, they believe, strongly influences prosody perception (Yucel et al. 2009; Torppa et al. 2014).
It should be stressed that an increase in the number of studies on the characteristics of connections between the mechanisms of music and prosody perception could contribute to greater rationalization of measures used in the abovementioned musical training and improvement of its efficacy.

METHOD AND MATERIAL
The objective of our study is to assess perception skills of 6 to 11-year-old
children with prelingual hearing impairment in perceiving intonation and musical phenomena – melodic and rhythmic structures. The authors’ diagnostic tool
(Wysocka 2012) was applied, from which the tasks enabling assessment of the
phenomena in question were selected.
When testing the ability to perceive intonation, two- and seven-syllable structures were used: the tata [daddy] and the utterance: teraz idziesz do domu [now
you’re going home]. The two-syllable intonation structure of the word had three
realizational intonation variants: the rising, falling, and even contours, while the
seven-syllable structure had six variants showing a falling contour, a rising contour (in two variants), falling-rising (in two variants), and a rising-falling contour.
Each of the realization variants had its equivalent in the testing material, realized
exclusively by means of vowels, excluding the consonantal segments of the word
and sentence (realization of aa for the word, and ea ie oou for the sentence ). This
measure was taken in order to eliminate lexical meaning from the stimuli.
The vowel structures were characterized by F0 values very close to vowels found in whole-segmental structures. The basic frequency of vowels used
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throughout the whole material usually ranges from 170 to 500 Hz (the mean value
of F0 being 270.19 Hz).
In order to eliminate the influence of changes in the temporal and rhythmic
organization on the perception of intonation, the structures within a given group
(different intonation variants of the word and their vowel equivalents, and utterance variants and their vowel equivalents) were realized at the same rate, preserving the constant place of lexical stress for particular variants.
The assessment of the perception of musical phenomena was conducted using melodic and rhythmic structures. The melodic structures contained from two
to seven elements (musical pitches d1 – a1, and F0 values from 293.66 to 440.00
Hz). They were realized by means of quarter notes at a moderate rate, without auditorily observable differences in volume. Like in intonation structures, changes
in pitch had rising, falling, falling-rising or rising-falling contours. To assess the
perception of rhythm, one-bar rhythmic structures were utilized, containing quarter notes and quavers organized in the 4/4 meter at a moderate rate.1
The test material was previously recorded and saved in the *.wav. format.
The tests used the tasks of stimuli discrimination, given in pairs (for all the phenomena tested), and the tasks of identifying the directions of pitch changes (in melodic and intonation structures). In the discrimination tasks, the subject decided
whether the presented stimuli were the same or different, in the identification tasks
– whether the sound pitch rose or fell with time (rising and falling intonation contours and melodies were utilized in them).
The tested group consisted of nine six-to-eleven-year-old children (the mean
age – 8.4, the average auditory age – 6.1) with bilateral hearing impairment acquired in the prelingual periods, who have used hearing aids since one year of age
(2 children), since two years of age (one child), since three (five children) and
since seven years of age (one child). All the children are brought up by hearing
parents.
The tests were conducted during individual sessions. The material was presented in a free auditory field. The subjects were seated 1.5 meter away from the
audio speakers, in the position enabling the signal to reach both ears simultaneously. The test proper was preceded by the explanation of the procedure and
trial exposition. The test material was repeated if necessary: at the request of the
tested child or when the subject’s lack of concentration during presentation was
observed.
In order to determine the degree of development of the perception of prosodic
and musical phenomena in the tested children, their percentage scores were com1
A detailed description of the tool can be found in the publication Prozodia mowy w percepcji
dzieci (Wysocka 2012).
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pared with the results of the group of ten hearing six-year-old children tested with
the same tool and according to the same procedure (results of the hearing children
cited after: Wysocka 2012).

RESULTS
The mean of results obtained in individual types of tasks and the standard deviation values are presented in Figure 1. Differences between the groups in the results scored by the tested children are noticeable particularly in discrimination tasks.

Figure 1. The arithmetical mean of the results scored by the tested prelingually hearing-impaired children with hearing aids and by hearing six-year-old children in tasks of melody, intonation
and rhythm perception (%)
Source: Own elaboration.

The test results show a significant individual diversification in the level
of prosody perception performance of hearing-impaired children (cf. Table 1),
which confirms the reports in previous publications (Peng 2008; Chin 2012). All
tasks are characterized by a very strong and strong intra-group diversification
of the obtained results. In the group of hearing children a very strong diversification was observed only in the tasks of determining the direction of pitch
changes, which is related to the fact that this skill is not yet widespread at this
age (cf. Wysocka 2012).
The hearing children better discriminate between all the stimuli. There were
no statistically significant differences between the results of hearing children and
the results of hearing-impaired children only in the tasks of discriminating the
intonation of a seven-syllable utterance. In turn, in the tasks of identifying the
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Table 1. Intra-group diversification of the results of particular task types (%)
Children with
hearing aids

Melodies

Rhythmic
structures

Intonation

Discrimination

Identification

Discrimination

Identification

Discrimination

Variation
coefficient

92.31***

98.65***

57.71**

69.03***

68.10***

Standard
deviation

21.54

18.63

31.62

29.53

31.40

Mean

23.33

18.89

54.79

42.78

46.11

Modal value

10.00

0.00

100.00

20.00

75.00

Normal hearing
children

Melodies

Rhythmic
structures

Intonation

Discrimination

Identification

Discrimination

Identification

Discrimination

Variation
coefficient

12.94*

69.17***

19.36*

76.53***

8.11*

Standard
deviation

11.34

35.39

16.31

40.18

7.38

Mean

87.63

51.16

84.25

52.50

91.00

Modal value

96.60

0.00

100.00

0.00

95.00

Variation coefficient: diversification: weak*, strong**, very strong***
Source: Own elaboration.

direction of changes in pitch in melody and intonation, a high level of significant
differences was reported only in those tasks in which musical stimuli were used
(cf. Table 2).
The earlier publications presenting the results of studies on the perception of
music by children with hearing aids and cochlear implants showed the advantage
of their abilities to perceive rhythmic structures over melodic ones (Innes-Brown
et al. 2013). This phenomenon also appeared in our own studies presented in this
paper. Worth noting is also the fact that in the group of children using hearing
aids the lowest results – out of all discrimination tasks – were reported in melodic
tasks (mean 23.33%, modal value 10.00%; cf. Table 1). Even lower results were
obtained by the hearing-impaired children in the tasks of identifying the direction
of the contours of melodic structures (mean 18.89%, modal value 0.00%). This
shows special difficulties of the tested children with hearing aids in processing the
pitches of musical sounds and their changes.
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Table 2. Statistical dependencies between the results of children with hearing aids and hearing
children in respective task types (Mann–Whitney U test)
Discrimination tasks

Identification tasks

Level of significance

Effect size

Level of significance

Effect size

Melodies

p < 0.001***

r = -0.844

p = 0.026*

r = -0.693

Intonation of
a two-syllable word

p = 0.004**

r = -0.669

p = 0.834

r = -0.048

Intonation of vowels in
a two-syllable word

p = 0.029*

r = -0.501

p = 0.302

r = -0.237

Intonation of
a seven-syllable
utterance

p = 0.063

r = -0.426

p = 0.649

r = -0.104

Intonation of vowels in
a seven-syllable
utterance

p = 0.013*

r = -0.571

p = 0.363

r = -0.209

Rhythmic structures

p < 0.001***

r = -0.829

* statistically significant difference at p < 0.05, ** statistically significant difference at
p < 0.01, *** statistically significant difference at p < 0.001
Source: Own elaboration.

Higher results were reported in intonation tasks than in melodic ones. This
fact was influenced without doubt by the specificity of hearing aids whose purpose is first of all to amplify speech signals. This can be also explained by the
more frequent exposure of the subjects to speech than music in their daily life
and by a greater frequency of the children’s realization of these structures. Better
perception of the structures may have been also determined by greater differences
of basic frequency in intonation contours than in melodic contours, which, in all
likelihood, facilitated executing the tasks of identifying the direction of changes in
voice pitch. The factor of compensatory support of intonation perception by temporal and rhythmic organization, whose importance to hearing-impaired persons
is emphasized by some scholars (Stickney et al. 2004; Green et al. 2004; 2005),
should be excluded in the case of the tests described here because the test material
was standardized in this respect. The same rhythmic/stress structure and the same
rate were characteristic of individual realizations of the words used in the tests, utterances, and their vowel equivalents, which caused the subjects to follow changes
in the sound pitch only while they performed the tasks.
The analysis of the correctness of answers in the tasks of discrimination of
melodic structures depending on the number of constituent elements leads to the
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conclusion that the growing number of elements and the consequent prolonged
duration of a structure reduce the accuracy of answers, both in discrimination and
identification tasks (Figure 2).

Figure 2. The arithmetical mean of the results scored by the tested, prelingually hearing-impaired children in tasks of melodic discrimination and identification of direction of their changes (%)
Source: Own elaboration.

A similar tendency appears in the tasks of discrimination and identification
of intonation structures (Figure 3), which proves that as the number of elements
increases, difficulties in the perception of these structures grow, being caused by
the need to substantially engage auditory short-term memory. It should be added
that the tendency for the declining accuracy of answers with the growing number
of elements is found also in hearing children (Wysocka 2012).
Another factor that caused a decrease in the number of correct answers in
intonation tasks was the elimination of full-segmental structure from the stimuli,
and, consequently, of lexical meaning. The stimuli, in which only vowels were
used, i.e. they were devoid of semantic value, were perceived worse in discrimination and identification tasks. Higher correctness of answers is characteristic of
discrimination tasks although they require retaining two structures in auditory
short-term memory for comparison. The tasks identifying the direction of pitch
changes in melody and intonation, although they encumbered auditory memory to
a lesser extent, turned out to be more difficult for the subjects (cf. Figure 1). The
results of earlier studies on prosodic and musical perception (Wysocka 2012) lead
to the conclusion that this phenomenon is also found in hearing children, its intensity being inversely proportional to their age. It is, therefore, characteristic of the
early stages of prosodic and musical development, found in biologically normal
children before the operational stage of thinking (cf. Wysocka 2012).
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Figure 3. The arithmetical mean and modal value of the results scored by the tested prelingually hearing-impaired children with hearing aids in tasks of intonation discrimination and identification of direction of their changes (%)
Source: Own elaboration

CONCLUSIONS
The reason for conducting comparative studies on the mechanisms of musical
and prosodic perception is many similarities occurring between these phenomena.
The importance of the studies rises because of therapeutic measures in which musical material is used to improve auditory and speech functions. Such procedures
are also used with hearing-impaired children, therefore, it is in order to ask a question about their abilities to perceive musical phenomena. The answer to the question rationalizes therapeutic objectives and enhances the efficacy of treatment.
The presented results of our studies on the perception of melody and rhythm
as well as intonation in speech by prelingually hearing-impaired children with
hearing aids lead to the conclusion that the specificity of the studied perception
processes taking place in hearing-impaired children and hearing children is similar in some respects. The tendencies observed in the tested children with hearing
loss (the advantage of results of discrimination tasks over identification tasks, the
strong influence of the growing number of melodic structure elements, and the
effect of the absence of full-segmental structure from intonation structures on
the declining correctness of answers) are also characteristic of hearing children,
mainly in the preoperational stage of thinking (cf. Wysocka 2012). It should, however, be stressed that the level of development of the competencies in question is
far lower in children with hearing loss than in hearing children.
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Children with hearing impairment best perceive intonation structures, slightly worse – rhythmic sequences, while their perception of instrumental melodies is
most distorted. The obtained results confirm the conclusions from other publications cited in the present study, concerning the advantage of temporal processing
over frequency processing in hearing-impaired individuals. This advantage is visible particularly in musical tasks, but the results of intonation tasks, although the
highest in the group of children with hearing loss, also differ from those achieved
by hearing children, which shows difficulties of the tested hearing-impaired children in perceiving changes in voice pitch. Disorders in the perception of temporal
changes in basic frequency have consequences not only in the form of disturbances of intonation perception but also of other prosodic phenomena important
in communication – phrasal stress or emotional prosody. It appears, therefore,
that the enhancement of perception of changes in basic frequency, both in speech
signal and music, should occupy an important position in therapeutic treatment.
In view of the presented results of our own studies, several therapeutic recommendations can be proposed which would enhance the efficacy of therapeutic treatment serving to mold intonation perception, using instrumental melodic
structures.
1.	In the case of great difficulties in the perception of instrumental music, the
use of melodic structures to mold intonation perception may prove ineffective.
2.	In the procedure, meant to mold the perception of intonation and melody,
it is necessary to take into account the principle of gradation of difficulty:
the use of structures consisting of a smaller number of elements at the
early stages of treatment. A necessary element of the treatment should be
auditory short-term memory exercises.
3.	Exercises in identifying the features of melodic and intonation structures
should be preceded by exercises in their discrimination as these are easier
for hearing-children with hearing impairment.
4.	In the measures serving to mold the perception of intonation structures,
those that will be easier are phrases with a complete segmental structure,
i.e. words, groups of words, or utterances with specific meaning.
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The Use of the Method of Derivational
Nests in Surdologopedic Therapy
SUMMARY
The method of derivational nests can be applied in teaching of Polish as a foreign language. As
there are analogies between surdologopedics and glottodidactics, it would be in order to consider the
possibilities of its application in the linguistic training of hearing-impaired persons. The specificity
of language disorders caused by limitations of auditory perception significantly influences, however,
the characteristic features of undertaken therapeutic measures: it enables only a selective use of the
achievements of other disciplines. The paper discusses the possibilities of the application of the
nest method in working with deaf or hard-of-hearing persons, and presents examples of proposed
exercises.
Key words: derivational nest, glottodidactics, surdologopedic therapy, programming the language of the hearing-impaired

INTRODUCTION
Programming of the language of the hearing-impaired people is invariably
the subject of discussion, one that continually provokes controversies, as does the
problem of education of children with hearing impairments. In surdologopedics
there are many methods of linguistic training; however, unequivocal solutions
have not been developed so far although, because the group of hearing-impaired
patients is not homogeneous, there probably cannot be one, i.e. universal way of
language acquisition. Recently, however, there have been increasingly frequent
discussions on the introduction of systemic solutions in the sphere of language
training of deaf persons (cf. Edukacja głuchych 2014). Although surdologopedics
has developed extremely dynamically over the last two decades, it still faces problems that require decisive resolutions. Taking into account one aspect of language
education of children and young people with perception limitations, i.e. word-
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formation, it should be said that on the market there are no teaching aids or teaching guides that would directly indicate how to teach it (as part of different teaching
methods). Word-formation skills form lexical competence: consequently, the lexicon cannot be enriched without reference to word-formation in the language that,
like Polish, is characterized by an immense diversity of derivational processes.1
Despite the importance of the problem, the question of the way of teaching wordformation is an open one.
When seeking solutions to this problem, it seems obvious to refer to disciplines that are close to surdologopedics in certain respects. What comes to mind
in the first place is glottodidactics because the situation of the hearing-impaired
people is compared to the situation of foreigners learning Polish. In both cases,
linguistic competence is built up through the teaching process, and it is enriched
or verified only in the natural situations of social life. However, because of hearing impairments, it is the first language that develops in this way rather than a
second one as is the case with foreigners, who can always refer to their native
language in the course of language-learning. This difference makes the two situations incompatible despite the existing analogies. Also for that reason the use of
achievements of glottodidactics in programming of word-formation in surdologopedics is helpful but only after corrections and its adjustment to the needs, abilities and limitations of people with hearing impairments. In teaching Polish as a
foreign language the method of derivational nests is employed. That is why the
discussion on the application of the method in the field of teaching language to
hearing-impaired persons begins with a short survey of problems concerning the
history of nest word-formation and its application in glottodidactics.

DERIVATIONAL NESTS. A SURVEY OF PROBLEMS
A derivational nest (word-formation nest) is defined as
a set, in which around the non-derivative headword (base, root, and nest center) there are gathered all derivatives connected with it – directly or indirectly – by the relationship of synchronic derivedness. They do not form (…) an ordinary alphabetical list complementing the
headword but an ordered system, a hierarchical structure in which each element, inter alia
owing to the position occupied in the set, is characterized as a link in the network of formal-semantic connections with the (non-motivated) headword and with all the formations
derived from it. (Jadacka 2001, 17)
The thesis is formulated by many authors, especially in the field of teaching Polish as a foreign language.: “(…) acquisition of the lexicon must be closely associated with the derivational
potential of Polish (…) word-formation relations between lexical units are part of the most significant aspects in lexis acquisition” (Zgółkowa 1998, 423); “(…) teaching of the ability to interpret
derivational formation and then the ability to actively use the knowledge of the rules of forming
derivatives are the most conspicuous manifestations of the development of linguistic competence at
the lexical level” (Pastuchowa 2007, 23).
1
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The term suggests another one, with a longer tradition of application: “word
family”. “A derivational nest is tantamount to a word family. The former term functions at the synchronic level, the latter at the diachronic one” (Janowska 1989, 60).
The suggestion of analyzing the whole set of structural-semantic relationships between derivatives with the same base/root appeared in the late nineteenfifties and early sixties. The aim of these analyses would be to know the network of formal-semantic connections in synchronically understood derivational
families, i.e. nests. The representatives of this direction in linguistic studies did
not challenge the validity of the intensely developing two-component analysis in
word-formation, yet they drew attention to the word-series of the type: bałagan
[mess] – bałaganiarz – bałaganiarstwo – bałaganiarski; księga [book] – księgarz
– księgarstwo – księgarski; farba [paint/dye] – farbiarz – farbiarstwo – farbiarski.
The study of this kind of sets, in which each following word is directly related
to the previous one through derivation, was suggested in Poland already in the
nineteen-fifties by J. Wierzchowski (1959). It was enthusiastically espoused by
M. Dokulil (1979), who saw this as a chance to describe the word-formation system and to study it (Jadacka, 2001). The new method of lexical analysis aroused
the interest of mainly linguists from the former Soviet Union, where it began
to develop. The principal work on derivational nests began in Poland only after
being inspired by the achievements of Russian linguists but also by the unquestionably growing need to study derivational systems consisting of more than two
elements (Olejniczak, 2001) since in Polish there are expanded derivational nests
owing to the developed derivational system. Work on the Polish dictionary of
derivational nests was initiated by J. Puzynina in 1977 and was conducted by
scholars from the University of Warsaw. Apart from lexicographical studies, many
monographs were written devoted to nest word-formation (cf. survey of research,
Olejniczak, 2001). Initially, the Mały słownik słowotwórczy języka polskiego dla
cudzoziemców [The Concise Derivational Dictionary of Polish for Foreigners]
by M. Skarżyński was published in 1989. It was only in the next years that the
Słownik gniazd słowotwórczych współczesnego języka ogólnopolskiego [Dictionary of Derivational Nests of Contemporary General Polish] was developed, whose
individual volumes were separately devoted to different parts of speech: the first
volume published in 2001 embraced adjectival nests, the second volume contained noun nests (2001), and the next volumes published in 2004 described deverbal nests and nests motivated by numerals, adverbials, pronouns, prepositions,
modulants, onomatopoeic words, and exclamations. The appearance of this kind
of publications was a very important stage in the development of nest word-formation. The useful of the dictionary of derivational nests is not confined exclusively
to the sphere of theoretical studies in word-formation and lexicology, for which it
is an extremely convenient starting point. The dictionary material is an excellent
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aid in teaching Polish at different levels, both in respect of descriptive grammar
as an academic subject and teaching Polish as a foreign language (Skarżyński
1999; Jadacka 2001). If we adopt such assumptions and take into consideration
the similarities of the objectives set in teaching Polish and in surdologopedics,
the usefulness of the nest dictionary in programming of the language of hearingimpaired persons is unquestionable; nevertheless, because of differences between
these disciplines, the scope and manner of using the dictionary will be somewhat
different. However, the subject of the present study is not the analysis of the potential use of the derivational nests dictionary in surdologopedic therapy, but the
potential for the application of the method of derivational nests.

THE METHOD OF DERIVATIONAL NESTS
IN GLOTTODIDACTICS
From the standpoint of teaching Polish, the term “derivational nests” is regarded as more useful than the related term “word family” with a longer tradition
of use. This is because the word family, defined as a group of words derived from
the common root, is a one-level, loosely structured construct, while a derivational
nest has a more precise internal structure. In teaching Polish, both the selection
and well-orderedness of the content are equally important, hence the concept
of word family is too general and incompatible with the needs of the discipline
(Seretny 2011, 180). In general, the method of derivational nests is regarded as
one that brings practical benefits in teaching lexis to foreigners, together with
the teaching aid, which is the dictionary of derivational nests (cf. inter alia Kern
2014; Pastuchowa 2007; Seretny 2011; Seretny, Stefańczyk 2015).
A. Seretny and W. Stefańczyk (2015), referring to the studies on the psychological reality of word families and derivational nests, oppose demands that
foreigners learning Polish should be expected to know derivational types or categories (e.g. doers of acts), because there are no psycholinguistic grounds for that.
Teaching the ability to use derivatives should, therefore, begin with the creation
of “nest connections” in the memories of learners, and then automatic exercises,
set in the thematic context, should be practiced, their objective being to recognize
the newly learned forms and activate the potential vocabulary. Building derivational nests with learners is a technique that supports the productive knowledge
of derivative forms. The nest methodology is thereby particularly helpful in production exercises.
Despite its unquestionable assets, confirmed by research results, the use of
the derivational nest method in teaching Polish as a foreign language is subject
to some limitations, for example, that the showing of the whole word-formation
paradigm cannot be the goal in teaching foreigners. What is helpful in teaching
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Polish as a foreign language is rather to present simple derivational nests and
show certain proportions between them (Janowska 1989).
In literature on language teaching there are suggestions, with a different extent
of detail, for the use of nest methodology. These are proposals in the form of more
general remarks like: “The possibility of establishing by oneself the character of
semantic changes occurring in words based on the same root, and building derivational nests with the use of the word-formation knowledge about the language
being learned, are regarded as highly instructive exercises” (Pastuchowa 2007,
23). There are also more detailed proposals, setting successive stages of working
on word-formation. We cannot fail to omit here the conception of Seretny (2011),
who drew attention to the problem of structuring the derivational material in the
programs of teaching Polish to foreigners, or more precisely, the order of introducing individual derivatives within particular derivational nests. A solution to this
problem could be, in her view, to utilize the parallel teaching of grammar and vocabulary. The level of grammatical knowledge expected form learners at the successive stages of training would then be a factor specifying the order of work. The
structure of a nest should, therefore, be cumulative rather than static. In practice
this means that at the earlier stages of teaching, the nests should be uni-elemental,
containing the base word and its inflectional forms, while at the next level, particular derivational formations will gradually enter, and most of them will appear only
at the end. This way of nest organization requires redefining, hence the proposal
of replacing the term “derivation nest” with another one: “word cluster”. Unlike a
nest, a cluster is made up of the base word with inflectional forms, and the words
that share the common root with the base word together with their inflectional
forms. The expected size of clusters changes depending on the level of grammar
knowledge expected from learners who are at a given stage of language learning.
Seretny precisely defines the size that word clusters should have at individual
stages of teaching (Seretny 2011, 183–191). This proposal requires analysis from
the angle of requirements imposed on surdologopedic therapy. However, since the
programs of language teaching in surdologopedics are not as well-ordered as in
glottodidactics, and the internal diversity in the group of hearing-impaired people
in terms of their capabilities and limitations is so high, the application of this proposal, even to a limited extent, is a highly complicated task.
If we want to take advantage of the achievements of glottodidactics in programming of the language of hearing-impaired persons, it is necessary to emphasize the justification of the advisability of using the nest methodology in
teaching Polish:
It appears that for the purposes of glottodidactics the change of perspective, i.e. focusing on
the derivational stem rather then derivational morpheme, may be highly effective. The departure from the binary understanding of motivational connections makes it possible to cre-
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ate word groups (nests) structured according to specific linguistic mechanisms. This technique enables the learner to build up the lexicon on his/her own using his/her word-formation
knowledge (…). Teaching word-formation using the nest method has one more advantage:
it shows the potential of the word-formation system. Even if not all slots in individual derivational nests are used in the lexicon of contemporary Polish, by showing the existing models we give the learners a tool that allows them to know their way around in the multitude
of present-day neologisms. (Pastuchowa, 2007, 25)

The development of specific language sensitivity, the creation of opportunities to arrive on one’s own at the meanings of new words, and thereby to successively and spontaneously build up one’s lexicon, are arguments that are indisputably in favor of using the method of derivational nests in teaching Polish, not only
to foreigners but also to people with impaired auditory perception.

THE METHOD OF DERIVATIONAL NESTS
IN SURDOLOGOPEDICS
The method of derivational nests can, and even should, be applied in logopedic treatment of children and young people with different degrees of hearing impairment. It will, naturally, be most compatible with the abilities of young people
(possibly of adults undergoing surdologopedic therapy) because it presupposes
the acquisition of specific lexicon and parallel learning of grammar and vocabulary, i.e. it is based on certain already acquired skills.2 In the work with hearingimpaired children, the use of the method of derivational nests will naturally be
narrower, particularly at the earlier stages of therapy. This does not, however,
alter the fact that the application of the derivational nest method in surdologopedic therapy classes will be helpful in each case when lexical and grammatical
exercises are used.

THE NEST BROADENING
OF VOCABULARY DURING SURDOLOGOPEDIC THERAPY
This part of the study presents examples of word-formation exercises, using
the nest method, meant for hearing-impaired people. The characteristic features
In glottodidactics, word-formation exercises using derivational nests are also not introduced
from the very beginning but at the later stages of teaching: “To enable learners to cross the language
threshold, i.e. to go to the B2 level, requires introduction into the teaching process more difficult,
authentic, unadapted texts, in which there are more and more semantically divisible words. Their
presence, thus, provides an opportunity to use the technique supporting the productive knowledge
of derivatives, i.e. building derivational nests with the learners. Initially, they should be produced
lexically, and then gradually in a systemic way as the formal knowledge of learners grows, which
they will acquire at grammar classes” (Seretny, Stefańczyk 2015, 58).
2
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of the proposed exercises depend on the specificity of linguistic difficulties caused
by hearing deficits, which is why they are intended for this selected circle of
addressees. In accordance with the order defined by the developmental regularities, according to which comprehension precedes the process of linguistic expression, reception exercises will be presented first, followed by production exercises.
Comprehension level. At the preliminary stage of work on word formation,
what should come first is exercises in finding the common semantic element for
a given derivational nest, i.e. in identifying the root word. The scope of the introduced constructions has to be initially confined to selected derivation types
– preferably, what should come first should be examples of progressive suffixal
derivation: the fundamental and most productive derivational process in Polish.3
Other types of derivatives, e.g. like those formed through alternation or prefixation will be more difficult to recognize, because they do not respect one of the
basic principles that govern the process, and, consequently, the order of acquisition of derived words: the principle of the simplicity of form (cf. Clark 1993). According to this rule, the fewer formal changes will appear in the derived word in
relation to the base word, the more easily and quickly the child will learn it (Clark,
Berman 1984). That is why, it would be good to initially select, as exemplification
material, the word-formation constructions whose base will be easy to identify:
without alternation, without being reduced by a non-inflectional element (as in,
e.g. disintegral derivation).
Exercise I. Finding the root word as a common semantic element in a selected
derivational nest. Instruction: “Underline (color) the common part of the given
words”:
KOT [CAT] – kotek, koteczek.
PIES [DOG] – piesek, pieseczek.
RÓŻA [ROSE] – różyczka, różany.
SKLEP [SHOP/STORE] – sklepik, sklepowy.
POMIDOR [TOMATO] – pomidorek, pomidorowy.
POMARAŃCZA [ORANGE] – pomarańczka, pomarańczowy.
The introduction of new base words, i.e. new nests and their extension
through successively increasing the number and diversity of formations, broadens
the scope of practiced skills, thereby making the abovementioned proposal open
to the possibility of adjustment to any specific case.
Assuming that the order of the practiced exercises will be determined by
developmental regularities and the principle of gradation of difficulties, a special
impediment to recognizing the meaning of the root word, and thereby finding
3
In progressive derivation the whole root word is part of the derived word, cf. description of
the characteristics of derivation types, after: Grabias (1981).
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the common semantic element holding together a given derivational nest, is the
appearance of alternation in the root word, i.e. the so-called co-formatives (joint
derivational morphemes) (cf. Grabias 1981). The results of conducted research
show that the occurrence of alternations delays the process of acquisition of formations by children during the period of speech development because, as has been
said earlier, they (alternations) do not respect the principle of simplicity of form
(Clark, Berman 1984; Clark 1993). This regularity is confirmed in respect of the
development speech in hearing-impaired children, who have serious problems in
recognizing the meanings of the base words of formations derived through alternation (Rakowska 1992; Muzyka-Furtak 2010). The occurrence of this type of
difficulties may be regarded as developmental; however, if they persist longer in
the case of persons with limitations of auditory perception, this means the necessity of aiming corrective measures at this phenomenon.
Exercise II. Finding the root word as a common semantic element in a selected derivational nest (a nest with formations containing alternations in the root).
Instruction: “Underline (color) the common part of the given words. Find pairs of
sounds that alternate with each other”:
PAJĄK [SPIDER] – pajączek, pajęczyna, pająkowaty.
KWIAT [FLOWER] – kwiatek – kwiaciarnia – kwiaciarz – kwiecień – kwietnik – kwiatowy – kwiecisty.
Since alternations commonly occur in Polish, exercises in decoding derivates
that contain them should be introduced at the initial stages of work on wordformation, but only after the exercises for recognizing the meaning of formations arisen without alternations. Finding of the same semantic element among
derivational constructions containing the so-called co-formatives in the root is an
important but only a next stage of work on word-formation.
Apart from the morphological alternations, another difficulty in the process
of learning the word-formation system of Polish is the complexity of derivational
relations within one nest, especially regarding the direct and indirect derivativeness in word-formation. For that reason the next proposed exercise will be aimed
at recognizing, in a selected derivation nest, the chains (series) understood as sets
of words containing the base word and derivative words directly derived from
their bases at successive derivational steps (Jadacka 2001, 19). The ability to perceive direct word-formation motivation is so complex that exercises in this area
should be applied at further stages of work, the more so that they often require
identification of morphological alternations in the root. The objective of this exercise is to sensitize people with impaired hearing to the complexity of the network
of formal-semantic relations in the word-formation system of Polish.
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Exercise III. Finding the root word as a common semantic element in a selected derivational nest. Instruction: “Underline (color) the common part of the
given words. Find pairs of sounds that alternate with each other”.
A sample derivational nest:
PTAK [BIRD] – ptactwo, ptaszarnia, ptaszek (ptaszeczek), ptaszę (ptaszątko), ptaszyna (ptaszynka), ptaszysko, ptasi.4
The exercise is a difficult one. Its immediate and most important objective is
that the hearing-impaired child should discover by him/herself the network of relations and interrelationships between derivative words that make up a derivational
nest (not all words in a particular nest come from the same base word, derivatives
may be base words for others), i.e. s/he should achieve a higher level of competence in perceiving formal-semantic relations between units within a derivational
nest, and thereby in recognizing the meanings of derived words (including new
ones that the child has never had an opportunity to encounter).
In this case, like in the previous exercises, the broadening of the scope of
the material will be an additional difficulty – the more derivatives, the higher the
level of difficulty. The factor that additionally complicates this task is the formal
similarity of the words.
What is characteristic of hearing-impaired persons is that they focus excessively on the form of words while trying to recognize their meanings, and are
even influenced by accidental similarities of the forms. The result is associations
termed associations by formal adjacency (Cieszyńska 1993), formal associations,
or formal-semantic ones (paronymy) (Muzyka-Furtak 2013).5 In view of their
common occurrence, they should be regarded as a phenomenon typical of speech
development in hearing-impaired persons, which thereby needs to be included in
linguistic programming in surdologopedics. Structuring of formations belonging
to two different derivational nests, yet similar in formal terms, will be, therefore,
a particularly significant task for hearing-impaired persons because it will result
from direct analysis of their language difficulties.
Exercise IV. Finding units in a selected word group that make up a derivational nest. The language material consists of words belonging to two different derivational nests but with a high degree of formal similarity. Instruction: “Find words
with a similar meaning to the word SER [CHEESE] and to the word SERCE
[HEART]. Divide them into two groups (divide the words into two groups: those
that have something in common with the word SER and those that have something in common with the word SERCE)”.
4
5

Parentheses contain words formed directly from the word preceding the one in brackets.
On the phenomenon of paronymy in the language development in children cf. Grabias (1982).
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Sample derivational nests:
SER [CHEESE] – serek, sernik (serniczek, sernikowy), serowy (serowiec);
SERCE [HEART] – sercowy, nasercowy, sercowiec, serduszko.
A sample word group: sernikowy, sercowy, serce, serek, serowy, serniczek,
ser, serduszko, nasercowy, sercowiec, serowiec.
The degree of difficulty of this type of exercise will grow as the number of examples will increase and as new units, formally similar but semantically different
(thereby functioning as a kind of distractors) appear. The change of the proposed
set of words from a closed one (as in the exercise above) to an open set (the next
proposed exercise) and the use of units with different degrees of similarity determines the next stage of work on word formation.
Exercise V. Finding units in a selected word group that make up a derivational
nest. The language material consists of formally similar words but belonging to
different nests, and words that function as distractors (words with a different degree of formal similarity to the words of the two analyzed derivational nests).
Instruction: “Find words with a similar meaning to the words: SER and SERCE.
Divide them into two groups. Cross out words that mean something else”.
An example of a word group with distractors: serek, konserwa, sernik, serduszko, duszek, nasercowy, nasenny, serniczek, pierniczek, pilniczek, sernikowy, koperek, serowy, serce, salowy, sercowy, sercowiec, serowiec, sarenka, ser, serdelek.
The conducted studies show that the character of lexical associations in hearing-impaired persons is highly diversified (cf. Cieszyńska 1993; Muzyka-Furtak
2013); consequently, the number of units used as distractors in the foregoing exercise should increase, and their degree and kind of formal (formal-semantic) similarity should change.
Production level. The exercises proposed so far pertain to perception skills:
understanding of derivatives. In teaching Polish as a foreign language, building of
derivational nests is interpreted as “a technique supporting the productive knowledge of derived words” (Seretny, Stefańczyk 2015, 58). It is recommended that
teaching word-formation at the production level should be carried out directly,
and that the formations taught in class should form thematic circles prescribed
at the appropriate level of advancement. With regard to the selection of exercise
material, those root words should be built up which are the main carriers of the
content within a given subject (Seretny, Stefańczyk 2015). Language-teaching
publications emphasize the role of context in developing word-formation skills:
The formation of ‘nest connections’ in the memory of learners should be supported by thematically contextualized, automating exercises meant to elicit the newly acquired forms or
activate the potential lexicon (i.e. subliminal knowledge). It is only then that learners can be
required to employ the ability to use derivatives. (Seretny, Stefańczyk 2015, 59)
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Severe problems with syntax in hearing-impaired children, and, consequently, with the understanding and production of texts, are a significant hindrance in
recommended contextualized teaching of word-formation, thus determining the
need to continually individualize therapeutic work (adjust in each case the degree
of difficulty of an exercise to the attained level of language acquisition). In the
linguistic programming of hearing-impaired persons, particularly helpful will be
the interpretation of the word-formation status, proposed in the area of teaching
Polish, which requires that exercises in understanding derivatives and forming
them be treated in a separate way:
Formation of derivatives thus consists in the broadening (enlargement) of the lexicon rather than in building text words. Recognition of meanings carried by derivative formations
in turn requires the knowledge that comes mainly from the domain of grammar, supported
inter alia by the ability to discern connections, seek analogies, etc. That is why we believe
that grammar should be left with the task of teaching the identification of the meanings of
derivational formations (perception level) while the development of the ability to use them
should be part of lexical competence. (Seretny, Stefańczyk 2015, 55)

Exercises in forming derivational constructions are, therefore, an element of
lexical exercises and it is from that perspective that they should be perceived and
programmed for the purposes of surdologopedic therapy. In connection with the
problems outlined above, the proposed exercises presented below will exemplify
only several selected ways of the application of the nest methodology.
An example of an exercise in creating derivational constructions using the
nest method can be the forming of derivational nests based on a specific base word
(selected from the discussed thematic range).
A sample exercise: The creation of derivational nests based on a selected
base word – drawing the schema of a selected nest. Instruction: “Add a word with
a similar meaning to the word given (e.g. ŚNIEG [SNOW])”.
An example of a derivational nest: ŚNIEG [SNOW] – śnieżek, śnieżka,
śnieżyca, śnieżynka, śnieżysko, odśnieżać (odśnieżarka), ośnieżać (ośnieżony),
śniegowy, śnieżysty.
The creation of new words by hearing-impaired children will be too difficult
in many cases. That is why it should be assumed that the child, together with the
speech therapist, creates derivative words based on a given base word, a prepared
set of paraphrases and derivational morphemes, as well as on illustration material.
During the exercise, they both draw schemas of selected derivational nests, which
can be referred to any time during the next lexical-derivational exercises. The goal
of this type of exercises would be to develop a special kind of word-formation
vocabulary, thematically or situationally structured, which is a reference to the
popular method of event diaries, which were positively verified in therapy practice (cf. Cieszyńska 2015).
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A significant problem that appears at this point is the selection of exercise
material prescribed at a given level of instruction. It depends not only on the developmental stage but also on the acquired level of linguistic competence in any
specific case. The difficulty in selecting language examples in surdologopedic
therapy is aggravated by the fact that the degree of language acquisition does not
need to increase with age. It can be higher in younger children with lesser hearing
losses than in the older ones, in whom such loss is greater. This unstable relationship between age and the level of language acquisition is a factor that additionally
complicates the question of selecting not only base words for exercises, but also
formations belonging to individual derivational nests. Indisputably helpful and
even indispensable will in this case be the dictionary of derivational nests as an
excellent material base for word-formation exercises in a complete and structured
form. The problem of the right selection of language examples will still have to be
resolved by the speech therapist.
Another kind of production-level, word-formation exercises, based on the
nest method, is those using the analogy mechanism. The proposed exercise below is one at a more advanced level. It should be classified as difficult, its point
of reference being the scope and character of problems with word-formation in
hearing-impaired children and young people.
A sample exercise: The creation of derivatives belonging to one derivational
nest, based on the presented set of paraphrases (the possibility of support with
illustrations) or sentences to be completed. Instruction: “Complete the sentences”.
An example of derivational nest:
ROWER [BICYCLE] – rowerek, rowerzysta (rowerzystka), rowerowy.
An example of paraphrases: “Rower, który jest mały to…”, “Ktoś, kto jeździ rowerem to…”, Kobieta/Pani, która jeździ rowerem to…”, “Ścieżka, po której
jeżdżą rowery, to ścieżka (jaka?)…”
In the case of hearing-impaired children, the level of attained linguistic
competence can be so small that it will be necessary to provide a set of derivational morphemes to choose from (a closed or open set) or a set of sample
formations from a derivational nest with an analogous structure like: “Traktor,
który jest mały to traktorek. Ktoś, kto jeździ traktorem, to traktorzysta. Kobieta/
Pani, która jeździ traktorem, to traktorzystka. Przyczepa do traktora to przyczepa (jaka?) traktorowa”.
Reference to analogy is indisputably very important and helpful in wordformation exercises. Even in children with severe hearing impairments, the activation of the analogy mechanism at the level of understanding and creation of
derivatives is noticeable (Muzyka-Furtak 2009; 2010). This often happens, however, with the use of wrong rules, the relationships between the base word and
the derivative word being established in an individualized, i.e. non-normative,
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way. The use of the analogy mechanism to stimulate word-formation activity in
hearing-impaired children is theoretically and practically justified, based on the
results of studies conducted in normally developing children and in children with
development disorders (Maciejewska 2015).
A sample exercise: The creation of derivatives belonging to one derivational
nest compared with analogous formations from another nest – the use of two derivational nests with a similar structure.
Examples of derivational chains:
DZIEŃ [DAY] → dziennik → dziennikarz → dziennikarstwo.
SŁOWO [WORD] → słownik → słownikarz → słownikarstwo.6
Instruction: “Complete the missing spaces in sentences:”
A) “Gazeta, która jest wydawana co dzień to dziennik. Ktoś, kto pisze do gazety wydawanej co dzień to dziennikarz. Praca wykonywana przez kogoś, kto pisze do gazety wydawanej co dzień to dziennikarstwo. Dziennikarstwem zajmuje
się dziennikarz”.
B) “Jak nie znam jakiegoś słowa, muszę sprawdzić w książce, w której są wyjaśnione słowa, to jest (…). Ktoś, kto opracowuje słowniki to (…). Praca wykonywana przez kogoś, kto opracowuje słowniki to (…). (…) zajmuje się (…)”.
The foregoing exercise requires the attainment of fairly high linguistic competence. At the beginning, the use of analogy should, therefore, embrace a more
limited scope of material, preferably word pairs of the type: “Mały pies to piesek. Mały kot to (…). Bardzo mały i bardzo ładny pies to pieseczek. Bardzo mały
i ładny kot to (…)”. With time, at the next teaching levels, derivational chains will
gradually expand to include next elements, in a natural way and in accordance
with the principle of gradation of difficulty. In this way, this kind of exercise is
relevant at different stages of work on word-formation.

CONCLUSIONS
The question about the way of programming of word-formation exercises for
surdologopedic therapy is still relevant. The use of the metod of derivational nests
is obviously a significant suggestion and should be taken into consideration when
creating a program of the language training of hearing-impaired children and
young people. The presented set of exercises is a contribution to the discussion on
the possible use of the method of derivational nests in linguistic programming of
hearing-impaired patients. It is a general set of exercises that structures activities
and determines the directions of speech-therapy work. The presented proposals
for exercises require a greater diversity and extension through added linguistic
6

Examples of chains after: Nagórko (2005, 228).
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examples and illustration material. Even if, because of difficulties discussed in
this article, the use of the metod of derivational nests in surdologopedic therapy is
only fragmentary, it will be undeniably beneficial to patients with hearing deficits,
if only by developing their linguistic sensitivity, which influences the degree of
independence in learning Polish.
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Linguistic Disorders in Alcohol Dependence –
in Search of Methodology

SUMMARY
Alcohol dependence is the chronic disease which damages many systems and organs. The
toxic influence of alcohol on the central nervous system leads to durable numbers and size reduction
of neurons and neural connections, especially within the frontal structures, the limbic system and
the cerebellum. These changes have the consequence in cognitive impairments including executive
cognitive impairments and memory deficits and emotional information processing disorder. Cognitive deficits, in turn, affect the way of understanding human reality and the opportunity to represent
it in the language behavior. Diagnosis of speech disorders in the persons depended on alcohol can be
accomplished by evaluating the narrative skills that reflect the knowledge of the world included in
the human mind, what is more – the way of cognitive world representation.
The article is an innovative (on the ground of logopedia) attempt to define the research methodology, that will allow to describe the language disorder in alcoholism.
Key words: alcoholism, cognitive functions, executive cognitive functions, cognitive impairments, language impairments in alcoholism, narrative skills

ALCOHOLISM AS A DISEASE
The most recent, fifth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders, published in May 2013 by the American Psychiatric Association, places “alcohol addiction”, along with “alcohol use” in a diagnostic category
of “disorders caused by alcohol abuse”, which are characterised by a different
magnitude of their aggravation1. Alcohol addiction is defined as a group of behavIn DSM-IV alcohol addiction is described in the context of dependency on other psychoactive
substances and defined as a harmful model of alcohol use, causing pathological changes; occurrent
within the last twelve months with at least 3 out of 7 symptoms such as: higher alcohol tolerance,
symptoms of withdrawal syndrome, exceeded dose and time of alcohol use, inability to control
1
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ioral and somatic symptoms in people who consume alcohol in large quantities,
such as alcohol withdrawal syndrome, alcohol tolerance and alcohol hunger. Two
out of eleven diagnostic criteria indicate a problem with alcohol. More precisely,
2 to 3 criteria will signify mild severity of alcohol use disorders (AUD), 4 to 5
‒ moderate severity, 6 and more ‒ serious problems. AUD criteria include: frequent alcohol consumption in large quantities over a long period of time; chronic
thirst for alcohol and failed attempts at quitting; sacrificing time in order to obtain alcohol, drink it and remove the effects of drinking; alcohol hunger; alcohol
consumption which leads to negligence of one’s private, professional, social and
interpersonal duties; cutting down on social, professional or recreational activities in favour of alcohol; alcohol consumption in emergency situations or despite
physical and mental problems caused by alcohol; increased alcohol tolerance;
occurrence of withdrawal syndrome symptoms (American Psychiatric Association 2013; see Samochowiec et al. 2015).
In the eleventh version of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD11), which will have been completed by 20182, the “disorders caused by alcohol abuse” include i.a.: acute alcohol intoxication, harmful use, alcohol dependence syndrome, alcohol withdrawal syndrome, mental and behavioural disorders
caused by alcohol use. Alcohol dependency is described as “a chronic disability
to regulate alcohol use, resulting from continuous or repetitive intake of a substance” (Samochowiec et al. 2015, 58). Just like in ICD-10, it is identified by the
following criteria: strong compulsion to drink alcohol; difficulties to refrain from
drinking; presence of physiological symptoms of withdrawal syndrome and tolerance to constantly increasing doses of alcohol; negligence of other aspects of life,
drinking alcohol despite its harmful effects of physical, mental and social nature
(ICD-10; see Samochowiec et al. 2015).
Alcoholism as a disease is characterised by its own etiology and the presence of a physiological factor responsible for pathological changes in organism.
Alcohol affects the brain, whereas the brain reacts to any change in blood’s chemical composition (pathophysiological aspect). The brain as anatomical regulator
of mental life (psychological aspect) enables contact with other people and is
subject to social influence (sociological aspect). Chemical properties of alcohol
influence the brain and weaken the functioning of chemical compounds produced
by the nervous system, which are responsible for internal communication within
the system of neurons (disruption of neurotransmitters’ functioning). At the same
time, it damages the brain’s structure (30% of neurons in alcoholics’ frontal lobe
drinking and a strong need to drink alcohol, sacrificing time in order to obtain alcohol or to recover
from its effects, suspending any social, professional, recreational activities, continuation of drinking
despite recurrent or persistent somatic, psychological and social problems (American Psychiatric
Association 1994; see Woronowicz 1998; 2001).
2
https://ec.europa.eu/health/indicators/international_classification_pl [access: 13.04.2017].
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are damaged; they are responsible for higher brain functions. The damage also
stretches to other structures, which are responsible for more instinctive behaviour
patterns). The researchers claim that the brain of an alcohol addict changes on a
functional level, even if its structure is left intact. Thus, alcoholism is a disease (a
disorder of functions), which is present not only in state of intoxication, but also
during abstinence (Woronowicz 1998; 2001).

NEUROBIOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES
OF ALCOHOL DISEASE
Alcohol addiction as a chronic disease leads to damage of the nervous
system, digestive system, circulatory system, endocrine system, immune system,
urinary tract; it is also conductive to skin lesions, cancers, foetal damage, sexual
functions problems, psychiatric complications (Woronowicz 1998; 2001; Ryszkowski et al. 2015). Long-standing toxic influence of methanol and its metabolites
on the central nervous system (CNS) weakens blood flow and affects glucose metabolism in frontal lobes3, limbic system4 and cerebellum5, leading to permanent
decrease in number and size of neurons and neural connections (Parsons 1998;
Pfefferbaum et al. 2001; Sullivan et al. 2000; Nowakowska et al. 2007)6. Struc3
Symptoms of frontal lobe damage (typical for the frontal lobe syndrome) include: behavioral disorders, lack of initiative in action, interests disorders, yielding to external impulses, perseverations of motion, impaired memory, attention deficit disorder, inability to perform complicated
mental operations, impaired visual perception, inability to understand metaphorical texts, excessive
tendency for digression and confabulation, difficulties with constructing phrases and complex syntactic sentences, difficulties with naming people and objects and presence of stereotypical phrases
in speech (Kaczmarek 1993).
4
The limbic system is physiological notion, established by the results of clinical research in
order to define several cortical and subcortical brain structures, which are responsible for the regulation of human’s emotional behaviour and some emotional states, also playing a role in memorisation and motivation building. The limbic system is also responsible for emotional content in verbal
statements and steers the prosodic aspects of statements. Damage in the limbic system limits verbal
and non-verbal forms of expression; additionally, they can even disrupt speech fluency (Lemandella
1977; Pruszewicz 1992; Panasiuk 2012).
5
Until recently, cerebellum has been considered the regulator of motoric functions, such as:
eye-hand coordination and motor coordination, balance, muscle tension, precision and fluidity of
movements and learning motoric behaviour. The recent research has proven that cerebellum, due to
its connection with numerous structures of the nervous system (e.g. cortex, brainstem, subcortical
structures), is also responsible for the regulation of human cognitive skills. Over three decades of
the research of patients with cerebellum damage have resulted in observation of cognitive-affective
symptoms, along with motoric dysfunctions, which were named by the researchers “cerebellar cognitive affective syndrome” (Starowicz-Filip et al. 2013; see Timmann, Daum 2007; Tirapu-Ustarroz
et al. 2011; Tedesco et al. 2011; D’Angelo, Casali 2012; Schmahmann, Sherman 1998).
6
In psychological and medical literature there is a term “brain atrophy”, denoting organic brain
damage caused by alcohol, mostly afflicting cortical and subcortical brain tissue in frontal lobes,
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tural and functional brain disorders, which usually affect prefrontal cortex and
hippocampus7, contribute to deficiencies in the area of different frontal functions,
such as: executive function disorders, i.e. supraspecific cognitive processes connected with broadly defined control over human behaviour and thinking, difficulties with solving complicated problems, decision-making and flexible change in
action strategies, weakened behaviour control and ability to adapt on a psychosocial level. Furthermore, frontal dysfunctions embrace: problems with cognitive
information processing, such as planning, supervising the execution of one’s own
actions and their correction, suppressing automatic reactions, weakening cognitive flexibility, attention switching between tasks, quick adaptation to changing
circumstances. Alcohol addicts also suffer from operative memory distortion. Operative memory can be understood as short-term memory, which is responsible
for simultaneous storage of several pieces of information over a short period of
time and establishing connections between those pieces. Furthermore, alcohol dependency is linked with problems with emotional information processing (Nowakowska et al. 2007; Bechara et al. 2001; Noël et al. 2002; Cunha, Novaes 2004;
Rosenbloom 2005; Lezak 1995; Blume et al. 2005; Dao-Castellana et al. 1998).
According to American researchers (Crews et al. 2005), neurobiological
changes in CNS caused by chronic intoxication can only be marginally reduced
(which can partly enhance cognitive functioning), however, it is not possible to
return to the state a person was in before their alcohol disease. Other researchers
(Joyce, Robbins 1993; O’Neill et al. 2001) point out that only some abstainers,
due to their individual predispositions, can register improvement of their frontal
lobe functions. Factors such as good cognitive functioning before the disease or
temporal lobes and cerebellum. It is mostly present in patients with Korsakoff’s syndrome – chronic
alcohol psychosis, which manifests itself with memory deterioration, confabulations, desorientation,
false people recognition after years of heavy drinking. Partial reduction of pathological changes has
been observed when they curbed drinking (Woronowicz 1998; 2001). Brain atrophy (its smaller size
and weight) in alcohol addicts is also confirmed not only by post-mortem examination, but also by
medical imaging technologies, such as computer tomography or magnetic resonance imaging. Positron emission tomography and single-photon emission computed tomography show a local decrease
of blood flow and metabolic rate in alcohol addicts compared to people who have control over their
alcohol consumption, even if no measurable shrinking of brain tissue has been stated. Structural
and functional brain damage resulting from long-time intoxication, which has been confirmed in
magnetic resonance spectroscopy and positron emission tomography, may occur due to a decrease
of neurons’ number, their size and density of neuronal connections. Neuroimaging techniques in
alcoholism have been discussed in the article Techniki obrazowania a alkoholizm. Podglądanie
pracy mózgu (2000).
7
Hippocampus is a small structure in the limbic system (each temporal lobe contains one
hippocampus), responsible for memory, primarily for information transfer between short-term and
long-term memory and spatial orientation. Hippocampal damage impairs person’s ability to learn
(Bochenek, Reicher 1981; Villee 1977).
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a smaller quantity of consumed alcohol may also play an important role here.
French researchers (Pierucci-Lagha, Derouesne 2003) put forward a theory that
cognitive functions of long-term abstainers do not relax, but rather take a form of
stupor. The lack of unambiguous research results refers to the thesis about correlation between period of abstinence and improvement of cognitive functions (Drake
et al. 1995; Bergman et al. 1998; Sullivan et al. 2000).
The research in Poland8 was conducted with the aid of neuropsychological
tests: Wisconsin Card Sorting Test for assessment of operative memory and executive functions and N-back Test for assessment of short-term visual, operative
memory and coordination. The tests’ results showed that the aberrations in cognitive functioning of alcohol addicts do not improve over the duration of abstinence;
on the contrary, they are permanent and present in different phases of alcohol disease. Long-term alcoholics and elderly people commit more perseveration errors,
which indicate inflexibility of thought and reaction, repetitiveness of reaction and
reduced behaviour flexibility. The results of the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, i.e.
badly matched categories, indicate poor thought effectiveness. Higher education,
however, may be a factor protecting an addict from excessive damage of frontal
lobe functions (Nowakowska et al. 2007).

FACTORS INFLUENCING THE SCALE AND EXTENT
OF BRAIN DAMAGE IN ALCOHOL DISEASE
Among factors influencing the scale and extent of brain damage caused by
the toxic influence of alcohol present are: amount of consumed alcohol, frequency
of alcohol consumption, age of alcohol initiation and period of drinking, age, education, sex, genetics (genetic predisposition to inherit higher alcohol tolerance),
family history of alcohol addiction, risk originating from prenatal exposure to
alcohol, general somatic condition (Parsons 1996; see Kopera et al. 2011).
So far, it has not been unambiguously stated, whether depressive behaviour
or anxiety impacted cognitive functioning of alcohol addicts in a negative way.
However, researchers claim that even liver damage (Schaeffer et al. 1991) or tobacco smoking (Glass et al. 2006; 2009) may have a negative effect on an alcoholic. Upon analysis of the research results of negative impact of alcohol on human brain, it cannot be explicitly stated to what extent alcoholism present in the
family affects cognitive functioning of an addict (Kopera et al. 2011). However,
researchers’ studies prove that woman’s brain is more susceptible to destructive
The research was conducted on 88 patients (67 males, 21 females) with alcohol addiction,
aged 21–58, of whom 51 persons (38 males, 13 females) were examined right after the period of
inebriation and 37 persons (29 males, 8 females) who had been abstaining for at least a year (Nowakowska et al. 2007).
8
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influence of alcohol9 and acceleration of brain’s physiological aging10, characterised by weaker concentration, selective attention, impaired visual memory and
visual-spatial skills, slower processing of information, reduced mental flexibility
and ability to plan in necessary situations or solve a new or a complicated problem,
inability to acquire new skills or information, dysfunctional short-term memory
(Lezak 1995; Kopera et al. 2011; see: Szkodliwy wpływ alkoholu na mózg, 2004).
On the other hand, it is difficult to determine how alcoholic’s cognitive and
executive disorders are influenced by their age, duration of addiction and quantity
of consumed alcohol, as the evaluation of the aforementioned factors is based on
addict’s retrospective assessment. The period suggested for emergence of serious
neuropsychological changes is defined as ten years of alcohol abuse (Eckardt et al.
1998); others define it as four to nine years (Beatty et al. 2000).
The period of abstinence should also be included as the most influential variable factor for alcoholic’s cognitive functioning. There is a visible improvement
of perceptual-motor skills, visual-spatial skills, memory, attention and abstraction ability during the first weeks of abstinence, as the symptoms of withdrawal
syndrome wear off (after a short period of abstinence the symptoms should wear
off in about two weeks; after a moderate period – in two months; after a long
period – in more than two months) (Claiborn, Greene 1981; Kish et al. 1980;
Fein et al. 1990). However, a correct assessment of cognitive functions within the
first two weeks is not possible due to withdrawal syndrome symptoms (trembling,
irritation, agitation, sleep disorders). Cognitive disorders are still present in the
second period of abstinence. In the third period it is possible to observe patient’s
improved reaction, attention, ability to learn and to memorise verbal content, yet
visual-spatial dysfunctions, problems with short-term memory, difficulties with
thinking and problem-solving on the basis of non-verbal material are still present.
9
Accelerated progress of negative impact of alcoholism on females manifests itself through
impaired short-term memory, psychomotor and visual-spatial functions, planning dysfunctions and
motoric control. Despite reduced quantity of consumed alcohol and shorter period of addiction, it
was observed in female patients that their left hippocampus is smaller and generalised atrophy of
brain cells is similar to the one detected in male brains (Acker 1986; Piazza et al. 1989; Glenn 1993;
Agartz et al. 1999; Sullivan et al. 2002; Mann et al. 2005; Flannery et al. 2007; Kopera et al. 2011).
10
Despite extensive research, researchers still have not been able to determine precise criteria
for the variable character and severity of cognitive changes in physiological brain aging and in aging of the CNS, accelerated by pathological processes. Psychiatrists and geriatricians coined a term
“mild cognitive impairment” (MCI), which denotes a clinical condition characterised by impaired
cognitive functions (yet not as severe as in dementia), mostly memory, usually coupled with independence in everyday life. Studies show that people affected by MCI are more prone to dementia
in later life. The term “MCI” has been used to determine a transient condition between normal
cognitive functioning and a clinical stage of possible Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Nowadays, MCI is
considered an autonomous, heterogeneous clinical unit, which is different from the preclinical stage
of AD, and in which a decrease of cognitive abilities is clearly visible compared to the stage before
cognitive disorders (Gabryelewicz 2011).
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Some alcoholics experience memory improvement after six weeks of abstinence
(Beates et al. 2005), others do not show positive development even after one year
since they quit drinking. Twelve-month abstinence may only partially improve
cognitive functioning (Nowakowska et al. 2007; Kopera et al. 2011).
Impaired cognitive functioning, which is diagnosed in alcohol disease, poses
a question to a speech therapist (a therapist and researcher of verbal behaviour in
regard to verbal and communication competence and performance effectiveness):
to what extent do cognitive deficiencies, manifested by impaired memory and executive functions, influence verbal behaviour of patients with alcohol addiction?

LANGUAGE AND COGNITION
Ruminations about a relation between language, cognition and reality revolve
around two opinions: a concept originating in structuralism, postulating social
conditionality of human’s verbal development (de Saussure 1961) and theories
of generative grammar11, nativist ideas or neurobiological concepts12, which postulate congenital character of verbal behaviours which can be attributed only
to humans13.
A reference to biology in search of the crux of language contradicts the existence of formal structures, classical categories and meaningless rules. According
to cognitive grammarians, cognitive symbols mirror the conceptual apparatus in
human brain, however, they do not directly mirror the world. While describing the
world, a person uses metaphors and metonymies, which consist the basis of human cognition (see Lakoff, Johnson 1988; Woźniak 2005).
G.M. Edelman (1998) states that human cognition is possible as a result of the
best developed brain among all living creatures in both structural and functional
aspect. Human brain determines creation of two types of consciousness: primary
consciousness (lower-order consciousness) – which is knowledge about the existence of other objects in a particular moment, with no consciousness of “self” and
no sense of the future or the present; and secondary consciousness (higher-order
According to N. Chomsky (1982), humans use an ethnic language, constructing grammatically correct and meaningful sentences; they are also able to distinguish them from the incorrect
ones due to a “mechanism” inherent to human beings, called processor”, “language module” or
“linguistic competence”.
12
Neurobiologist G.M. Edelman (1998) claims that humans speak a language, because their
brain structure is the most organised and the most complicated one and it consists of about ten billion neurons and about a million synapses which connect neurons and thus create function systems.
13
Language and speech in the context of various philosophical, linguistic, sociolinguistic and
neurobiologic theories are the subject of the following works of S. Grabias, Mowa i jej zaburzenia,
Lublin 1997; idem, Język w zachowaniach społecznych, Lublin 2001 and idem, Teoria zaburzeń
mowy. Perspektywy badań, typologie zaburzeń, procedury postępowania logopedycznego, [in:]
S. Grabias, M. Kurkowski (eds.), Logopedia. Teoria zaburzeń mowy, Lublin 2012, pp. 15–72.
11
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consciousness), which is attributed only to human beings, as its origin is determined by language14.
According to the theory of linguistic determinism, which is supported by philosophers and linguists (J.G. Herder, W. Humboldt, L. Wittgenstein, F. Cassirer,
J. Trier, K. Ajdukiewicz, A. Korzybski, E. Sapir, B. Whorf), thinking is inseparably linked with language, and everything a person thinks of is verbalised. Two
types of behaviour should be considered “language behaviour”: cerebration (the
so-called internal speech) and communication present in external speech (Grabias
2001; 2003; 2012).
In contemporary speech-language pathology it is assumed that speech is
“a group of functions performed verbally by a person while learning about the
world and sharing its interpretation with other participants of social life”, which
means that it has three fundamental functions: cognitive, communicative and socialising (Grabias 2001; 2003; 2012).

LINGUISTIC BEHAVIOURS VS CONCRETE
AND ABSTRACT BEHAVIOUR
The single-factor theory of brain functioning (antilocalisation theory) stipulates that human brain is an anatomical and physiological unity. Thus, lowering its
general functional potential leads to problems with execution of complex activities (Kaczmarek 1995). According to J.H. Jackson, all higher-level mental activities consist of different organisational tiers, whereas it is the highest tier which
is altered in pathological situations (Maruszewski 1970). From the standpoint of
the advocates of the single-factor theory of brain functioning (P. Marie, H. Head,
J.H. Jackson, K. Goldstein and D. von Lancker), it is important to state that as
a result of brain damage, a particular function will be impaired, irrespective of
damage location. Language impairments resulting from the damage are interpreted as cognitive disorders (Maruszewski 1970; see Panasiuk 2012).
Goldstein’s (1948) antilocalisation theory (Panasiuk 2012) served as a springboard for a thesis supported by extensive clinical research that human organism is
a complicated system of a specified configurations of factors; furthermore, Goldstein formulated behaviour patterns characteristic for people who are able to adopt
abstract or concrete behaviour.
For patterns characteristic of a person adopting abstract behaviour (i.e. able to
think in the abstract, act freely, plan and program their actions in new situations),
Goldstein chose the following:
• adopting any mental attitude,
14
A detailed description of Edelman’s theory of neural group selection (TNGS), which presumes the origin of two types of consciousness, is provided by T. Woźniak (2005).
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• initiating a particular activity or executing it on external command,
• any transition from one sphere of action to another,
• simultaneous maintenance of several different aspects of a situation,
• reacting to several stimuli which are not connected with one another,
•	recognition of a certain entity; extraction of its particular elements and its
subsequent reconsolidation,
• extraction of the “I” from the external world.
To contrast abstract behaviour, Goldstein suggested behaviour patterns characteristic for concrete behaviour, yet dependent on the circumstances of a particular situation (usually everyday, habitual activity), individual and sensual experience of a human being. As a result of any brain damage, concrete behaviour starts
to dominate over the abstract and is manifested through the following behaviour
patterns:
• linking verbal reactions to currently experienced stimuli,
•	close relationship between verbal behaviours and previously created verbal reactions to a particular situation,
•	too much focus on details connected with a situation while formulating
a verbal message,
• tendency to describe objects because of their utility values,
•	inability to group objects according to their particular trait (form, material, colour).
The theory of Goldstein may become a starting point for assessment of verbal
behaviour of alcoholics, who sustained structural and functional brain damage
resulting from the toxic effect of alcohol, consequently experiencing cognitive
function disorders.

CONCRETE AND HIERARCHICAL CODE
AND ITS MANIFESTATIONS IN LANGUAGE
In psychology, cognitive orientation is a primary quality of living systems,
as it applies changes in environment as information necessary to live. It is also
active search for information about concrete properties of external world in order
to foresee certain events. Human brain is responsible for information processing,
as it codes it according to specified rules. Knowledge about the world, “acquired”
by the brain, is expressed in words, which create a language. Organising information in the brain is performed through impressions and observations created by the
brain, as well as through individual experience or collective experience encapsulated in linguistic structures (Obuchowski 1970; see Panasiuk 2012).
Organising information is possible owing to three orientation levels in external reality: concreate code, hierarchical code and creation code. A concrete system,
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which is common for humans and animals, is analysis-oriented and differentiates
fragments of reality. Within it, two codes are detected: a monoconcrete code, i.e.
a code which is natural, primitive and most strongly linked to sensory experience,
responsible for the ability to differentiate stimuli of one sensory modality; and
a polyconcrete code, which analyses multimodal experiences. Verbal reactions
emerging on this level of understanding external stimuli are contextually linked
with a particular situation experienced by an individual. Verbal behaviour patterns, which are present in a monoconcrete system, are conditioned reflexes. They
function as automatic, formulaic structures and are verbal reactions, acquired in
a probabilistic (statistical) manner and arising from personal experience. Verbal
behaviour patterns, which emerge in a polyconcrete code, refer to pragmatic and
interactive aspects of verbal functioning. The hierarchical system, typical of humans only, enables them to see qualities of phenomena at various organisational
levels and process them thanks to abstract thinking, generalisation, analysis and
synthesis. It is, therefore, possible to create semantic relations between pieces of
information obtained in the concrete system. Verbal behaviour patterns in this system are not a result of a contextual reaction to an external stimulus, instead, they
become symbols of a group of phenomena and entail a creation of mental patterns
which represent the reality. The highest system of human’s cognitive organisation
is the creation code, which renders it possible for a creative human being to process the reality verbally – in case of poetry, or non-verbally – through other forms
of artistic activity (Obuchowski 1970; see Panasiuk 2012). It turns out that the
polyconcrete code (picture code) is fundamental for the use of the creative code
(translingual code). As believed by the researchers, it may serve as the evidence
that outstanding individuals may have low linguistic capabilities (characteristic
for the hierarchical code) (Jacobson 1989; Kaczmarek 1995; Panasiuk 2012).

LINGUISTIC DISORDERS IN ALCOHOL DISEASE
– METHODOLOGICAL PROPOSITIONS
As a consequence of deficiencies in memory and executive functions, some
alcoholics may experience deterioration of hierarchical attitude and domination of
concrete attitude, reflected by inability to execute mental-verbal operations unrelated with a particular, situation-related and verbal context, stereotype or individual experience. Among features of a concrete language one may also find: problems
with creative organisation, difficulties with planning and constructing sentences,
impaired capability of solving new problems, predilection for phrases conditioned
by context and a concrete stimulus (typical of the monoconcrete code), automatic
behaviour and tendency for repetition, routine and triteness of speech.
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It may seem that statements formulated by alcoholics or people in early stage
of abstinence are fluid, even on the verge of “poetic”, as they are abundant in
metaphors, phraseologisms or words from different linguistic registers. However, those phenomena cannot be attributed to creativity or artistic attitude. The
relative “fluidity”, “vividness” and strong digressive aspect of speech, in which
the abundance of words cloaks the actual lack of content, may be a consequence
of the compensation mechanism, which is triggered in response to progressive
neurodegeneration15. Another issue is the use of common metaphors, proverbs,
phraseologisms or aphorisms, which are present in common language and adopt
a form of linguistic stereotypes with standard meaning; also, they do not require
metalinguistic operations in interpretation (Bartmiński, Panasiuk 2011). Additionally, a verbal reference to own experience by people affected by long and severe
alcohol disease, very typical of the concrete behaviour, often revolves around subjects connected with drinking, alcohol, alcohol disease or alcoholics. This specific
monothematicity, digressiveness, tendency for confabulation and problems with
words’ revision and nomination may distort effectual communication.
A reference to expected signs of alcoholics’ verbal behaviour may give rise
to a research hypothesis, which should facilitate their detailed description and
determine the most suitable research methodology. It is, therefore, necessary to
state that toxic effect of alcohol on brain structures does not only cause organic
damage of frontal and prefrontal structures, cerebellum and hippocampus, but is
also reflected in cognitive dysfunctions and influences the way of person’s understanding of the world and its reflection in verbal behaviour.
The diagnosis of alcoholics’ speech impairments may be established through
assessment of narrative skills, which reflect knowledge about the world ingrained
in human brain, i.e. a means of cognitive representation of the world. Described
events create a story, which always involves a protagonist, presents certain values, intentions, plans for realisation; there is always a complication, which entails chances of overcoming hardship and realisation of intentions. Narration is
universal for social behaviours; in culture it is fundamental for myths, religion,
tales, legends, ideologies, or even movies or TV series. It is the most natural way
of sharing human experience. Narrative thinking is related to the existence of
memory and individual’s operational knowledge. Furthermore, narrative schemes
in mind also influence the perception of reality (Trzebiński 2002).
Other psychological theories present narration as an information strategy
(C. Lewis, N.H. Freeman, C. Hagestadt, H. Douglas, after: Woźniak 2005), a procedure for explaining natural events (B. Bokus, G.W. Shugar, M. Donaldson, after: Woźniak 2005), a symbolic act for creating meaning (B. Bokus, A. NicoloCompensation strategies in aphasiac disorders are described by J. Panasiuk in her publication
Afazja a interakcja. TEKST – metaTEKST – konTEKST (2012).
15
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poulou, after: Woźniak 2005), a model of individual experience (T. van Dijk,
after: Woźniak 2005).
Speech therapists maintain that the abilities of narration and descriptions are
the most difficult form of human linguistic activity. Both forms of narration are
structures of very extensive compositions. In a narrative form events take place
in a time sequence structured around a frame: “now – previously – afterwards”
or “here – there”. Time in description remains unchanged, whereas the ability to
manoeuvre the space (here and there) becomes increasingly important, which is
much harder and is constituted in human brain at the age of ten (whereas narration
is constituted at the age of six) (Grabias 2012).
Narrative structures contain all human knowledge about the world, and
thanks to narrative or descriptive texts, a researcher is able to specify the means of
processing of a linguistic sign (orientation codes), linguistic imagining of reality
(lexical-semantic level16) and disorder of inner speech (resulting from planning
disorder), which in Vygotsky’s opinion (1989), “handles human thinking” (p. 351)
and is a momentary, dynamic transition from thinking to external speech17. Narrative texts may also expose problems with the steering/governing function of
speech, which demonstrates to what extent individual’s actions are governed
by speech18. They can be reflected in the propensity for stereotypical thinking
and acting19.
Disintegration of language capabilities is a mirror image of the language acquisition process.
In ontogenesis, people at first acquire phonetic, phonological and prosodic elements of language,
later on – its grammar. Lexical-semantic level is for a human being the most complicated part of
language structure; it is also the last one to acquire. In neurodegeneration, structures developed at
the end are the most susceptible to disintegration; therefore, lexical-semantic abilities are affected
by alcoholism first (Jacobson 1968, 1989; Panasiuk 2012).
17
According to L.S. Vygotsky (1989), ontogenesis encompasses particular forms of speech:
external, egocentric and internal. Language mechanisms in external and internal action control are
described by M. Kielar-Turska (2013).
18
A. Łuria’s theory (1967) stipulates that in early childhood words control human’s behaviour
in a comfortable situation, as they are influenced by prior verbal instructions or child’s spontaneous
activity. In an uncomfortable situation, the control function of speech does not trigger child’s inhibitive reaction. Understanding of verbal instructions is developed until the age of 5; until this moment
child’s speech fully controls its behaviour.
19
20th-century researches conducted by Russian psychologists proved that speech control function disorders occur with high frequency in patients with frontal lobe damage. Clinical experiments
proved that motor analyser remains numb in reaction to a verbal stimulus, which means that the
influence of verbal command on synapses is insufficient. As a result, a patient is unable to eliminate
stereotypical motor reactions. If a patient tries to execute a verbal command, their own verbal activity may hamper their performance, which, in consequence, results in a loss of words’ control function (as there is no relation between a verbal command and motoric stimulation). The researchers
emphasise the difficulty in reconstruction of verbal competences of people with severely damaged
frontal structures owing to the aforementioned behavioural disorders (Łuria 1967).
16
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The examination of narrative skills will be conducted on three groups of men
suffering from alcohol disease – binge drinking, but not inebriated during the
examination, undergoing therapy and abstaining from drinking for two to eight
weeks and those declaring at least one year of abstinence20. Tests for understanding and construction of narrative categories will embrace giving an account based
on the following: a photostory, a previously watched film, a fragment of literary
and functional texts, autobiography, description of a photography, landscape, stilllife and abstract painting, and a cognitive description of a person.

CONCLUSIONS
The following article sheds light on the problems posed by alcohol disease in
speech therapy. The study of cognitive deterioration typical for alcoholics and presented herein encouraged the author to create a research tool, which will present
the spectrum of verbal disorders in alcoholism, observed in the most refined form
of verbal expression – the ability to narrate. The research of alcoholics’ narrative
abilities is conducted in the Department of Logopedics and Applied Linguistics
at Maria Curie-Skłodowska University in Lublin, under the supervision of prof.
dr hab. S. Grabias and prof. J. Panasiuk. The author of the article hopes that the
results of her research work will contribute to systemising knowledge about language deficiencies caused by alcohol and will show a direction in therapy which
will help to inhibit neurodegenerative processes and rebuild (even in part) lost
linguistic competencies, along with support and acceleration of abstainers’ convalescence.
Determining the state of narrative skills along with the spectrum of linguistic disorders in alcohol addiction creates a perspective for their comparison with
linguistic disorders resulting from other CNS-related pathologies such as: psychoorganic frontal lobe disorder, mild cognition impairments (MCI), dementia or
or neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease,
multiple sclerosis (SM) or amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS).
Translated by Ewa Pospieszil

Since it is impossible to assess patients’ verbal behaviour and narrative skills before their alcohol disease, their narrative texts will be compared with the texts provided by people from a control
group – men in good somatic, neurological and psychical condition, who control their consumption
of alcohol and match patients in terms of age and education.
20
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Apraxia of Speech

SUMMARY
This article is devoted to pure apraxia of speech (AOS). It focuses on the characteristics of the
speech disorder and the types of accompanying articulation errors. The paper presents the types of
AOS, including the most recent reports on the mechanisms underlying the disorder. The author describes the relationship between AOS and oral apraxia, as well as elements of differential diagnosis
between AOS, dysarthria and aphasia. The disorder is rarely or erroneously diagnosed in clinical
practice due to its unrecognised mechanism and uniqueness caused by its selective nature, among
other reasons. AOS and aphasia are usually concurrent disorders.
Key words: apraxia of speech, primary progressive apraxia of speech, primary progressive
aphasia, aphasia, dysarthria

Apraxia of speech (AOS) is a type of motor speech disorder involving disturbance in motor speech planning or programming (Duffy 2013, 269–270). The
pure form of AOS should be distinguished from dysarthria and aphasia (Staiger,
Ziegler 2008, 1202). Although it was described in the second half of the 1960s
by F.L. Darley (Josephs et al. 2012, 1523; Duffy 2013, 270), the concept first appeared in 1900, when H. Liepmann referred to a patient’s problems with motor
aphasia as the apraxia of the language muscles (Apraxie der Sprachmuskeln, as
quoted in Ziegler, Staiger 2016, 987). In the early 20th century, the problem was
also referred to as the apraxia of the glosso-labio-pharyngeal structures (Ogar et
al. 2005, 427) or phonetic disintegration (Josephs et al. 2012, 1523). Today, the
term “apraxia of speech” is widely known and used in clinical practice (Ogar et al.
2005, 428). The previously used terms “cortical dysarthria” and “aphemia” can be
considered synonyms for AOS (Josephs et al. 2012, 1523). According to J.R. Duffy
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(2013, 273), many more synonyms1 were most likely used to refer to AOS (its
pure form) or considered AOS to occur in other speech disorders (concurring disorders, such as aphasia). These include: articulatory dyspraxia, verbal apraxia, anarthria, afferent motor aphasia, apraxic dysarthria, efferent motor aphasia, expressive aphasia, pure motor aphasia, Broca’s aphasia and subcortical motor aphasia.

1. THE CHARACTERISTICS
The distinguishing features of AOS are still debatable and some of them can
also be found in the speech of people with aphasia or dysarthria. This is due to the
rare occurrence of the pure form of AOS and its widespread co-occurrence with
aphasia and dysarthria. Therefore, despite the existing list of articulatory characteristics helpful in the study of adult AOS (Dabul 2000; Wambaugh et al. 2006),
researchers continue to discuss which symptoms are typical for AOS (Ogar et al.
2005, 431; Staiger et al. 2012, S1558).
Researchers consider the following to be the most important features of AOS:
1) articulatory errors (distortions and substitutions); 2) slowed speech rate; and
3) an unusual prosody (Wambaugh et al. 2006; Ogar et al. 2005, 428; Staiger et al.
2012, S1544). Among the articulatory errors in AOS are phonetic paraphasias2,
which are difficult to differentiate from errors occurring in dysarthria. However,
features such as additions and substitutions rarely occur in the latter. In aphasia,
there are phonemic paraphasias, but they are not perceptually distorted, as is the
case in AOS. Therefore, in his typology of errors occurring in AOS, Duffy (2013,
278) uses the ubiquitous term “distortion”. Its further differentiation allows him
to distinguish errors, such as: distorted substitutions, distorted perseverative substitutions (e.g. “nanana” instead of “banana”), distorted anticipatory substitutions
(e.g. “popado” instead of “potato”), distorted epentheses (added sounds), etc. As
can be seen, there are different ways of describing errors in AOS as the mechanism of the disorder has not been sufficiently understood yet.
Among the basic features of AOS are rate and prosody disorders, although
they are also considered to be secondary features in relation to articulatory difficulties, or even a form of compensation for these difficulties (Duffy 2013, 279).
The rate of speech in patients with AOS is slower, regardless of articulation errors,
especially for long utterances (more than one syllable in length). There is clear
J. R. Duffy mentions as many as 25 synonyms (2013, 273).
The phonetic, not phonological nature of errors in AOS has been confirmed by studies on
voice onset time (VOT) in AOS. It is a functional tool for studying acoustic aspects of speech disorders, making it possible, among others, to determine if the errors are phonetic (involve deficits
in temporal motor planning) or phonemic (involve phonological planning deficits) (Auzou et al.
2000, 146).
1
2
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syllable segregation (statements are divided into syllables) and errors of stress assignment, resulting in monotonous intonation. Perception of a foreign accent may
appear in monolingual patients. For example, some Polish-speaking patients with
AOS (whom I diagnosed at the Department of Neurology and Cerebrovascular
Disorders in Bierkowski Hospital in Poznań) gave the impression of speaking
with an English accent or the accent of people from the Eastern Borderlands (patients did not have this origin). An outsider, a non-specialist, may consider such
a patient to be a foreigner who has a different accent, speaks slowly and chants,
i.e. looks for an articulatory posture.
The evident problems of patients with AOS also include fluency disorders3,
which take the form of silent or audible repetition of syllables or sounds, prolongation or visible and audible groping for articulatory postures (Duffy 2013, 279).
Many factors influence the character of apraxic utterances. Patients find it
most difficult to articulate complex syllables (consisting of many phonemes), consonant clusters within syllables, rare syllables and words (frequency effect) and
long words (consisting of many syllables). According to I. Aichert and W. Ziegler
(2004, 154), numerous segmental errors appear even in utterances of patients with
a mild form of AOS.

2. DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS
AOS should be differentiated from aphasia (Broca’s and conduction aphasias)
and dysarthria, although this is done rarely in clinical practice because AOS often
concurs with these disorders. AOS reflects speech planning deficits at a higher
level than dysarthria (Ziegler et al. 2012, S1487). It is also not synonymous with
aphasia, but may accompany it, being the most common variant of the disorder in
clinical practice. This article describes its isolated variant, i.e. pure AOS.
The lesion locus allows it to be distinguished from other motor speech disorders. It almost always affects the left hemisphere of the brain (frontal, parietal
and subcortical lobes), accounting for more than 6.9% of people who have communication disorders (Duffy 2013, 269–270). Due to the lesion locus, patients
with AOS may have deficits in the right side of the body, such as weakness and
spasticity, sometimes apraxia of the limbs, consisting of the inability to perform
deliberate movements of the limbs, which cannot be explained by motor disorders, hypertonia, as well as sensory and coordination disorders. These disorders,
in turn, can affect both writing and non-verbal (gestures) communication skills
(Duffy 2013, 272).
Non-verbal oral apraxia or buccofacial apraxia, which is not synonymous
3
In non-fluent aphasia, fluency disorders include agrammatic speech, reduced length of utterance, i.e. speech deficits.
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with AOS, should also be mentioned. It is an inability to imitate or perform volitional (arbitrary) movements of the articulatory muscles, including facial muscles,
on demand (during coughing, blowing, smacking, clicking, whistling, etc.), which
cannot be explained by comprehension disorders and sensory or motor deficits4
and can be executed involuntarily (unconsciously) while eating (Drummond 2006,
115). The brain substrates of oral apraxia and AOS are not identical, although both
disorders may, and do, concur. For example, in a study conducted by Duffy (2013,
275), oral apraxia was revealed in 77% of 92 patients5 with AOS.
Table 1. Distribution of co-occurring aphasia, dysarthria, oral apraxia and AOS (based on
Duffy 2013, 275–276)

AOS

+ Aphasia

+ Dysarthria

+ Oral apraxia

65%

30%

77%

For comparison, in the same group of patients, aphasia occurred in 65% of
participants in the experiment, meaning that aphasia did not occur in 35% of people with AOS. We know that both disorders (AOS and aphasia) can also co-occur.
In turn, dysarthria was diagnosed in 30% of patients (see Table 1). Thus, only
4% of participants (exactly four patients) had pure AOS. Three of them suffered
from neurodegenerative diseases suggesting that pure AOS is more common in
degenerative diseases than in strokes and traumas. However, as far as the aetiology of AOS with aphasia is considered, it most often manifests itself as a result
of strokes.
1.1. AOS and aphasia
AOS occurs regardless of disorders of language functions, such as: comprehension, reading, writing and naming. In contrast to aphasia, which takes the
form of multimodal speech deficits, isolated AOS only concerns verbal expression
(Duffy 2013, 269). Of course, it may, and does, concur with aphasia. Therefore,
clinically we may deal with the primary form of AOS, i.e. with a deficit revealed
as a result of specific aetiology, or with the secondary form of AOS, i.e. with
disorders that occur after concurring aphasia subsides. This often leads to diagnostic errors, as a result of which AOS is qualified as dysarthria (due to the lack of
difficulties with reading, writing, comprehension and naming). AOS and aphasia
can also persistently co-occur. The similarity of aphasia and AOS may result in
4
Patients with oral apraxia try to perform movements on command, but they do it awkwardly:
they grope for correct movements with effort, commit errors and are often perplexed, frustrated, or
amused by these difficulties. They sometimes repeat the command aloud and then try to execute it
(Duffy 2013, 276).
5
Patients were examined between 1999 and 2008 at Mayo Clinic.
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qualifying the latter as motor or conduction aphasia (and less often as transcortical, sensory or anomic aphasia).
The frequent concurrence of both disorders and the rare occurrence of pure
AOS make the differential diagnosis very difficult. It is also not facilitated by
neuroanatomical characteristics6 (frontal and left temporoparietal lobes supplied
by the blood vessels of the left middle artery) and aetiological characteristics (predominance of strokes), which are not significantly different. Also, the types of
occurring errors are not easy to differentiate (Duffy 2013, 366). In aphasia, there
are mainly linguistic and phonological errors (in phonemic paraphasias). In AOS,
errors result from disorders in motor speech planning and programming and are,
therefore, phonetic because they take the form of substitutions, additions, transpositions, omissions, i.e. phonetic paraphrases. For this reason, the similarity of
aphasia and AOS may result in confusing the latter with motor or conduction
aphasia (and less often as transcortical, sensory or anomic aphasia). According
to researchers, errors in conduction aphasia reflect a language deficit in the selection of the phonemes for speech. Apraxic speakers, on the other hand, can select
the correct phonemes, but have trouble with their motor execution. Patients with
conduction aphasia typically speak with near normal prosody, whereas halting, effortful speech with abnormal prosody is characteristic for AOS. It does not change
the fact that both disorders are similar at the sound level of errors made (Ogar
et al. 2005, 429).
Articulation, prosody and speech rate are distorted in patients with AOS. Syllables are clearly segregated and there are prolonged inter-word intervals. For
comparison, rate and prosody are normal in fluent aphasias, such as sensory aphasia. People with AOS articulate substitutions and distorted words with effort and
hesitation. There are no speech distortions and phonemes are specific to a given
language in aphasic utterances, which are also articulated with hesitation and effort. Patients with AOS are aware of articulation errors and try to correct them in
contrast to patients with aphasia without AOS, who less frequently correct phonological errors. According to researchers, apraxic errors are closer to articulatory postures than phonological errors made by people with aphasia without AOS.
Frequent repetitions in AOS also result in less variability in the structure of words
obtained compared to aphasic utterances (Duffy 2013, 367).
In general, when differentiating aphasia and AOS, it is helpful to assess language functions other than motor ones because there are no disorders of comprehension, reading, writing and naming in pure AOS. Therefore, the comparison
of the quality of spoken and written language is very helpful in the differential
Pure AOS “is more often associated with posterior frontal or insular lesions than with lesions
in the temporal or parietal lobes, whereas aphasia without AOS tends more often to be associated
with temporal or temporoparietal lesions” (Duffy 2013, 367).
6
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diagnosis of AOS and aphasia (Polanowska, Pietrzyk-Krawczyk 2016, 501).
As the specifics of AOS and aphasia are noticeable, it is not surprising that
forms of therapeutic impact should also take account of this aspect. Researchers
suggest that therapy facilitating the communication of people with aphasia without AOS is not effective in AOS treatment and, vice versa, therapy for AOS is not
effective in the treatment of aphasic disorders without AOS (Duffy 2013, 367).
1.2. AOS and dysarthria
As shown above, AOS often co-occurs with aphasia. Dysarthria, in turn,
rarely concurs with aphasia. This does not change the fact that dysarthria may cooccur with AOS. Most often, AOS can be confused with its ataxic, hyperkinetic
and spastic variants. Diagnostic difficulties also increase if we want to confirm
the co-occurrence of AOS and dysarthria. The similarity of AOS and dysarthria is
related to the fact that patients with AOS have weak facial and lingual muscles on
the right side. Both types of disorders have a similar aetiology. AOS often occurs
as a result of haemorrhagic strokes, which are also the cause of dysarthria. Both
disorders occur in neurodegenerative diseases, but AOS does not occur in Parkinson’s disease or in multiple system atrophy. Dysarthrias occur more frequently
due to subcortical than cortical lesions, and AOS is more often caused by cortical
damage (Duffy 2013, 363–364).
In contrast to dysarthria, AOS is not associated with functional disorders of
the articulatory muscles (Duffy 2013, 269). Patients do not have paralysis or paresis of these muscles and do not show problems with non-language skills such as:
chewing, swallowing and coughing (Polanowska, Pietrzyk-Krawczyk 2016, 500).
The speech disorder cannot be explained by the possible occurrence of weakened
lingual or facial muscles and is inadequate to the degree of reduction in muscle tone and the motility of the articulators. Therefore, utterances in AOS (during repetitions) are inconsistently distorted and may be periodically similar to or
even convergent with the articulatory posture related to a word sought, and after
a while they become very disturbed. The motor deficit results here from disturbed
planning or programming, and not from the performance capabilities of the muscle apparatus. Automatic speech is a bit more efficient in AOS. The quality of
speech is affected by the frequency, length and semantic features of words (Duffy
2013, 365). Dysarthric speech is uniformly disturbed, utterances correspond to
a patient’s current articulation possibilities, such as tongue, palate or lip paresis.
Trial and error groping and attempts at self-correction are common in AOS, but
dysarthric speakers rarely grope for the correct articulatory postures or attempt to
correct errors (Ziegler, Staiger 2016, 988). To some extent, they also differ in the
types of errors made. In dysarthria, either simplifications or distortions of speech
sounds are observed. Errors occurring in AOS, such as distortions, substitutions,
additions, repetitions and prolongations, are similar to aphasic errors. Errors in
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AOS are very diverse7, irregular and unpredictable8 (Staiger et al. 2012, S1544;
Hickok 2012, 139; Ziegler, Staiger 2016, 988). They are observed especially in
utterances that have not been previously trained or made. This phenomenon testifies to the instability of particular articulatory systems rather than an inability to
articulate sounds (Staiger et al. 2012, S1545, S1558).
Differential diagnosis can be facilitated by the assessment of oral apraxia,
which may co-occur with AOS, but is rare in the case of dysarthria. Furthermore,
the scale of disorders in dysarthria is much greater because it affects all elements
of speech (breathing, phonation, articulation, prosody), whereas AOS is mainly
associated with articulatory and prosodic disorders.
AOS is most often differentiated from ataxic, spastic and hyperkinetic dysarthrias (Duffy 2013, 365). Diagnosis is the most difficult in the first type of dysarthria because it is also characterised by articulatory and prosodic disorders. In
the case of articulatory deficits in ataxic dysarthria, substitutions are not frequent,
but articulatory irregularities are significantly more common. Indicators taking
account of oral diadochokinesis can help differentiate both disorders. Alternating
motion rates are normal in AOS, which is not the case in ataxic dysarthria (e.g.
repeating /pɅ/, /tɅ/, /kɅ/ at a rate of 5 to 7 repetitions per second, Duffy 2013,
81). Some problems occurring in AOS, however, are not present in ataxic dysarthria. These include distorted sequential motion rates when repeating a syllable
sequence (e.g. /pɅtɅkɅ/), which reflect possible speech planning or programming deficits. Moreover, the invariability of disorders in automatic and propositional speech is characteristic for ataxic dysarthria rather than for AOS, in which
automatic speech is better than propositional speech.
It is somewhat easier to make a differential diagnosis of hyperkinetic and
spastic dysarthrias. In the first type, there are visible involuntary movements that
are absent in AOS. In contrast to spastic dysarthria, dysphonia and hypernasality
(Ziegler, Staiger 2016, 988), as well as dysphagia, drooling and pseudobulbar
affect do not occur in AOS (Duffy 2013, 365).

3. TYPES OF AOS
According to Duffy (2013, 274), certain subtypes of AOS can be distinguished, but the differentiation is not obvious and is unambiguous due to different
criteria used. For example, the researcher claims that one of these subtypes may
7
Researchers disagree about this distinctive feature in the diagnosis of AOS (see literature on
this topic and Table 1 in: Staiger et al. 2012, S1545; Duffy 2013, 283–284).
8
Error variability can be understood as: 1) inconsistency of error occurrence in the same
utterances during repetition; 2) inconsistency of error type occurring in the same utterances in
repetition tasks.
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be AOS co-occurring with Wernicke’s or conduction aphasia, where phonological
deficits are observed. The second subtype may include dysarthria co-occurring
with AOS. However, this condition is referred to as AOS co-occurring either with
aphasia or with dysarthria rather than as pure AOS.
Other researchers take account of anatomical correlates associated with the
occurrence of AOS. Due to different lesion loci, they come to the conclusion
that there is probably more than one type of this disorder. Therefore, it should be
considered a heterogeneous disorder, enabling distinction between the subtype
with lesions in the left parietal lobe and the more common subtype with lesions
in the left frontal lobe. Speech disorders associated with the so-called parietal
AOS involve groping for initiation and within utterances, numerous off-target
approximations of phonemes and occasional syllable segregation. Temporoparietal patients with AOS produce a greater percentage of polysyllabic sequencing
errors and a smaller percentage of monosyllabic articulation errors than frontal
patients (Ogar et al. 2005, 430). The suggested typology requires further research,
especially since anatomical correlates related to the occurrence of AOS are not
limited to the mentioned structures. Studies indicate a correlation between AOS
and lesions in the temporoparietal and frontal lobes (posterior left superior frontal
gyrus) and the subcortical structures, such as left insular cortex and basal ganglia
(Ballard et al. 2014, 4).
The authors of another typology (Feiken, Jonkers 2012, 2) have noticed that
the symptoms of AOS described in the literature can be assigned to three subtypes
characterised by slightly different deficits, such as: 1) difficulty initiating utterances resulting in pauses, repetitions and groping for articulatory postures; 2) difficulty forming phonemes resulting in distortions or substitutions; and 3) difficulty
sequencing or ordering a series of phonemes resulting in the exchange of phonemes within syllables. In their opinion, each of the described characteristics is
observed in ideomotor, kinetic and ideational apraxia, respectively (see Table 2).
This typology refers directly, and is parallel, to the classification of limb
apraxia. Ideomotor limb apraxia involves difficulty turning a plan for intended
movement into a motor programme. Consequently, patients are unable to initiate
this movement on demand, yet they can perform it as an automatic motor action.
In the kinetic type of limb apraxia, an initiated movement is correct, but it is nonfluent and difficult to perform. The ideational subtype, in turn, involves an inability to execute complex sequences of motor actions.
These three subtypes of AOS co-occur and overlap very often. Symptoms of
each of them are usually observed in patients (Polanowska, Pietrzyk-Krawczyk
2016, 501).
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Table 2. Subtypes of AOS according to Feiken and Jonkers (2012, 3)
Subtypes
of AOS
Ideomotor

Kinetic
Ideational

Disorders

Symptoms

Difficulty initiating utterances
(deficits
in the access to the motor
programme).

Repeated attempts to grope for articulatory
postures (visual and audible groping for
a particular sound). Repeating initial phonemes.
Hampered speech. Slower speech rate.

Deficits in the scope of the motor Distortions, substitutions, poorly
programme for articulation.
understandable utterances.
Errors in sequence of the motor
programme.

Replacing phonemes in the syllables that make
up the speech.

4. MECHANISM
Contemporary researchers most often9 describe AOS from three perspectives,
which are also a manifestation of different approaches to this phenomenon. The
first one is a disconnection of phonology from motor execution. The second is
a disturbance of learned motor routines. The third is an incoordination of spatially
and temporally patterned speech movements (Ziegler et al. 2012, S1497–S1498).
The most popular theories describing the basics of AOS include those indicating planning or programming disturbance, which involves the structures of the left
hemisphere of the brain, especially the frontal and parietal lobes and associated
subcortical structures (Duffy 2013, 270). Importantly, it is still discussed whether
AOS results from a disorder of speech motor programming or speech motor planning (Feiken, Jonkers 2012, 1). A speech act (see Figure 1) involves two stages.
The first is represented by the abstract form of a word that is not yet phonologically formed (the so-called lemma). It can be observed in the tip-of-the-tongue
state (TOT syndrome). If we fail to retrieve a word from memory, we know what
word we are looking for and sometimes we can give some information about its
structure, but we are unable to find its phonological form. This is the second stage
known as phonological. The conceptual and articulatory systems are somehow
outside the speech production process (cf. Hickok 2012, 137).
Researchers suggest that AOS patients know what they want to say and how
it should sound, but cannot translate it into appropriate articulatory movements
(aimed at speech production). A disconnection of phonology from motor execution is, therefore, suggested. In the early 20th century, H. Liepmann (as quoted
in Ziegler et al. 2012, S1487) described this phenomenon as parallel to ideoki9
The characteristics of other theories regarding the mechanism of AOS can be found in Ballard
et al. (2014, 1).
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netic apraxia. In his opinion, AOS patients,
like those with limb apraxia, have a basic
functional motor system and access to more
abstract, e.g. phonological, speech representations. According to the researcher, these two
stages are disconnected in AOS.
The latest approaches consider how the
auditory-based (phonological) representations
of words are transformed into articulatory
postures. For example, a dual-stream model
of speech processing (Hickok, Poeppel 2007,
395) consists of two streams: ventral and dorsal, i.e. auditory and motor (Hickok 2012).
In the model, a dorsal stream maps acoustic
speech signals to frontal lobe articulatory networks (around the posterior end of the Sylvian fissure at the temporoparietal junction)10,
i.e. transforms sound forms into articulatory
movements. In turn, a ventral stream processes speech signals for comprehension and is,
thus, of a semantic nature.
The function of the auditory dorsal stream
is the so-called sensory-motor integration
or, more precisely, auditory-motor function,
Figure 1. Two-stage speech prowhich occurs at the temporoparietal junction.
duction model (Levelt 1989; Levelt
This is where articulation gestures planned in
et al. 1999)
the auditory space are transformed into their
motor representations, i.e. acoustic speech
signals are mapped to their motor representations. This is confirmed by deficits
characteristic of conduction aphasia, in which patients retain their comprehension
abilities; they are fairly fluent, but manifest repetition, naming and loud-reading
disturbance due to persistent phonemic paraphasia (Hickok, Poeppel 2004, 93).
In the hierarchical state feedback control model developed by G. Hickok (2012,
139–140), these two disorders (AOS and conduction aphasia) affect the same level of hierarchical motor control but in different components of the circuit: AOS
affects access to motor phonological codes and conduction aphasia affects internal
state feedback control.
Due to its damage, patients show deficits characteristic for conduction aphasia with numerous phonemic paraphasias. The differential diagnosis between AOS and conduction aphasia is not
easy. In AOS, speech is more effortful, often interrupted (Hickok 2012, 139).
10
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Descriptions of the AOS mechanism also take account of a disturbance of
learned motor routines, i.e. “mental images” of how an intended word, or – according to other researchers – syllables (a mental syllabary, i.e. a memory store
comprising the phonetic plans of the most frequently occurring syllables in
a speaker’s language) should be articulated. In this approach, AOS results from
a deconstruction of stored procedural knowledge of how particular syllables are
articulated (Aichert, Ziegler 2004, 156; Staiger, Ziegler 2008, 1202; Ziegler et al.
2012, S1488).
Researchers also point to an incoordination (ataxia) of spatially and temporally patterned speech movements as the source of AOS. Skills in patterned speech
movements are acquired (exercised, preserved) in childhood and adolescence
(Ziegler et al. 2012, S1497–S1498).

5. AETIOLOGY
As Duffy (2013, 272) indicates, AOS can be caused by any process that damages the function of the dominant hemisphere in the field of speech planning or
programming. AOS most often occurs in neurodegenerative diseases and strokes,
accounting for over 80% of occurrences (Duffy 2013, 274).
Table 3. Distribution of disorders in which AOS occurs as a primary deficit in percentage
points (based on Duffy 2013, 274)

Aetiology

Type of disorders

Percentage
points

primary progressive aphasia (PPA), primary progressive
apraxia of speech (PPAOS), cortico-basal dementia
(CBD), amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), progressive
supranuclear palsy (PSP), degenerative diseases of the
central nervous system

54%

strokes, arteriovenous malformations (developmental
defects), undetermined vascular mechanism

28%

Cancer

tumours within the left hemisphere of the brain, always
involving the frontal lobe

5%

Traumas

neurosurgical interventions within the left frontal lobe

3%

Other

unspecified aetiology, epilepsy, demyelinating diseases,
liver transplants, developmental disorders

10%

Neurodegenerative
diseases

Vascular diseases
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AOS observed in neurodegenerative diseases is progressive (see Table 3).
It is known as primary progressive apraxia of speech (PPAOS) (Josephs et al.
2012, 1524).
In the differential diagnosis of primary progressive aphasia (PPA) developed by R. Vandenberghe (2016, 5), the agrammatic/non-fluent variant of PPA
is treated as an isolated disorder (Josephs et al. 2012, 1531; Silveri et al. 2014,
58; Vandenberghe 2016, 5). Thus, it occurs as 1) an isolated form of non-fluent
PPA accompanied by 2) an isolated form of agrammatism and 3) a mixed variant
taking the form of agrammatism and AOS (Figure 2). This PPA typology clearly
suggests that PPAOS is a separate entity, although it often co-occurs with aphasia
in neurodegenerative diseases (Josephs et al. 2012, 1523; Silveri et al. 2014, 58),
corresponding to the subtype known as agrammatism and AOS. A patient may,
therefore, be diagnosed with: PPA, PPAOS or PPA and PPAOS (Duffy 2013, 275).
According to K.A. Josephs et al. (2012, 1524–1525), PPAOS is difficult to
distinguish for two reasons. Firstly, PPAOS is difficult to differentiate from aphasia and is often treated as PPA. Secondly, even if diagnosed, AOS is eventually
classified as aphasia or dysarthria in clinical practice (Josephs et al. 2012, 1523–
1524; Josephs et al. 2006, 1395). Because PPAOS is a progressive deficit, aphasia
may occur due to disease progression. It should be remembered, however, that
the literature contains descriptions of patients in whom the isolated form (without
accompanying dysfunctions) persisted for 8–10 years (Gerstner et al. 2007, 15).
In summary, PPAOS is considered to be an isolated deficit, although some
researchers include it in the agrammatic variant of PPA and treat it as one of its
subtypes. Similar to the non-fluent variant of PPA, PPAOS belongs to mainly neurodegenerative frontal syndromes, in which executive dysfunctions are revealed.
Neither spatial nor visual perceptual problems have been observed in patients with
these disorders (Josephs et al. 2012, 1533).

Figure 2. Subtypes of agrammatic (non-fluent) PPA according to Vandenberghe (2016, 7;
Figure 5)
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Despite these similarities, neuroanatomical patterns of grey and white matter
loss are different to patterns described in non-fluent PPA patients (Josephs et al.
2012, 1531; Whitwell et al. 2013, 251), which differentiates it from this type of
disorder. In AOS, the loss occurs in the posterior superior frontal lobe and supplementary motor area; in PPAOS, atrophy affects the pre-motor cortex (lateral) and
supplementary motor area; and in non-fluent PPA patients, it affects Broca’s area
or the posterior inferior frontal lobe.
In addition to neurodegenerative diseases, strokes are among the common
causes of AOS (28% of patients), observed in the acute phase of stroke in hospitals. This condition is known as AOS. Less commonly, AOS manifests itself as
a result of tumours and injuries of the left frontal lobe (a total of 8%). Demyelinating diseases (including multiple sclerosis) sporadically lead to AOS. It also rarely
occurs as a result of metabolic and inflammatory diseases (Duffy 2013, 275, 272).

6. CONCLUSIONS
AOS belongs to those motor speech disorders that are particularly interesting
to researchers due to its uniqueness and a kind of scientific elusiveness, among
other reasons. Many clinicians publish case studies in this area, others deal with
a broader range of issues regarding neuroanatomical correlates, typology, terminology, models explaining the specifics of AOS and its therapies.
Due to the unrecognised mechanism of this disorder, various diagnostic
guidelines can be found in the literature (see e.g. differentiation of errors), slightly
different definitions indicating a distorted ability to coordinate sequential, articulatory movements needed for speech production (Wertz et al. 1984 as quoted in
Ogar et al. 2005, 427), articulatory disorders resulting from disturbance in programming and sequencing of articulatory muscle movements (Darley and Aronson 1975 as quoted in Ogar et al. 2005, 428), as well as speech programming or
planning disturbance, etc. (Duffy 2013).
It is worth noting that AOS, both due to vascular events and neurodegeneration, is a rare deficit (Duffy 2013, 269) and is often confused with aphasia (or PPA)
and dysarthria, with which it most often co-occurs. Due to the lack of accompanying comprehension, reading and writing disorders, it is diagnosed as dysarthria.
In turn, due to the absence of paresis or paralysis of the articulatory muscles, it
is classified as motor aphasia. To emphasise its isolated form, i.e. independent of
deficits typical of aphasia and dysarthria, it is often called pure AOS. The causes
of AOS may be vascular disorders but also injuries and cancers. It very often appears as the first syndrome of neurodegenerative diseases such as non-fluent PPA
or CBD (Ogar et al. 2005, 427).
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AOS requires special attention due to its specificity and the fact that it rarely
occurs in its pure form. Its clinical manifestations are often unnoticed, affecting
the quality of therapies proposed to patients.
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Multilingualism in People with Aphasia-Spectrum
Disorders. An Overview.

SUMMARY
One of the most interesting problems concerning human speech is the complicated two-way
correlation between language and the brain. The present article attempts to answer the question how
multilingualism is represented in people suffering from aphasia-spectrum disorders. What are the
results of a brain stroke on speech centres? It should be noted that monitoring patients with aphasic
speech disorders plays a significant role in understanding brain dysfunctions and is a source in creating models of learning processes and brain functions. The latest research into aphasia constitutes
one of the few possibilities of getting answers to the question concerning the representation of language activity occurring in the brain. Does the theory postulating separate representation of various
languages in different regions of the brain in a polyglot still find its supporters? The article explains
the terms of multilingualism and aphasia, together with its causes. The remaining part of the article
analyses the factors that play a significant role in the process of language restitution.
Key words: language, aphasia, multilingualism, brain, location

1. The concept of multilingualism
It should be noted that the subject of the present article is not a thorough
analysis of such concepts as bilingualism or multilingualism. The latter is not
easy to define. Multilingualism characterises a person who is able to express their
thoughts directly in a language other than their mother tongue, understands that
language and think in that language (Leischner 1987, 158). Bilingualism is the
ability of an individual to use two language codes and their correlates. The term
“bilingualism” may refer to a person as well as to a speech community. It describes a situation when two languages co-exist within one speech community
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or in one person (Duverger 2005, after Panasiuk 2013, 635). Albert and Obler
(1978) provide the following classification of bilingual persons:
– balanced bilingual: has mother tongue proficiency in two languages;
– dominant bilingual: is more fluent in one language;
–	second language learners: aim at improving their language competence
in their second language;
–	compound bilingual: an assumption that a bilingual person uses a single
system to represent both languages;
–	coordinate bilingual: the two languages of the bilingual person are represented as two distinct systems.
According to Grucza (2004), bilingualism is manifested within an individual
when the choice between the two languages depends solely on a communication
event: depending on the communicative need, the person switches smoothly from
one language to the other.
Fabbro (1996) in turn, identifies multilingualism with the situation of a person who speaks and understands two languages or dialects, or one language and
one dialect. A similar view is presented by Paradis (1987), who emphasises the
significance of not mixing the two language systems while writing or speaking.

2. The concept of aphasia
Aphasia should not be identified with any particular illness. Such a disorder results from a damage to the central nervous system (cranial-cerebral injury,
stroke, expansive process or neurodegenerative process which leads to dementia).
Aphasia is first and foremost a restriction in the actualisation of the code, and not – as it has
been previously described – a disintegration of a language system and the knowledge about
the reality acquired via language. This view is supported by the ability of the patients, even
those with severe speech disorders, to interact with their environment, as well as their capability to use alternative (to natural language) systems of signs in order to communicate. (Panasiuk 2013, 109)

Aphasia is a consequence of a structural destabilisation, i.e. serious changes
in the physical substance and systems of the brain associated with speech and
language. In other words, aphasia results from physical damage to the brain tissue” (Pąchalska 2011, 153–157). According to Maruszewski, aphasia is “a partial
or complete disturbance to the mechanisms of speech programming in an human
who had previously mastered those activities; it is caused by organic damage”
(Maruszewski 1996, 98). It should be noted that he understands those “activities”
both as speech production and speech perception.
Aphasia is, thus, an acquired speech disorder in all modalities which manifests itself after an individual had learnt to speak (Wallesch 1986).
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2.1 Location of the cerebral speech centres in polyglots
It is necessary to mention that due to a diversity of the types of bilingualism
distinguished, research results are not homogeneous. In the light of neurobiology, human brain, in response to the contact with L2, L3, Ln…, “undergoes the
stage of cortex adaptation in order to assimilate the new language material. Neurological adaptation consists in making use of the existing regions responsible
for L1 acquisition and/or creating new cortex networks” (Panasiuk 2013, 637). In
the contemporary literature on the subject, there has been an animated discussion
concerning the location of the speech centres in polyglots: on the one hand, the
left hemisphere is pointed to as the centre of bilingualism and multilingualism; on
the other, it is emphasised that while the phenomena of bilingualism and multilingualism are located in the left hemisphere, they are nonetheless characterised by
variability and extensiveness (after Sadownik 2010, 332). There is a hypothesis
assuming that the second language or other languages might be represented in
“slightly more distant areas” of the left part of the cerebral cortex than is the case
with the mother tongue. The fewer rules of the L2 are mastered, the stronger must
be the involvement into that process of the non-dominating hemisphere. This happens particularly in the case of people who learn a foreign language (L2) from
the beginning or have a basic knowledge of it (ibid.). However, the research into
aphasic disorders among bilinguals and multilinguals leads to the conclusion that
the location of the speech centres in monolinguals and multilinguals is the same
(cf. Penfield, Roberts 1959).

3. Linguistic restitution in multilinguals
with aphasic disorders
Pitres (after Peuser 1978, 317), on the basis of his research, reached the conclusion that having regained consciousness, the patient begins to understand the
language that was most important for them;1 they are not yet able, however, to use
it in speech. The following stage is the returning ability to speak that language.
Next, the patient begins to understand other languages. Finally, they regain the
ability to communicate in those other languages. It should be noted that multilingual patients have their linguistic abilities affected by aphasia to different degrees.
As a result, the process of linguistic restitution may follow a different course and
each such case must be treated individually. The holistic approach to the abovementioned problem assumes that there is no separate location in the brain for different languages.
In the light of Pitres’ hypothesis, it concerns the language which is used more often, whose
restitution is more complete, no matter whether it is the mother tongue (L1) or some other language
(L2), which is more important for the patient in emotional and/or socio-cultural terms.
1
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The research conducted by Paradis shows that in polyglots with aphasia-type
disorders, the dominating and best retained language is the system that was emotionally most important (after Dobek 2014, 46). Typically, it is the mother tongue,
and in people whose parents spoke different languages, it is the language spoken by the mother (Paradis 1977; 1983, after Panasiuk 2013, 639). Minkowski
(1928), whose research concerned aphasic disorders in polyglots, is also of the
opinion that in the process of linguistic restitution it is not always the mother
tongue that is regained first, but the language to which the patient is most attached
emotionally. Pitres (1895, after Dobek 2014, 121) thinks that the language of the
aphasic patients does not so much undergo distortions but certain mechanisms
of inhibition illustrated by various examples of language restitution. According
to him, linguistic restitution concerns in the first place the language that is used
the most frequently, which can also be the patient’s mother tongue. Pötzl (ibid.)
is of the opinion that the linguistic restitution in aphasic patients concerns first of
all the language which the patient had used just before the onset of illness. Some
researchers claim, in turn, that after cerebral damage the best retained language
is not the mother tongue but that which was used the least often and mastered to
a lesser degree (after Panasiuk 2013, 638).
Yvan Lebrun described, however, a case of a patient which shows that positive or negative
emotions associated with using a given language result first and foremost from the patient’s
experience. Emotions associated with a language acquired later and poorly assimilated may
influence its retention or faster restitution after cerebral damage. There have been cases of
patients with aphasia who communicated more effectively using classical Greek or Latin
than their mother tongue (Lebrun 1976; Kaczmarek 1995) (Panasiuk 2013, 639).

There exist a number of hypotheses concerning the location of multiple languages in human brain. Contemporary researchers on this subject are of the opinion that languages are represented in one cerebral centre and are inhibited in various ways after cerebral damage. Panasiuk (ibid.) rightly points out that there in no
unequivocality in the search for neurobiological correlates of bilingualism or in
determining the mechanisms of aphasic speech disorders.
As an example, Dobek (2014, 46) discusses the case of the patient, a Swiss from
the German-speaking region, who as a child, spoke the Swiss dialect of German.2
At school he learnt standard German. At the age of 19, he went to France for six years, where
he was perfecting his command of the French language, as a result of which he spoke French fluently. At the age of 25, he returned to Switzerland. He used the Swiss dialect with his family and
friends, and he used French talking to his family during the holidays in the French-speaking part
of Switzerland. After the stroke, he could understand all the three languages. Six months later, the
patient started to speak French first, then the standard German, later he regained the ability to communicate in the Swiss dialect, which he had used rarely. The patient associated the French language
with beautiful memories.
2
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4. The phenomenon of interference
In multilingual persons relatively frequently there is an interference between
languages in phonetics, semantics or grammar. The mother tongue (L1) influences
the second language (L2) that the person does not use as fluently as the mother
tongue. Peuser (1978, 323) described the case of a 68-year-old patient who suffered a brain injury as a result of a military action, which led to a sensory-amnesiac aphasia. Born in England, with an English mother and a German father,
he spoke English only until he was 16. Then he moved to Germany, where he
learnt to become a craftsman and married a German. With his wife he communicated in German only. After the examination, it turned out that the patient speaks
English fluently. Interference could be witnessed when he was switching from
language to language: it concerned English to a greater degree, where it affected
the lexical and syntactic planes. In German the influence of the English language
could be noticed in intonation and lexis. It was decided that the therapy would
be conducted in one language (English). After a three-month therapy, there was
an improvement in the use of English, but also in the use of German, which the
therapy did not concern, although the phenomenon of interference was witnessed
and this time it concerned the German language.3 The phenomenon of interference
is most significantly manifested in the process of fast switching between language
systems. This problem can be noticed even clearer during the conversation in German with the patient described.4
A: I’m born in Manchester /yes/and there I have gone to school/that was nineteen hundred
eleven / / and then / of course / my father was / äh äh äh / was war / come the war / you know / and
my father was in the / mang /of course / and then he must go over to Germany / and we of course /
we were all in Manchester / you know / and then / from then / nineteenhundred twenty one / my father had come / and take me / of course / my mother and the other children stayed in England before
/ bis all the things is over / / and then they also came to Germany // when I came over I had an inglische Pass / because I was born in England /// when I came over to Germany it was not very nice //
B: Why?/
A: Because it was here / this / and that was nothing for me //
B: When did you come over to Germany?
A: I was sixteen/
B: And you couldn’t speak German?/
A: Not one word / nothing /
B: Where did you learn it? /
A: Oh yes / I learned it in Hannover //
B: In England / your father and your mother didn’t speak German /did they ?/
A: Yes / they speak English together // (cf. Peuser 1978, 325–326).
4
A: Ja/ich bin geboren in/äh äh/ in Manchester and to nineteenhundred null fünf/ js/ und dann
neunzehnhundertundelf/bin ich in die Schule bis zu nineteenhundredand/äh äh /ein/äh/undzwanzig/
ja/und von da aus /äh/bin ich dann to /äh äh/ Deutschland gegangen/ja//
B: Und Ihr Vater war Deutscher?/
3
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The phenomenon of interference was witnessed in the bilingual patient
with sensory aphasia. It is worth noting that in the provoked spontaneous text,
there occurred switching between the two language systems. The patient also
experienced difficulty in finding appropriate words. Some researchers are of
the opinion that after cerebral damage, the language best retained is not the
mother tongue, but that language which was used less often. The claim that
“there is no separate cerebral location for different languages” was justified with
the holistic functioning of the brain (cf. Panasiuk 2013, 638). Paradis’ research
shows that the dominating language system in polyglots with aphasic disorders
is the one that is most important emotionally for the patient. In the case of the
patient with sensory aphasia described by the author, the dominating language
is English. Mastering a foreign language, apart from the mother tongue, is not
an obvious acquired ability. It is the ability to express one’s thoughts in two different languages. Multilingualism contributes to the differentiation in thinking,
in expressing feelings, in various activities. It significantly influences the whole
personality. Thanks to it, the world of a multilingual person can be interpreted
in a more diverse way. Also the research conducted on a bilingual person by the
author of the present paper supports the thesis that each person should be treated individually in this aspect, there is no equivalence in the case of language
system disintegration. This problem concerns also multilingual persons who in
consequence of a cerebral damage suffer from aphasic disorders. The process
of linguistic restitution may follow a different route depending on the type of
bilingualism, the severity of the cerebral damage, the emotions that accompany
the process. The holistic approach to the problem discussed makes it possible to
understand the brain functioning better, while
human linguistic activities manifest themselves as the process in which the multidimensional interferences of biological, psychological and sociological variables are actualised. One
A: My father Deutscher /ja/my mother was an Engländer/yes/
B: Und welche Sprache haben Sie zu Hause gesprochen?/
A: Yes/erstens I had been/meine Frau/meistens Englisch (gemeint ist die Mutter)/aber später/
wie die Kinder/die sind alle etwas jünger wie wir (meint: Geschwister) five/fünf Kinder/da habe ich
/äh äh/haben wir manchmal Deutsch/die Kinder durch die Schule und so weiter//
B: Mit Ihrer Frau haben Sie auch Englisch gesprochen?/
A: Nein/nein/die kann kein Englisch / die kann nur einzelne Worte/
B: Dann gingen Sie nach Deustchland/
A: Ja/zum Lernen bin ich drei Jahre nach Hannover/ja/da habe ich nur Deutsch/leider konnte
ich niemand finden// my father hat gesagt/ „is garnich schlimm/du musst Deutsch lernen”/nicht?/
und dann bin ich natürlich nach Krefeld gewesen/damals/nich?/äh/zwei Jahr/
B: Das war eine Färbereischule?/
A: Ja/nein/da wurde richtig /vier Semester/das war richtig mit alle Untersuchungen/mit chemische Farben/von weiß bis blau/bis zum Schwarz/you know//
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should also take into consideration the fact that the development of bilingual aphasia initiates additional disintegration as well as compensational factors associated with a specific
cerebral organisation of speech in bilingual persons. (Panasiuk 2011, after Panasiuk 2013,
642–643)
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Qualitative Analysis of Naming Errors
and of Responsiveness to Phonemic Cueing
in Differentiating Logopenic and Non-Fluent Variants
of Primary Progressive Aphasia

SUMMARY
Anomia, as a language impairment deficit, occurs in all variants of primary progressive aphasia
(PPA). The study aimed at analysing error profile on confrontation naming in patients with logopenic
(lvPPA) and non-fluent variant PPA (nfvPPA). Twelve individuals with lvPPA and 11 subjects with
nfvPPA participated in the study. Patients with lvPPA exhibited more pronounced lexical-semantic
deficits as well as phonological processing deficits (phonemic cues triggering neologisms). Type of
naming errors and the patient’s response to phonemic cueing is useful in the differential diagnosis
of those two variants of PPA.
Key words: primary progressive aphasia, logopenic variant, non-fluent variant, naming, anomia

1. INTRODUCTION
According to the current diagnostic criteria, primary progressive aphasia is
a language disorder of neurodegenerative aetiology that may manifest in 3 variants
(Gorno-Tempini et al. 2011): non-fluent variant PPA (nfvPPA), logopenic variant
PPA (lvPPA) and semantic variant PPA (svPPA) (Sitek et al. 2014a). Anomia,
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“naming deficit or word-finding impairment” (Rutkiewicz-Hanczewska 2016,
405), is one of the language deficits in PPA that is present in all of its variants
(Mesulam et al. 2009)1. Naming impairment is much more pronounced in lvPPA
and svPPA than in nfvPPA (Hurley et al. 2012; Thompson et al. 2012). However,
in each of the PPA variants, a different naming impairment profile is observed.
The efficient word-finding depends on the integrity of semantic, lexical and
phonological processes (Tippett, Hillis 2015). Naming an object that is presented on confrontation naming task (naming objects presented visually: real
objects, miniaturized objects, objects shown on line drawings, etc.) is possible
also thanks to the involvement of visuospatial functions and memory (Raymer
2015). After analysis and synthesis of perceptual information it is compared
to the semantic representation available in the cognitive system. This enables
initiating further steps of word-finding. So as to pronounce the word, one has to
select proper phonemes. Finally, thanks to motor aspects of expressive speech,
the word can be correctly pronounced (Tippett, Hillis 2015). Thus, errors on
confrontation naming may stem from visual perception impairment, generalized
semantic memory deficits, lexical-semantic dysfunction, phonological impairment or speech apraxia. Naming impairment in nfvPPA is attributed to phonetic
deficits associated with the processing and motor planning of the phonetic sequence. Phonological paraphasias2 in lvPPA are associated with phonological
coding. Words on naming tasks containing well articulated phonemes are also
affected by substitution, addition and omission errors (Croot et al. 2012). In
nfvPPA difficulties on naming tasks may manifest through phonemic paraphasias (Rohrer et al. 2010). However, articulation distortions are usually due to
apraxia of speech (AOS) (Croot et al. 2012).
Word-finding difficulties3 may be also observed in a selective form, affecting only some word classes. In nfvPPA verb naming is more affected, while in
lvPPA noun-naming deficits are more pronounced (Hillis et al. 2004). Predominant word-finding in spontaneous speech are identified in lvPPA individuals (Gorno-Tempini et al. 2011).
Our study aimed at comparing the frequency of specific error types on confrontation naming in Polish-speaking patients with lvPPA and nfvPPA. It was
hypothesized that the error profile in lvPPA patients will be compatible with phoExtensive coverage of anomia, both for proper names and common words in aphasia can be
found in a monograph by M. Rutkiewicz-Hanczewska (2016).
2
“Phonological paraphasia resembles a target word, but does not co-create the dictionary resource of a given language. It is created as a result of the substitution of various sounds forming the
finding word, e.g. vanana instead of banana” (Rutkiewicz-Hanczewska 2016, 409).
3
Word-finding is “the process of searching for names, i.e. efficient naming based on the image of the clerk or its definition; [...] extracting names from the mental dictionary, recalling names,
access to the mental dictionary” (Rutkiewicz-Hanczewska 2016, 409).
1
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nological deficits and that due to this deficit those patients will not substantially
benefit from phonemic cues4. Moreover, noun and verb naming was analysed
based on data available from some of the patients.

2. PARTICIPANTS
Twenty-three patients with the clinical diagnosis of primary progressive
aphasia, according to the diagnostic criteria by M. Gorno-Tempini et al. (2011),
established in Memory Clinic at St. Adalbert Hospital, Copernicus PL Ltd. or
Neurology Department of the same hospital between 2007 and 2017, participated
in the study. Twenty patients were examined as outpatients and 3 individuals were
assessed as inpatients. Twelve patients were diagnosed with lvPPA and 11 patients
with nfvPPA. The other language assessment results were previously published
(Sitek et al. 2014b; Sitek et al. 2015a; Sitek et al. 2015b; Sitek et al. 2015c). Also,
the analysis of anomia severity, but not its profile, with reference to other aspects
of language function were described by Kluj-Kozłowska et al. (in press).
In all patients the results from the first available language assessment were
analysed. If the diagnostic process was initiated very early in the disease course
(before 2 years elapsed from the symptom onset), the initial diagnosis was confirmed in further clinical follow-up. As the set of neuroimaging techniques and
genetic testing was not consistent in the whole patient group, it is not presented in
detail here. In most of the patients, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and singlephoton emission computerized tomography (SPECT) were performed. However,
if MRI could not be done due to contraindications, computed tomography (CT)
was used. All patients fulfilled the level I criteria of PPA variant, two individuals
fulfilled level III criteria. As the neuroimaging assessment was not homogenous in
the whole group, the verification of level II criteria is not reported.
In both groups (lvPPA and nfvPPA) there were more women (see: Table 1).
Due to the clinical profile of two syndromes age-matching was not possible.
Among lvPPA patients there were more individuals with cognitive impairment.

3. METHODS
Different methods were used to assess word-finding in this study. In all participants noun naming was assessed. Additionally, in some of the patients verb
naming was also examined.
4
Phonemic cue is defined as a cue containing either the first phoneme or the first syllable of
the word to be found, e.g. in the case of the word helicopter the cue he was the initial syllable. If the
word was short, the first phoneme was used as a cue, e.g. b for the word beaver.
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Table 1. Demographic and clinical characteristics of patients with logopenic (lvPPA) and nonfluent variants (nfvPPA) of primary progressive aphasia
lvPPA
n=12

nfvPPA
n=11

Sex: F / M

8/4

9/2

Age

70±4*

65±9

Time since onset (years)

2.5 (1; 9) **

2 (0.5; 5)

Years of study

12 (9; 13)

13 (10;17)

CDR: normal (0)
mild cognitive impairment (0.5)
mild dementia (1)
moderate dementia (2)

0***
7
3
2

2
4
5
0

* median (±SD); ** Me (min. ; max.); *** number of cases
CDR, Clinical Dementia Rating Scale
Source: own research.

Noun naming was assessed with the use of:
•	Boston Naming Test (BNT) (Kaplan et al. 2001) in 30-item or 15-item
version;
•	naming subtest from Sydney Language Battery (SydBAT) (Savage et al.
2013);
•	noun naming from Psycholinguistic Assessments of Language Processing
in Aphasia (PALPA) (Kay et al. 1996);
•	naming task from Addenbrooke’s Cognitive Examination – Revised (Mioshi
et al. 2006) or Addenbrooke’s Cognitive Examination-III (ACE-III)
(Hsieh et al. 2013);
•	naming common objects or animal figures according to Progressive Aphasia Language Scale procedure (Leyton et al. 2011);
•	a set of 42 line drawings (6 drawings from each of the 7 semantic categories: animals, clothes, tools, body parts, fruit, vegetables, objects);
•	a set of 48 drawings in gray-scale (8 drawings from 6 semantic categories:
fruit, vegetables, furniture, tools, insects, vehicles).
Verb naming was examined with the use of:
•	verb naming from Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination (BDAE)
(Goodglass et al. 2001),
• verb naming from PALPA (Kay et al. 1996).
When it comes to BNT-15 and BNT-30, the improvement following semantic, phonemic and multiple-choice cues was computed as a percentage of correct
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answers following a cue5. Detailed information on the naming tests’ use was presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Comparison of the number of patients with the logopenic (lvPPA) and non-fluent
variants (nfvPPA) of primary progressive aphasia examined with the use of specific naming tasks
lvPPA

nfvPPA

BNT-15

5

6

BNT-30

4

3

Sydbat Naming-30

4

4

ACE-III/ACE-R Naming-12

8

6

BDAE naming

6

7

PALPA naming nouns

2

2

PALPA naming verbs

2

2

Set of line drawings / 40

1

0

Set of gray-scale drawings / 48

1

3

PALS Animal figures naming (10 or 13)

10

6

PALS Common objects naming / 10

9

6

Cambridge Semantic Battery naming

0

1

ACE – R (Addenbrooke’s Cognitive Examination – Revised); ACE – III (Addenbrooke’s Cognitive Examination – III); BDAE (Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination); BNT (Boston Naming
Test); PALPA (Psycholinguistic Assessments of Language Processing in Aphasia); PALS (Progressive Aphasia Language Scale); SydBAT (Sydney Language Battery)
Source: own research.

The following error types were used in the analysis:
1.	Phonemic paraphasias – if in the patient’s utterance there was a distortion
of phoneme (syllable) or its substitution, omission or duplication;
2.	Contamination – if the patient’s utterance contained the elements coming
from two subsequent words;
3.	Neologisms – pseudowords, most often similar to word forms, but created
by the patient and not existing in the Polish language system. When gen5
When the target word was comb, the cue would be “used for fixing hair” (semantic cue was
used when the patient’s answer indicated misperception or the patient said that he/she could not recognize the object). If the answer was erroneous, but the object was correctly recognized, phonemic
cue was given (first phoneme or first syllable). If all of these cues were inefficient, the examinee was
presented with multiple choice e.g. for comb – hair, rake, comb, brush. Distractors could be either
semantic, phonological or visual.
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erating neologisms the patients may evidence limited criticism to naming
impairment;
4.	Verbal paraphasias (lexical) – identified, when the patient – instead of the
target word – provided a different word that belongs to the Polish lexical
system, but it is semantically unrelated to the target word;
5.	Semantic paraphasias – identified if the patient – instead of the target word
– provided a different word, belonging to the Polish lexical system and
semantically related to the target word;
6.	Circumlocutions – identified, if – instead of saying the target word – the
patient described the meaning of the word, e.g. its use or its characteristic
features;
7.	Circumlocutions using paraphasias and jargon (multiword paraphasic error) – identified if the patient tried to describe the meaning of the target
word, using incomprehensible words and phrases, that do not belong to the
Polish language system;
8.	Perceptual errors – naming errors stemming from misperception of the
objects.
Apart from the error types specified above, other erroneous reactions were
observed, such as: no reaction/no attempt of naming the object aloud and demonstration of the object use using pantomime and facial expression. As those answer
types were not consistently rated during the assessment, they were excluded from
further analysis. If the answer produced by the patient contained several error
types, error type that clearly indicated phonological or lexical-semantic deficit
was chosen. Thus, if the circumlocution contained phonemic paraphasia, only
phonemic paraphasia was scored. Error types were independently rated by two
raters (KKK and EJS). If the ratings were inconsistent, the final rating was established by the third rater. The examples of naming errors produced by patients with
lvPPA and nfvPPA are provided in Table 3.

4. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The inter-rater consistency was computed with the use of Cohen’s Kappa
coefficient. Normality of data distribution was tested with the use of the Shapiro–
Wilk W test and homogeneity of variance with the Brown–Forsythe test. The significance of inter-group differences was assessed with the use of either t-Student
or the Mann–Whitney U tests, depending on the data distribution. Significance
level was established at p<0.05.
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Table 3. Examples of naming errors produced by the patients with logopenic (lvPPA) and nonfluent variants (nfvPPA) of primary progressive aphasia
ERROR TYPES

Stimulus

PATIENT RESPONSE*

PPA variant

Phonological errors
phonemic paraphasia

helicopter
(helikopter)

[helikoptur]

lvPPA

phonemic paraphasia

accordion
(akordeon, harmonia)

[harmeni], [harmunia]

lvPPA

phonemic paraphasia

spoon (łyżka)

[łeżka], [łużka]

lvPPA

phonemic paraphasia

rolling pin
(wałek)

[wałtek]

lvPPA

phonemic paraphasia

dragonfly
(ważka)

[rzadka]

lvPPA

phonemic paraphasia

octopus
(ośmiornica)

[osiernica]

lvPPA

contamination

tripod
(statyw, trójnóg)

[trojstoj]

lvPPA

neologism

dandelion
(dmuchawiec)

[pucho]

lvPPA

neologism

racket
(rakieta)

[lotka polotka]

nfvPPA

neologism and germanism

electric drill
(wiertarka)

[bormaszyna, borownik]

nfvPPA

circumlocution using paraphasia and jargon

battery
(bateria)

[do palesu]**

lvPPA

verbal paraphasia

cactus
(kaktus)

chestnut [kasztan]

lvPPA

verbal paraphasia

snail
(ślimak)

bolete (mushroom)
[maślak]*

lvPPA

semantic paraphasia

penguin
(pingwin)

birdie
[ptaszek]

lvPPA

semantic paraphasia

dinosaur
(dinozaur)

lizard
[jaszczurka]

nfvPPA

semantic paraphasia

muzzle
(kaganiec)

(dog) collar
[obroża]

nfvPPA

semantic paraphasia

sphinx
(sfinks)

Poseidon
[Posejdon]

nfvPPA

Lexical and semantic errors
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Table 3. Continued
Circumlocutions
circumlocution

secateurs
(sekator)

a man has to come and
do something
[jakiś facet musi przyjść
i coś zrobić]

lvPPA

circumlocution

tie
(krawat)

around and this
masculine one
[dookoła i ten taki
męski]

lvPPA

saw
(piła)

This is to cut, cutting,
you take it in your
hand, I don’t know its
name, I don’t use it,
my husband or son did
something at it
[To się przecina, tnie się,
w rękę to się bierze, nie
wiem, jak to się
nazywa, tym ja nic nie
robię, to mąż przy tym,
czy syn coś robił]

lvPPA

circumlocution

pineapple
(ananas)

This can be also eaten,
it is delicious, I can
cut it around and eat
and I don’t remember
how much; it has to be
washed thoroughly
and then it, then eat
and so on
[Też się je, smaczne jest,
umiem obkroić wkoło i
zjeść i też nie pamiętam
ile; trzeba dużo
sobie umyć i dopiero
wtedy tego, i potem jeść
i tak dalej]

lvPPA

circumlocution

palette
(paleta)

grandchildren paint it
[wnuki malują to]

nfvPPA

circumlocution

sphinx
(sfinks)

Roman this Apollo, no
[rzymski ten Apollo, nie]

nfvPPA

circumlocution

* only circumlocutions, verbal and semantic paraphasias were translated to English, other
responses were provided only in Polish
** ambiguous errors
Source: own research.
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5. RESULTS
Inter-rater agreement Cohen’s Kappa coefficient was 0.98. Due to marked
heterogeneity in numbers of distinct naming errors in comparison to the sum of
errors for the purposes of the statistical analysis the errors were grouped to obtain
4 error types: phonological (phonemic paraphasias, contaminations, neologisms),
lexical-semantic errors (semantic and verbal paraphasias), circumlocutions and
perceptual errors.
5.1. Comparison of the error types in patients with lvPPA and nfvPPA
When it comes to the defined error categories there were statistically significant differences in the distribution of lexical-semantic errors. Predominant
problems were noted in the individuals with lvPPA (see Figure 1). There were no
statistically significant inter-group differences in phonological, perceptual errors
and circumlocutions. However, the maximum percentage of phonological and
perceptual errors noted in patients with lvPPA was higher.

Figure 1. The comparison of error distribution in lvPPA and nfvPPA (point-median, box-percentiles, whiskers – the range of scores excluding the outliers)
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The efficiency of phonemic cues was higher in nfvPPA than in lvPPA (see
Figure 2). Phonemic cues triggered neologisms only in some individuals with
lvPPA. In none of the patients with nfvPPA there were neologisms in response to
phonemic cues. However, among individuals with logopenic variant, those reactions were frequent (see Figure 3).

Figure 2. The responsiveness to phonemic cues in lvPPA and nfvPPA

5.2. Comparative analysis of word-finding: nouns from different semantic categories
Analysis of naming profile based on object naming and animal naming from
Progressive Aphasia Language Scale (PALS) in 14 patients with PPA (9 with lvPPA and 5 with nfvPPA) showed their marked heterogeneity (see Figure 4). Most
commonly the results obtained in both tasks differed by 1–3 points (in 10 patients)
or the results on both tasks were the same (in 2 patients). However, in two patients
greater difference was observed (4–5 points). Of note, in both cases the patient
scored higher on naming objects than on naming animal figurines.
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Figure 3. Number of neologisms in response to phonemic cues in lvPPA and nfvPPA –
raw scores

5.3. Comparative analysis of noun and verb naming
As verb naming was assessed only in 13 patients (tasks from BDAE were
conducted in 10 patients, task from PALPA in 2 patients ad both tasks in 1 patients), the results are provided as the percentage of correct responses. In 4 out of
7 patients with nfvPPA, in 57% of cases, the result profile was typical for nfvPPA,
in 2 cases ceiling effect was noted (maximum scores on both tasks) and only in
1 person the result profile was atypical, higher scores in verb naming. In 4 out of
6 patients with lvPPA, 66% of those cases, the result profile was typical for this
variant, verb naming score was higher than noun naming score. In 1 individual,
both scores were the same and in 1 person noun naming score was higher. The
comparison of noun and verb naming in lvPPA and nfvPPA is provided in Table 4.
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Figure 4. Naming profiles in lvPPA
Table 4. Percentage comparison of noun and verb naming in non-fluent (nfvPPA) and logopenic variants (lvPPA) of primary progressive aphasia and assessment of the presence typical naming
profile for a given PPA variant (better noun naming in nfvPPA and verb naming in lvPPA)

nfvPPA patients

lvPPA patients

Case

Sex and age

Age at symptom onset

Verbs vs nouns (% correct)

1

woman, aged 64

59 (?)

0% vs 66% (verbs < nouns)

2

man, aged 65

62

66% vs 100% (verbs < nouns)

3

woman, aged 60

59 (?)

100% vs. 83%

4

woman, aged 81

79

50% vs 66% (verbs < nouns)

5

woman, aged 75

70

100% vs 100%

6

woman, aged 56

55

75% vs 92% (verbs < nouns)

7

woman, aged 74

71

100% vs 92%

8

woman, aged 60

58

86% vs 67%

1

woman, aged 68

64

66% vs 0% (verbs > nouns)

2

man, aged 72

69

33% vs 33%

3

woman, aged 76

74

83% vs 50% (verbs > nouns)

4

man, aged 68

66

83% vs 66% (verbs > nouns)

5

man, aged 68

59

42% vs 16% (verbs > nouns)

6

woman, aged 63

62 (?)

72% vs. 76%

(?) probably the real duration of the disease is longer, incomplete information from the
interview
Source: own research.

at a similar level as confrontation naming

ineffective
more impaired than confrontational naming
due to comprehension deficits

phonemic cues

responsive naming

Source: own description.

written confrontation naming

usually very effective

rare

perseverations

usually at a similar level as oral word-finding; in some patients with apraxia of speech at the beginning of the disease
usually more impaired than oral word-finding
it may be easier to write down the word than to pronounce
it

frequent, at an advanced stage of the disease, when echolalia is present; dissociation between word and meaning

very rare

secondary to apraxia of speech

perceptual errors

secondary to phonological deficit

phonemic paraphasias

in patients with apraxia of speech missing or atypical pattern of accentuation
short

well preserved

word accent

in patients with apraxia of speech have been disturbed from
the beginning

long (with paragramatism)

initially preserved

speech fluency

more impaired than noun naming (as in a typical non-fluent
aphasia)

moderately frequent due to impaired visuospatial functions

better preserved than noun naming

word-finding: verbs (in spontaneous
speech and naming tests)

slightly reduced, or even initially preserved

circumlocutions

severely disturbed (as in a typical fluent
aphasia)

word-finding: nouns (in spontaneous
speech and naming tests)

preserved for a very long time

rare

very often
usually significantly reduced

naming errors

awareness of deficits

nfvPPA

lvPPA

Table 5. Summary of characteristic features of word-finding deficits in lvPPA and nfvPPA
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6. DISCUSSION
In this study we compared word-finding difficulties in non-fluent and logopenic variants of PPA. As a result of comparative analysis it was evidenced that lexical-semantic errors occur more often in lvPPA. Studies conducted in English also
show that semantic and verbal paraphasias are more frequent in lvPPA (Cerami,
Cappa 2016). In nfvPPA naming errors are less frequent than in lvPPA. However,
phonemic errors may predominate (Mack et al. 2013), that are most often attributed to speech apraxia (Croot et al. 2012). Phonemic errors may occur in both
nfvPPA and lvPPA (Gorno-Tempini et al. 2011; Cerami, Cappa 2016). However,
in lvPPA those errors are associated with phonological processing deficits. The
patients have difficulties in connecting phonemes in strings and creating a phonological word representation (Mack et al. 2013). At the disease onset, the sentence
repetition is affected, as it engages a phonological loop (as a subsystem of working memory). However, at more advanced disease stages, these problems appear
when long words are concerned. In contrast, individuals with nfvPPA, in whom
naming deficit is due to phonological coding impairment, demonstrate problems
at the stage of transforming these representations into articulatory patterns. Thus,
they frequently make few attempts to pronounce the word (Mack et al. 2013).
While naming errors, known as phonemic paraphasias, are present in both PPA
variants, their patomechanism is different (Croot et al. 2012).
According to the literature in English, circumlocutions are also frequent in
lvPPA (Budd et al. 2010). In our study, circumlocutions did not differentiate between patients with lvPPA and nfvPPA. However, circumlocutions observed in
both PPA variants were qualitatively distinct (see Table 5). Moreover, perceptual
errors were more frequently observed in lvPPA, albeit this difference was not
statistically significant.
Both patients with lvPPA and nfvPPA demonstrate phonological deficis (Henry et al. 2012). Phonemic cues are effective in word-finding facilitation mainly in
nfvPPA (Mack et al. 2013). In our study, patients with lvPPA produced neologisms in response to phonemic cues, while this phemonon was not observed in
any of the patients with nfvPPA. It is assumed that these problems evidence deficits in phonological and not lexical processing (Croot et al. 2012). Phonemic cues
are ineffective not only in lvPPA but also in svPPA, where semantic deficits are
accompanied by preserved phonological abilities. Patients with svPPA in response
to phonemic cueing may provide random words (Sitek et al., in press), e.g. the cue
“ca”, when asked to name “camel” may trigger the answer “cabbage”.
In our study, better verb naming was observed in lvPPA. This is consistent
with the literature in English which showed less impaired object naming in nfvPPA (Hillis et al. 2004; Thompson et al. 2012). In narrative speech, more pauses
and hesitation preceding nouns are observed in patients with lvPPA.
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In nfvPPA similar problems concern verbs (Mack et al. 2015). The analysis of
narrative speech showed higher percentage of nouns in phrases produced by the
patients with nfvPPA than by the patients with lvPPA (Sitek et al. 2015a). Even
before lvPPA was defined as a separate variant of PPA, greater difficulty in noun
naming was seen in patients with fluent PPA than in non-fluent PPA (Hillis et al.
2004), which is in accordance with the pattern observed in patients with aphasia
due to vascular aetiology.
The comparison of naming error types in patients with PPA and stroke-induced aphasia showed that error type is more dependent on the lesion location
than its aetiology (Budd et al. 2010). Moreover, the pattern of anomia, e.g. difficulties with verb naming is also associated more closely with lesion location than
its aetiology, as the patients with nfvPPA have similar impairment to patients with
Broca’s aphasia (Thompson et al. 2012). The severity of noun naming impairment
is associated not only with the typical for svPPA left temporal pole atrophy but
also with the left-sided atrophy in middle and posterior-inferior temporal gyrus,
while the verb naming deficit is related to the atrophy within left parietal lobe
(Race et al. 2013). In a study focusing on the relationship of cortical atrophy to
naming and word comprehension deficits in 3 variants of PPA, it was demonstrated that lexical-semantic processes are mediated by the lateral surface of the temporal cortex, semantic representation engages both temporal poles and the lexical
retrieval is associated with the left posterior temporal cortex. The integration of
lexical-semantic processes requires the involvement of the area that lies between
the aforementioned regions or the integrality of the white matter tracts linking the
anterior and posterior part of the temporal lobe, which remains to be confirmed
by tractography (Migliaccio et al. 2016). In our study, lexical-semantic paraphasias were more frequent in lvPPA than in nfvPPA. The atrophy profile typical for
lvPPA incorporates indeed posterior part of the temporal lobe, which is engaged
in lexical processing.
Category-specific naming disorder has been previously described mainly in
svPPA and occasionally in nfvPPA (Reilly et al. 2011). The analysis of naming
profiles on naming animal figurines and objects in our study suggests that the
severity of the naming impairment may differ when distinct categories are concerned. Thus, the naming assessment in PPA requires the use of different stimuli,
belonging to different semantic categories, preferably including living and nonliving ones.
Our study had some limitations. We compared small groups of patients,
which did not enable us to match them in terms of education level or time since
symptom onset to the first assessment. As svPPA is particularly rare, we could not
gather a subgroup with this variant. However, the profile of semantic impairment
and neuroradiological changes in svPPA is very specific and the differentiation of
nfvPPA from lvPPA is the most challenging in the clinic (Harciarek et al. 2014).
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This underlines the practical implications of our results. As time of making diagnosis was variable, as was the severity of language impairment, the methodology of naming assessment was heterogenous. Verb naming was not tested in all
participants. Also, we did not have audio recordings from each assessment that
would enable the assessment of difficulties due to apraxia of speech. Moreover,
the use of different stimuli for naming could potentially affect the frequency of
phonological errors, that may depend on the length and complexity of the word
(Petroi et al. 2014). It was also shown that reading pseudowords is more sensitive to phonological impairment than confrontation naming (Petroi et al. 2014),
so our material could have been insufficient to demonstrate the predominance of
phonological errors in lvPPA.The current analysis did not concern word-finding
during narrative speech. Spontaneous speech samples from selected patients with
nfvPPA and lvPPA were analysed in a previous paper (Sitek et al. 2015b). It was
shown that the qualitative observation of short narrative speech sample is insufficient to correctly recognize PPA variant. Due to small sample size the analysis
of subtypes of phonological errors was not feasible. In a study conducted with
English-speaking patients in lvPPA, substitutions and omissions were predominant, while transposition were least frequent (Petroi et al. 2014). In this study, not
only paraphasias on naming were included but also reading and repetition errors,
which yielded more errors to analyse.
The summary of characteristic features of word-finding deficits in lvPPA and
nfvPPA, based on the literature, current study and the authors’ clinical practice, is
presented in Table 5.

7. CONCLUSIONS
Qualitative analysis of naming errors in PPA patients showed the predominance of lexical-semantic errors in lvPPA. Also, in lvPPA phonemic cues lead to
neologism production. This type of reaction did not appear in any of the patients
with nfvPPA. Thus, neologism generation in response to phonemic cueing may
be a specific marker of phonological deficit in lvPPA. Both, qualitative analysis
of naming errors and the analysis of responsiveness to phonemic cueing may be
useful in the differentiation of lvPPA and nfvPPA.
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SUMMARY
Currently, stuttering studies focused on central nervous system pathology are one of those
which develop most dynamically. Stutterers display various disorders within the anatomy of centres
which control realization and abnormal lateralization of language functions, as well as functional
disorders. Abundant research has proved that stutterers display disturbed functional brain asymmetry. The left hemisphere speech representation in a stutterer’s brain is marked less clearly than
in the case of fluent speakers. Speech fluency comes from realizing the motor plan, which is abnormally synchronised in a stutterer’s brain. Similarly, stuttering people display incorrect cooperation
between the language program and its motor performance. Dysfunctions are observed not only in
the expressive speech areas, but also in the hearing centres, whose proper functioning is vital for
normal course of speech. Research has showed the disturbed auditory feedback control of speech
among stutterers, which is thought to be caused by anatomical and functional abnormalities within
the brain hearing area. Results of studies concerning stutterers’ brain structure and functioning point
to numerous abnormalities observed in the whole functional system of speech. Importantly, these
functional differences occur among stutterers during actual speech and even when speaking is only
visualized in the stutterer’s mind.
Key words: stuttering, brain, disturbances of the brain

Research on stuttering which is focused on nervous system pathology is currently one of the most dynamically developing. The key areas of investigation include differences in brain structure and functioning (particularly those parts which
are responsible for speech), synapses and brain dominance as well as anomalies at
the level of neurotransmitters. Research of this type came with the development
of modern diagnostic methods. Initially, examination was performed with EEG,
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then with computed tomography (CT and PET) and magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI and fMRI).
People with stuttering (PWS) display various types of anatomies of brain areas controlling language functions, as well as functional disorders and abnormal
lateralization of language functions. The research proved abnormal anatomy of
cortical speech areas (Braun et al. 1997). Brain examination pointed to pathological patterns of brain area activation. When an ordinary speaker speaks, areas within their left brain hemisphere get activated. However, in the case of PWS, higher
level of activity is observed in the right hemisphere (De Nil et al. 2000). Abnormal
work of particular cortical and subcortical language areas are also observed (Heitmann et al. 2004). It has been identified that the cortical area activated, particularly hearing areas and motor areas which control lip and laryngeal movements, is
larger among fluent speakers than among the disfluent ones (Foundas et al. 2004;
Jäncke et al. 2003; 2004).

1. LATERALIZATION OF LINGUISTIC FUNCTIONS
IN PWS’ BRAIN
People display individual differences in the way language functions are organised in their brain. They differ with regard to both size of particular brain areas
which are responsible for communication processes (structural differences), and
the engagement of both hemispheres (asymmetry). In the case of most right-handed people and more than half of the left-handed, the left hemisphere is dominant
in speaking. However, it is now common knowledge that the right hemisphere
is also involved in performing linguistic tasks. In order to ensure proper course
of speech, fundamental functions should be developed properly, individual areas
should cooperate with one another to make a unified functional system, the left
hemisphere needs to dominate and processes performed within both hemispheres
should be integrated (Martin et al. 2004).
Numerous studies prove that the left-hemispheric speech representation of
PWS is not so clearly marked as it is among fluent speakers. One of the first studies to confirm this thesis was related to binaural hearing. The study was performed
among 20 PWS and 20 fluent speakers with the dominant right ear. It was assumed
that right ear is the preferred one for the right-handed, which implies dominance
of the left hemisphere for speech sound processing. This was confirmed for 75%
of the control group and only 45% of the PWS (Curry, Gregory, 1969). These results have been confirmed many times and taken as the evidence of relatively less
developed hemispheric dominance among PWS (Ingham 2001).
Also, certain anatomic differences have been identified to indicate reduced or
reverse asymmetry and are regarded as markers of atypical brain lateralization in
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PWS. In their research, Jäncke et al. (2003) used magnetic resonance to compare
the total volume of brain hemispheres and the size of prefrontal areas as well as to
compare prefrontal areas of both hemispheres in PWS and the control group. The
size of hemispheres and the total volume of the brain were not different. However,
while fluent speakers were identified to have a larger prefrontal area in the left
hemisphere, adult PWS did not display such asymmetry. Severity of speech disfluency was not linked with individual anatomical configurations.
The model of brain dominance in PWS was also examined by testing PWS’
skills and fitness. The patients were asked to perform various lateralization-related
tests. It has been concluded that PWS’ motor competence is lower for both the dominant and non-dominant hand (Loukas et al. 2007; Subramanian, Yairi 2006). In the
research conducted by Saltuklaroglua et al. (2009), PWS were asked to speak and
draw simultaneously. Statistically significant differences were observed with regard
to performing the motor task, both when PWS were drawing and speaking at once,
and when they were only drawing. Such a correlation was missing in the control
group. PWS display weaker coordination and precision as well as delayed motor
planning when two tasks are being performed simultaneously. In the authors’ view,
all the difficulties observed result from limited brain dominance.

2. THE FUNCTIONING OF AREAS RESPONSIBLE
FOR SPEECH EXPRESSION IN PWS
2.1. Broca’s area
Broca’s area is located in the lower part of the frontal lobe, which stands for
area 44 and 45 according to Brodmann’s classification, and is responsible for controlling speech production and movements of articulatory muscles. It is a program
of a kind which instructs the motor cortex as to how to manage the articulatory
and phonatory system.
PWS display anatomical and functional disorders within the Broca’s area.
Foundas et al. (2001) concluded that there are numerous differences between
many adult PWS with regard to how brain folds are configurated within this area
and whether there occur any extra folds. Cykowski (2008) observed a slightly
higher number of folds in the right Broca’s area than in the left one. Beal et al.
(2015) identified considerable differences in the structure and development of
grey matter. Underdevelopment of the left part of Broca’s area results in its insufficient activity, which has twofold consequences. Firstly, it causes too strong
activation of the right part (Sommer et al. 2002). It should be noted that in fluent
speakers speaking is always connected with activation of the left part of Broca’s area. The right part becomes involved when one tries to stop the process of
speaking. Increased activity of the right part of Broca’s area was also observed in
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attempts to stop the motor activity of the hand (Aron et al. 2003). This means that
increased activity of Broca’s area in the right hemisphere leads to stopping and
inhibiting the process of speaking.
The other consequence of limited activity of Broca’s area in PWS’ left hemisphere is premature activation of left premotor cortex and primary motor cortex.
Motor cortex activates before Broca’s area sends instructions as to how to direct
the articulatory system (Salmelin et al. 2000).
Moreover, it has been concluded that in the case of PWS, neurocommunication between the left part of Broca’s area and the sensomotor area, which stores
the representation of face and lips, is ineffective due to insufficient thickness of
white matter (Jäncke et al. 2004; Sommer et al. 2002). Therefore, transmission of
the code to motor areas by abnormally developed Broca’s area is further delayed
by reduction of white matter.
By observing how healthy people’s brains work it has been concluded that
stress causes dysfunction within the Broca’s area. Individuals experienced it as
impaired speech fluency which they observe in strong emotional tension. If the
area does not function properly, stress suffered by a PWS will worsen the situation
even further (Alm, Risberg 2007).
To sum up, it can be concluded that speech fluency is possible thanks to following a motor plan. However, in the case of PWS, it is synchronised improperly
and cooperation between the linguistic plan and its motor performance is faulty
(Bosshardt 2006).
2.2. Premotor area and supplementary motor area
In area 6, according to Brodmann’s categorisation, there are two motor areas
of associative type. The bottom part of area 6 includes a premotor area (PMA),
while the upper part includes a supplementary motor area (SMA).
The premotor area is a place where models of motor activities are coded and
advanced forms of speech transmission are coded. Exposing the area to electric
shock results in a speech block (Duffau et al. 2003).
When fluent speakers speak, the premotor area and the Broca’s area are activated simultaneously. In the case of PWS, premature activation of the premotor
area is observed (Salmelin et al. 2000). Presumably, it is a way of compensating
for the too late activation of the Broca’s area. As a result, the motor cortex is
activated in an unconcentrated way instead of selectively activating the representation of face muscles. Moreover, reduced connectivity between the Broca’s area,
premotor cortex and primary motor cortex has been observed (Joos et al. 2014;
Kronfeld-Duenias et al. 2016).
Based on information sent from prefrontal and premotor area, a command to
perform movement is created in the supplementary motor area and then sent to
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the primary motor cortex. Damaging this area leads to difficulties with starting an
utterance, voice modulation and temporary course of the utterance.
Supplementary motor area (SMA) of PWS does not work properly in either
left or right brain hemisphere. The left SMA is not active enough, while the right
one is hyperactive (Ingham et al. 2000). Neuropsychological examination confirmed that this disfunction of SMA is observed in PWS (Forster, Webster 2001).
This hypothesis was also proven in research which made use of PET (Ingham
et al. 2000). Hyperactivity of the right SMA probably results from the malfunctioning Broca’s area being unable to stop it. Examination of patients with aphasia
done with fMRI proved that left SMA damage results in hyperactivity of this
area in the right hemisphere, and, consequently, serious problems with articulation
(Martin et al. 2004; Naeser et al. 2004).
2.3. Other structures
The extrapyramidal system is a set of subcortical and cortical areas which
perform numerous functions. It participates in all motor activities and can stimulate or hinder them. It also helps regulate muscle tension, controls the range, pace
and precision of intentional movements as well as participates in movement automatization and developing motor habits (including spontaneous speech). The
extrapyramidal system consists of cortical areas (mainly areas 6 and 4) as well as
such subcortical nuclei as: basal ganglia (caudate nucleus, putamen, globus pallidus, amygdala), thalamic nuclei (ventral anterior nuclei, ventral lateral nuclei,
dorsal–medial nucleus), subthalamic nucleus, mesencephalic nuclei (red nucleus,
substantia nigra). Numerous neurotransmitters: dopamine, acetylcholine, serotonin and gamma-Aminobutyric acid (GABA) play an important role in the functioning of the extrapyramidal system (Alm 2005).
The role of subcortical nuclei in developing stuttering was first identified in
patients whose stuttering came as a result of damage of these structures (Tani,
Sakai 2011). It has been proven that putamen and caudate nucleus in the left hemisphere are less active. It should be noted that while the left caudate nucleus is directly linked to the Broca’s area, the right one is not (Alm 2004). It has also been
concluded that electric stimulation on the left subthalamic nucleus led to difficulties in articulation, whereas electric stimulation of the right one had no effect on
speech (Santens et al. 2003). The diagnosed hyperactivity within substantia nigra
and red nucleus was an additional evidence of the role of dopamine in stuttering
(Watkins 2008). Treating fluent speakers with a medicine known as theophylline
results in some of them becoming disfluent. Although this side effect is rather
rare, it offers interesting hints as to the mechanism of stuttering. Theophylline
improves dopamine transmission by blocking adenosine and GABA receptors,
which is similar to what PWS are characterised by, i.e. excessive dopamine level
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(Movsessian 2005). Some research indicates that dopamine level in PWS is even
three times as high as it is in fluent speakers. Significant improvement of speech
fluency observed after a patient has taken medicines which block dopamine receptors is the evidence of how dopamine level affects stuttering (Stager et al. 2005).
The fact that PWS find it difficult to learn automatic motor skills is an indirect proof that subcortical nuclei perform certain function in developing speech
disfluency. When compared to fluent speakers, they differ with regard to not only
amplitude and duration of movement, but also to acquiring habitual motor skills
in terms of speed, stability and strength (Namasivayam et al. 2008). However,
use of external help (the rhythm of a metronome, choral speaking) helps improve
speech fluency. According to one of the hypotheses, it is so because external support helps to replace the faulty cortical-nuclear nervous road with the corticalcerebellar one (Alm 2004).
Apart from the main areas responsible for speech which have been discussed above, there are also supplementary areas which may also function improperly in PWS.
The arcuate fasciculus is a bundle of association fibres which connect Wernicke’s and Brock’s areas. By containing fast transmitting association fibres, it
enables quick combination of the perceptive and expressive elements of speech.
Foundas et al. (2001) discovered atypical anatomical features of this structure
in a fMRI examination, which, as anomaly, have been confirmed in research by
Büchell et al. (2004), Cieslak et al. (2015), and Sommer et al. (2002).
Wernicke was the first to point to the role played by the insula in speech
mechanisms. Insula cooperates with motor areas in programming activities of
speech organ muscles and in producing words in the correct time sequence. Insula
damage results in difficulties in speech expression and appropriate pronunciation
of phonemic sequences (Dronkers et al. 2007). Patients who display impairment
of this structure are aware of the mistakes they make and try to correct them by
repeating the words pronounced several times. When compared to fluent speakers,
PWS display hyperactivity of insula (Ingham 2001; Watkins 2008).

3. FUNCTIONING OF AUDITORY SPEECH AREAS IN PWS
Natural course of speech is conditioned by properly working auditory areas. While speech is being produced, the speaker’s auditory feedback controls
the process, and, consequently, speech sounds produced are understandable for
other people.
It is scientifically proven that PWS’ auditory feedback control of speech is
disordered and anatomical and functional abnormalities within the auditory area
are believed to be one of the causes (Jäncke et al. 2003; Lincoln et al. 2006). The
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auditory area is larger in the left hemisphere of fluent speakers, unlike in the case
of PWS. PWS display either symmetry of auditory areas in both hemispheres or
atypically larger area in the right hemisphere (Jäncke et al. 2004; Foundas et al.
2003). As observed in an fMRI examination, there is also both-side deactivation
of the associative auditory area while speaking (Fox 2000).
As a result, a PWS experiences difficulties in sound processing of his/her
own speech, which disturbs the process of speaking as such. However, use of
methods which change perception of one’s own speech (delayed auditory feedback, white noise masking, the shadow method, synchronised speaking) improves
PWS’ speech fluency considerably (Howell et al. 2006; Howell 2007). Before
neuroimaging techniques were applied, choral speaking had been believed to be
able to change the model of brain processes during speaking. However, the welldeveloped neuroimaging techniques have proved that there are quite significant
differences in brain activation models between PWS and fluent speakers. One of
the key pieces of evidence is related to differences in brain activation during solo
and choral speaking, and comes from a research done by Ingham (2001). He used
an fMRI to examine 10 PWS and 10 members of the control group while they
were reading a text on their own and then chorally (the patient would hear the text
read in headphones and read it on his/her own at the same time). PWS display an
outstanding activity of the right hemisphere within the area 6 of Brodmann’s classification, which includes a supplementary motor area and a premotor area. When
compared to the control group, there also exist differences with regard to auditory
areas, insula and cerebellum. However, Wernicke’s area is worth mentioning here
as it was relatively passive in PWS. A similar effect is observed in primary auditory cortex, particularly in the right hemisphere. Choral speaking significantly
changed the model of brain activation in PWS by reducing the hyperactivity of
insula, premotor cortex and supplementary motor cortex in the right hemisphere.
Still, cerebellum remained relatively active. Activity of the inactive Wernicke’s
area during choral speaking is similar to the one displayed by the control group,
which leads to the fact that during solo speech, the inactive auditory area makes
a PWS unable to monitor and control his/her speaking properly. Furthermore, it
has also been proved that there is no difference in brain activity when a patient
is not speaking, and differences are evident even when patients are asked only to
imagine they are talking to someone.
It has been proved that, although PWS’ language skills are normal, the brain
processes which use of language skills is based on, are atypical for the majority
of population (Weber-Fox, Hampton 2008). Some PWS display changes related
to information (also the auditory one) processing, particularly with regard to
complex sentences (Bosshardt 2006). Auditory processing deficit often results
in disorders related to more advanced auditory and linguistic processes. Exam-
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ining such auditory endogenous potentials as wave P300, N400 and P600, or
MMN are a useful way to identify the mechanisms and pathologies of central
auditory processes.
The P300 wave reflects reaction to the new and represents the complex neural
processes which are responsible for identifying and distinguishing new stimuli. PWS and the control group did not differ in terms of wave P300 parametres
(Furquim de Andrade et al. 2007). In their research, Morgan et al. (1997) noticed
that the P300 wave in the right hemisphere of PWS displayed a higher amplitude.
Furthermore, it has been observed that increase in P300 wave amplitude and decrease in its latency are a consequence of increase in speech fluency among PWS
(Andrade et al. 2008). While the N400 wave, which is responsible for semantic
processing, is similar both in PWS and fluent speakers, the P600 wave, which
controls syntactic processing, is different in PWS (Usler, Weber-Fox 2015). Also,
it has been proved that the amplitude of MMN wave (Jansson-Verkasalo et al.
2014) and the N1 wave (Wieland et al. 2015) during speech planning is lower
among PWS.
The research results related to PWS’ brain structure and functioning presented above point to numerous abnormalities which concern the functional
speech system as a whole. It should be noted that functional differences become
evident when PWS speak or even imagine themselves speaking. Although it is
still debatable whether anatomical and morphological differences in brain structure are the cause or the result of stuttering, research conducted among children
offers solid evidence that neurological differences occur even in early stages of
speech disfluency.
Research conducted among 3- to 9-year-old stuttering children and their fluent peers have proved that stuttering children display weaker connectivity in neuron areas which are responsible for movement management. This may influence
the process of speech planning and skilful managing speech-related motor activity
(Chang, Zhu 2013). The researchers were observing fourteen right-handed stuttering boys aged 8–13 and identified that, compared to the control group, they
displayed limited volume of caudate nucleus as well as atypical left asymmetry.
These abnormalities may cause problems with motor automation of speech (Foundas et al. 2013). Results of research conducted among stuttering children aged
6–11 prove that they display diadochokinetic rate deficit, i.e. deficit in the speed
which is supposed to stop a given motor impulse and replace it with its opposite.
This results in little efficiency of motor control during speech production and articulation (Malek et al. 2013). Measuring the thickness of gray and white matter
(VBM – voxel-based morphometry) among eleven children with stuttering and
eleven fluent ones led to a conclusion that children with stuttering display lower
volume of gray matter within the lateral part of the frontal lobe, in the left puta-
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men and in both sides of corpus callosum, whereas the thickness of gray matter is
higher in the right Rolandic fissure and in temporal operculum (Beal et al. 2013).
When compared to fluently speaking peers, children with stuttering also display
atypical asymmetry of the frontal and parietal-occipital lobes (Mock et al. 2012).
Analysis of the literature indicates that future research on PWS’ brain will
follow several strands. Firstly, comparisons will be made not only between PWS
and fluent speakers, but also between PWS in moments of fluent and disfluent
speaking (Belyk et al. 2015).
Secondly, we are observing an increasing number of studies on the influence
of traditional speech fluency therapies on changes in brain functioning (Ingham et
al. 2013; Toyomura et al. 2015).
Finally, further research will test effectiveness of different therapies which
change PWS’ brain functioning (Neef et al. 2015).
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Speech Dysfluency in Intellectually
Disabled Persons
SUMMARY
The article examines the question, rarely discussed in literature, of speech dysfluencies in
intellectually disabled persons. The description and diagnostic interpretation of the occurrence
of the speech dysfluency phenomenon in the intellectually disabled is highly significant from the
standpoint of logopedic theory and practice. The present article is a report on the results of tests in
a 34-person group, whose goal was first of all to answer the following questions: 1) What is the
percentage of persons with pathological speech dysfluencies among intellectually disabled teenagers
and adults? 2) Which symptoms of pathological dysfluency occur most often in the intellectually
disabled? 3) In the tested subjects, do other accompanying symptoms occur with dysfluency, which
enable diagnosing speech disorder entities and programming diverse therapies? The authors also
discuss the question of the relationship between sex plus the degree of intellectual disability, and the
intensity and type of dysfluencies.
Key words: speech dysfluency, intellectual disability, stuttering, cluttering, oligophasia

INTRODUCTION
Most scholars, in their descriptions of speech disorders found in intellectually disabled persons, point to the frequent occurrence of speech dysfluencies.
However, precise data on the phenomenon are not yet available, while the few
studies that there are show very large discrepancies in the statistics and in the description of the character of dysfluencies found in this group. In the contemporary
sense of the term, intellectual disability (mental retardation) is “characterized by
significant limitations both in intellectual functioning and in adaptive behavior as
expressed in daily social and practical adaptive skills and by the fact that these
impairments originate before 18 years of age” (Schalock et al. 2010, cited after:
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Żyta 2014). The etiology of intellectual disability is known to involve various
factors which also cause diverse somatic disorders: genetic, pre- and perinatal
factors, injury and neurological diseases, etc. That is why the manifestations of
speech disorders found in intellectually disabled persons are described as part of
different classification entities. This also applies to speech dysfluency. It should be
also observed that different classifications of dysfluency symptoms in intellectual
disability are also not only due to its different etiology but also to diverse ways
of understanding speech fluency and dysfluency, adopted by individual authors.
Z.M. Kurkowski regards M.N. Hedge’s definition as the best: according to
the latter a fluent utterance is one without disruptions, prolongations or breaks
(Hedge 1978, cited after: Kurkowski 2003, 5). Referring to the terms in speech
physiology, he also cites M.R. Adams’ definition, according to whom a fluent
utterance starts immediately and easily and is characterized from beginning to
end by the coordination of respiration, phonation and the movements of articulators because the speaker passes from sound to sound, from syllable to syllable in
a continuous, forward-flowing way (Adams 1982, cited after: Kurkowski 2003, 5).
Z. Tarkowski and A. Grzybowska, on the other hand, regard as the condition for
“speech fluency” the “synchronization of three levels of utterance organization:
the content, linguistic form and phonic substance” (Grzybowska, Tarkowski 1987,
865). Consequently, they distinguish three types of fluency, responsible for free
transition from one utterance element to the next: “semantic fluency” associated
with the transition to the next information, “syntactic fluency” – with the transition between successive syntactic structures, and “physiological fluency”, or the
correct respiratory-phonatory-articulatory coordination enabling transition to the
next sound. T. Woźniak proposes the definition of speech fluency that takes phonetic, neurobiological, and logopedic research into consideration and explains the
term as follows:
We should call speech fluency the problem-free construction of a phonic sequence comprehensible to the hearer. Fluency consists in the continuity of realization of successive speech
sounds that are found within regularly recurring rhythmic groups (phrases), lasting about
2–3 seconds, almost identically ordered in prosodic terms. A phrase can be filled with a different number of sounds (syllables), depending on the rate of speech. Between the phrases
there is a short pause whose duration is not strictly defined. In the case of uninterrupted speech, it should, however, be shorter than two seconds, because it is then of no significant value. (Woźniak 2012, 550)

On the basis of this definition, the author explains the term “speech dysfluency” – it is “a disorder of the articulatory continuity and rhythm of the succession
of phrases”, which is connected with the “interruption in the continuity of phonic
realization of an utterance within successive rhythmic groups, and a disturbance
in the regular temporal succession of these groups (phrases)” (Woźniak 2012,
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551). The author also stresses that speech dysfluency can be defined as normal
or pathological, depending on the kind and intensity of the occurring symptoms.
It should be remembered that complete speech fluency is a rare phenomenon.
Every speaker may produce dysfluent utterances, especially when caused by emotions or stress. The following may then occur: repetitions (of sounds, syllables,
words, or even parts of sentences), drawling, blocks, pauses, embolophrasias, corrections, and too rapid or too slow or unrhythmical speech (Tarkowski 1992, 13).
The terms “speech dysfluency” and “stuttering” are very often regarded as
one concept in literature on the subject. It is necessary to distinguish between
the two: “speech dysfluency” should be treated as a symptom occurring in different speech disorder entities, whereas “stuttering” is a specific speech disorder, in
which speech dysfluency occurs as one of its symptoms (Soboń, Woźniak 2015).
Speech dysfluency in intellectually disabled persons has already been the
subject of separate studies. A survey of foreign publications on the connection
between intellectual disability and stuttering was made by Z. Tarkowski (1987).
He cited the studies by A.N. Chapman and E.B. Cooper, which showed that in
the population of the intellectually disabled, the percentage of stutterers ranged
between 1 and 20%. A. Preus (cited after: Tarkowski 1987) seeks the causes of
this high diversity in the lack of a precise definition of stuttering and in difficulty
with carrying out a correct diagnosis because more characteristic speech disorders
are more conspicuous.
G. Böhme presents three different opinions of scholars who do not agree
about the connection between stuttering and intellectual disability. They maintain
that 1) stuttering may occur more often in the population of the intellectually disabled than in normal persons; 2) both groups do not differ in this respect, 3) the
lower the IQ, the smaller the number of stutterers (Tarkowski 1987, 65). Böhme
himself espouses the last theory. In his view, in the normal population there are
more stutterers with normal intelligence than the stutterers with the lower intellectual level (cf. Böhme 1983, cited after: Lechta 1994, 32). V. Lechta stresses
that studies actually confirm that stuttering occurs more frequently in persons with
mild disability (18.7%) than in those moderately and severely disabled (13.7%),
yet in both groups this percentage is higher than in the population of intellectually normal persons (Lechta 1994, 32). In his article, Lechta (1994) cites the data
concerning the percentage of intellectually disabled children-stutterers: according to various authors, it is 3.7% (M. Sovak), 26% (C.E. Webb and S. Kinde) or
even 30% (M. Atzesber). The research conducted by Lechta himself showed the
occurrence of stuttering in 22.7% of children.
Recent research on the kinds of speech dysfluency in intellectual disability
was presented in a joint article published in 2013 in “The Journal of Communication Disorders” (Coppens-Hofman et al. 2013, 484–494). Starting from the
assumption that speech dysfluency occurs in intellectually disabled persons more
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often than in the general population and that it is usually treated as stuttering, the
authors decided to characterize this type of dysfluency in intellectually disabled
adults, taking the distinction between the symptoms of stuttering and cluttering
into special consideration. This helps, they maintain, to optimize the therapy oriented towards improving the fluency and comprehensibility of utterances. To this
end, spontaneous utterances of 28 adults with mild and moderate intellectual disabilities were analyzed, who were characterized as poorly intelligible by their
caregivers. In 22 subjects (75%), clinically significant dysfluencies were shown.
21% of them were classified as cluttering, 29% – as cluttering-stuttering, and 25%
– as clear cluttering at normal articulatory rate. The typical patterns of stuttering
did not occur in this group at all. In view of these data, the scholars concluded
that in this group of intellectually disabled adults, treatment should be aimed at
eliminating cluttering rather than stuttering symptoms.
Considerations on the subject are also present in Polish literature. Tarkowski
(2003) thinks that in Down patients, the manifested dysfluency is cluttering rather
than other kinds, whereas in others, especially in those mildly intellectually disabled, stuttering is observable: its manifestations appear already from the first
utterances, in this case at ca. three to four years of age, its further development
proceeding in the similar way as in the rest of the population.
T. Woźniak (2015) speaks of the need to distinguish between stuttering and
speech dysfluency found in intellectually disabled persons. Spasticity and logophobia, characteristic of stuttering, usually do not occur in these persons. What is
characteristic of them, however, is articulatory disorders, which are not as a rule
found in intellectually normal stutterers.
In view of the foregoing facts, the description and diagnostic interpretation
of the occurrence of speech dysfluencies in intellectually disabled persons is of
significant importance from the standpoint of logopedic theory and practice. The
present article is a report on the results of testing, whose objective was first of all
to answer the following questions:
1) What is the percentage of persons with pathological speech dysfluencies
among the intellectually young people and adults?
2) What symptoms of pathological dysfluencies appear most often in intellectually disabled persons?
3) Do other accompanying symptoms appear with dysfluencies in the tested
subjects that enable diagnosing speech disorder entities and programming
appropriate treatment?
In the discussion, we will also deal with the question of the relationship between sex and intellectual disability versus the intensity and type of occurring
dysfluencies.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS
34 persons with mild and moderate intellectual disability were tested. The age
of the subjects ranged from 15 to 57 years (the majority were in the 30 to 45-year
range). The results of 32 persons (10 women and 22 men) were used in the present
study. A complete analysis of the test results of the remaining two persons was not
possible because of the highly insufficient amount of the recorded material and
palatolalia, which was the excluding factor as it reduced the intelligibility of the
articulation of these subjects (one person) to the extent that it made precise analysis impossible. Among the tested persons, 14 were mildly disabled and 18 – moderately disabled. Most of them were patients of the “Roztocze” Communal Home
of Mutual Aid run by the Lublin Charity Association. The tested residents attend
the Occupational Therapy Workshops or go the Day Activation Center housed
at 2a Wallenroda St. in Lublin. It was there that the tests were carried out from
October 2016 to March 2017. The tests were conducted in a separate room. They
were carried out based on the syllable test described below and tape-recorded to
be later played and analyzed. All the subjects were informed that they were going
to be recorded and consented to the test.
The testing was conducted based on the tool developed for the needs of this
study – a syllable test. The test enables the estimation of speech fluency in intellectually disabled persons. The language material in the test was adjusted to the
age and abilities of the subjects. The test requires eliciting five types of utterances: 1) dialogue, based on a spontaneous conversation with the tested subject,
2) automatized text – counting to ten, naming days of the week or reciting a poem
from memory, and giving one’s personal particulars, 3) naming objects presented
in pictures, 4) repetition: of words, sentences and short rhymes, 5) narratives –
based on three-, four- and six-element picture stories. The linguistic material
obtained in individual tests was recorded and then divided into syllables during
analysis, and written down in the testing protocol. With each dysfluently spoken
syllable, an appropriate symbol was placed that qualitatively classified the types
of dysfluency symptoms (green – normal symptoms, red – pathological): x – repetition, – – drawl, | – pause, + – inclusion. The symptoms accompanying these
manifestations were described in the remarks and appended in the table at the end
of the protocol. The collected language material was interpreted in the quantitative and qualitative assessment.
The quantitative analysis consisted in calculating what percentage of the general number of syllables spoken in individual tests was the number of dysfluently
spoken syllables. The general percentage of dysfluency was obtained by adding
up the results from five tests and by dividing them by 5. The pathology threshold
was adopted, after T. Woźniak and J. Soboń (2015), as 5% of dysfluently spo-
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ken syllables or 3% of dysfluencies in the case of qualitatively distinct pathology
of symptoms.
The qualitative analysis assessed the type of dysfluencies and the occurrence
of accompanying symptoms – muscular tension disorders, synkineses, respiratory, phonatory and articulatory disorders, disorders of utterance coherence, inappropriate speech rate, as well as eye contact disorders, and physiological stress
symptoms.
Speech rate was also calculated in dialogues and narratives. For this purpose,
five excerpts from the text were chosen, the duration of speaking each of them
was measured (in seconds), the number of syllables spoken during that time being
also calculated. The mean rate in a given test was then calculated by adding up the
results and dividing the sum total by 5. It was assumed that the normal rate ranges
from 2 to 4–5 syllables per second (Woźniak 2012).

RESULTS
What is the most important in the present study is the answer to the question
about the percentage of persons with pathological dysfluencies in the tested group
of intellectually disabled subjects. The testing conducted, using the syllable test
that enabled the quantitative and qualitative analysis of speech dysfluencies in intellectually disabled persons, confirmed the thesis, voiced by many scholars, that
pathological dysfluency occurs more frequently in this group than in the general
population.
According to the current data, the percentage of stutterers in the normal population in the world is ca. 1% (the exact figure being 0.73 % – 1 in 135 adults)
(Craig, Tran 2005, 41–46). According to various scholars, the percentage of stutterers among intellectually disabled persons ranges from 1% to over 20% (Tarkowski 1987; Lechta 1994). In light of the introductory remarks above, it appears
more reasonable to interpret these figures as determining the frequency of occurrence of pathological speech dysfluencies, a symptom of diverse speech disorders,
rather than a specific disorder, which is stuttering.
After conducting a detailed, quantitative and qualitative analysis of the found
manifestations of dysfluency and their accompanying symptoms, a group of
persons with pathological dysfluency was singled out. It consisted of nine persons – one woman (with a moderate degree intellectual disability) and eight men
(five with mild disability and three with moderate disability). It follows from the
data that the pathological dysfluency in the investigated group affects as much
as 28.12% of the subjects; however, it should be emphasized at once that this is
not tantamount to the percentage of stutterers. Failing to see the specificity of this
disorder, researchers tend to classify entirely different dysfluencies as stuttering.
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The diagnostic criteria for stuttering understood as a set of manifestations at the
communication, mental and neurophysiological levels (Woźniak 2008, 218) were
met only by two male subjects with mild intellectual disability, which accounts
for 6.25% of the total number of the subjects. In the next two men, manifestations
of stuttering occurred at the communicative and physiological levels while no
symptoms appeared at the mental level – there is no awareness of the disorder,
and no prediction of dysfluency with accompanying anxiety reactions (6.25% of
the total number of the tested subjects). In the remaining five persons the cause
and character of the manifestations enabled the distinction of four more types
of disorders: full-blown cluttering (one man – 3.12% of the total number of the
subjects), cluttering with the preserved normal rate of speaking (one woman –
3.12% of total number of the subjects), concurrent manifestations of stuttering
and cluttering (two men – 6.25% of total number of the subjects), and dysfluencies
related to dysarthric disorders (one male subject – 3.12% of the total number of
the subjects).
Consequently, the question about the possibility of using the qualitative analysis of symptoms in the differential diagnosis of speech fluency disorders in intellectually disabled persons should be answered in the positive. An exact diagnosis
is possible, and when programming a therapy, a general strategy for intellectually
disabled persons should not be assumed but treatment should be adjusted to the
needs of a patient.
The qualitative statistics of dysfluency disorders appear interesting: in the
whole test, there were 233 symptoms of dysfluency in the subjects with pathological speech dysfluencies. The percentage distribution is as follows:
• 24.46% – repetitions of syllables,
• 23.61% – pauses,
• 19.74% – repetitions of sounds,
• 19.31% – inclusions,
• 7.73% – drawls,
• 3% – repetitions of words, and 2.15% – repetitions of phrases.
The most frequent manifestations of pathological dysfluency were repetitions
of sounds and syllables (in 100% of the subjects with pathological dysfluency)
and pauses (8 in 9 persons – 88.89% of the subjects). Inclusions were found in six
persons (66.67%), word repetitions in five subjects (55.5%), drawls and repetitions of phrases in three subjects (33.33%).
The foregoing manifestations of speech dysfluency in the group of persons
with pathological dysfluencies were not an isolated phenomenon. Pathological
dysfluency was accompanied by other symptoms:
• phonatory disorders – 8 subjects (88.89%),
• muscular tension disorders – 7 subjects (77.78%),
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• respiratory disorders – 7 subjects (77.78%),
• articulatory disorders – 6 subjects (66.67%),
• inappropriate speech rate – 5 subjects (55.56%),
• disorders of utterance coherence – 4 subjects (44.44%),
• synkineses – 3 subjects (33.33 %),
•	disorders of eye contact and physiological stress symptoms – 2 subjects
(22.22%).
The mean percentage of dysfluency in the group with pathological speech dysfluencies was 6.28% in all tests, thereby exceeding the adopted qualitative pathology threshold. The mean speech rate measured in dialogue and in the narrative was
4.85 syllables per second, which was within the upper range of the assumed norm.

DISCUSSION
The principal issue in the discussion is to consider the relationship between
intellectual disability and speech dysfluency. The obtained results show without
doubt the higher scores for speech dysfluency in the studied group of intellectually disabled subjects. However, the lower intellectual ability itself may not be
the direct cause of dysfluency but may only occur with it. The causes of the far
more frequent occurrence of pathological speech dysfluency in intellectually
disabled persons can be sought in the general causes of speech disorders in this
group: in the “underdevelopment of the central nervous system, brain injuries,
morphological defects and dysfunctions of the speech apparatus, dysfunctions
of endocrine glands, hearing impairment, and emotional disorders” (Minczakiewicz 1993, 194).
It should be also stressed that the majority of the intellectually disabled subjects (71.88%) spoke with fluency that was within the normal range. A number of
dysfluency symptoms regarded as normal also appeared. It is impossible to find
out whether their occurrence in intellectually disabled persons is higher than in
normal persons, but it should be remembered that the manifestations of oligophasia found in these persons are related to the processes of verbal programming of
utterances, and fluency in communicating them. Scholars list inter alia the following as symptoms of oligophasia, resulting from various factors that cause or
co-occur with intellectual disability:
• drawled, incorrect realization of sounds,
• the slow pace of vocabulary development,
• lower narrative ability,
• semantic and lexical difficulties,
• difficulties with acquisition and development of syntactic competence,
• use of incorrect grammatical forms (Rakowska 2003, 127).
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Most of these factors evidently affect the realization of text. The following
may especially occur:
•	semantic dysfluencies resulting from the poverty of ideas and from the
encoding of mental content into words, phrases, or longer utterances,
•	lexical dysfluencies resulting from problems with memory, a limited vocabulary, and from difficulties in selecting words,
•	grammatical dysfluencies stemming from difficulties in the acquisition of
the language system and from not knowing inflection and syntax,
•	(less frequently) syllable dysfluencies that often occur in the situation of
communicative stress (Szamburski 2012, 370–373).
Dysfluencies of this kind appeared in all the tested subjects, therefore, a thorough analysis is necessary in order to distinguish, particularly in persons qualified
as speakers with pathological dysfluency, the symptoms caused, for example, by
the insufficient knowledge of words and grammatical rules from those indicative
of pathology. An especially thin borderline between these dysfluencies may appear in persons aware of their dysfluency and predicting its possible occurrence.
A dysfluency that may seemingly appear less pathological in the sense that a person has difficulties building the text may actually result from logophobia and selection of easier words, with which a dysfluency is less likely to occur.
Altogether, in the whole test, in all speakers whose fluency was within the
normal range, there were 578 dysfluencies classified as non-pathological. The percentages of particular non-pathological manifestations are as follows:
• pauses – 66.08%,
• inclusions –17.13%,
• repetitions – 13.96%,
• drawls – 2.94 %.
Compared with the group with pathological dysfluencies, the most essential
differences concern the frequency and kinds of repetitions and drawls, and the
occurrence of symptoms accompanying dysfluency. These symptoms are the principal basis for the differential diagnosis of speech fluency disorders.
The testing also showed differences in speech fluency and occurrence of
symptoms, both normal and pathological, depending on the type of utterance. The
syllable test used in testing made it possible to elicit dialogue, automatized text,
naming, repetition, and narrative. The degree of dysfluency turned out to depend
largely on the degree of independence (i.e. being unassisted) in utterance: the more
independence it required, the more dysfluencies there were. The most dysfluencies
were recorded in test 1 – dialogue, and test 5 – narrative (a total of almost 78% of
all pathological manifestations). The third test with most dysfluencies was one in
which the subjects named pictures by themselves, and the dysfluencies were fewer
in this case. The fewest dysfluencies occurred in automatized sequences and in
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repetitions. These observations are similar to the conclusions about the intensity
of dysfluencies in intellectually normal stutterers (cf. Sidor 2011).
Interestingly enough, in the majority of the subjects (80% in women and
77.27% in men) there were incidental manifestations of dysfluency, which can
be qualitatively classified as pathological. Because of the insignificant degree of
intensity, these dysfluencies did not influence the general assessment of utterances. In contrast, there are interesting results of seeking the relationship between
sex plus the degree of disability, and the intensity of pathological dysfluency in
the whole studied group. In general, there were three times as many pathological dysfluencies per one man than per one woman. In men, the mean number of
pathological manifestations was 10.78, and in women – 3.18. This result is connected with a larger number of men in the group with pathological dysfluencies.
Remember, that in this group (9 out of 32 subjects) the proportion between men
and women was 1:8.
The smallest number of pathological symptoms per person and their lowest
diversity was recorded in the group of women with mild intellectual disability.
Drawls, inclusions, and repetitions of phrases did not occur here. Pathological
pauses, repetitions of sounds and words were found to be 0.33 per person.
In contrast, several times more dysfluencies than in all the other groups were
found in men with mild intellectual disability. There was a total of as many as
16.36 dysfluencies per one man with mild intellectual disability: most of them
were pauses (4.82 per person, but they occurred in 63.6% of subjects in the group)
and syllable repetitions (4.36 per person, with the occurrence in 72.7% of subjects
in this group). Repetitions of sounds appeared in the same number of subjects
as repetitions of syllables did, but they were somewhat fewer (3.27 per person).
This was also the only group in which all types of manifestations of dysfluency
were reported.
In all the tests, there were 3.73 pathological manifestations per one woman
with moderate intellectual disability. All manifestations appeared here, except
drawls. The greatest number was that of inclusions (1.29 per person), which,
however, were found in barely 28.6% of subjects in this group, the next were
repetitions of sounds (0.86 per person) and syllables (0.71 per person) and these
occurred in the largest number of subjects – 42.9% and 57.1%, respectively.
Altogether, any kinds of pathological manifestations were reported in almost 86%
of women in this group.
In men with moderate intellectual disability there were 5.34 manifestations
per person in all the study – most of them were repetitions of syllables (1.9
per person, found in 54% of subjects in the group), inclusions (1.6 per person,
found in 18.2% of subjects) and repetitions of sounds (1.27 per person, in 45.5%
of subjects). The fewest were drawls – barely 0.09 per person, and in 9.1% of
subjects in the group. Repetitions of phrases did not appear at all. In general,
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pathological manifestations appeared in 63.63% of subjects in this group, which
is the smallest number of persons with pathological manifestations in all the
distinguished groups.
The results of the study, thus, point out the fact of the highest intensity of
speech dysfluency in the group of men with mild intellectual disability, which
agrees with the data cited by other authors (cf. Lechta 1994). We may argue that
the male sex and higher level of intelligence increase the probability of speech
fluency disorders in the case of intellectually disabled people. However, this thesis
requires evidence based on additional studies on a larger population.
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The Pace of Speech in Oligophasia

SUMMARY
The article presents the results of the research into the pace of speech of the students with
oligophasia which results from the mild intellectual disability as compared to their peers with no
disabilities. Both quantitative and qualitative aspects of the speech were analysed. The analysed
criteria included: the number of syllables and phones used in the 30-second utterances, the number
of pauses made and their characteristics, and the percentage of the pauses within the utterance. The
material obtained in the research through the usage of Audacity software was subsequently analysed
with the use of Shapiro–Wilk test and Mann–Whitney test.
Keywords: pace of speech, oligophasia

INTRODUCTION
The word “pace” usually signifies the notion of speed with which something
happens (Dubisz 2003, 48), while the word “utterance” should be understood as
“a specific sentence produced by the language user” (Polański 1999, 645). Therefore, the “pace of utterance” is intuitively connoted with the speed with which the
specific sentence is uttered. This speed, which is usually related to the prosodic,
articulative, and formative skills of the language user (Grabias 2012; Wysocka
2012), is also characterised by its pragmatic and discursive aspects. These aspects
are the result of the pauses which appear within the phonemic string and which
are subsequently analysed both in terms of quality and quantity. The pauses (their
number and length) and the vowel length are the two main factors which determine the pace of speech.
The article presents the results of the research into the pace of speech of the
students with oligophasia which results from the mild intellectual disability as
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compared to their peers with no disabilities. The aims of the research were to shed
new light on some of the deeply-anchored beliefs on oligophasia, to add some new
aspects to our knowledge of this disorder which go beyond linguistic competence
focus only, and, finally, to draw some conclusions of practical – diagnostic and
therapeutic – character.
The choice of the research subjects was the result of two factors: firstly,
intellectual disability is the most common form of developmental disorder (Maulik, Harbour 2011, in: Kaczorowska-Bray 2017)1, secondly, 85% of intellectual
disability cases are patients with mild intellectual disability (Komender 2002;
Bobińska, Gałecki 2010, in: Kaczorowska-Bray 2017).

PACE OF SPEECH AS A RESEARCH CATEGORY
The notion of speech pace is often confused with the pace of speaking, which
is related to the fluency of speaking. This fluency, according to T. Woźniak, can
be described as an
effortless construction of the phonemic string, comprehensible for the listener. It requires
the continuous production of speech sounds which follow regular rythmic patterns (phrases), lasting about 2–3 seconds, almost identically ordered according to the prosodic aspect.
The phrases are filled with a various number of phones/syllables, depending on the speaking pace, with the average pace being 10–12 phones (4–5 syllables) per second. There
is a short pause between the phrases, the duration of which is not strictly determined. However, it should not exceed two seconds so as not to become a meaningful unit of speech.
(Woźniak 2012, 550)

With this in mind, the regular rythmic patterns (phrases) lasting 2–3 seconds
are usually used in the analysis of the pace of speaking (Woźniak 2012, 550; see
also: Cholewiak 2016; 2017).
As mentioned above, the phrases are accompanied by the pauses which denote the lack of any sound within the acoustic chain. These pauses – meaningless
for the analysis of speaking pace – are crucial in the analysis of the pace of speech.
Such analysis encompasses both the phrases and the pauses and deals with the
speech samples which are longer than a specific sentence. These speech samples
feature multiple pauses which often shape the samples’ meaning and understanding (Cholewiak 2016; 2017).
To sum up, the pace of speaking informs us about the number of phones/
syllables within the sentence in relation to a specific time unit, while the pace of
speech looks at a broader scope which includes the formal analysis of the pauses
1
According to DSM-5, intellectual disability occurs in around 1% of the general population
(2013, 38).
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that accompany the phrases within the longer speech samples (Michalik et al.
2016, 86).
As stated above, the pace of speech is closely related to the notion of the
pause. According to S. Śniatkowski, there are three kinds of pauses which can
appear during the actual speech: the proper pause, the partly-filled pause, and
the fully-filled pause (Śniatkowski 2002, 17). The proper pause (non-filled) is
realized as a moment of silence between two subsequent elements of speech.
The filled pause can manifest itself in three ways (in Śniatkowski 2002, 15–18):
through a lexical item (usually the repetition of a word from the sentence or the
phatic item), an articulated sound (prolonged vowel and consonantal group), or
through an unarticulated extra-linguistic sign (e.g. coughing). As stated earlier,
the pause can also be “partly-filled” (Śniatkowski 2002, 16; see also: Cholewiak
2016; 2017).

OLIGOPHASIA AND THE PACE OF SPEECH
Z. Tarkowski describes the language of a person with intellectual disability as
“an independent system that is driven by specific rules which we need to discover
and understand” (2005, 565). Using this definition as the basis, the authors of the
article claim that
oligophasia is a communication disorder in intellectually disabled persons who cannot reach
the standard level of concept building and its usage, which hampers their understanding of
reality. The communication disorders, which can be noticed in all areas of language description, impoverish the process of conveying meanings, formulating thoughts and discovering
the reality (culture). (Michalik 2011, 178)

As U. Jęczeń describes, despite the fact that “oligophasia is a notion with
multiple meanings due to various ways in which speech disorders manifest themselves in speech development” (2015, 268), it is possible to discern some specific
symptoms which are common for linguistic content, form, and substance alike.
According to L. Kaczmarek (1977), the speech disorders of the intellectually disabled should be classified within the first group, i.e. linguistic content disorders.
This, however, does not mean that disorders of form and substance are never
noticed. In her recent research, Kaczorowska-Bray stated that the disorders of
language form and substance are commonly noticed within the group of intellectually disabled persons and that their occurrence is much higher than in the
general population (2017).
The description of the delayed speech development in oligophasia involves
the disorders which mainly fall into the category of content and form, as speci-
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fied by Kaczmarek (1977). The disorders include: slower pace of development of
passive and active vocabulary, difficulties in creating sentences with two or more
words – syntactic competence disorder, using incorrect grammatical forms – incorrect inflexion, difficulties in creating long and coherent pieces of speech – poor
narrative skills (Jęczeń 2015, 268; Kaczorowska-Bray 2017). However, there are
also disorders in the pace of speech which can be observed during the description
of oligophasia symptoms. These include: slower pace of speech and decreasing
fluency of speaking (Błeszyński 2013, 47), low verbal activity, difficulties in remembering proper words, difficulties in remembering proper names which take
extended time to find (Kaczorowska-Bray 2012, 55–56), various difficulties in articulation (Jęczeń 2015, 268), stuttering (Gałkowski 1979, 192; Tarkowski 2003,
209). All of them affect the pace of speech of the persons with intellectual disability. With this in mind, the pace of speech may become one of the parameters for
the description of intellectual disability (Grabias 2012) – on condition that we can
prove the actual difference in the speech pace between people with intellectual
disability and the general group.

THE PACE OF SPEECH
IN OLIGOPHASIA – RESEARCH
The organisation and the conduct of the research
The aim of the research was to gain the insight into the pace of speech of
persons with intellectual disability and to compare them to general population
norms.2 Another objective was to characterise the pauses in the speech samples
both in terms of quality and quantity.
The first stage of the research included the recording of children’s speech (for
both disabled and non-disabled group).3 Each of the students knew the person who
was responsible for the recording (student–teacher relationship). Several questions were asked during these individual meetings: What do you do in the classroom/group? What do you play with the group? What did you do in the clubroom?
What have you done today? What did you do yesterday? What do you usually do
at home? What are you going to do?
The obtained data consisted of audio recordings which were subsequently
re-played multiple times in order to properly analyse the crucial phenomena
2
The norms have been set by Anna Cholewiak in her doctoral research Tempo wypowiedzi
dziecięcych, written under the supervision of dr hab. Mirosław Michalik, professor of the Department of Linguistics in the Institute of Polish Philology at the Pedagogical University of Kraków.
3
The recordings for the control group were made in one of the schools in Tarnów, the recordings for the oligophasia group were made in school for children with special educational needs in
Jastrzębie in May 2017.
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occurring within the speech samples. This part of the research made use of the
Audacity software.4
The factors which were crucial for the analysis of the speech pace included
the number of syllables and the number of phones within the speech sample. The
specific fragment of the sample was selected, which had to be continuous and
non-interrupted by the listener. The fragment was 30 seconds long. If the sample
included several 30-second fragments, the initial one was always selected.
The first stage of the analysis involved listening to the whole speech sample.
Multiple re-plays allowed the preparation of its simplified transcription – necessary for counting the number of phones and pauses.5 The transcription was also
marked for the pauses – their duration and form.
The purpose of the second stage was to determine the pace of students’
speech.6 This stage involved the quantitative and qualitative analysis of the pauses
and specifying their percentage within the speech samples. It was also possible
to determine the pace of speaking of the students by studying the differences in
length between the duration of phones/syllables and the pauses. The sample description and analysis of the pace of speech of a 9-year-old with oligophasia have
been presented below.
The fragment of speech produced by the student with oligophasia (9-year-old):
wcoraj kilo byłem w (-y) [1.88 s.] sklepie (-) [1.01 s.] po (-) [0.24 s.] iksboksa
(-) [0.52 s.] to jes taka gra (- to jes taka -) [1.71 s.] taki fsytnik (-) [0.15 s.] do płyt
albo (-y) [0.84 s.] taka (-) [0.35 s.] no taki ( i on takie -) [1.24 s.] z konselkom (-yy
-m) [4.84 s.] jak kcie mozna (fs) [0.29 s.] tak (-y) [1.12 s.] fsytać (-) [0.25 s.] gra
(-) [0.3 s.] w takim (- w takim na - w takim) [2.3 s.] albo jes
Number of phones

122

Number of syllables

46

Pace of speech: 4.06 phones/s (1.53 syllables/s).

4
Audacity Team (2014). Audacity®: Free Audio Editor and Recorder [Computer program].
Version 2.1.0 retrieved from http://audacity.sourceforge.net/ [access: 19.09.2015].
5
The transcription follows the general spelling rules and includes the grammatical mistakes as
were made by the students.
6
It was impossible to use computer software to automatically determine the pace of speaking
because it cannot calculate the pauses which are partly or fully filled.
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Number of the pauses

Duration of the pauses

Total pauses

15

17.04

Non-filled pauses

7

2.82

Filled pauses

1

0.29

Partly-filled pauses

7

13.93

Percentage of the pauses in the fragment of speech: 56.8%.
The characteristics of the research group
The research group included 16 children with mild intellectual disability and
was compared in terms of the obtained data to the group of 16 students without
any disabilities. The characteristics of the research group have been presented in
Table 1.
Table 1. Comparative characteristics of the groups
Comparative criteria

Students without oligophasia

Students with oligophasia

Average age (in years)

9.1

9.3

Average IQ

norm

60 II

Sex ratio – girls/boys

5/11

5/11

Source: original research.

The study deliberately did not use the criterion of the so-called mental age,
even though it is often used in similar studies. The main assumption of this criterion is to use the control group of students which are younger than the research
group of students in order to achieve the same mental age as opposed to the actual
age of the students. The mental age criterion has not been used mainly due to the
relatively young age of the students with intellectual disability. Generally, people
with mild intellectual disability function at the mental level of 9–10-year-olds7 –
it would be impossible to know to which mental age the research group should
be compared if they were, at that moment, at the age of 9. With this in mind, the
authors decided to used the biological age criterion for the research (see: Kaczorowska-Bray 2017).
According to ICD-10 (1998, 128) classification, persons with intellectual disability reach
the following mental age development: severe disability – 3–6-year-old; moderate disability –
6–9-year-old; mild disability – 9–12-year-old (see: Kaczorowska-Bray 2017).
7
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The results – the quantitative analysis
In order to verify the hypothesis about the possible differences in speech pace
between the two research groups, the following criteria were studied: average
pace of the speech (phones/syllables + the duration of the pauses), average pace of
speaking (phones/syllables), the average ratio of the pauses in the speech (number
+ percentage data), average duration of the pauses, average duration of the proper
pauses, average duration of the fully-filled pauses, average duration of the halffilled pauses.
Table 2. The data obtained through the criteria and parameters of the research
Comparative criteria –
research parameters

Control group – students
without oligophasia

Research group – students
with oligophasia

Average pace of speech

7.1975 phones/second
2.99375 syllables/second

6.60625 phones/second
2.750625 syllables/second

Average pace of speaking

11.226875 phones/second
4,66625 syllables/second

10.990625 phones/second
4.563125 syllables/second

Average ratio of pauses

12.5625 (~ 13 pauses)
35.895%

14.375 (~ 14 pauses)
40.52875%

Average duration of the proper
pauses

4.319375 s

5.639375 s

Average duration of the
fully-filled pauses

1.380625 s

0.995625 s

Average duration of the
partly-filled pauses

5.069375 s

5.525 s

Number of research subjects

16

16

The age of the subjects

9.1

9.3

Source: original research.

The estimated values of the data obtained in the research show some differences between the parameters of the two research groups. However, the significance of these differences should be statistically analysed.
The results – statistical analysis
The statistical analysis of the obtained material consisted of three areas of
data: 1. The average pace of speech (in phones/s & syllables/s) and the average pace of speaking (in phones/s & syllables/s); 2. The average ratio of pauses
within the speech (percentage data) and the average duration of the proper pauses
(in seconds); 3. The average duration of the fully-filled pauses (in seconds) and
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the average duration of the partly-filled pauses (in seconds). The selection of the
above areas resulted from the character of the data and its influence on the kinds
of tests that had to be used.
Area 1. The average pace of speech and the average pace of speaking
In order to check the relationship within the data, the parametrical test t was
carried out. This type of test was chosen because of the normal distribution of
the variables. The type of distribution was checked with the use of the Shapiro–
Wilk test.
All of the analyses were carried out with the statistical significance level set
at p = 0.05, which means that the statistical probability of 95% was the borderline
value throughout the study. If p > 0.05, it was assumed that the risk of changes
in variables within the groups was too high to state that the variables are truly
responsible for those changes. In such a case, the variables are statistically insignificant. If p < 0.05, it is possible to dismiss the zero hypothesis, which assumes
the equality of the averages/medians.
Table 3. The statistical analysis of the average pace of speech and the average pace of speaking
Group
Norm

Variables

Oligophasia

M

SD

Me

M

SD

Me

The average pace of speech: phones/s

7.2

1.3

7.1

6.6

2.3

6.2

The average pace of speech: syllables/s

3.0

0.5

3.0

2.8

1.0

2.6

The average pace of speaking: phones/s

11.2

1.5

11.5

11.0

2.3

10.1

The average pace of speaking: syllables/s

4.7

0.6

4.7

4.6

1.1

4.2

M – average; SD – standard deviation; Me – median (Q50)
Source: original research.

The test did not show any statistically significant differences (p > 0.05) in the
areas that were investigated. It means that the group does not produce any significant differences in the average pace of speech or the average pace of speaking.
The graphical representation of the results has been shown in Charts 1–4.
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Chart 1. The average pace of speech: phones/second
Source: original research.

Chart 2. The average pace of speech: syllables/second
Source: original research.
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Chart 3. The average pace of speaking: phones/second
Source: original research.

Chart 4. The average pace of speaking: syllables/second
Source: original research.
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Area 2. The average ratio of pauses in speech samples and the duration
of the proper pauses
The analysis of these parameters involved the usage of the same statistical
tests as the previous one. The results are shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Statistical analysis of the average ratio of pauses in speech samples and the average
duration of the proper pauses
Group
Norm

Variables

Oligophasia

M

SD

Me

M

SD

Me

The average ratio of pauses in speech
samples: number

12.6

2.8

12.0

14.4

2.4

15.0

The average ratio of pauses in speech
samples: %

35.9

6.5

36.3

40.5

12.2

38.4

The duration of the proper pauses:
seconds

4.3

2.3

4.6

5.6

2.6

5.8

M – average; SD – standard deviation; Me – median (Q50)
Source: original research.

The performed test did not show any statistically significant differences in
any of the study areas (p > 0.05). Therefore, it can be stated that the norm/oligophasia groups do not produce any significantly different results within the following areas: the average ratio of pauses in speech samples (number), the average
ratio of pauses in speech samples (%), the duration of the proper pauses (seconds).
The graphical representation of the results has been shown in Charts 5–7.
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Chart 5. The average ratio of pauses in speech samples: number
Source: original research.

Chart 6. The average ratio of pauses in speech samples: %
Source: original research.
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Chart 7. The average duration of the proper pauses: seconds
Source: original research

Area 3. The average duration of the filled pauses and the party-filled
pauses
The analysis of these parameters involved the usage of the Mann–Whitney
test (also called Wilcoxon test for independent pairs). The selection of the test
resulted from the character of the variables that was different from normal (which
was earlier checked with the Shapiro–Wilk test) – see areas 1 and 2 of the statistical analysis. The results are shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Statistical analysis of the average duration of the filled pauses and the party-filled
pauses
Group
M

Norm
Me
Min

Max

M

Oligophasia
Me
Min

Max

The average duration of the
filled pauses: seconds

1.4

0.8

0.0

3.8

1.0

0.3

0.0

4.5

The average duration of the
party-filled pauses: seconds

5.1

5.7

0.0

7.9

5.5

4.8

2.4

13.9

Variables

M – average; Min – minimum value; Max – maximum value; Me – median (Q50)
Source: original research.
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The performed Mann–Whitney test did not show any statistically significant
differences in any of the study areas (p > 0.05). Therefore, it can be stated that the
norm/oligophasia groups do not produce any significantly different results within
the following areas: the average duration of the filled pauses and the average duration of the party-filled pauses. The graphical representation of the results has been
shown in Charts 8–9.

Chart 8. The average duration of the filled pauses: seconds
Source: original research.
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Chart 9. The average duration of the party-filled pauses: seconds
Source: original research.

CONCLUSIONS
The statistical analyses did not confirm the hypothetical differences in the
pace of speech of the two study groups. It should be kept in mind that this outcome
may be the result of the relatively low number of participants within the research
groups (N=32). However, if the results were to be corroborated by the research
with broader number of participants, the general belief of the Polish speech therapists that people with oligophasia are characterised by “slower pace of speech,
disorders of speech fluency, and frequent stuttering” would have to be verified.
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Speech Therapy Aspects of Aging in People
with Intellectual Disability

SUMMARY
Intellectual disability has been diagnosed in 1–3% of the general population. This group is
perceived as different partly because of their manner of communicating with those in their environment. The matter of speech and its disorders noted in people with intellectual disability has
not yet been completely studied. One significant issue which has rarely been a subject of research
is that of changes in communication occurring with age. Among those with intellectual disability,
demographic changes noted in the general population may be perceived. A considerable proportion
of them reach senior age, and, therefore, undergo both physiological processes of aging, as well as
changes of a pathological character. These cause a range of limitations in communication. These
changes should be made a significant subject of research.
Key words: intellectual disability, communication, aging, demographic changes

INTRODUCTION
It is considered that people with intellectual disability1 constitute 1–3% of
the general population. Determining this rate is not easy, as it requires research
conducted in large representative samples, and very few such studies have been
conducted so far (Pietras et al. 2012). Obtained results also vary depending on the
place where a study is conducted (here the socio-economic level of the country
is significant), the age of the group studied, and the chosen diagnostic methods.
Though precise determination of epidemiological data poses a range of research
1
For the reader’s convenience, “intellectual disability” will be referred to in this work with the
abbreviation ID.
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difficulties, ID is recognized as the most frequently occurring form of developmental disorder (Maulik, Harbour 2011). Along with emotional disturbances, particular learning impairments and communication disorders, ID is considered to
be one of the disorders of highest frequency (Reschly 2002; for: Short-Meyerson,
Benson 2014, 110).
In spite of the considerable number and perceivable differences (especially
in the case of severe disability), the functioning of this group has not been sufficiently studied. From the perspective of speech therapy, the manner of communication of people with ID is of particular importance. The specific characteristics and difficulties in this area are one of the basic reasons for perceiving this
group as different and not meeting normal criteria. Although intellectual disability
in its broadest sense has been a subject of interest among many specializations
(mainly doctors, teachers and psychologists, less frequently linguists and speech
therapists), the matter of speech and communication difficulties which accompany this disorder still requires research. Indeed, it is recognized that the course of
speech and language development in children with ID is, to a lesser extent, known
and understood than in the case of people with normal development (Ogletree
et al. 2011).
The communicative abilities and changes occurring in this area noted in
adults and seniors with ID have been studied to an even lesser extent (see e.g. Kaczorowska-Bray 2017). Researchers have focussed their attention on describing
the functioning and developmental difficulties of children with diagnosed mental
retardation. They may result from a few causes. A basic reason is the fact that
throughout much of the history of research on this disorder, attention was drawn
above all to people with a more severe degree of ID and/or this was accompanied by visible anatomical anomalies, dysmorphic features, behavioural disorders,
etc., i.e. those who in the most obvious manner diverged from the norm. Also, in
this group the mortality rate was considerably higher than in the general population, so these people rarely reached a mature age. In the early 1930s, the average
life expectancy among those with ID (regardless of cause) was 15 years for men
and 22 years for women. In the case of the occurrence of genetic defects, the situation was significantly worse. An example may be found among people with Down
syndrome: in 1929, the life expectancy was for them only 9 years (Cooper, Holland 2010, 169). Taking under consideration the length of life, ID was necessarily
associated with childhood.
Ignoring the matter of aging in people with ID in certain countries, such as
Germany and Austria, resulted from the dramatic consequences of Nazi rule. Here
in fact, very few people survived the systematic extermination of a group considered to be a burden for healthy society, thus, not worthy of life. During the III Reich, a consequence of such an approach was Action T4, during which in the years
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1940–1941, about 70 thousand people with various types of disorders, illnesses or
disabilities were killed (Bobińska, Gałecki 2012). People with ID who were born
before 1945 are practically non-existent in statistics concerning invalidity in these
countries (Haveman et al. 2009, 10).
With the passage of time, the manner of perceiving people with ID has
changed. Over the decades, perspectives on this disorder have gradually evolved
from a static to a dynamic category. When the developmental possibilities of this
group began to be perceived, attention was focussed on children, their education
and upbringing. This also became a reason for leaving the issue of people of mature age out of subject publications; researchers were mainly involved with matters of educating the youngest.
It is no wonder, therefore, that a few years ago, the adulthood of people with
ID was an area of little research interest and scholarly reflection (Cytowska 2011,
5). Even at present, though the functioning of people in adulthood is slowly becoming a matter that is more often studied, publications on the subject are usually
concerned with the sexuality of this group, their possibilities of finding work or
becoming independent. Only to a minimal degree do they touch on the matter of
linguistic communication, as if this problem had lost its importance together with
the maturing of those with disabilities; it had disappeared with the passage of
time. One may, thus, come to the astonishing conclusion that this group “grows
out” of speech disorders or that speech therapy brings amazing effects. School
learning finishes and, with it, therapy which in the social consciousness is still
associated with the period of school attendance. However, even a child with the
mildest form of ID, given intensive therapy, during this time does not usually
reach the level of linguistic communication that is typical for a given age group.
Their speech has particular characteristics, is restricted (to a lesser or greater degree) or even reduced, thus, hindering the giving and receiving of information.
Developmental disorders, according to their definition, have a chronic character.
They cause restrictions or difficulties in typical growing up and developing, as
well as restrictions in social, occupational and economic life. These do not lessen
with the passage of time, and improvement in the quality of functioning and life
as well as comfort, to a large extent, depend on conducted therapy and rehabilitation. The developmental possibilities of people with ID are well characterised by
the succinct statement that, “they learn slowly, but quickly forget”. The key to effectiveness in therapy is time and constant repetition of attained abilities. Ending
speech therapy, which in Poland normally occurs with the end of school education, may, therefore, lead to a lack of further progress or even worsening of the
quality of communication. Indeed, this group has usually not developed internal
motivation – they require constant support, motivation, organisation of exercises,
strengthening or indication of new goals that are accessible and realisable, as well
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as interesting and creating a challenge for the patient. Thus, they require further,
well planned therapy.2
In the 21st century, people with ID not only reach a mature age; they also
can and usually do experience aging processes. Despite the fact that they have
a higher mortality rate in the early stage of life than the general population, they
live increasingly long lives and reach senior age in better and better health (Hollins et al. 1998; Strydom, Torr 2009). Demographic changes that are visible in this
group, involving lengthening of the life expectancy, have been apparent since the
late 1990s.
This results from changes in the quality of care of support, focussed on individual needs,
from improved access to medical care, especially in the case of respiratory infections and
congenital heart defects, changes in social attitudes and improvement in standard of living,
as well as fewer occurrences of infectious diseases. (…) in comparison with previous data,
one may observe an increase in the number of elderly people with intellectual disability and
more cases of severe disabilities in all age groups. (Cooper, Holland 2010, 168–169)

In the case of people with various types of developmental disorders, including those with diagnosed mild or moderate disability, the life expectancy is about
70 years, and so is comparable to that reached in the general population. Research
conducted in New York State, in a group of 2,752 adults with ID, at the age of 40
years or above, indicated that they reached an average age of 65 years, compared
to 70 years in the general population.3 Similarly as in the general population,
men live shorter lives (63 years) than women (67). These statistics appear slightly
different in the case of people with syndromes of genetic defects, intellectual disability to a severe degree, child cerebral palsy or multiple disabilities. However,
even in these groups, a tendency to lengthening the life expectancy is noted. An
example may be seen in those with Down syndrome, who currently have a chance
to reach the age of 60 (Baxley et al. 2002, 5; Lightfoot 2006, 53). Of course, one
should keep in mind the fact that the group with ID is highly heterogeneous, and
differences are also evident in life expectancy. 50% of those with ID still die before reaching the age of 50 years. The most common cause of death is respiratory
failure (Strydom, Torr, 2009, 150). Especially vulnerable to premature death are
people with specific disorder syndromes, with serious congenital anomalies and/
2
It should be clearly emphasized that the care-giver most often is not able to replace a therapist. Knowing the patient well – he understands his/her needs. Often, the person with ID does not
need to communicate these; they are satisfied even before they really exist. What is more, caregivers emphasize that they do not have difficulties in communication with their child, as the child
“speaks with its whole self”. However, this is not sufficient to communicate with people outside
the nearest circle. Besides, it is often a sort of over-interpretation of the behaviour of those with ID
made by care-givers.
3
Frequent causes of death, as in the general population, are heart diseases, pneumonia and
cancers.
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or metabolic, immunological diseases, movement restrictions, epilepsy, sensory
disorders and restricted possibilities of self-care, as well as those fed in a non-oral
manner (Strydom, Torr 2009, 150; Acharya et al. 2016, 1423). As a result of these
different mortality rates, among seniors with ID are mainly those with a mild or
moderate degree and in a generally better state of health than noted in the whole
group with ID. It should be emphasized that particular sub-groups of this population have been studied and described to various degrees. For example, not much
is known about the health of people with a diagnosed mild degree of ID as they
make less use of specialized medical assistance or rehabilitation. In this group,
one may expect high rates of alcohol consumption, smoking or drug use, as well
as the occurrence of other factors increasing the risk of health problems connected
with aging (Strydom, Torr 2009).
In attempting to conduct a synthesis of factors affecting the development of
linguistic competence in children, Z. Dołęga (2003, 30) distinguished two groups
of factors:
I – factors on the side of the subject:
1. biological – phylogenetic bases of structures and functions of organs
and systems responsible for speech; inherited and congenital characteristics of these structures and functions;
2. indicators of subject (individual) acquisition and use of language: cognitive, motivational, emotional characteristics of the child’s activity.
II – factors related to external conditions:
1. environmental conditions of speech development: social, familial,
cultural;
2. educational indicators: stimulation, language forming;
3. situations and life events.
Considering the above factors affecting the development of speech and language, it should be stated that in the case of children with ID they are disturbed
or unrealized, which may cause “(…) delayed speech in the child and lowering
of its quality to a level below the capabilities of the child and below the norms
expected for a given age” (Hurlock 1985, 330). However, these factors do not only
influence the course of speech development, its pace, dynamics and effectiveness.
Over the course of time, undergoing obvious modifications, these also shape the
level of communicative abilities in people with ID in their adulthood and old-age.
The speech of this group (as with peers of typical development) changes along
with age, influenced by physiological processes of aging and many other factors
of a pathological character, augmenting already existing difficulties in communicating with the environment. The structure and functions of organs and systems
responsible for speech are changed; along with age the cognitive, motivational, emotional characteristics of activity change, and there are also fundamental
changes in the external conditions and surroundings.
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In this work attention has been focussed on only a few aspects of these changes that are important for an understanding of the specific characteristics of processes occurring in the communication of adults and seniors with ID.

GENERAL STATE OF HEALTH
Health problems occur in people with ID 2.5 times more often than in the rest
of society. They belong to a risk group concerning, e.g. epilepsy, sleep disorders,
endocrinological and metabolic disorders (Śmigiel 2011, 323). Up to four times
as often in this group are noted deaths by causes that could have been avoided
(Pawlyn, Carnaby 2006, 9). The reasons for the worse state of health are of course
various, but they are often a result of a combination of many processes, including
those existing in the early stage of life. Among significant factors influencing the
general state of health in this group, the following may be included:
•	increased risk of exposure to the negative effects of environmental factors (including the family’s low standard of living, poor living conditions,
unemployment, social isolation and other forms of discrimination);
•	increased risk of the occurrence of genetic defects and causes of biological disabilities, which are accompanied by particular health problems
(e.g. congenital heart defects in Down syndrome or Williams syndrome,
disorders of hypothalamus activity in those with Prader–Willi syndrome,
mental problems in the group with autism spectrum);
•	problems in communication and a low level of health awareness presented by the person with ID him/herself as well as the environment. Limited
communication skills hinder or even make it impossible for people with
this disorder to inform their surroundings of problems and health needs,
which often results in their non-recognition or mistaken diagnosis. Difficulties in communication also cause problems in treatment, as the group
requires support, e.g. in the systematic administration of medicine. Therefore, if such people are left to look after themselves – treatment may be
ineffective;
•	restricted and hindered use of health care, resulting, for example, from
movement disorders which often accompany intellectual disability (Robertson et al. 2010, 1).
Along with age, similarly as in the general population, in those with ID there
is an increase in health problems which appeared in earlier stages of life, as well
as new illnesses restricting daily activity. A deteriorating state of health is generally considered to be part of the aging process. One of the most significant problems is the quickly growing rate of mental illnesses and dementia among seniors,
always considerably higher than in the general population (Strydom et al. 2010;
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Bobińska, Gałecki 2010). As S.-A. Cooper states (1997, 375), in people with ID
(age group 65 years and above) a higher rate of mental illness is noted than in
the control group of people of younger age, from 20 to 64 years (68.7% and
47.9 %, respectively). Together with age, there is also an increase in the risk of
occurrence of depression and anxiety neurosis. In both age groups, on the other
hand, the frequency of schizophrenia, autistic disorders and behavioural disorders
is similar.4
There is a range of genetic syndromes which are characterised by increased
vulnerability to this type of illness. In people with Angelman or Rett syndrome,
not only is there a higher frequency of dementia, but it also afflicts patients at
a younger age. The relationship between Down syndrome and Alzheimer’s disease is also well documented. Not every person with this syndrome will fall ill to
this disease, however, the majority of this group already presents certain neuropathological changes before the age of 40. In the age group of 40–50 years, the
disease is recognized in 9% of those studied. In 30–40% of people with Down
syndrome, diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease occurs between 50 and 55 years of
age, thus considerably earlier than in the case of those with a typical course of
development.5 In many sources, considering the high vulnerability of those with
Down syndrome to dementia, separate data are given for the group with this syndrome and for the remaining people with ID with a basis other than trisomy 21
(Strydom, Sinai 2014, 191).
It is not only dementia that significantly weakens interaction with the world
and the physical activity of people with ID. There is also a restricting effect in the
problems with movement growing with age, resulting, e.g. from arthritis, often
further augmented by broken bones or injuries that occur as a result of accidents.
These problems are further enhanced by diseases of the heart and respiratory tract
and others. In the case of seniors with ID, generally more than one chronic illness
is diagnosed (multi-morbidity). Canadian research conducted by M. Fortin et al.
(2005, 223), involved a group of 320 men and 660 women with ID. The results allowed one to state that in the case of nine tenths of those studied, the occurrence of
more than one chronic illness was confirmed. Two or more illnesses were evident
in 68% of the women and 72% of the men from 18 to 44 years old, and in 95% of
the women and 89% of the men at the age of 45 to 64 years. In the oldest group
Evidence of the scientific interest in the mental disorders appearing with age may be seen in
the creation of the term “geropsychiatry”. This term has appeared, for example, in the book entitled Geropsychiatric and Mental Health Nursing, by K. Devereaux Melillo and S. Crocker Houde
(2010).
5
A.J. Holland and collaborators (1998, 493), using The Cambridge Examination for Mental
Disorders of the Elderly (CAMDEX), stated that in the group of adults with Down syndrome, indicators of the occurrence of Alzheimer’s disease amounted to 3.4% in the group 30–39-year-olds,
10.3% among 40–49-year-olds and as high as 40% in those studied at the age of 50–59 years.
4
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(65 years and above) the phenomenon of chronic illnesses combining was confirmed in 99% of the women and 97% of the men of the study group. Especially
at risk of the occurrence of many chronic illnesses are those with a specific ID
etiology (Table 1).
Table 1. Health problems noted in people with genetic syndromes
Genetic syndrome

Health problems

Angelman syndrome

kyphosis; corneal disease (keratoconus)

Down syndrome

premature aging, visual and hearing
impairments related to age; epilepsy; dementia

Fragile chromosome X syndrome

mitral valve pathology, Barlow’s syndrome;
muscle-skeleton disorders; initial ovary failure;
premature menopause; shaking and ataxia;
epilepsy, vision impairments

Prader–Willi syndrome

cardiovascular disease;
diabetes

Rett syndrome

worsening of gross motor skills;
kyphosis

Williams syndrome

premature memory loss;
problems with movement

Source: Acharya et al. (2016, 1427).

SENSORY DISORDERS
Sensory disorders are often noted in people with ID. C. Hatton (2012, 12)
states that they appear in from 10% to 33% of this section of the general population.6 Among these, impairments of sight and hearing seem to be especially important.
It is considered that nearly 80% of the stimuli reaching us are perceived
through the sense of sight, whose functioning has a fundamental influence on the
intellectual development of every human being (Gwatkin 2016, 1165). Neurological damage existing in an early stage of development indicate a strong correlation
with vision problems. People with ID are thus a group at particular risk of the
occurrence of damage to the visual organ and disorders of visual perception. One
should also consider the possibility of the occurrence of visual problems that are
6
This rate was obtained using clinical criteria in diagnosis. With the use of functional criteria,
this value increases (ibid).
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a result of or augmented by the side effects of taking medicinal drugs (Isralowitz
et al. 2003). Therefore, visual defects are noted in the group of people with ID
ten times more frequently than in the general population (Isralowitz et al. 2003;
Isralowitz et al. 2005). This is supported by data collected for example in Great
Britain. It is estimated that 96,500 adults with ID resident in this country are blind
or visually-impaired, while six out of ten of those studied require glasses or encouragement to use them (Pilling 2011, 1). The main causes of visual problems
noted in this group include:
• operations in the area of refractive surgery (correction of vision defects);
• vision impairment;
• strabismus;
• congenital cataracts;
• secondary cataracts;
• nystagmus;
• disorders of vision pathways;
• disorders in the reception and interpretation of visual stimuli
•	corneal disease (Ophthalmic Services Guidance. Eye Care for Adults with
Learning Disabilities, 2015).
Among people with ID noted especially often are: reduced vision clarity,
deep disorders of refraction (astigmatism), strabismus, nystagmus, vision impairment, cataracts, corneal disease, eye inflammation, turning up of eyelids, etc.
(Gwatkin 2016, 1152). Of course, specific forms of intellectual disability are
often combined with particular irregularities or diseases in the area of the visual
organ. For example, among those with Down syndrome often diagnosed are ametropia (irregular eye measurement), short-sightedness, which may be a result of
this, glaucoma, low vision, cataracts, and nystagmus. With child cerebral palsy,
noted are atrophy of the visual nerve, hyperopia and nystagmus. In the group with
diagnosed fragile chromosome X syndrome, far-sightedness and strabismus occur
(Gwatkin 2016, 1152; Ashwal et al. 2004, 860).
Diagnosis of vision defects, both congenital as well as those worsening over
time, is particularly difficult in this group due to communication problems, low
awareness of processes occurring in one’s body, difficulties in perceiving increasing changes, etc. For care-givers, perceiving regression may also be very difficult.
It is extremely important that therapists, including speech therapists, have knowledge on the subject of possible visual problems, as well as an awareness that many
of these have a tendency to become more serious over time. There are a range of
patient behaviours confirming increasing visual problems which should be perceived by care-givers. These include:
•	anxiety, especially visible in new situations and a person’s new surroundings; in the case of hearing impairments occurring simultaneously, the
level of stress felt will be even higher;
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•	characteristic caution when walking, increasing in difficult situations, e.g.
while going up stairs or crossing at a place with insufficient lighting;
•	withdrawal and depression, which may be evident in loss of interest in
activities which until then gave the person pleasure, loss of appetite, insomnia;
•	frustration, connected with inabilities or restrictions in exploring the surroundings,
• rubbing of the eyes7.
The group with ID is also burdened with other sensory disorders, among
which hearing impairments are often noted. According to the World Health Organisation (2017), about 5% of the general population, i.e. around 360 million
people in the world, have hearing problems. 32 million in this group are children.
The main causes of hearing loss are genetic causes, illnesses appearing after birth,
contagious diseases, chronic ear infections, side effects of certain medicines, exposure to the effects of excessive noise and changes in the reception of hearing
stimuli related to aging. About 40% of children with a damaged hearing organ
indicate additional problems, including developmental delays, intellectual disability, autism and vision impairments. A range of studies have confirmed that hearing loss is noted especially often in those with autism and intellectual disability.
A group at high risk are children with child cerebral palsy – in about 4 to 12%
of them damage of the hearing organ is diagnosed, while the noted changes may
deepen at a quick pace in the case of severe movement restrictions, vision impairment and more severe forms of intellectual disability (Ashwal et al. 2004, 860).
Hearing impairments are also accompanied by movement problems, disorders of balance, control of the vestibular system or sensory processing, which
additionally restricts the individual’s independence and activity.

DENTAL PROBLEMS8
The state of the oral cavity has an effect on well-being, the general state of
health, self-esteem and life comfort of the individual. In a fundamental way it
also influences the realisation of speech sounds and the manner of accepting food.
There are relatively few publications related to dental problems noted in people
Such behaviour may, of course, also result from other causes, e.g. allergies, inflammation of the
cornea and conjunctivitis, the presence of foreign objects in the eye, tiredness, auto-stimulation, etc.
8
Problems of this type are noted in various countries with various frequency, depending on
factors such as the social-economic status and level of health care. However, even in developed
countries reports are not optimistic. For example, there are Australian studies, on the basis of which
it has been stated that various types of dental disease, especially periodontal disease, pathological
mucosal changes and biting irregularities are noted in those with ID seven times more often than in
the general population (Scott et al. 1998).
7
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with ID (Solanki et al. 2014). However, a series of published studies indicate frequently occurring irregularities in the structure and functioning of the articulatory
apparatus (Śmigiel 2011). In this group, there have been noted especially many biting anomalies, often occurring gothic palate, delayed tooth growth, cases of macroglossia and irregular functioning of the temporo-mandibular joint, caused in large
part by disorders of muscle tension. These are particularly often noted in children
with severe ID or with facial-skeletal defects. Also, often observed are persistent
parafunctions such as: bruxism, thumb or tongue sucking, etc. as well as swallowing
dysfunctions which may result in excessive salivation (Wyne 2002, 4).
In people of an advanced age with ID, a generally poor periodontal state is
diagnosed9, often inflamed gums and tooth decay (Solanki et al. 2014; Haveman
et al. 2009). Mucosal desiccation and a dry sensation in the mouth, tooth decay,
gum inflammation, and periodontal disease are mentioned among ten factors restricting the activity of those with ID (Haveman et al. 2009, 12). Some studies
allow one to state that in this group the frequency of inflamed gums is noted from
1.2 to 1.9 times more often than in the general population. Others indicate that
gum inflammation affects from 6 to 97% of all people with ID (in comparison:
8–59% of the general population). The risk of the disease occurring increases
with the age of study subjects. It is stated that gum inflammation was diagnosed
in 42% of subjects in the age group of 8 to 17 years, in 58% of 18–34-year-olds,
62% of 35–50-year-olds and 84% among those from 51 to 70 years. This study
included participants of the “World Summer Games”, which took place in Ireland
in 2003, and so people who should not have problems in obtaining dental assistance (Corbin et al. 2005, for: Havement et al. 2009, 13).
Of course neither periodontal disease nor tooth decay are direct results of
disability. Publications on the subject clearly emphasize the negative effect on the
state of the oral cavity of lacks and neglect in the area of hygiene care of the oral
cavity and dentist treatment (Feldberg, Merrick 2016, 1165).
There are many causes of such a state of affairs. I. Feldberg and J. Merrick
(2016) include among the main causes the often hindered access to dentist assistance (e.g. because of distance or architectural barriers), but also insufficient
professional knowledge of dentists and their limited experience in contact with
this group of patients, lack of cooperation and the communicative difficulties of
those with ID, the insufficient awareness of care-givers concerning the importance
of dental problems, and financial problems. At times, the source of problems is not
so much the lack of dental care, as its improper course of treatment. For example,
many studies have indicated a significant problem, that of loss of teeth. This often results from the fact that in the case of patients with ID, more rarely than in
9
Among people with intellectual disability, especially prone to periodontal disease are those
with Down syndrome (Feldberg, Merrick 2016, 1175).
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the general population is treatment undertaken, e.g. root canal therapy, and more
often a decision is made to remove the tooth (Haveman et al. 2009, 13). Dental
treatment may also be hindered by the different anatomical conditions of the oral
cavity and teeth noted in this group (Śmigiel 2011, 329).
In characterising the problems in the area of the dental system noted in people
with ID, one also needs to take into consideration improper diet and the administration of many medicines, often in the form of sweetened syrups, which leads to
worsening of the generally poor state of the oral cavity. Research results clearly
indicate the existing problems in this group. For example, 36.5% of adults with
intellectual disability and up to 80% of adults with Down’s syndrome have health
problems of the teeth and gums (Barr et al. 1999, 1487).
Particularly prone to this type of problems are a few groups of people with
ID. Among these are those with Down syndrome, who often breathe through the
mouth, and those with child cerebral palsy, whose dental and mucosal state worsens as a result of commonly occurring reflux, and hygienic and dental treatments
themselves may be hindered by the presence of remaining biting reflex. In the case
of people with ID to a severe degree, neglects in hygiene sometimes result from
the care-giver’s belief that the condition of the oral cavity or systematic check-ups
are not a priority for those under their care. It is also difficult to predict the behaviour of such people in a new situation, often linked to unpleasant experiences. In
the case of multiple disabilities, with restrictions in the area of movement, often
access to dentist treatment is restricted for this very reason.
The dental system undergoes dynamic changes throughout a person’s life.
Most problems that are observed in children with ID remain with them through
their whole lives. Others appear together with aging or become more serious. They
hinder the course of basic functions of the stomatological system, such as speech,
swallowing and breathing (Milewski, Kaczorowska-Bray 2015). To the greatest
degree this relates to teeth, the periodontal condition and that of the mucous membrane of the oral cavity, the tongue and functioning of the salivary glands. Also the
structure and functioning of the temporomandibular joint is changed.
The above indicated problems hinder the proper acceptance of food and proper articulation. They also have a strong influence of the social reception of people
with ID, affecting their appearance, communication abilities and behaviour. The
task of the speech therapy is to make care-givers more sensitive to the issue and
explain the importance of perceived problems, as well as to undertake actions that
will enable those with ID to improve the condition of their oral cavity, thus, for
example, desensitising the oral-facial area or alleviating the remaining biting reflex, which would enable greater hygienic care of the oral cavity and use of dental
treatment. There are also ways of stimulating and rehabilitating the stomatological system which the patient could carry out under the supervision of a speech
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therapist. There are four groups of exercise: mimic muscles, tongue, formation
of saliva and swallowing. These exercises bring visible improvement not only
to physiological activities, but also improve the clarity of speech (Zapała, Szuta
2012, 155).

DIET
A proper diet is of key importance for the health and quality of life of all people, regardless of age. It affects the mother’s health, fetal development, the course
of pregnancy, height and growth of children, effects of treating chronic illnesses,
and partly determines life expectancy. Without doubt, people with ID are a group
at high risk of malnutrition occurring, which may in their case increase their disabilities. An improperly selected diet and sedentary lifestyle may become causes
of obesity10, diabetes, osteoporosis, cardiovascular disorders, high blood pressure
and increased risk of cancer (Torres Mughal, Novak 2016, 1225; Draheim et al.
2007, 392).
Proper nutrition and diet control is made even more important by the fact that
the health of this group is burdened by the administering of many medicinal drugs
of various side effects as well as by various dietary restrictions. The necessity of
following an exclusion diet may result from existing problems with acceptance
of food (e.g. dysphagia), remaining reflexes of the oral-facial sphere, stomach-intestinal illnesses (e.g. reflux, Crohn’s disease, coeliac disease), allergies and food
intolerance (e.g. fructose or lactose intolerance), sensory disorders e.g. preference
of certain food structures, colours, temperature, etc.), diseases of the oral cavity
and tooth loss, behavioural and emotional disorders. These problems occur with
particular frequency in genetic syndromes, e.g. Down syndrome, Williams syndrome, Apert syndrome, fragile chromosome X, but also among autistic children.
A separate group are, of course, those fed by non-oral methods. Problems connected with food acceptance and proper diet among those in this group rarely end
with their reaching adulthood.
According to the definition of speech therapy promoted by the CPLOL, one
area of its interest is that of swallowing disorders.11 The diet problems of the dis10
Some studies indicate that in nearly 80% of adults with ID to a mild or moderate degree,
overweight or obesity is confirmed. In this group about 45% are described as significantly overweight, while in 8% obesity is diagnosed (Haveman et al. 2009, 15).
11
The definition of speech therapy, included on the website of the Comité Permanent de Liaison des Orthophonistes-Logopèdes de l’UE (CPLOL) is the following: “Speech Language Pathology and Logopaedics is both a scientific domain and an autonomous profession. As a science, it
is at the intersection of medical, linguistic, educational and psychological sciences and focuses
on etiology, assessment and intervention of communication and swallowing disorders” (authors’ emphasis) (http://www.cplol.eu/profession/general-info.html).
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cussed group require monitoring, the conduct of workshops for care-givers concerning, for example, the choice of food consistency, the manner of its serving and
proper positions during feeding.

CHANGES IN THE ENVIRONMENT
In most cases, children with ID are under the care of parents and live with
them in the family home, where they remain also in the period of adulthood.
T. Heller claims that nearly 76% of the group with developmental disorders live
with their parents (Heller 2010, 2). Socialisation and contact with the wider surroundings are highly varied in the case of these people. However, it has been indicated that people with ID, living with parents, experience restrictions in contacts
with the environment; opportunities to enter into relations with those outside the
nearest circle are lesser in their case than among those remaining under institutional care (Heller 2010).
People with ID are living increasingly long lives, and, therefore, the period of
care and assistance of their functioning is extended, creating a range of new problems. As D. Braddock states, over 25% of care-givers of this group have reached
an age above 60 years old, and around 38% are in the age group of 41 to 59 years
(Braddock 2001). They themselves experience difficulties related to advanced
age. They also require or will require assistance over the next dozen or so years. It
then becomes necessary for care of the person with ID to be taken over by another
member of the family or to apply for institutional assistance. This is a relatively
new problem which began to be perceived at the end of the 1980s.
Remaining in the relatively closed and narrow family circle has, of course,
a range of advantages for the person with ID. They feel safe and accepted; daily
activities are ritualised, calming them, giving a feeling of order. In their known environment, it is easier for them to understand verbal messages, especially if their
interlocutors are well known to them. The messages sent by the person with ID
reach a helpful receiver, who is able to understand them thanks to years of practice. Old age and the departure of care-givers ruin this safe world. The necessity of
changing environment is for a person with ID an unimaginable change, which often results in withdrawal, lowered activity, or even depression, which may worsen the cognitive functioning of the patient. In depression, especially deep, there
may occur restrictions of perception, attention, memory, thought and learning,
operative functions, word fluency, psycho-motor speed and agility (Talarowska
et al. 2009, 36). Those with ID to a more severe degree, with serious disorders of
linguistic communication or using an alternative system of communication, who
until then were able to express their needs and make satisfactory contact with the
surroundings, in a new environment may not have anyone they can communicate
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with. New care-givers are often not able to understand the reduced speech or do
not know a given AAC system. In institutions whose purpose is offering support
and care for the person with ID, it is necessary to employ speech therapists who
are properly prepared for work with this group. Their cooperation with other specialists and care-givers would be important not only due to the necessity of assisting the proper course of language communication, enabling the use of alternative
and supportive communication, but would also allow an evaluation of the course
of dietary activities and possible undertaking of their therapy.

CONCLUSIONS
Speech therapy is intensively developing in the theoretical sphere as well as
in practice. It is taking into its scope an increasing number of research areas. It
also turns out that diagnosis and speech therapy are needed by a group of people,
who for many reasons (e.g. demographic changes) until now were not the subject
of scientific reflection or practical activities. Perhaps one should consider the creation or initiation of forms of higher training for speech therapists who would like
to specialise in the diagnosis and therapy of people with ID at an advanced age.
Work with seniors with ID is a very difficult task because of the great amount of
knowledge that such a specialist should have, but also due to the required predisposition to conduct this profession. Therapy of a patient burdened with many illnesses and restrictions of a cognitive nature, whose life is nearing its end, indeed
involves a heavy mental burden for the therapist, of whom a high level of empathy
and understanding is required for those under their care.
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Tactile Perception of a Bas-relief. Audio Description
as a Means to Make Art Available to the Blind.
A Case Study
SUMMARY
This article aims at answering the question whether a contextual information in the form of
audio description, providing details of a given piece of art and its author, has an influence upon the
level of recognisability and understanding of the studied piece. In other words, how the information
about a piece of art (or its lack) influences perception and aesthetic evaluation of an art piece.The
article discusses a problem of aesthetic competence in the mind of a person blind from birth. The
focus of the research concerns perception of an art piece on base of a tactile study of a bas-relief
(a copy of Józef Chełmoński’s painting Storks).
Key words: the blind, language, audio description, art, art perception

Art has always been a part of the human nature as it expresses feelings, emotions and has the informative and communicative purposes. Today, when we are overwhelmed with visual messages, the usage of graphic symbols still plays an important
role in social communication. It is worth considering, however, whether within the
scope of the visual art there is a space for the visually impaired, or the blind.
Art undoubtedly carries a message for the recipient. This message has two
functions: informative and aesthetic. However, the reception of the message depends on the mental and physical abilities of the recipient (Niestorowicz 2014).
The same work of art will be perceived differently by somebody familiar with the
artistic code than by somebody unfamiliar with the visual idiom of art (HohenseeCiszewska 1976), and yet differently by the blind recipient who needs to compensate for the lack of visual abilities by building a different path of deciphering the
artistic code, i.e. by using different senses. The reception of the message will be
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affected by how the reality is perceived by the blind without the use of sense of
sight. Their emotions, sensitivity and intuition play a very important role as well.
At some point during my research on the perception of art in the blind and
visually impaired, as well the sculpture classes for the blind, I often noticed the
moment of awakening, the birth of aesthetic consciousness. However, this moment
occurs only if the visually impaired and blind have access to three-dimensional art
and effectively adapted two-dimensional art (such as spatial illustrations, or basrelief instead of paintings), so that they can get to know and accept everything,
which normally would be unattainable for them.
Works of plastic arts effectively adapted for the blind and visually impaired
can undoubtedly carry the intended message. It is not an easy procedure as the
tactile manner of understanding reality fundamentally differs from the visual
perception. Tactile sensations in decoding art give a lot of unclear information
throughout the process of successive perception of fragments of the whole unit.
The tactile perception has the sequential character. Moreover, background, colour,
perspective, the quality of light and shadow, the basic tools used by artists in twodimensional art, are not present in the tactile perception (Niestorowicz 2014).
That act of addressing artistic proposals to the blind recipient poses a question as to how the work of art should be adapted so that the meaning stays comprehensible and clear.
Without any doubt, textual description of the work of art will prove to be
helpful as the blind person will be able to create the meaning of the object that
cannot be perceived in tactile manner. The language is one of most important intersubjective tools of communication (and perception) and to some extent it has
the power of unifying the picture of reality (Grabias 2003).
Regardless of having different sensorial perception of the world, the blind
are able to create images and are proficient at using the language. However, only
part of the lexicon is fully equivalent to a given notion’s image and meaning
(Sękowska 1981). Hence, there occurs the category of surrogate meanings that
refer to the concepts sensorially inaccessible and attempt to fill in the resultant
perception gap.
As far as the content is concerned, T. Heller (Pielecki, Skrzetuska 1991;
Sękowska 1982) distinguishes two types of surrogate meanings: those referring to
spatial relationships which cannot be adequately, or easily perceived by the blind;
and those referring to light and hue which cannot be adequately perceived by the
blind in relation to reality.
In the process of creating surrogate meanings, the blind find analogies really helpful, for example, they associate hues with sound structures (Sękowska
1981), temperature, or even the texture of the materials. Despite this complex
cognitive situation, it is definitely possible for a blind person to perceive art with
the help of additional texts that describe works of art in Braille, or with the help
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of audio descriptions, which more often accompany the exhibitions in galleries
and museums.
Audio description is the text containing verbal description of the visual contents conveyed aurally through audio media whose purpose is to help the blind
and visually impaired in the perception of the visual work of art such as paintings,
graphics, films, theatre plays. More and more museums are adding audio description to their audio guides, making art accessible to the blind.
Audio description is a relatively young field as it was officially introduced in
the 1980s in the United States (Adamowicz-Grzyb 2016, 160), but practically it
has been present since the blind started having the content of visual arts described.
The descriptions of works of art enable the blind to participate in the cultural life
and are extremely helpful in the tactile perception of works of art such as sculpture
and bas-relief. The descriptions are based on the “from basics to detail” notion so
that a blind person can easily join the elements of the picture, or become familiar
with historical aspects that take place on the stage, screen, or in the picture1.
I do believe that sharing works of art with the blind should incorporate two
elements: the tactile perception option, and the description of a work of art in the
form of audio description, or in Braille.
The following article refers to aesthetic competence in the consciousness of
the person born blind. The concept of the perception of the work of art in the
tactile manner will be analysed in the article, and the bas-relief – a copy of Józef
Chełmoński’s picture Bociany (Storks) – will be used as the research material.
The bas-relief is a faithful reproduction of Chełmoński’s picture in a large scale as
the process of tactile perception conducted on a small scale copy would be really
difficult and even discouraging for the examined recipients.
The research will be conducted with the use of the opinion poll that will
attempt to find the answers to the following questions: How is the bas-relief perceived with the use of tactile manner? Does the contextual knowledge (audio description) of the studied work of art and its author affect the extent of perception
and the scope of understanding of this work of art? How does the information
about the picture, or lack of this information, affect the reception and aesthetic
evaluation of the picture?

TACTILE PERCEPTION OF BAS-RELIEF
The research proceedings will be submitted to the procedure that is divided
into three stages. The research material will be presented in accordance with the
following content points:
1

https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Audiodeskrypcja
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1.	The interpretation based on the blinds’ individual experience – individual
overview of the bas-relief.
2.	Conceptualisation based on the information about the studied bas-relief as
a work of art, the information is provided through audio description.
3.	The aesthetic-emotional assessment – the interpretation of the bas-relief
by the blind person based on the acquired knowledge.
In order to obtain the knowledge on the perception of the studied work of art,
I apply the interview method. I carry out the conversation realizing the scenario
based on the specific questions during each of the three stages of the interview.
The reason for this procedure is my attempt to establish the principles of
the tactile perception and the conceptualization of the studied work of art. I also
attempt to answer the question to what extent audio description affects the level
of recognition and the scope of understanding of the analysed work of art. I also
try to show the assessment of the bas-relief performed by the examined person.
The whole study is complemented with the observation method, which, to some
extent, allows the evaluation of the capabilities of tactile perception with respect
to two-dimensional work.
1. Individual overview of the work of art performed by the blind person
who at the end of the process entitles the analysed work. At this stage, perception
is carried out with the use of induction, which is based on finding the elements
against the background of the composition. Inductive analysis is carried out in the
“from basics to detail” manner. The instruction in the first stage of the perception
is as follows:
Please take a look at the bas-relief. This is the reproduction of the picture that
shows part of rural reality. I will try to conduct the overview in such a way so that
you can first see the events that make up the picture, determine their location in
the picture plan, perceive the depth of space and the whole space, and entitle the
picture. The questions at this stage refer to the content of the analysed work:
• What does the picture depict?
• What title would you give to the picture?
2. Conceptualization. The examined person is provided with the contextual
information through audio description with respect to the work of art and its
author. At this stage, the perception changes and it takes the form of deduction
realized in the “from basics to detail” manner thanks to which the examined person recognizes the detailed elements of the reality depicted in the composition.
Deductive synthesis allows one to find the criteria necessary for performing the
task. The instruction at the second stage is as follows:
In the second part of the task, you are going to listen to the audio description
in which you will be given the original title of the work. After that, the content
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and the form of the work will be discussed. Then you will tell me if they reflect
your overview. At this stage the questions refer to the content and the form of the
analysed work:
• How do you perceive the human figures?
• What are the persons doing?
• How many plans are there? (spaces in the picture)
• How far are the spaces from each other?
• What do you see on the further plans?
• What is the central point?
• How do you feel the movement of the figures?
•	Can you find or imagine the colours I have mentioned in the description of
the picture?
• Does this form of bas-relief appeal to you?
•	What needs to be changed in the form of the analysed work so that it is
more comprehensible?
•	Has the audio description helped you in the overview of the analysed
work?
•	In what form would you like to perceive adapted works in museums/galleries? Would you like to work with only the bas-relief, only audio description, or both bas-relief and audio description?
3. Aesthetically emotional connotation
The third stage of the study of the work of art is connected with its assessment. I reach the emotional states that the examined person experiences during the
overview of the work. I also extract other than emotional axiological assessments,
so I reach the author’s system of values, especially his aesthetic values. The questions at this stage are as follows:
• Do you like the picture?
• What emotions does it evoke during the overview?
• Do you find the picture original?
•	Do you think that it makes sense to adapt works of painting in the form of
bas-reliefs and exhibit them in museums and art galleries?

THE EXAMINED BLIND PERSON’S PERCEPTION
OF THE WORK OF ART
As it has been observed, the research confirms the thesis that the description
of the studied work definitely provides a lot of information, is extremely helpful
in the overview, and affects the process of shaping the scope of understating of
the bas-relief.

Communicative behaviour of the
examined person

What does the
bas-relief depict,
Mr Stanisław?

I explained it to Mr Stanisław what double pots are and how they were used at the beginning of the 20th century.
The examined is not sure what he has just encountered because the held spoon is definitely too small to be identified.

Now I can feel that these are really
double pots.

So where is the second hand of
this man? Here it is. Is it holding
anything?

Ok, so here are the double pots and The examined person carefully analyses the layout of the hands of the figure and localises
in the right hand the man is holding how they are placed in the space, which layouts are on the right side, and which ones on
a spoon.
the left side.

Mr Stanisław was born blind. He is a graduate of the Educational Centre for the Blind
and Visually Impaired in Laski. At school he had a chance to encounter convex drawings
prepared on the foil for the blind so he is familiar with two-dimensional depictions. However, Mr Stanisław has never had a chance to encounter bas-reliefs, or other tyflographic
adaptations for the blind in museums and art galleries, so he is very sceptical and full of
doubts, claiming that he is unable to recognize anything.
The examined analyses the bas-relief in the tactile manner. He recognizes particular parts
of the body. If he has found one hand, he looks for the other one. The same concerns the
legs.
If the examined finds the hands and guesses that the person is holding some objects (and
this is the case with Mr Stanisław), I prompt him what the objects are because they are
of a small scale that makes it difficult for a man with massive hands to recognize them
properly.

Remarks

For sure, there are some figures
here. I can feel the foot, here is the
head, and here is the hand. This
person is holding something, but I
don’t know what it is. It may be a
pot…

1. Individual overview of the bas-relief carried out by a blind person

Question

Table 1. Blind person’s perception of the work of art
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And here where
you are touching,
what can it be?

What do you
think?

Such remarks of the examined are frequent, however, after some time he accurately identifies the object, in this case – the second figure.
The examined finds out that next to the first figure there is something else as well. He
spends a lot of time examining the object with his palms.

Are the clouds here on top? Puffy
clouds.
So this is a landscape.

The examined is excellent at recognizing the space, and indeed there is the outline of the
forest in the background that can be taken for the mountains.
The examined analyses the upper part of the picture depicting the clouded sky. He recognizes the type of clouds (puffy) that he learned about during geography classes.

At the bottom, is it some texture, or Yes, this is how the author of the bas-relief tried to present the grass.
is it the ground?
Very good.
I don’t know what is beneath the
hand.
For sure it is not grass, maybe some
surrounding, maybe mountains
that are located in the background?
Definitely something rugged and
rough.

And here is something else, but I
can’t recognize it.
Maybe the second figure?
So there are two figures in the
picture.

And here, I don’t know what that is. The examined touches the figure’s outfit.
On reflection, Mr Stanisław recognizes the folds and creases on the man’s outfit.
Some kind of an outfit?
Please feel it – I take the palm of
the examined and shift it down the
figure’s outfit, such a long fabric.
What can it be?

Table 1. Continued
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I don’t know, maybe Breakfast on
the Grass?

And the feet are dirty because the
man probably walks barefoot.

Oh yes. The storks are flying. The
storks are flying in a v-formation.
When I know they are there I am
able to feel them.

I read the title to the examined and explain who Józef Chełmoński was and what he
painted. Then I read the whole audio description.
The examined person is surprised at the title, claiming that he has not noticed the storks
(they are small and marked symbolically, they are flying in a v-formation in the upper part
of the picture).
While listening to the audio description, Mr Stanisław checks in the tactile manner all
the details he hears. He makes remarks checking if the second figure, the boy, is really
smaller, and if the boy is observing the flying storks. He manages to localise the boy’s
nose and guesses that the picture shows him in profile. The examined person also checks
the posture of the man finding the face, nose, eyes, pepper-and-salt hair. He finds the hair
but he doesn’t know the term pepper-and-salt, so I explain it to him. The examined
recognised the man’s feet during the first stage, but he didn’t know that they were dirty.
While hearing about the creases of the fabric in both of the figures’ clothes in the audio
description, the examined person looks for the creases as he couldn’t identify them before.
I explain that Chełmoński was an artist who used sweeping brush strokes and the author
of the bas-relief tried to show that painting technique in her adaptation.
Indeed, it is very difficult to identify the oxen in the background, but once the examined
person has been told where to look for these animals, he finds them easily. I also explain
the rule of interposition that in this picture means that the animal in the background is
partly covered by the animal in the foreground. Mr Stanisław tries to examine it carefully and admits he can feel the interposition with his fingers. The examined also feels the
plough saying that a similar one was in his village.
He also checks the background on the left side, trying to feel the string of cottages and the
tree with the stork nest on it.

2. Conceptualization (after reading the audio description to the examined)

How would
you entitle this
picture?

Table 1. Continued
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Thanks to your description and
remarks, it’s clear for me. At
school we learnt that the objects get
smaller if they move away, or an
object that is closer covers the one
which is farther away. I didn’t have
problems with that while examining
this picture. Because this is the first
time I’ve seen such a work, it is the
matter of training and getting used
to such things.
The description is very helpful in
the holistic overview, especially
when it comes to finding the details
that are difficult to find for the
blind.

Definitely the sitting man is the
central point of the picture.

The human figures were
comprehensible for me at once, the
description, however, helped me to
determine their location and
postures and the fact that they are
looking at the storks. I think that
if these figures are observing
something, it must be the frozen
posture.

Do you feel the
spaces in the
picture? How
many spaces can
you find in the
picture?
How far away are
they from each
other?

What is the
central point of
the picture?

How do you perceive the human
figures?
What are they
doing?
Can you feel their
movement?

Table 1. Continued
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The description definitely helps us
to imagine colours, so it is good
that they appear in the description.
For example, light, or dark. We
have our own ways of imagining
colours but the description is very
helpful.

Do you like the
bas-relief?

This is something totally new for
me. The description definitely
stimulated my imagination and it
complemented the holistic perception of the work. This is a difficult
but credible message, even though
at the beginning I didn’t believe
that I would see anything.

3. Aesthetically emotional connotation

Do you like the
I think that such a big format is
bas-relief format? definitely required because everything can be felt, even the smallest
elements. This scale doesn’t seem
to be a problem for me.

Do you find or
imagine the colours that are used
in the description
of the picture?

Table 1. Continued

While watching another bas-relief (a copy of another Chełmoński’s picture called
Sheepdog), Mr Stanisław took more positive approach to the task. He guessed more
conveniently, he precisely localised the figure and most of the details in the picture.
He claimed that the second picture was much easier for him because he knew what to
expect and became more skilful at tactile perception.
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It was definitely something totally
new for me. I liked it. For sure the
description is very helpful because
particular elements can be localised
easily, or even the small-scale objects can be felt. It is very interesting when I know what to look for.

What emotions
did you feel while
watching the
work?

I also wanted to say that I admire
the author of the bas-relief. It must
be a real challenge to create something like that.

This form is completely new for
me. It’s a pity that such adaptations
are not used on a larger scale so that
we could get used to such works.

Do you think it
makes sense to
create such copies
for the blind?

Table 1. Continued
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The contextual information on the studied work provided in the form of audio description definitely affects the type of tactile recognition, which is carried
out through deduction – starting from the basics, the examined person gets to
know the details of the composition.
As it has been mentioned before, the deductive synthesis is based on the
“from the basics to detail” concept that allows one to find the criteria necessary
for the recognition process. This, in turn, makes the whole process of recognition
easier for the examined person because he knows what to look for. With the help
of the description the examined person tries to locate special layouts of the figures
and their surroundings, he is able to perceive the depth and the rules of perspective, or interposition2, and it is easier for him to determine small details.
According to Mr Stanisław, the description is invaluably helpful in the reception of the analysed work of art because even demanding aspects related to the
perception of depth become clearer.
This research also raised the question to what extent two-dimensional art
should be adapted. Should all the rules recommended by tyflopedagogues3 be applied, including schematic, simplified adjustments, the rules of presentations in
canonical perspective4, without interposition, or perspective in the required A4
format?5 If so, the question arises if the schematic presentations will resemble
their originals visually, and to what extent they will get close to the original concept. Does it make sense to exhibit presentations that have little to do with their
originals? This research shows that a blind person is capable of perceiving a faithful copy of the original painting in the form of a bas-relief.
The current research on the plastic development of the blind (see e.g.:
D’Angiulli, Maggi 2003, 193–200; Kennedy 2003, 321–340; Kennedy, Juricevic
2003, 1059–1071; 2006, 73–93) shows that a blind student assisted by a teacher is
able to discover the following: some of the rules associated with the two-dimensional presentation of objects that are in the accordance with the conventions of
2
“Interposition means mutual covering of untransparent objects located in the background of
the observed scene. The covered object is perceived as the one located further from the observer than
the one which covers it”. The obect which is in the closest proximity to the observer is seen in full,
see: P. Francuz, 2013, Imagia, Lublin,
3
The use of the rules mentioned above is neccessary in convex textile drawings created for
visually impaired children. The basic rules of creating drawing for blind children are as follows:
clarity, atractiveness, reliability, usefullness, safety, durability, appropriate size and hue contrast
in the case of visually imparied people, see: E. Więckowska, 2008, Nauczanie niewidomych dzieci
rysunku, Laski, pp. 75–81.
4
Canocial perspective is based on depicting an object in its most typical view, for example,
animals are most often depicted in profile, humans – en face, etc., see: P. Francuz, 2013, Imagia,
Lublin.
5
This format is required as it can be fully embraced with hands and analysed in detail without
losing the full picture.
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visual perception, such as interposition (Szubielska, Niestorowicz 2013, 89–104);
the fact that the objects located further from the observer are perceived as smaller (after: D’Angiulli, Maggi 2003, 193–200; Kirby, D’Angiulli 2011, 67–79). It
proves that some rules associated with convergent perspective and depth indicators6 can be explained. The research also shows that the examined blind person
undergoes the stages of plastic development typical of people who are not visually impaired, though in the case of the blind the process is more time-consuming
(Szubielska, Niestorowicz 2013, 89–104).
I do believe that the blind should be provided with the faithfully copied and
efficiently modified works of art. The modifications will be applied once they
have been consulted with the blind, and equipped with audio or Braille descriptions. Undoubtedly the research on the subject matter will be continued on a much
larger scale, so that the results could be used as guidelines for plastic art teachers,
pedagogues and tyflopedagogues. The results of the research will be especially
useful for artists and curators, as they will give the direction to presenting and
adjusting art to the people with different sensory reception.
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Geographical Names in the Linguistic Awareness
of the Intellectually Disabled Person. A Case Study

SUMMARY
The article presents the linguistic capacities in defining geographical names of the moderately
intellectually disabled male. The principal objective was to reconstruct, based on the subject’s utterances, the concepts like desert (pustynia), ocean (ocean), mountains (góry), country/village (wieś)
and town (miasto), which assumed the form of cognitive definitions. In view of the fact that the
subject used commonsense knowledge and utilized colloquial language, we tried to show that the
resultant explications of meanings are the outcome of “good” and “expanded” categorization constructed on the basis of “linguicized experiences”.
Key words: cognitive definition, seasons of the year, intellectual disability, categorization
“The human mind is essentially
linguicized human experience”.
S. Grabias (2012, 26)

INTRODUCTION
The statement by S. Grabias (2012, 26), which is the motto of the present article, emphasizes the great role of language in the objectification of reality, in filtering sensory stimuli reaching the brain, and in the encapsulation of
individual experience. According to Grabias, “the cognitive role of language in
describing speech disorders is becoming of paramount importance. It manifests
itself in the question: how does a person, who cannot for some reasons learn his/
her ethnic language or can use it only in some dimension, interpret him/herself
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and the world?” (2012, 26). The theoretical stance which ascribes an active role
to language in the process of perceiving reality will define the course of further
discussion in the present article, relating to the linguistic and cognitive capacities
of an adult male with moderate intellectual disability.
The article will use concepts of cognitive linguistics and will represent the
position according to which language influences the image of reality, the image
depending on the previously adopted conceptual apparatus, by means of which
our experiences are copied. We will begin by referring to one of the most important stances ascribing to language an extremely creative role in knowing the
world: from the J.G. Herder’s belief to the “linguistic picture of the world”.
According to the German philosopher, language is a form of thinking because
language contains the knowledge that is the experience of many generations, “(...)
we learn to think with words, it is language that determines the limits and outline of all human cognition” (Schaff 1964, 15). Herder’s views were continued
by W. von Humboldt, who believed that we perceive the world subjectively but
the subjectivism “manifests itself in the language of the whole nation” (Grabias
1997, 42). Language – in von Humboldt’s view – is “a factor that transforms the
world into the mental, cognitive, objectively existing representation of the material world” (Anusiewicz 1994, 25). The worldview contained in language is continually transformed, the source of the changes being the subjectivity of personal
observations. The Herder–von Humboldt conception was adopted and developed
by the proponents of the “word-field theory”, and first of all by the trend represented by J. Trier and L. Weisgerber. Trier’s best-known statement on the role of
language in creating the reality said:
We throw a net of words over that of which we have only a dark and complex inkling so that
we could order and contain it in fixed concepts. The formation of concept by means of words
is a structuring process of explaining from the position of the whole. Language does not reflect real being but creates intellectual symbols. (after Schaff 1964, 18)

Also, according to American ethnolinguists E. Sapir (1951) and B. Whorf
(1957), language orders reality in human minds and imposes on individuals the
ways of interpreting this reality because the received “kaleidoscope flux of impressions (…) has to be organized by our minds – and this means largely by the
linguistic systems of our minds”1 (Whorf 1957, 213).
B. Bernstein, a language sociologist, combined in his considerations the
views of von Humboldt, the Sapir–Whorf thesis, and the knowledge on the strucMore rigorous opinions on the role of language in creating reality can be found in the
views of Polish logician K. Ajdukiewicz (1960) and in the so-called general semantics of
A. Korzybski (1958).
1
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ture of society, which generates separate language codes, and he thereby created
the theory of elaborated and restricted language codes (1980). From our point of
view, this theory is fairly important because some studies on the language of intellectually disabled adults show that the “set of features” distinguished by Bernstein
for the restricted language code can be found in the behaviors of these persons.
A number of propositions found in literature and defining how mentally disabled persons
speak/use language, echo the properties attributed to/distinguished for the restricted variant
of speaking in Bernstein’s sociolinguistic theory. Therefore, the analysis of language behaviors, “typical” of mentally disabled patients in the context of sociolinguistic inspiration, gains a new view constructed by other meanings. It turns out that the thus seen way of communication and conversation appears as observed not only among the majority of the subjects in the studied group of intellectually disabled patients because, while we try to see in
it (the way) the properties/manifestations of the restricted code, it should be concluded that
it is a speaking variant that is characteristic also of different circles of persons without disabilities. (Krzemińska 2012, 224)

Those functioning on the concrete level depend in their behaviors on the observation field (specific information) unlike the persons characterized by an abstract attitude. The concrete/specific system is characterized by “vertical” search
for information, outside the brain’s cognitive structures, through exploring the environment in order to supply new information from outside. Persons whose thinking has the hallmarks of concreteness repeatedly include the situational contexts
into their utterances, interjecting the words and remarks concerning the environment in which the conversation is taking place. To them, a case of cognitive dissonance is each disruption of a characteristic stereotype – “an island of stability”
in the changing world, a stereotype produced in the course of personal experience.
“As s/he acquires greater experience, a concrete person becomes connected with it
more and more closely, which increasingly diminishes his/her chances of striving
for new life solutions” (Obuchowski 1970, 133).
Consequently, persons functioning on the concrete level are unable to interpret the phenomena of the surrounding world by means of concepts representing
certain properties in common because the “hierarchical system is associated with
language in the strict sense” (Obuchowski 1970, 134). A person who functions on
the hierarchical (abstract) level is oriented towards developing and transmitting
knowledge, as well as creating “the model” of the world through categorization of
phenomena. The emergent “model” of the world reflects not only personal experience but “the whole of appropriately hierarchized, verbally expressed experience
containing the historical experience of humankind, categorized by meanings”
(Obuchowski 1970, 135).
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The linguistic functioning of intellectually disabled individuals is perceived
in literature in a dual way. On the basis of studies by such authors as, inter alia,
H. Borzyszkowska (1985), M. Piszczek (1995), or J. Lausch-Żuk (1997) we know
that in the population of persons with deeper intellectual disability there are serious retardations, disorders impeding speech and communication development in
general. Other researchers argue that these persons, despite retarded speech development and concomitant speech defects, are able to communicate effectively
with the people around them and produce texts appropriate for the situation. Intellectual disability is then perceived in many dimensions, in the context of considerations on the social functioning of humans in general (cf. inter alia: Kościelska
1995; Gustavsson, Zakrzewska-Manterys 1997; Krause 2005; Krzemińska 2012).
The literature on the functioning of individuals with moderate intellectual
disability says that most of them acquire communication abilities in early childhood. With regard to school abilities, they are able to achieve the level of the
second form of elementary school (Bobkowicz-Lewartowska 2011, 47). Some
of them learn reading and writing skills to a limited extent and simple language
communication (Ossowski 2012, 21). They have difficulties understanding social
rules, which can adversely affect their contacts with peers. In adult life, most of
them are able to perform uncomplicated work that does not require special qualifications (Bobkowicz-Lewartowska 2011, 48). They are able to execute simple
orders based on instructions (Ossowski 2012, 21).
The perception skill in those persons is limited. They perceive primarily concrete features, failing to distinguish between substantial and unsubstantial ones.
Their dominant attention is involuntary, while they have difficulties focusing free
attention. They find it easier to focus attention while performing simple, mechanical actions. In intellectually disabled persons the ability to remember is substantially limited, which has an effect on the slow pace of learning. Their dominant
thinking is perceptual, the conceptual-verbal thinking being poorly developed.
They have observable problems with producing concepts. “These persons define
well-known simple concepts by describing the object or the material of which the
object is made, the manner of use or sometimes the superior genus and specific
difference” (Kaczorowska-Bray 2012, 44). They also have difficulties with causeand-effect reasoning. At the age of 15, these individuals achieve the age of intelligence equal to 7–8 years of age (Bogdanowicz 1985).

RESEARCH PROBLEMS
The concept of the linguistic picture of the world appeared in the studies by
Polish linguists in the nineteen-eighties as “the interpretation of reality contained
in the language, which can be presented as a set of judgments about the world”
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(Bartmiński 1999, 103–120). In the linguistic picture of the world pertaining to
geographical names, an interesting phenomenon will be the process itself of arriving at this picture, the interpretation of reality resulting from the linguistic and
cognitive capacities of the tested man, which are definitely poor. When studying
the literature assessing the functioning of mentally disabled persons, we find the
opinions like: limited ability of abstract thinking, concreteness of utterances, limited imagination, lack of curiosity and mental passivity, as well as scanty lexicon,
frequent digressions and difficulties in expressing thoughts. We think, however,
that as a result of the acquired experiences, the subjective interpretation of the
world and education, the studied man developed his conceptual system, and the
semantic interpretations of the collected words will be appropriate.
In the analysis of the collected material, an important position is occupied
by the “cognitive definition”2 – a result of the subjective conceptualization of the
“differently modeled” object in the language of the mentally disabled person3.
We expect somewhat more limited conceptualizations (as far as specific aspects
are concerned), which will, as a result, make up a comprehensive picture of the
concepts being defined. Following the analysis of the collected utterances by the
studied man, based on the reconstruction of the cognitive structure of a concept,
it will be possible to show the cognitive content consolidated in the subject’s
language (Niesporek-Szamburska 2004, 15). The content will be largely decided
by the subjective point of view resulting from popular knowledge (although the
subject is an efficient language user who can read and write). The knowledge
stored in the mind of the subject will influence “the content of words and whole
utterances, also determining the ordering of the world, distinction of typical categories, distinction of the prototype (as the best copy of a category) as well as
facets as homogenous sets of features ascribed to an object in the explication, and
it will decide about evaluation”4.
Meaning in the cognitive interpretation comes down to the description of
“conceptual structures” contained in the human mind (Wiśniewska-Kin 2007, 33).
The interpretation of reality included in the meaning presents a certain way of seeThe most important features of the definition are: the requirement of content adequacy or
the adjustment of the definition content to popular knowledge; the requirement of structural adequacy – the definition seeks to reproduce such relations between its constituents as has been established by the collective awareness of language users; the categorization constituent is not obligatory
(Bartmiński 2006).
3
M. Michalik (2001, 17–27) studied the abilities of intellectually disabled pupils in producing
the linguistic-cultural definitions of the four elements: earth (ziemia), water (woda), fire (ogień), and
air (powietrze). The studies showed that in their utterances, the pupils usually used peripheral rather
than prototypic elements of meaning.
4
U. Jęczeń discussed the subject of the ability to build a cognitive definition in the articles:
“Marzenia” i “niepełnosprawność” w świadomości językowej mężczyzny upośledzonego umysłowo.
Perspektywa kognitywna (2016, 607–611).
2
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ing a specific fragment of reality, it is realized “within a certain cognitive model”
in which a significant role is played by the “subjective point of view” (Bartmiński
1999, 105), categorization5, prototype6, stereotyped thinking7, and evaluation.
We have applied the above concept of meaning to the analysis of the utterances of an adult with intellectual disability. In the article, we will try to present how meaning is given to concepts, what is the internal semantic structure
and “hierarchy of semantic features within the definition of a concept created by
a person” (Wiśniewska-Kin 2007, 34). When presenting the research material, we
intend to prove that some adults with intellectual disability have greater language
and cognitive abilities than can be inferred from some opinions presented in the
discussion.

RESEARCH RESULTS
The collected language material comes from a 27-year-old man with a certified moderate degree of intellectual disability. The man finished junior high
school in 2007, and since 2013 he has attended the Occupational Therapy Workshops, travels by bus to daily classes by himself and returns home by himself after
classes. He works in a group doing handicrafts.
The subject lives with his parents. He can read and write in large letters. In his
free time, he watches TV and reads books. He likes travelling very much.
The presented research results are a segment of the fundamental research on
the linguistic way of presenting geographical names, such as: river (rzeka), desert
(pustynia), island (wyspa), ocean (ocean), mountains (góry), sea (morze), lake
(jezioro), village/countryside (wieś), town (miasto) and park (park) as presented
5
Categories emerge as a result of the process of formation of concepts, the categorization process is subjective; its foundations should be sought in “the sense experience, i.e. in perception processes because this experience precedes and determines the development of conceptual structures”
(Tabakowska 1995, 40). “For human beings, categorization is primarily a means of comprehending
the world (…) Categorization is a natural way of identifying a kind of object or experience by highlighting certain properties, downplaying others, and hiding still others” (Lakoff, Johnson 1988, 150
and 190–191), similarly on the subject R. Langacker (1995).
6
According to the theory proposed by E. Rosch “we categorize things in terms of prototypes”
(Rosch 1975a, 192–233; 1975b: 303–322; 1978), a prototype is the best specimen in a category.
7
Representatives of cognitive linguistics pointed out yet another important aspect of thinking,
according to which, in the consciousness of language users, not only the image of a typical specimen (prototype) is established, but also its assessment, the so-called “emotional component of the
meaning of a word” (Wiśniewska-Kin 2007, 42) – a stereotype. The authors of the article adopt the
understanding of stereotype after J. Bartmiński and J. Panasiuk, who claim that stereotype is “a set
of judgments associated with a given concept, established in language” (Bartmiński, Panasiuk 1993,
375), it is connected with evaluation, which is also an important component of cognitive definition
and the subjectification of meaning.
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by the subject. The starting point here is the analysis of specific utterances obtained during an individual interview with the subject.
Based on the obtained material, the characteristics of five concepts were distinguished. As has been established before, to describe the meaning of such words
as desert, ocean, mountains, countryside, and town, the model of cognitive definition as interpreted by Bartmiński was adopted. It is a type of open definition, it
points to the features that are more and less fixed in language, even individual, occasional and poetic uses. The structure of the cognitive definition is characterized
by a categorial, facet-based ordering of definitional sentences. Questions about
the meaning of particular words appeared in conversations, during which the researcher tried to limit his utterance, and asked questions in such a way that the
subject would continue his utterance. In addition to the basic questions, such as
“What is/are a desert/ocean/mountains/village/town?” [Co to jest pustynia/ocean/
góry/wieś/miasto?], auxiliary/additional questions were used in order to extract
from the mental lexicon of the tested man the information relating to the evaluation of the defined phenomena, as well as prototypical or stereotyped terms and
associations. The following questions appeared in the conversation (we will illustrate them using the example of the term pustynia/desert.
Co to jest pustynia? [What is a desert?]
Jak wygląda pustynia? [What does a desert look like?]
Czy znasz jakieś pustynie? Czy potrafisz podać ich nazwy? [Do you know any
deserts? Can you give their names?]
Z czym Ci się kojarzy słowo “wyspa”? [What do you associate the word “island” with?]
We were guided by the idea remembered from L. Wittgenstein’s Philosophical
Investigations [Polish translation 1972] concerning the term “language-game”.
The “term ‘language-game’ is meant to bring into prominence the fact that the
speaking of language is part of an activity”. In order to understand any utterance,
the context is necessary. This is how we understand getting at the meaning of
a word – by using it. Only in a conversation/dialogue, owing to the all-embracing
context, we can learn the meaning of a word. This approach reconciles pragmatic
and semantic rules. It is not an approach contrary to Wittgenstein’s injunction:
“do not ask what the meaning of a word is; ask what its use is” because each use
has its user, and each user consciously emphasizes the subjective point of view,
which, owing to the context, renders the way of how the speaker views the world.
The semantic explications of desert (pustynia) were constructed based on
three categories (facets). Firstly, “desert” is defined by the superior category
(genus proxinum) as the place where there is a lot sand / miejsce, gdzie jest dużo
piachu. The category that we called characteristic features was filled with such
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statements as: nie ma tam roślin / there are no plants there; mogą tam często rosnąć kaktusy / cactuses can often grow there (flora); może tam występować burza
piaskowa / there can be sandstorms there (atmospheric phenomena); mogą być
wybudowane na niej piramidy / pyramids can be built in it (ancient buildings); jest
tam gorąco; upalnie / it is (scorching) hot there; nie ma tam wody / there is no water there; wyschły wszystkie studnie / all wells have dried up (atmospheric conditions); na pustyni można jeździć wielbłądem / you can ride a camel in the desert,
maszerować na piechotę / walk on foot (the way of travelling across the desert).
The last questions concerning associations (category: associations) with the tested word activated the following cognitive path: Pustynia kojarzy mi się z / I associate a desert with: piaskiem/sand, upałem/heat, zmęczeniem/tiredness, trudem
i podróżą na wielbłądzie / hardships and travelling on a camel, or dźwiganiem
ciężkich toreb / carrying heavy bags. The questions about associations were deliberately asked because association is an important and difficult mental process with
which intellectually disabled persons have great problems. Association (Latin accociatio) is the process of combining at least two mental phenomena so that the
appearance of one caused a tendency for the others to occur. The phenomenon
of the emergence of associations had already been pointed out by Plato in the
antiquity. Aristotle, on the other hand, formulated the laws of association, dependent on the existing conditions: contact in time and space, similarity, contrast, and
causality8. In Słownik języka polskiego [The Dictionary of Polish] by L. Drabik,
A. Kubiak-Sokół and E. Sobol (2016), the concept is explained as: “a combination
of impressions, ideas and other mental phenomena in such a way that the appearance of some in one’s consciousness will make one aware of the others”.
The subject rightly associated “desert” with sand/heat/tiredness, as well as
with a camel. In the interview, he gave the proper names of two well-known deserts: Sahara and Gobi, stressing that Sahara is the largest desert / Sahara jest
największą pustynią.
Słownik języka polskiego (SJP) [The Dictionary of Polish] ed. by W. Doroszewski gives the following definition of pustynia (“desert”): “A large area entirely
devoid of vegetation or scantily covered (with perennials, low shrubs or shortlived herbs) because of lack of water (annual precipitation below 25mm)” (SJP
1965, 743, vol. VII).
“Desert” (a cognitive definition) as presented by the subject:
A desert is a place where there is a lot of sand. There are no plants in it. Cactuses can sometimes grow there. There can be sandstorms in the desert. Pyramids can be built in it. It is scorching hot there. There is no water in it. All wells have dried up. The largest desert is Sahara.
Gobi is also a desert. You can ride a camel in the desert or walk on foot.
https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asocjacja_(psychologia). The issue of association was studied in Poland by J. Konorski. He devoted a fragment of his book to the problem: Integracyjna
działalność mózgu, Warszawa 1969.
8
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The assumption of a cognitive definition is to adopt the interpretation perspective adequate for the language user’s competence and to refer to his/her popular (commonsense) knowledge. The subject (adult male) pointed out the most
important semantic aspects of desert, referring to far more information than in
a lexicographic definition.
Ocean, in the consciousness of the studied man, is a place where there is a lot
of water / miejscem, gdzie jest dużo wody. The category of characteristic features
(properties) with subcategories was described as follows: it is deep / jest głęboki;
it is larger than seas and rivers / jest większy niż morza i rzeki (size); ships with
sailors sail on it / pływają po nim statki, na których są marynarze; you can net
fish in it / można łowić w nim ryby przy użyciu sieci (usefulness); whales live in it
/ żyją w nim wieloryby; sharks swim in it, which have sharp teeth and catch their
prey / pływają w nim rekiny, które mają ostre zęby i łapią swoje ofiary (inhabitants
– animals); the ocean is made up by rivers and seas / ocean tworzą rzeki i morza. Ocean produced the following associations in the subject’s awareness: a lot
of water; ships which sail on it; in the ships there are sailors and captains. In the
case of this concept, associations are rather limited, produced only by contact in
space. In the subject’s mind, no mental processes occurred that would elicit emotions or attitudes connected with the word “ocean”, e.g. fear or admiration. In his
utterance, there were no adjectives defining the size and vastness of the ocean, its
power, force, majesty and beauty, at the same time.
Doroszewski gives the following definition of “ocean”: “A vast, unbroken
expanse of salt water, which occupies almost three quarters of the globe, and surrounding lands on all sides; (e.g. the Atlantic Ocean, Pacific, etc.)” (SJP 1963,
599, vol. V).
“Ocean” in the consciousness of the subject (adult male):
Ocean is a place in which there is a lot of water. It is deep, larger than a river and sea. Ships
with sailors sail on it. You can net fish in it. Whales live in the ocean. Sharks swim there,
which have sharp teeth and catch their prey. There is the Atlantic Ocean. Ocean is made up
by seas and rivers.

The exemplification material used to distinguish the definition of “ocean” is
appropriate but it seems incomplete. There was no information about the fact that
ocean is filled with salt water. The subject stressed such features of the ocean as:
size – it is deep, larger than a river and sea; there is a lot of water; animals that
live in it – whales, sharks; usefulness – ships sail on it; you can net fish in it; he
also named one ocean, giving its proper name – the Atlantic Ocean. The definition
was constructed based on popular rather than scientific knowledge, which is why
we can conclude that it is “a good definition”. Referring to T. Rittel’s words (1995,
81) “a component of a good (in cognitivist terms) definition of an object or con-
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cept is the most banal categorization, which is maximally close to the experience,
feelings and intuitions of a common man”.
Mountains/góry, in the subject’s consciousness, are interpreted as high peaks/
wysokie szczyty. The semantic category defined as characteristic features is filled
with such expressions as: high/wysokie, steep/strome, there can be snow on their
tops / na ich szczytach może leżeć śnieg (drawing attention to the appearance of
the mountains); it is cold in the mountains / w górach jest zimno, the higher we go,
the colder it is / im wyżej idziemy, tym jest zimniej (thermal expressions); it can be
slippery there / może tam być ślisko, you have to be careful / trzeba tam uważać
and wear special shoes with crampons while climbing / podczas wspinaczki nosić
specjale buty z kolcami (the need to keep safe in the mountains). When trying to
reconstruct the cognitive definition we also find in the collected language material
the category like “the way of spending time in the mountains”. According to the
27-year-old man, in the mountains we can: rest, walk, travel by a cableway, go
skiing, watch ski-jumping (odpoczywać, spacerować, jeździć kolejką, jeździć na
nartach, oglądać skoki narciarskie). This place is associated with: a high summit
atop which I stand and watch houses and trees from above / wysokim szczytem,
na którym staję i oglądam z góry domy i drzewa; with a high ski-jump where there
are contests / z wysoką skocznią narciarską, na której są zawody; with snow and
a risk of avalanche / ze śniegiem i zagrożeniem lawinowym.
Doroszewski explains the meaning of the lexeme “mountain”/góra as follows: “In scientific terms: a prominence of the earth’s crust, at least 300 meters
high above sea level, of complex structure due to orogenic or volcanic activity;
in non-scientific sense: any higher elevation of the terrain, standing out against
environment situated below ” (SJP 1965, 1257, vol. II).
The cognitive definition provided by the subject:
Mountains are high peaks. They are high and steep. There can be slow lying on the tops. It
is cold in the mountains. The higher we go, the colder it is. It can be slippery in the mountains. You have to be careful and wear special shoes with crampons while climbing. The Tatras, Beskids, Himalayas are mountains. In the mountains you can rest, walk, travel by a cableway, go skiing, and watch ski-jumping.

The foregoing definitions differ very much from each other. The first, lexicographic one, is a scientific definition; the other, a cognitive definition, is based
on commonsense knowledge, observation of the surrounding world, personal experience (trips to the mountains) and knowledge from school, from books (the
proper names provided). Only one feature of the mountains – we will recognize
it as prototypic – was repeated in the subject’s definition: “a higher terrain elevation” in the dictionary definition, and the high peaks / wysokie szczyty are high and
steep / są wysokie i strome – this is how the feature of height was verbalized in
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the subject’s definition. The reference here to Z. Muszyński’s thesis, according to
which “semantics as a science of the meaning of words is a discipline that investigates the »subjective mental states, personal representations of the world«”
(Muszyński 1996, 30; authors’ emphasis) proves that cognitive definitions constructed with reference to personal cognitive and linguistic capacities of language
users are “the linguistic illustration of the functioning of concepts (…) in cultural
space” (Michalik 2001, 5). The foregoing definition of “mountains” does not appear to differ significantly from the functioning of the lexeme in the language
awareness of average language users.
While defining the lexeme “countryside/village”/wieś, the subject filled the
following semantic categories: the superior category – the place where many
farmers live/miejsce, gdzie żyje wielu rolników; characteristic features (properties)
with subcategories – it is outside town/znajduje się poza miastem, there are many
fields, grasses, and forests there/jest tam dużo pól, traw i lasów (location); there
are a lot of hectares of land cultivated by farmers/jest tam dużo hektarów ziemi,
którą uprawiają rolnicy; there are houses there, next to which there are barns
and cellars for storing grain and vegetables/są tam domy, przy których znajdują
się stodoły i piwnice do przechowywania zboża i warzyw (usefulness); the air is
cleaner than in town/powietrze jest tam czystsze niż w mieście; the water is clean
there, you can take it straight from the well / woda jest tam czysta, można ją brać
prosto ze studni (virtue and advantages of living in the country). The characteristics of the countryside named by the subject also include the following categories:
country animals – cows, horses, hens, swine and dogs live in the country / na wsi
mieszkają krowy, konie, kury, świnie i psy, as well as the activities performed by
people living in the country – farmers work on land / rolnicy pracują na roli, they
harvest corn / ścinają oni zboże, they do haymaking / robią sianokosy, they go on
a tractor or in a horse-drawn cart / jeżdżą traktorem lub koniem z wozem, they
also plant vegetables and fruits, which they later gather / sadzą również warzywa
i owoce, które później zbierają. The cognitive process defined as association activated the following images in the man’s mind: silence/cisza; farmers who work
hard on land to earn money for a living / rolnicy, którzy ciężko pracują na roli, aby
zarobić pieniądze na życie; forests/lasy; fields/pola.
The definition of the “countryside” is more elaborate than the previous definitions. It appears that the collected linguistic material can be classified as a type of
“expanded categorization”, which can be found in the cognitive description beside
good and complete categorization. According to Rittel (1995, 81),
a component of the expanded definition (…) is the interpretive perspective that can show
a profound, internal relationship between language and the culture of the community that
uses this language. Consequently, the concept of “good definition” needs to be expanded to-
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wards adjusting its content not only to popular knowledge but also to sociolinguistically and
culturally determined meanings, and to the speaker’s individual use, i.e. the subjective interpretation of the world.

The lexicographic definition is very specific and succinct: “an agricultural
settlement” (SJP 1967, 1078, vol. IX).
The concept of the typical “countryside”/wieś reconstructed based on the subject’s utterances has the following form:
The countryside is outside town, there are a lot of grass, fields and forests there. All around
there is land cultivated by farmers. There are houses, next to which there are barns and cellars for storing grain and vegetables. The air is cleaner than in town, and the water is clean,
you can drink it straight from the well. In the country, various animals live: cows, hens, swine, and dogs. Farmers work on land in the country. They harvest corn and cut grass (haymaking). They go by tractor or in horse-drawn cart. They plant different vegetables and fruits.
The countryside is associated with silence, forests, and fields.

The sentences defining “town”/miasto are grouped into the following categories (facets), which name the almost homogeneous characteristics attributed to the
object in the explication: characteristic features – there are many different building there / jest tam wiele różnych budynków, there are many streets in which there
are plenty of cars / jest tam dużo ulic, na których znajduje się pełno samochodów;
there are a lot of parking lots, where a car can be left / jest tam wiele parkingów,
na których można zostawić samochód; there are a lot of schools where you can
learn / jest tam wiele szkół, w których można się uczyć; there are also hospitals
and churches there / są tam też szpitale i kościoły; there are also parks, in which
you can go walking or sit on a bench and rest/są tam parki, po których można
spacerować albo usiąść na ławce i odpocząć (spatial development); in town more
people live than in the country / w mieście mieszka więcej ludzi niż na wsi; people
in town get up in the morning and go to work / ludzie w mieście wstają rano
i idą do pracy (population); you can walk in town and visit various places / po
mieście można pochodzić i pozwiedzać różne miejsca; you can go to the cinema
and theater or to different festivals / można tam chodzić do kina i do teatru albo
na różne festiwale (the way of spending free time); in town you can go by car, by
hired bicycle, by bus or trolleybus if you have a ticket / po mieście można jeździć
samochodem, wypożyczonym rowerem, autobusem lub trolejbusem, gdy ma się
kupiony bilet (means of transport). Associations – with my home, in which I live
/ z moim domem, w którym mieszkam; with Lublin / z Lublinem; with the cars
going around town / z jeżdżącymi po mieście samochodami; with noise / z hałasem,
with the Old Town, in which you can go walking / ze Starym Miastem, po którym
można spacerować.
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The dictionary definition of the lexeme “town”/miasto is as follows: “A builtup area in a planned way, densely populated, subordinate to a separate administration; a commercial, industrial and cultural center” (SJP 1963, 618, vol. IV).
The foregoing empirical material shows a more expanded description. The
content that is repeated in both definition pertains to: “population density” –
“densely populated” (SJP) and in town more people live than in the country in the
subject’s utterances; as well as to the fact that “town” is seen as “a commercial,
industrial and cultural center” (SJP) – this feature was described in the exemplification by enumeration, emphasizing the feature “a lot of” public facilities, such as
streets, schools, hospitals, churches, buildings, parking lots. Moreover, the subject
gives the proper names of Polish towns as examples: Lublin (his home town),
Warszawa, Kraków, Częstochowa, and Gdańsk.

CONCLUSIONS
In the introduction, we emphasized that intellectually disabled persons use
the restricted code in their utterances. The functioning at this level manifests itself
inter alia in: inconsistency of observations, a tendency to perseveration, inability
to hierarchize phenomena and make generalizations. The picture of the world as
seen by persons functioning at the concrete level of information organization is
one-sided; this means that these persons usually confine themselves to describing
their own experiences. Admittedly, definitions of geographical names are constructed in colloquial language, in which concrete words predominate. The interlocutor (the subject) used popular, commonsense knowledge, while the main tool
serving to categorize phenomena is the personal point of view. But, according to
literature, the categorization process is subjective, and its foundations should be
sought in the sense experience of a particular language user (Tabakowska 1995,
40). And “linguicized human experience” determines man’s mental capabilities,
which in the case of our interviewee are good enough and do not seem to fundamentally differ from the capacities of an average language user because the
presented definitions can be recognized as “good” (according to the terms proposed by Rittel 1995, 66–86), in the case of our tests these are the definitions of
the concepts of desert/pustynia, ocean/ocean, mountains/góry, and as “expanded
ones” – town/miasto and countryside/wieś. The subject did not construct a “complete” or “elaborated/developed” definition, “which would contain all constituents
of a semantic category, embracing a prototype consisting of typical features (...),
and connotations expressed by evaluations and associations” (Rittel 1995, 82). Although in some definitions there were directly expressed evaluative connotations,
e.g.: It is scorching hot there (desert), it is cold in the mountains; the air is cleaner
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than in town (countryside); farmers work hard; more people live in town than in
the country, we did not report any metaphorical uses or “cultural patterns” like
“Promethean fire”. We observed that the subject’s line of thinking assumes the
characteristics of stereotypical thinking, e.g.: There is a lot of sand in the desert;
ocean is deep; mountains are high; cows, hens and swine live in the country; there
are many streets in town.
We have chosen the cognitive method to analyze the material because it enables
the analysis of that which is important to man, that which is established in his/her
language, supported by observations, perceptual sensations and mental reflection
within the abilities of a specific language user. That is why this methodology can
be also applied to studying persons with intellectual disabilities.
The article is about the functioning of an adult with intellectual disability. Literature on the subject presents difficulties that such persons experience in expressing their thoughts and understanding other people. The collected material shows
that “difficulties in expressing one’s thoughts do not necessarily affect9” Łukasz,
our subject. We can only surmise that the characterized person is “someone exceptional”. “In any community there are creative, unusual people, and there are also
those called »ordinary, average«” (Krzemińska 2012, 15).
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Linguistic Competence of Hearing Children
of Deaf Parents. A Case Study
SUMMARY
The article constitutes a description of selected aspects of the development of linguistic knowledge of an eight-year-old hearing boy against the background of the process of his language development with deaf parents who communicate using sign language. The results of previous studies,
mostly English-language, in terms of the impact of an unusual language environment on the speech
and language development of hearing children of deaf parents, are not unambiguous. This publication describes one of several cases comprising the empirical material of broader research1 whose
goal is, among others, the identification and description of the communicative and language competences (mainly in terms of phonological language) of hearing children of deaf parents.
Key words: linguistic knowledge, language competence, communicative competence, bilingualism, language development, case study

LINGUISTIC KNOWLEDGE
AND CONDITIONS FOR ITS DEVELOPMENT
“(…) Everyone knows, from his own experience,
that both a language itself and its rules of syntax,
as well as how to use it in different social situations,
must be learned in dealing with
other people, in the family, at school. (…)”
I. Kurcz (2007, 11)
The research was carried out as part of the research project “Deaf” parenting. Selected psychopedagogical aspects of the functioning of people with hearing impairments in parental roles
carried out as part of statutory research – development of research potential (507) of the Pedagogical
Faculty of the University of Rzeszów, in 2015/2016, 2016/2017.
1
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It is assumed, after N. Chomsky, that language competence is “a man’s ability
(skill) to understand and form sentences in some language”, and communicative
competence, according to D. Hymes, is “the ability to use that language according
to the listener and to the social situation in which the communication interaction
takes place” (Kurcz 2007, 11; cf. Grabias 2003). Both indicated competencies
contribute to the linguistic knowledge of each of us, which is inherent, though
unconscious, and we only become aware of it in contact with the social group with
whom we interact and communicate in the long process of initially acquiring, and
with time, learning language (Kurcz 2007; Krakowiak 2012). The competences
– language and communication – are independent of each other (each of them
is subject to separate disorders, independent of each other: for language competence – SLI, for communicative competence – autism, for more see Kurcz 2007),
but only together do they allow the full development of the linguistic knowledge
of a human being, which is conditioned by many factors (Grabias 2003; Kurcz
2007; Krakowiak 2012). Generally, it can be pointed out that in addition to access
to the social group (social dimension), the development of linguistic knowledge
is also associated with individual factors (individual dimension), with the intellectual, emotional and social development of a person, their cognitive abilities
and activity. The process of understanding speech, conditioning the formation of
linguistic knowledge, precedes the process of transmitting their own language
messages. The competences described are realized in the form of “mental performance skills”: systemic, understood as the ability to build grammatically correct
sentences and communication skills – the ability to use language in various social
situations. In addition to mental abilities, the biological perceptual skills are necessary for the “emergence” of competences (Grabias 1997, 32). Therefore, it can
be assumed that by directly determining the abovementioned skills, we indirectly
ascertain the linguistic knowledge of a given language user.
It is worth emphasizing the existence of a relationship between language,
thinking and reality. Language, being a product of a given society, has an active role in the process of perceiving reality (cf. the theory of Sapir–Whorf on
the subject of relativism and language determinism, Dąbrowska, Kubiński 2003;
Grabias 2003). It is not only a tool, but also a form of thinking, it defines the
boundary and outline of human cognition. In turn subjective perception of reality
leads to the creation of new linguistic facts (Herder’s thesis, Humboldt’s theory,
Grabias 2003).
In conclusion, language is understood, after Ferdinand de Saussure, as a system of conventional signs, usually phonics (or manual ones – in sign languages),
used for communication (exchange of meanings, information). It is characterized
as dual-class, i.e. including the participation of grammar, allowing the creation of
an unlimited number of new structures (Grzegorczykowa 2008). This system consists of interdependent components (subsystems): phonetic-phonological, lexical-
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semantic, morphological-syntactic. Language understood in this way makes up
the content of the linguistic competence of a human being. The use of language
in a social group (pragmatic aspect) is the crux of communicative competence.
Both competences – language and communication – as components of linguistic
knowledge, are formed during the functioning of a human being in a communicating social group. This linguistic knowledge, most often unconscious in the early
years of each of our lives, over time leads to conscious language use according
to appropriate orthophonic, grammatical and social (pragmatic) norms in various
forms (including written), in order to implement a specific communication plan,
in a specific group of people.

SELECTED ASPECTS OF THE LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT
OF HEARING CHILDREN OF DEAF PARENTS
The essence of language development is the deliberate, though not always
conscious, shaping of linguistic and communicative competence (linguistic
knowledge) of a child by adult people from the child’s closest social environment (including parents, relatives, and also teachers and educators in educational
institutions), in the most natural physical and social conditions possible, so that
the child can master the language of their social community in order to achieve
specific communication goals.
M. Tomasello (2002) pointing to the fact of how much a child’s development
depends on the social environment, emphasizes the significance of the child’s and
adult’s interaction in the process of learning speech and language. J. PorayskiPomsta, who also ascribes an important role to “adult–child” conversations in
linguistic development, points to the requirement to apply such principles in the
discussed process as:
1. providing the child by personal example, not by orders and prohibitions,
with good examples of language behaviour,
2. providing the child with information about the natural and social world,
starting from the immediate surroundings of the child, explaining to him
the meanings of words and expressions,
3. verbal instruction and explanation of activities and actions performed by
the child,
4. respect for the child’s expressions, his interests, devoting attention to the
linguistic creativity of the child, participation in children’s games,
5. partner-like, subject-based treatment of the child in a conversation (for
more see: Porayski-Pomsta, http://www.tkj.uw.edu.pl/poradnia/art10.htm
[access: 16.02.2017]).
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Language development is particularly important in the environment of people
who speak two or more languages. In an extremely specific situation, which is
interesting from the research point of view, there are hearing children raised by
people who communicate in sign language, meaning hearing children of deaf parents2. It is estimated that only 4.4% of children born to deaf parents are also deaf,
which means that over 90% of children born to deaf parents can hear (Mitchell,
Karchmer 2004). These children are usually bilingual (cf. parallel bilingualism,
Kurcz 2007) – sign language vs. phonic language, also bimodal (cf. Emmorey
et al. 2005) – in the process of receiving and broadcasting language messages
they use the auditory-voice modality vs. the visual-gestational modality, which in
consequence may also make them bi-cultural – identifying with the hearing community and shaping the identity of the hearing person vs. identifying with the deaf
community and shaping the identity of the deaf person (cf. Bartnikowska 2010;
Toohey 2010).
Being a bilingual person means using two languages, which shapes a different way of processing language information. In the case of children raised in
sign and phonic languages, there is also the question of the specific way of language expression with the use of not only a transmitter/transceiver of speech. The
bilingualism (and bimodality) of hearing children of deaf parents can be and is
something natural; however, there are no explicit reports on the impact of such
bilingualism on the development of their linguistic knowledge (cf. Bartnikowska
2010; Toohey 2010). It seems that the development of speech and phonic language (which most people use to communicate) of hearing children of deaf parents requires the creation of special conditions for language development.

CASE STUDY
The pages of this publication describe one of several cases, comprising the
empirical material of broader research, the aim of which was reduced to:
Hearing children of deaf parents are sometimes called Children Of Deaf Adults (abbreviation
CODA), but most often this is inadequate, because it is difficult to recognize that young children
are aware of their situation or identify with a different culture, resulting from the use of a different
way of communicating. The CODA abbreviation was created by Millie Brother, the founder in 1983
of the CODA International organization, whose main goal is to support and disseminate knowledge
about the experiences of hearing children of deaf parents, for more see: https://www.coda-international.org. In Poland, in 2010, the CODA Polska Hearing Children – Deaf Parents Association was
formed, bringing together people interested in working for the hearing children of deaf parents, for
more see: http://www.codapolska.org. The term CODA, as explained by U. Bartnikowska (2010,
91) “seems to be reserved for persons identifying themselves with the CODA community, who
recognize that being a hearing child of deaf parents has significantly influenced the formation of
their identity”.
2
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•	identifying, in the subjective perspective of deaf parents, problems related
to, inter alia, everyday language communication in a relationship of deaf
parent–hearing child;
•	recognition and description of communication and language competences, mainly in the language of the majority of society, i.e. the Polish phonic
– “spoken” language, of hearing children raised by deaf parents.
The research problem was reduced to the question of whether there is a relationship between the course of language development of the hearing child of
deaf parents and the development of his linguistic knowledge. The case study3
described is an attempt to determine the linguistic knowledge of an eight-year-old,
hearing boy – Michał G.4 – in the context of his language development, conducted
by deaf parents.

RESEARCH TECHNIQUES AND TOOLS, RESEARCH PROCESS
(INFORMERS)
In order to describe the case study, with simultaneous care for the reliability
and accuracy of the results obtained, the following research techniques were used:
observation of the boy examined, a partially structured list of questions for episodic interviews (Flick 2011, 101,102) with the deaf mother of the child examined5,
testing selected school skills (Bogdanowicz et al. 2011; Straburzyńska, Śliwińska
1992) and language competences (Smoczyńska et al. 2015), document analysis,
questionnaire – opinion of the form tutor on the pupil (the child examined). Two
additional tests were carried out, with the active participation of the boy’s mother,
to determine the child’s abilities in understanding and communicating in sign language, identification of the mental efficiency of implementation, communication
understood as “the ability to use language – in this case sign language, in various
situations of social life” (Grabias 1997, 32), in the form available to the child and
3
The instrumental case study, according to R.E. Stake (2009, 628), is conducted when a specific case is intended to deepen knowledge about a broader phenomenon or to draw more general
conclusions. Research using this method serves to find both what is unique and what is average and
take into account the following elements: 1. Case type, with particular emphasis on its operation and
functioning, 2. Historical background of the case, 3. Physical environment of the case, 4. Other case
contexts: economic, political, legal, aesthetic, etc. 5. Other cases constituting the background for
the examined case, 6. Informers (persons providing information about the case) (Stake 2009, 630,
cf. Tellis 1997a; b).
4
Due to the confidentiality of the data, the names of all persons participating in the survey
have been changed.
5
During the first meeting in the presence of a sign language interpreter, next time without an
interpreter because the researcher (M.Z.-S.) knows and fluently communicates in the sign language
system, while the deaf mother of the examined boy also uses Polish language in written form quite
well; though in everyday communication she prefers to lipread and sign communication – SLS.
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his mother. The respondent’s task consisted of silently reading three short statements (each consisting of three sentences), choosing one and giving the message
to the mother in sign language (“signing”) – the mother’s task was to read the
information (an attempt to check the ability of the child to transmit a message in
sign language). The second attempt, determining the boy’s understanding of sign
language messages, consisted of receiving information from the signing mother
(the boy’s mother signs a short story – the statement is written on a piece of paper,
the researcher knows the content), and then Michał answered questions relating
to the content.
An observation of Michał was conducted in the aspect of the development of
his communication skills, paying particular attention to how he enters and maintains relations with an adult stranger who hears whether he adjusts his statements
to the status of the interlocutor, whether he can talk on any topic, how he behaves
during verbal communication (whether it is accompanied by excessive gestures).
In order to determine the level of development of language competence, the
Language Development Test (LDT) was used to assess the child’s competence in
active and passive vocabulary, understanding and using grammatical structures
and understanding spoken text (Smoczyńska et al. 2015). The way of articulating individual speech sounds was also determined along with the commitment
and motivation of the child to work (based on observation, cf. Information on the
course of testing with the LDT. Answer Sheet, p. 11).
Additional diagnoses were made of the level of development of the auditorylanguage functions, being the basis of reading and writing, Michał G.’s level of
school skills, including reading aloud technique, pace and comprehension, and
listening (with attention to the graphic level of the recording, spelling correctness, auditory memory). To this end, selected tests from the Battery method for
diagnosing the causes of school failure in eight-year-old children were used (Bogdanowicz et al. 2011)6.
Information about the course of the child’s speech development and his language development was provided by the deaf mother of the boy studied. During
the interview, a list of questions was used, regarding, among others, experiences
(including problems) in everyday communication with the hearing child, support
in communication received from others. An additional source of information on
The argument for determining the pedagogical diagnosis was the assumption that “in class
II there is a transition from elementary reading (decoding) engaging perceptual strategies based on
the work of the right brain hemisphere to advanced reading, using linguistic strategies, implemented
thanks to the dominance of the left hemisphere of the brain. If the expected change in the reading
strategy takes place, the child proceeds to fast and correct reading with understanding and thus gains
a tool for communication and retrieval of knowledge using writing” (Bogdanowicz et al. 2011, 28).
Research conducted by the co-author of the article – M.Z.-S. (pedagogue, speech therapist, PPP
employee).
6
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the course of development of selected language skills of the boy examined was
also the diploma work of A. Osenkowska (2014).
Michał G.’s form tutor, by answering the questions on the questionnaire provided information, among other things, about the child’s school career, his communication behaviour during lessons and breaks at the school establishment.
The research was carried out in the fourth quarter of 2015 (first meeting, interview with the mother, examination of the child with the LDT) and in the first
quarter of 2017 (second conversation with the boy’s mother, meeting with the
child’s form tutor, diagnosis of school skills, observation of Michał). The research
was divided into two stages due to the desire to observe the dynamics of the
linguistic development of the examined boy, demonstrated in the form of performance skills.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SUBJECT.
SOCIO-CULTURAL BACKGROUND, FAMILY CASE
Michał G., aged 8.4 at the time of the second examination, is the first son of
Ewelina P. (36 years old) and Henryk G. (36 years old), he was born naturally, in
good general condition. In the mother’s opinion, the psychomotor development of
her son was normal (sitting around 7 months, walking around 12 months, the first
signs appeared about 9 months, the first verbal words about 18 months, and the
first sentence at the age of 2.5 years). The subject has a younger, hearing brother
at the age of 6.3 years. Michał’s parents are not married. On a daily basis, the
raising of the two boys is done by their mother and also the deaf grandmother on
the mother’s side. The father has continual, everyday contact with the children
(except during the days when he goes to work abroad). The family lives in a tworoom flat in a block of flats, in one of the large, dynamically developing cities
of south-eastern Poland. Their material and housing conditions are assessed as
average. The mother of the subject is a person with higher education, does mental
work, communicating with hearing people by means of writing or speech, while
the father has a professional construction education, and is a person who prefers
using mainly sign language (natural) in social contacts. The boy’s mother (with
a permanent moderate degree of auditory disability) actively works for the local
community of deaf people, while, at the same time, she propagates the idea of sign
language among hearing people.
Both of Michał G.’s parents and grandparents, being deaf people, communicate in Polish sign language. Michał’s mother, being an educated person, communicates rather in the sign language system (she builds complex sentences, she
also understands longer statements made in Sign Language System, SLS). In
a discussion on sign language and its variants, she claims that he does not see any
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significant differences between Polish Sign Language (PSL) and Sign Language
System, SLS (in the simplified version). She communicates with other deaf people without any problems. Both Michał and his brother, also in contact with their
relatives (parents, grandparents) communicate in sign language, which is often accompanied by speaking (with clear articulation). In a situation of misunderstanding, the mother asks Michał to repeat the content or spell out the message, using
the finger alphabet – dactylography. The boys, playing together, communicate
phonically, during which time the mother does not have access to the language
content (which is noticed in the interview) because the children speak quickly, not
paying attention to her communication needs. She spends a lot of time with her
children, nevertheless, she also tries to stimulate her sons by organizing extracurricular activities in the hearing community. In everyday communication she uses
audio language in contact with her children, accompanied by signs. She claims
that she is understood by her sons and she also well understands their needs, intentions and language messages. When assessing her parental competences, the
subject’s mother describes herself as a self-confident person, consistent in her
actions towards her children, good at raising her sons, but, at the same time, open
and spontaneous, taking care of a sense of security for her and her children.
In his contacts with his father (who does not speak), Michał uses only sign language, but sometimes the mother’s intervention is necessary to mediate the translation of conversations. According to the interview, Michał does not participate in
situations in which he would play the role of an interpreter for his parents. The
child’s mother emphasizes that this could have a bad effect on his development.

EDUCATIONAL CONTEXTS
Michał G. is currently a pupil in the 2nd grade of primary school (2016/2017
school year). From the age of 1, he attended a public nursery, and from 3 years –
a kindergarten. He began his school education as a seven-year-old. In study, the
mother most often helps the child, and she notices that it is more and more difficult
for her to help Michał with tasks in the field of Polish language education.
From the School opinion about the pupil (author’s – M.Z.-S., questionnaire
for the teacher-educator) it appears that Michał has mastered the basic school
techniques. He reads correctly, with understanding. The boy has the most difficulty expressing himself in writing. The most common mistakes include spelling mistakes, phonetic errors, missing out letters. Self-constructed sentences are
sometimes grammatically incorrect, with logic preserved and a quite rich vocabulary. The teacher emphasizes that the indicated difficulties are intense. The graphic level of his writing does not raise concerns. Michał’s oral statements are correct
and extensive, although difficulties in starting a response are observed, sometimes
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also in oral speech there are grammatical errors. Michał’s pronunciation is understandable. His tutor points out that the pupil is always prepared for lessons, active
and committed, willingly carries out instructions and is independent in the activities undertaken. Michał participates in additional classes, and his behaviour, both
in contacts with peers and adults, does not raise any concerns.
In the pedagogical study, it is stated that Michał has mastered the ability to
read and write well. He reads at a fast pace, with a word method, dividing longer
and unknown words into syllables. There are, however, quite many distortions of
words or guesses. The boy understands the contents of text he reads, both aloud
(instructions in maths textbook – observation while doing homework with the
child) and quietly (House of the Dwarves test by G. Krasowicz-Kupis). He remembers connected information transmitted in words, but a limited amount of
auditory memory is observed (phonological, in Our Language test by M. Bogdanowicz – auditory memory, consisting in repeating as many words as possible,
results: for 15 words heard in three samples of 5 words, the boy remembered
a total of 8 words /3 in the first sample, 3 in the second and 2 in the third/ which
gives a low score, taking into account age standards). When he writes, he makes
spelling mistakes and sporadic phonetic errors (he writes as he hears), he quietly
pronounces words he is writing. The boy’s writing is legible. Grammatical errors are noticed in written statements. The boy is right-handed (homogeneous
lateralization). Audio-language functions are shaped at the level of age standards;
however, analysis of paronyms and phonological memory require improvement.
It has been observed that tests involving hearing are carried out by Michał with
great attention

DIAGNOSIS OF COMMUNICATION
AND LANGUAGE COMPETENCES
From the interview with the mother of the respondent, it appears that at about
9 months Michał began to communicate in sign language (the first simplified
gestures: drink, mum, dad, grandmother, aunt, which were precisely interpreted
and understood by the immediate surroundings of the child). The mother remembers that this was pleasing for her. Words appeared at about 18 months old, when
Michał started attending a nursery. In Michał’s upbringing, a significant role was
also played by the deaf grandmother who signs better than the mother of the boy
hears and more often communicates phonically (e.g. with her grandchildren).
At the age of 3, Michał started going to kindergarten. Initially, the kindergarten
teachers were concerned about the child’s development of speech and language
and reported his communication problems, hence the child was covered by speech
therapy in the institution. There followed a quick and satisfactory development of
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speech and language, the mother herself observed that the child speaks more and
more (and signs less and less, including at home). In addition, she organized for
her son speech therapy activities outside the pre-school institution, in one of the
local hearing and speech rehabilitation centres. Michał still attends these classes
two times a month.
At the age of 5, Michał was examined by a speech therapist who pointed to
the following abnormalities: reduced level of articulation motility in the field of
tongue verticalization and circular muscle movements of the lips (test according
to H. Rodak’s Articulation motility test cards (1997), no abnormalities found in
the anatomical structure of the articulatory organs), difficulties in the auditory differentiation of oppositional sounds, especially three dental series (according to the
proposal of a phonemic hearing test by I. Styczek (1977), in audiological examination, no hearing loss found – analysis of the child’s health records), in pronunciation substitutions and simplifications of consonants (based on listening and observation of the way of implementing phonemes of the Polish language, with the
help of the auxiliary Pictorial questionnaire by G. Demel (1996) – unfortunately
there is no detailed information on whether the above-mentioned implementations
were developmental or pathological!). Additionally, problems were found in the
inflection of words, difficulties in the correct use of personal pronouns, building
longer statements. After completing the diagnostic process, Michał participated
in a 20-hour speech therapy at home with the participation of his mother as an
observer (Osenkowska, 2014).
In November 2015, the boy’s communication skills were again diagnosed,
using a Language Development Test normalized for children aged 4;0–8;11. The
study was carried out by the co-author of the article.
On the day of the examination, Michał G. was exactly 7;1;5 years old. The
diagnosis lasted almost 40 minutes. During the meeting (in the afternoon hours),
Michał was cheerful, he responded vividly to the investigator’s instructions, he
was initially interested in the course of the tests, and over time required reinforcement in the form of encouragement. The child’s statements were understandable,
there were no defects in the articulation of individual sounds and voice produced.
In the Vocabulary sub-test – understanding words, Michał made nine mistakes when choosing between 28 pictures (he achieved 19 points out of 28 possible, which, after calculating the results and their reference to stanine general
standards for children aged 7;0–7;5, because the aim of the study was to assess
Michał’s performance compared to other children of the same age, with a probability of 85%, gives a stanine of 3 and means a low score).
In the Grammar – repetition of sentences sub-test, the boy committed 4 errors, incorrectly reproducing the sentence he was given to repeat. In this sub-test
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he obtained 30 points (out of 34), the results are within the range of stanine 6,
which is average-higher.
In the Vocabulary – word production sub-test, the subject correctly named
13 out of 25 pictures, reaching 13 points. Thus, the results calculated as stanine
(stanine 4) are within the limits of typical lower results.
In the Grammar – understanding sentences sub-test, Michał incorrectly selected 5 pictures (from 32) for the sentences given. The boy scored 27 points,
which means that the result is also within the limits of typical lower results (stanine 4). The boy had the most difficulty understanding sentences with two closer
and further complements, such as: The girl shows the knife with a fork (items 22,
24 and 28).
In the Grammar – inflection of words sub-test, the subject made 2 mistakes,
incorrectly inflecting words, for example, instead of dużo pól (many fields) he said
dużo poli. He obtained 12 points, which after conversion according to the LDT
key, means a typical, average-lower result.
The Discourse – understanding of texts sub-test was carried out using texts
T3 and T4 – in accordance with the age of the child (7, 8 years). Michał understands the general content of the messages, but has difficulties remembering the
details of the information provided. Also in this test he obtained lower-average
results (level 4 stanine).
As a result of further calculation procedures (Smoczyńska et al. 2015), raw
results of the subscales were obtained: vocabulary – 7 points (stanine 3), grammar
– 14 (stanine 5), understanding – 7 (stanine 3), production – 14 (stanine 5) and
a general result – 21 points (stanine 4).
In summary, Michał obtained an average-lower overall score in the test. Vocabulary results were considered low and grammars were considered typical average. Michał is worse at dealing with tasks that require understanding language
(words and sentences), but better, as he is average, at tests requiring repetition of
sentences. The result of understanding texts was defined as average-lower.
The boy’s current pronunciation is correct, his voice is a little hoarse and
quite loud. In contact with an adult stranger Michał uses polite forms, no excessive gestures are observed. He is open and communicative, asks questions about
the current topic of conversation, he also gives relevant answers and when he does
not understand an expression, he asks for an explanation.
Speaking to his mother, he slows down the rate of speech and his articulation
becomes clearer. In a situation where the mother does not understand, he starts
using gestures. Michał communicates very well in sign language (SLS), correctly
transmits messages and understands those addressed to him.
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CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY
Researchers, mainly English-speaking, have tried to define the importance of
an unusual linguistic environment for the development of speech and language of
hearing children of deaf parents.
J. Sachs, B. Bard and M.L. Johnson (1981), in a case study on the linguistic
development of two brothers (3.9 and 1.8), found that both the first and second
children had a developmental delay in speech. Particularly in the older boy, Jim,
serious articulation problems were observed. The researchers concluded that the
delays in the language development of the examined children were caused by
insufficient stimulation (the only possibility of learning the spoken language was
to listen to conversations on television). However, the authors of the study emphasize that appropriate intervention has improved the children’s language skills
and the abnormalities have disappeared. In later years of life, the spontaneous language expression of the brothers was normal, although in a study of their language
a few weak areas were diagnosed. J. Murphy and N. Slorach (1983) examined six
children under the age of five, also concluding that all the subjects had problems
related to the development of speech. The authors emphasize that the cognitive
development of the children was far ahead of their language development, which
was reflected in their attempts to create sentences, though they were marked by
grammatical errors. Besides that, the children had a limited vocabulary which
they partially compensated for by more frequent use of the words “thing”, “object”, “building” and “there”. The study found a significant correlation between
the additional help given to the children (from hearing their peers during games
e.g. in kindergarten, teachers, relatives and neighbours), and their cognitive and
linguistic development, in the grammatical aspect. In later works of the same or
other authors, there was no delay in the acquisition of language skills of hearing
children of deaf parents. N.B. Schiff-Myers and H.B. Klein (1985) examined five
hearing children of deaf parents. Four of the subjects did not show the speech
disorders (mainly articulatory) characteristic of deaf people that occurred in their
mothers. Also, the studies by E. Toohey (2010) indicate that the language development of hearing children of deaf parents, mainly in the phonetic and phonological
aspect, is generally normal.
Our own research partially confirms these conclusions. It seems that the development of speech and language of hearing children of deaf parents is conditioned not only by the communication capabilities of the parents, but also by
a wider group of people from the child’s social environment. Therefore, it is important that hearing children of deaf parents can be supported in contacts with
other hearing persons (relatives, teachers, speech therapists).
The examined boy – Michał G. – is growing up in an unusual linguistic environment. His parents and grandparents are deaf people who communicate mainly
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with sign language, while his younger brother is a hearing person. The mother of
the boys, despite having hearing defects and pronunciation that differs from the
accepted orthophonic standard, in communicating with her children prefers the
phonic language supported by signing, including the finger alphabet. Michał’s
father is a deaf person; he communicates only in sign language.
The results obtained in our research show that Michał achieved average language development (cf. results of LDT, school skills tests, observations). Particular attention in the process of linguistic support, however, requires grammar and
lexical exercises, aimed at enriching passive and active vocabulary, in terms of
production and understanding of words and their use in sentences. The essential
exercises are those in the field of building and understanding especially those sentences in which inflection is decisive (for example, sentences with proximal and
distant complements, in which inflection points to relations between the complements). Sign languages are not inflectional codes, which could be where Michał’s
grammatical difficulties come from. An important role in linguistic education can
be played by reading, because by reading more and more complex texts, Michał
will learn and consolidate appropriate language forms, both in speech and in writing. Nowadays, more attention to the improvement of auditory-language functions (including manipulation of phonological material) is required, as well as the
consolidation of spelling rules, for this purpose it is advisable, for example, for the
boy to use a spelling dictionary.
From the analysis of the course of speech and language development it can be
stated that the examined boy is a bilingual person, and his way of communicating
with the environment depends on the interlocutor’s possibilities and preferences.
Signs appeared first in his linguistic development (about 9 months), which did not
significantly affect the development of spoken language – the first words (about
18 months). The examined boy learned the phonetic language from his mother,
even though she had not mastered it sufficiently (mainly in the phonetic aspect). It
is not without significance that from about 12 months, Michał was under the care
of an institution – a nursery, then a kindergarten, where he had the opportunity to
intensely and also in a rather natural way acquire spoken language. Therefore, it
should be recognized that in the linguistic education of the boy, professionals –
teachers and speech therapists – also played an important role. Currently (at the
age of 8), Michał, despite the indicated minor language difficulties, achieves
a relatively good level of communication competence in both sign and phonic
language, which has become the basis for acquiring knowledge.
The research question posed should be answered in the affirmative. The development of the linguistic knowledge of hearing children of hearing-impaired
parents depends on their language development conducted in a family environment and supported by third parties. It also seems that the very process of lan-
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guage development is determined by the communicative and linguistic competence of the parents, their awareness of the course of speech development and the
language of the child.

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT OF A HEARING CHILD
OF DEAF PARENTS – PRACTICAL TIPS
“Language cannot be learned, and it can only be stimulated,
so the role of educators isto give the language
a thread on which it will develop by itself”.
W. von Humboldt (in: Bieńkowska 2007, 41)

Ensuring appropriate language development conditions for hearing children
of deaf parents is a key issue for the development of their linguistic knowledge. It
is important that deaf parents do not remain without proper support in the process
of shaping the communication and language competence, often in two languages,
of their hearing children. For the hearing child of deaf parents to be able to master
the language of their community, adequate social and informal support resources
should be mobilized – in the form of, for example, family help between relatives
as well as formally – building a professional support system in the form of a wider
range of speech therapy, pedagogical and psychological services for non-disabled
children whose development (in this case linguistic, and consequently psychosocial) may be at risk due to the parents’ disability. However, the amount of support
must be balanced, tailored to the needs of both parents and children. Persons providing support should be aware of their role as a “language mediator” along with
the complex communication and related cultural problems.
Recommendations on language development of hearing children of deaf
parents:
1.	The deaf parents should be made aware that their hearing children can be
fluent in sign language and spoken language (of the majority), but children cannot be “left alone”.
2.	If there are hearing siblings in a family of deaf people, all of the children
should learn to sign (not only the oldest, especially daughters, who most
often take the role of interpreter between younger siblings and parents),
and in the presence of parents children should use sign language among
themselves, so that the parents have insight into the transmitted content,
they can monitor interactions, thus, have a sense of their own parenting
skills (Singleton, Tittle 2000).
3.	It is important to use the experience of hearing people, relatives, professionals (teachers, speech therapists) in the language development process
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from the earliest possible age of the child’s life. For this purpose, they
can, for example, organize in the home help from a hearing babysitter
(e.g. 3 hours a day), register the child as soon as possible for a nursery,
then kindergarten, enable the child to use speech therapy (e.g. in a psychological-pedagogical clinic) (cf. teaching strategies for children of a second
language: people, places, time, alternating – Kurcz 2007, 21, 22).
4.	The parenting competences, including the language and social skills of
deaf parents, must not be undermined in any way. However, they should
be supported as much as possible in the process of the language development of hearing children (awareness, instruction).
5.	It is essential that hearing persons from the children’s environment (e.g.
hearing relatives, teachers, speech therapists) support communication in
sign language and understand that it is a way of communication between
a child and their deaf parents (cf. the importance of language prestige in
the development of bilingualism, Kurcz 2007). Lack of communication
with parents can have serious psychological consequences (Bene 1977;
Halbreich 1979). To this end, children should be put into contact with
various deaf people, including deaf (signing) children, to improve their
better communication in sign language, for example, by participating in
cultural events for deaf people.
6.	People from the child’s social environment (deaf and hearing) should
respect each other’s linguistic/cultural separateness, as well as give the
child a sense of security and the possibility of building a bilingual identity.
7.	Hearing children of deaf parents cannot play the role of translators for
their parents, due to the content of language messages that are inappropriate for the child’s age and cognitive maturity – both deaf and hearing
people should be made aware of this. In contacts between deaf people and
hearing persons, sign language interpreters should be used.
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